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Abstract 

Westinghouse Elecnic Corporation has performed a safety assessment of 
the Savannah River production reactors (K, L, and P) as requested by the 
U.S. DepartmentofEnergy. ThisassessmentwasperformedbetweenNovember 
1,1988, and April 1,1989, under the msition contract for the Westinghouse 
Savannah River Company's preparations to succeed E. I. du Pont de Nemours & 
Company as the U.S. Department of Energy contractor for the Savannah River 
froject. The reviewers were dram from several Westinghouse nuclear energy 
Organizations, embody a combination of commercial and government reactor 
experience, and have backgrounds covexing the range of technologies relevant 
to assessing nuclear safety. 

The report presents the rationale from which the overaU judgment was 
drawn and the basis for the committee's opinion on the phased restart s m g y  
proposed by E. I. du Pont de Nemours %r Company, Westinghouse, and the 
US. Department of Energy-Savannah River. 'he  committee concluded that it 
could recommend restart of one reactor at partial power upon completion of a 
list of recommended upgrades both to systems and their supporting analyses and 
after demonsaation that the organization had assimilated the massive changes it 
will have undergone. These recommendations are supplemental to the restart 
criteria formulated by the U.S. Department of Energy in November 1988 at a 
meeting in Charlotte, North Camha. The committee recommendations are 
presented either as required before restart of the first reactor or as long term. The 
long-term recommendations ~IC to be incorporated by the contractor into an 
aggressive reactor safety improvement program, the creation of which is itself a 
committee recommendation. 
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Executive Summary 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation (Westinghouse) has performed a 
safety assessment of the Savannah River production reactors (IC L, and P) as 
requested by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)-Savannah River Operations. 
This review concentrated on the IC Reactor as the candidate for near-term mm 
and on the Mark 22 fuel assembly (h4k22) charge used in tritium production. It 
was performed between November 1, 1988, and April 1, 1989, under the 
wsition contract for the Westinghouse Savannah River Company preparations 
to succeed E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company @u Pont). The reviewers were 
drawn from several Westinghouse nuclear energy organizations, embody a 
combination of commercial and government reactor experience, and have back- 
grounds covering the range of relevant technologies. These include engineering 
design, safety analysis, severe-accident and risk evaluation, and conduct of 
operations. The activity itself was performed separately from preparation for 
operations management and thus is titled the Westinghouse Independent Safety 
Review (WISR). The WISR commiuee of nine memben and a secretary was 
supported by one senior staff member from Du Pont and by nine topical area 
subgroups of two to five people each. Information was obtained from reports 
and files, Du Pont and subcontractor presentations and interviews, and plant 
Visits. Where necessary, available information was supplemented by original 
analysis. 

The committee adopted a rationale for judgment, expressed as a set of 
criteria. These were adapted from a draft prepared by Westinghouse Savannah 
River nuclear safety oversight management personnel as a part of their transition 
activities, so that the principlesarticulated are expectedto carry over into the new 
operation. Although derived directly from commercial reactor experience, they 
do not impose verbatim compliance with the latest U.S Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) regulations and guidance. Such compliance would be 
impossible both because of the differences in technology (low-temperature heavy 
water versus high-tempetature light water) andbecause of the early 1950svhtage 
of the design. The committee also considered how the NRC adapts its regulations 
to older licensed units. 

The criteria used by the WISR committee in reaching its upgrade recom- 
mendations flow from four guiding principles. First is the necessity to understand 
the level of risk posed to the general public and plant workers and to ensure th& 
the most likely occurrences pose little or no risk,while those with the greatest 
adverse consequences are least likely to occur. Second is an understanding that 
reactor safety is not a static art, but involves a continuing self-examidon and 
search for excellence, evidenced in the management and workplace culture and 
in the maintenance and upgrades to the hardware. Third is an understanding that 
deterministic predictions of all conceivable adverse events are not feasible, so 
that the best sauegy is one of defense in depth to provide tolerance against the 
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unpredicted. Fourth is a recognition of the intedependence among design, 
mduct of Operations, and management, and an understanding that a strong 
management system must ensure an apj)ropiate level of attention to each of these 
factors. 

The committee judgments attempt to ensue that the risk to public health 
and safety from operation of the plants will be a small h t i o n  of that h m  
accidental occurzences in toto and that the risk to plantpemnnel will not exceed 
levelstypicalofindustrialactivities Tbisassuranceintumrestsonthefollowing 
requirements: 

1. That the reactor be capable of being shut down and maintained in a 
safe condition (including long-term cooling and monitoring) following normal 
opetation and all anticipated operational occurrences 

2. That mitigation systems be availabIe to limit core damage and fission 
product release for design-basis and mcue severe events. Emergency cooling is 
prOVided for design-basis leaks, and the COnfinement system is to provide an 
effective barrier to the release of fission products fKKn design-basis &dents 

3. That postaccident monitoring and accident management capabilities 
be available. Emergency planning must be in place to deal with the residual risk 
posed by beyonddesign-basis events 

4. ~effectivemansgementsy~~beinplaoetoprovideconfidence 
that the equipment and personnel are ready for safe operation. A plan for, and 
commitment to, continuing safety improvements must be the first prior it^ of 
management. 

The restart strategy proposed by Du Pont, Westinghouse, and DOE 
Savannah River to the U.S. Department of Energy-Headquarters (DOE-HQ on 
January 13,1989, and to DOE’S AdvisorycOmmittee on Nuclear Facility Safety 
on January 25, involves completion of a short-term list of haxtiware and training 
items on one mctor and its Operation at less than full power una completion of 
a bng-tem list of upgrades on all duee units. The committee is in general 
concmnce with such an approach, and its comments on the required content of 
both the short-tern and long-term lists are contained in this repoa. A commit- 
ment is anticipated in the near term to the committee’s long-term recommenda- 
tions, with the expectation that these recommendations will be pursued 
aggressively as part of an overall mctor safety improvement program, and 
implemented before a subsrantial portion of the remaining operational lifetime 
of thereactors has elapsed. 

The committee’s recommendations are to be understood as supplemental 
to the program already in plaoe to meet the November 1988 DOE criteria 
(DOE 1988). A PtpreQUiste to any restart is completion of the msition to the 
new management, the assimilation of the massive changes under way with 
particular emphasis on the training and perfomce of the operations staff, and 
an asslliance that the excellent safety record to date is not jeopardized by the 
transition. Similarly, a precondition to full resumption of operations is that the 
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new organization evidence its commitment to a rising standard of excellence in 
nuclear safety. 

Setting the allowable power level before completion of the experimental 
program now under way has been an area of considerable contention, centering 
on the ability of the emergency cooling system (ECS) to cool the core following 
a postulated beak in the coolant boundary. A strong body of evidence supports 
the belief that breaks approaching the doubleended guillotine rupture of the 
process water pipe are beyond reasonable expectation and should not be consid- 
ered as a design basis for mitigation. A prudent design basis would be the largest 
break that cannot be subject to full characterization and inspection, namely an 
expansion bellows failure, the largest of which might result in a 55-in2 opening. 
Pending acceptance of the leak-before-break (LBB) technology to define this 
design basis, the committee considers it prudent to establish a power level such 
that core coolability would be expected, using realistic modeling, even for the 
hypothetical sudden double-ended guillotine break (DEGB). The committee has 
not attempted to determine the resulting allowable power level, but is optimistic 
that a practical fgm on the order of 50% can be defended. Resumption of 
full-power operations wil l  require frrrther analytical and experimental data and 
an understanding of the risks involved through completion of on-going probabi- 
listic risk assessments (PRA). The.case is made tenable by the low system 
temperature and pssure, leading to low energy available to expand an opening, 
and the confkhce in early leak detection because of the low threshold for 
detection of tritium conrained in the heavy-water coolant. 

Other areas have received special attention as well, such as survival of 
seismic events, protection against fires that threaten safety systems, prevention 
of loss of pumping from flooding, safeguards against system overpressurization 
caused by inadvertent actuation of emergency cooling, provisions for emergency 
powa.provisionof e s s e n t i a l i f o r ~ d ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
capability of the confinement system to alleviate the collseQuences of a severe 
accident, the adequacy and integrity of the information base for design, safety 
analysis and conduct of operations, the reflection of this information base in 
aaining and procedures, and the assimilation of all these data by the opeations 
staff. 

The report discusses the committee’s investigations of these and other 
topicalareas,mganized~~dthe~esubcommitteereports(AppendixB)and 
their recommendations (Section m). Suggested requirements are presented for 
provisional Operaton of KReactor at apartial power level and for the subsequent 
reactor safety improvement pgmn. In all, 50 specific recommendations are 
made, of which 24 are to to restart of the K Reactor. 
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Introduction 

The three production reactors at the Savannah River Plant (originally 
there were five, but only K, L, and Pare now candidates for restart) were designed 
and built by E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company @u Pont) in the early 1950s. 
upon direct request of President Harry S. Truman. Although many of the 
Du Pont personnel were experienced in the design and construction of the 
light-water-cooled, graphite-moderated reactors at the Hanford Site during the 
Manhattan Project, an entirely different technical concept was chosen for the 
Savannah River Project (SRP), optimized for the production of tritium and 
plutonium. The use of heavy water as moderator and coolant was not followed 
in commercial practice by the U.S. nuclear industry, despite the construction of 
a 50-MW component test reactor at SRP followed by a small-scale U.S. Atomic 
Energy Commission (AEC) commercial demonstration plant in the early 196Os.* 
The Canadian nuclear industry has implemented this combination of coolant and 
moderator into the current Canadian deuterium-uranium reactor program 
(CANDU), of which numerous examples are in successful operation in Canada, 
South Korea, India, Pakistan, and Argentina. The German reactor vendor 
Siemens, through its Kraftwerk Union subsidiary, also has built a power reactor 
of this general type in Argentina. 

Nevertheless, the U.S. civilian reactor indusay developed on different 
lines. The 106 currently licensed light-water reactors (LWR) generally owe their 
technology to the U.S. naval reactors program, via its pressurized-water (cooled) 
reactor (PWR) demonstration plant at Shippingport (started up in 1957). Another 
factor important to this choice was the availability to electric utilities of partially 
enriched Uranium under the 1954 Atoms for Peace program; an especially 
attractive feature of the heavy-water reactor (HWR) in its power production 
version is its abiiry to use natural uranium so that its advantage over the LWRs, 
which require enriched uranium, was diminished in the UNted States. The 
predominant thrust in the development of designs,materials, analydis techniques, 
codes and standards, licensing practice, construction methods. and conduct of 
operations not only was thus outside the AEC/LJ.S. Energy Research and Devel- 
opment Administration (ERDA)/LJ.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Organization 
but was also building upon adifferent technological base. Asimilar phenomenon 
took placx inteanationally, although not to such an extreme degree. The Current 

*The Carolinas-VKgiaia tube reactor (CVTR) was built by Westinghouse 
for a group of southeast U.S. ublities and operated successfully for five years at 
a nominal power of 11 MW. 
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world count of power reactors is 329 LWRs, 28 HWRs, 46 gascooled reactors 
(GCRs), and 26 other. 

This relative isolation of the HWRs at SRP did not preclude a record of 
safe operation. The overall history compares well with that of the civilian reactor 
industry in both safety and operational efficiency. The Du Pont management’s 
attention to employee safety is re5ected at SRP, and the reactors were well 
designed to the prevailing codes and standards. Taking advantage of the absence 
of equipment necessary to produce electric power and the lower tempemtures 
and pressures thus made possible, the product of these designs is in a n u m k  of 
ways more forgiving than that of a standard LWR. Table 1 is a summary of some 
major points of difference, with emphasis on thase important to nuclear safety. 

A possibly more profound aspect of the isolation of the DOE reactors at 
SRP from the body of licensed reactor practice is in the area of conduct of 
operations. The Three Mile Island accident in 1979 was a major watershed for 
the civilian nuclear industry. In addition t~ a number of specific hardware 
upgrades, it has led to a pronounced change in the management of aperations. 
Most particularly, it led to a growing understanding that hardwm alone could 
not be relied upon far nuclear safety. A new discipline of operations and a rising 
standard of excellence, largely based on those already in place in the U.S. naval 
nuclear program, have been put into place in the ensuing 10 yeens. The 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) puts great emphasis on operations 
management in its reviews of operating plants. The industry’s own Institute of 
Nuclear Power Operations (NQ) provides peer review of operating plants, with 
no-holds-barred critiques, and shares good practices among units. 

The nuclear accident at Chemobyl led to another searching look at current 
practices, but the U.S. civilian plants came out rather well by comparison with 
Soviet practice. lhis time the spotlight was turned to DOE mctors, particUtarly 
the N Reactor at the Hanfd  Site, which, like Chemobyl, has a graphite 
moderator. The NReactor was shut down fora majar safety upgrade and review. 
[Although subsequently reviewed and shown to be safe for continued operations 
(WHC 1987). the N Reactor remains shut down for lack of need for its principal 
product, plutonium.] At the same time a National Academy of Sciences (NAS) 
committee was commissioned to assess the safety of all DOE reactors 
(NAS 1987). The NAS committee (strictly speaking, a committee staffed by 
members of the National Academies of Science and Enginaxing plus other 
knowledgeable exper& supported by their staff agency the National Research 
Council) made a number of recommendations to DOE. As a result of these and 
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other recommendations made by additional review committees,* a massive 
safety improvement program was undertaken by Du Pont and the DOE'S 
Savannah River Operations Office. At about the Same rime, Du Pont announced 
that it was no longer interested in renewal of its c o n a t  to operate Savannah 
River for the DOE, so the search began for a successor. Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation (Westinghouse) wis chosen in September 1988 and was granted a 
tmnsition contract to prepare for assumption of operations management on 
April 1,1989. Under this contract, Westinghouse Electric Corporation was also 
requested to perfonn a review of the safety of the SRP production reactors, as it 
had done prior to assumption of responsibility for N Reactor at the Hanford Site. 
This report is the result of that review. 

*Perhaps most notable are the DOE'S Crawford Committee, the DOE 
En~entat,SafetyandHealth~&H)TechnicalSafety,QualityAssurance, 
and Design Review Committees, and the Advisory Committee on Nuclear 
Facility Safety. 
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Table 1. Safety Differences Between Savannah River Plant 

Feature 

Temperature and pressure 

~ 

Maintaining cooling 

Independent reactivity 
shutdown 

Core insmentation 

simplicity 

Fuel material 

Wantage to 

SRP 

SRP 

SRP 

SRP 

SRP 

SRP 

Summaryreason 

Operation at or below atmo- 
spheric boiling conditions vs 
2,250 lbUin2 means that much 
less energy is available to aggra- 
vate pipe breaks or challenge 
containment. 

The SRP main coolant pumps 
are supplemented by pony 
motors that are constantly 
energized by dedicated power 
supplies. 

In addition to control rods there 
are separate safety rods and a 
pressllrized means of injecting 
soluble poison. 

Each of the hundreds of fuel 
assemblies has dedicated 
temperatm and pressure instru- 
mentation feeding information 
directly into a safety computer. 

Lacking power generation 
equipment, the operator has 
considerably fewer functions to 
perform. 

The use of aluminum and the 
operating conditions make the 
metal-water reaction leading to 
hydrogen a much less likely 
consequence of severe 
accidents than in the case of 
zirconiumintheLWR. 
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Table 1. Safety Differences Between Savannah River Plant 
and Light-Water Reactors. (sheet 2 of 2) 

Feature 

Leakage detection 

Confiiement/ 
containment 

I 
Advantage to 

SRP 

LWR 

Uranium enrichment 

Summaryreason 

LWR 

Detection of leakage of primary 
coolant is greatly enhanced by 
the presence of tritium formed 
by neutron absorption in the 
deuterium. 

Only a containment will 
prevent noble gas release 
following a hypothetical severe 
accident--the confmement will 
be effective for other fission 
products. 

Natural circulation LWR 

SRP = Savannah River Plant. 
LWR = Light-water reactor. 

The downflow through fuel 
elements and the loop layout of 
the SRP reactors complicate the 
initial stages of loss-of-cmling 
cases. 

Although it enhances produc- 
tion, the highly enriched fuel in 
the SRP reactor makes conceiv- 
able a recriticality condition 
following a hypothetical severe 
accident leading to core 
rearrangement. 
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I. Safety Philosophy and Restart Criteria 

Preface 

The safety philosophy expressed here is derived directly from commercial 
nuclear power industry practice, restated in terms relevant to the SRP production 
reactors. The commercial industry reactor safety record has been exceptional 
despite a wide variety of individual designs, construction techniques, and practice 
in the conduct of operations. Indeed, the SRP reactors themselves enjoy an 
excellent safety record. but their statistical base is small compared to that of the 
industry as a whole. Thus their own safety record does not by itself provide a 
sufficient level of assurance of continuing safe operation. Commercial reactor 
experience adds substantially to the statistical base and applies well to the HWR 
because of similar materials, processes, and fundamental safety objectives 
applied over a range of designs and design vintages. Thus we believe that the 
philosophy underlying this record of success will still be valid and meaningful 
when applied to the SRP reactors. 

This safety philosophy is articulated in the section below; then restart 
safety acceptance criteria are formulated based on this philosophy, taking into 
account specific parallels with older commercial facilities where there is a 
recognized need to acknowledge and evaluate shortcomings relative to the latest 
design practices and requirements. 

The concept of nuclear safety can be embodied in four fundamental 
principles: petspecrive of risk; self-examination; defense in depth; and recogni- 
tion of the interrelationships among design, operations, and management. 

\ 

Perspective of Risk 

The paramount interest and objective of reactor safety policy is protection 
of public health and safety. The commercial nuclear industry has recognized the 
primacy of this objective by adopting qualitative and quantitative goals that are 
based on the principle that nuclear risks should not be a significant addition to 
other societal risks. The DOE is currently formulating a similar set of goals 
applying both to the general public and to plant wprkers. The qualitative goal is 
that individual members of the public should be provided a level of protection 
from the consequences of nuclear plant operation such that it poses no signirtcant 
additional risk to life or health. 

This quantitative goal is expressed as follows: the incremental risk of 
prompt fatalities and/or latent cancers leading to fatalities should not exceed 0.18 
of the corresponding general background risk. This goal is an aiming point or 
benchmark for performance that nuclear designers and operators should strive to 
achieve. In this regard, the importance of mitigation of nuclear power plant 
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accident consequences is recognized, and containment/confmement, siting, and 
emergency planning are integral parts of the defense-in-depth concept associated 
with accident prevention and mitigation. 

In applying the safety goals, it is recognized that a calculated level of risk 
that exceeds the 0.1% ratio does not necessarily constitute a significant additional 
risk. The achievement of this target value only supports an expectation that 
people living of working near these plants need have no special concern about 
the plant’s proximity. The choice of a numerical value was based on the ability 
of the commercial nuclear industry to meet these goals for most modem plant 
designs, thus precluding the need to pexform a detailed cost-benefit analysis to 
support an acceptable level of risk. In the case of oldex plant designs that cannot 
achieve the benchmark levels for amptable risk, continued opemtion can be 
justified by performing cost-benefit evaluations of the alternatives in design and 
operation (including plant closure). It is also recognized that the process of 
quantifying the risks from operation (and severe accidents) of a facility leads to 
a greater level of overall safety because insights gained h m  the p e s  may in 
turn lead to improvements in design and operation. 

SetExamination 

The safety goals must be recognized as targets that describe the level of 
acceptable risk for long-term operation. An alternative justification can be 
developed for short-term operation of a facility with improvements to bring the 
facility to an acceptable level while the long-tern goals are being pursued. Thus, 
while a facility of the vintage of the Savannah River production reactors may not 
be able to achieve the benchmark or target values set for new reactors, the attempt 
to quantify the risks identifies areas where improvements in safety can be 
implemented in a cost-beneficial manner. The comparison of plant performance 
in relation to the acceptable level of risk is the proper perspective for overall 
safety assessment 

The safety goal also has merit as an expression of intent that the incre- 
mental public risk from reactor facility operation be, in essence, negligible and 
that safety judgments, then, be made in that context. The result is a continuing 
quest for safety excellence, which may seem to be an elusive ideal, but in fact is 
a direct parallel to the totalquality thrust vital to success in industry today. Thus, 
the second principle to be tested in the SRP restart deliberation is that reactor 
safety is a dynamic concept involving continuous self-examination and 
improvement 
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Defense in Depth 

Defense in depth is a proven approach to the provision of extra safety, 
which recognizes the potential for plant challenges that, because of a special and 
unique complexity, cannot in every case be predefined and evaluated on a 
deterministic basis. 

Prior to the Three Mile Island accident. the overwhelming concentration 
in regulation was on design and on hardware integrity and perfomance. The 
cornerstone of this thrust was the concept of defense in depth. This concept 
emphasizes multiple, successive barriers to fssion-product release, without 
undue reliance on a single one of the W e n  for overaU adequate protection. 
Basic design integrity was emphasized through imposition of increasingly strict 
codes and standards. Extensive protection and safeguards capability were 
required by prescriptive and deterministic considerations over a wide range of 
postulated system challenges and potential Eailures. Management and operations 
practices and capabilities were given comparatively less emphasis, perhaps 
reflecting both the background of most of the operators and regulators and the 
fact that most of the adverse experience was yet to be encountered. Nonetheless, 
the effort on design and hardware, reflected in the defense-in-depth concept, was 
by no means misplaced and has served the industry well, as is indicated by the 
overall record Nor was this success just luck. ’Ihe extra provision of a forgiving 
design in large measure compensated for the lesser emphasis placed on manage- 
ment and the conduct of operations. 

Interrelations among Design, Operations, and Management 

Reactor safety, in the broadest sense, derives from balanced adequacies 
in each of three fundamend areas: design, operations, and management. Beyond 
a minimum level of adequacy absolutely necessary for each by itself, compen- 
sation in any one area can be provided by extra provision in the others so long as 
there are structured and enabling interfaces linking that one to the others. 
(‘Design’ here encompasses the ‘as-is’ plant--not just as designed, but as built 
and as maintained.) 

Figure 1 illustrates this concept of interdependence among the three areas 
of required emphasis, with the enabling interfaces called out Each area is 
characterized by major elements or attributes. As stated in the principle above, 
competlsation in specific elements in one area can be provided through greater 
provision in specific elements of another, provided the enabling interface is 
adequate. AnexamplefromSRpisthatextraassurancef~concemsarisingfrom 
primary-system boundary ty questions can be provided by operator action 
on low-threshold leakage by proper technical specifications, in turn 
enabled by leakage-detection enhancement because of the tritium in the coolant. 
A clear understanding of such interrelationships provides a capability for 
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effecting timely safety improvements that might not othenvise be possible. This 
powerful~lalsounderliescommercialpractiCe,especiallyindealingWitholdea 
nuclear plants. 

Safety Acceptance Criteria 

. Four principles, the perspective of risk, continuing self-examhion and 
improvement, defense in depth, and recognition of the interrelationships among 
the fundamental areas of influence, provide the basis and framework for the 
safety acceptance criteria formulated below. 

The SRP restart p r o g r a m  (DOE 1988) involves significant upgrades in 
each of the three mapr areas of safety influence-design, operations, and man- 
agement. It is inherent in the principle of continuous improvement that the 
upgrading process not be completed in the near future. Thus we mgnize that 
one threshold can be defined for the resumption of limited operations, another 
for sustained full production, while work would continue on yet longer range 
improvements. The fact that such work is continuing is not to be taken as a sign 
that al l  operation prior to its completion was unsafe, but rather as the natural 
consequence of continued sfriving for excellence. Indeed, the case should be 
made that resumption of limited operations upon proof of achievement of a 
required minimum level of adequacy provides the neceSSary mna for achieving 
management and operations excellence across the board. 

1. The reactor must be capable of being shut down and maintained in a 
safe-shutdown condition, including the capabiity for adequate long-term cooling 
and essential core monitoring, far both normal and anticipated operational 
occurrences. 

lhis criterion emphasizes accident prevention as fundamental to both 
risk reduction and defense in depth. It includes consideration of structural 
integrity, equipment operabitity, and systems performance capability in light of 

1A. Strucansll integrity andequipment operability must be demon- 
strated &d maintained under normal as well as approPriate and adverse load 
conditions usingestablishedandacceptedwdes, standards,andanalysismethods 
and programs for the following key reactor systems: 

firrtherspeciticsubcriteria. 

Processwakrsystem 
Cooling water system 
Modeaatorrecovery system 
Reactor shutdown 
Essential core monitoring. 

1B. Anticipated operational occurrences from potential equipment 
malfunctions or operator errors must be known and understood. 

1C. The reactor core must have inherent nuclear feedback charac- 
teristics that compensate for rapid and inadvertent reactivity additions. 
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1D. Acceptable core limits must not be exceeded during normal 
and anticipated transient conditions as demonstrated by verified codes and 
methods. 

1E. The plant design must be ‘robust’ and equipment malfunctions 
and/orope~ractionsthatresultinthetransitionfromananticipatedoperational 
Occufzence to an accident, particularly a severe accident involving core damage, 
must be identified and understood. 

2. Reliable mitigation systems must be provided and available to limit 
core damage and fission-product release for postulated design-basis accident 
events and conditions. 

This criterion is, again, responsive to the principles of risk avoidance 
and defense in depth. It deals with the risk of accidents regardless of preventive 
measures and the basic protection afforded. It also involves considerations of 
structural integrity, equipment operability, and systems performance capability 
through specific subcriteria. 

2A. Appmpriate design-basis events must be defmed to represent 
extreme but credible safety challenges that in turn defme mitigation system 
performance requirements. 

A judgment must be made of the boundary between design- 
basis and beyonddesign-basis events. This judgment will leave a very small but 
nonzero level of risk that requires considering the placement of these reactors on 
a d e d i d  site and also balancing, by a responsible authority, against the risk to 
the United States of doing without the materials that are produced when they are 
operating. 'Ibis issueisaddresed in the third set of criteria. 

2B. There must be teasonable confidence that the following mitig- 
ation systems meet their functional requirements consistent with the definition 
of design-basis events and acceptable levels of risk 

Emergency cooling Airborne activity control 
Confinement Confinement heat removal 
Water disposal (sumps) 
Discharge machine 

Reactor mom spray. 

2C. There should be confidence that the mitigation systems listed 
in 2B maintain their integrity and operability consistent with an acceptable level 
of reliability. 

2D. Appropriate emergency response procedures, technical speci- 
fications. and administrative controls are in place to ensure mitigation system 
readiness and opembility. Operations personnel must be thoroughly trained to 
understand and control off-normal events. 

2E. The intrinsic characteristics of the design must be tolerant so 
that local faults in the care do not propagate to a core-wide situation. 

3. The level of threat posed by accidents beyond the design basis should 
be understood using probabilistic risk assessment @RA) methodologies 
combined with experience and judgment and controlled to the extent possible. 
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This criterion addresses the responsiveness to the acceptable risk 
from accidents and the extent to which the residual risk can be controlled through 
an appmpriate combination of design, operation, and management. The risk 
should be addressed using currently recognized and acceptable techniques in 
PRA, including the evaluation of uncertainties and sensitivities. The acceptable 
level of risk is addressed in the following criteria. 

3A. A target value that allows for acceptable levels of accident risk 
and that balances the need for production against the potential risks must be 
defined for the SRP reactors. F i s  criterion must be addressed by DOE--the 
committee has had the benefit of DOE’S draft safety goals (DOE 1989).1 

3B. The most frequent accident scenarios that result in damage to 
the reactor core must be identified, and, to the extent practicable, the frequency 
of such events must be controlled to an acceptably low value consistent with their 
consequences through a combination of design, operation, and management 

3C. The most frequent accident scenarios that result in releases of 
radioktive mated  that might exceed the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) Protective Action Guidance (EPA 1975) for offsite exposure of 
the public must be identified, and, to the extent practicable, their frequency must 
be controlled to an acceptably low level through a combination of design, 
operation, and management practices. 

3D. The operations personnel must be trained in the prevention and 
mitigation of severe accidents. 

4. A strong and continually improving safety management system must 
be in place and functioning. 

This criterion recognizes the importance of management as it under- 
lies both the design and operations areas. Management provides the guidance 
and criteria to sustain ti safety-dedicated culture involving continuous examina- 
tion and improvement. Management can balance risk by implementing improve 
men& in operations that can offset, at least to some extent, shortfalls in certain 
mitigation systems. An example from commercial practice is the fire watch, 
where meeting uptodate fire protection standards would be impossible. Of 
course, the balancing process is itself subject to management oversight, as 
reflected in the subcriteria below. 

4A. Administrative controls are in place for continued safe 
operation. 

4B. An appropriate hierarchy of effective and independent over- 
sight organizations is defined and functioning. 

4C. A safety-issues management system is in place for evaluating, 
priorithing, planning, and &positioning s a f q  improvements on an ongoing 
basis. 

PraCtiCeS. 
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4D. Most important ofall, management at all levels sets clear lines 
of responsibility and authority, ensures that all levels of the organization rn 
competent and have the necessary training and tools to carry out their responsi- 
bilities,infusesthemwithadesiretoachievehigherstandardsofprofessionalism 
and excellence, and f w  a climate m which nuclear safety is never compro- 
mised for schedde. r 
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11. Application of Criteria to 
Savannah River Production 

Reactors 

This section summarizes the conclusions and findings of the various 
subcommittees, whose tecommendations are stated along with summary justifi- 
cations in Section ID. The appendices contain the more detailed reports of the 
subcommittees. Table 2 provides a listing of the membership of the committee 
and its subcommittees, along with an index number used to identify the subcom- 
mittees in these two sections and in the appendices. 

1, MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

The Mechanical Systems subcommittee reviewed the systems, structures, 
and uperations that provide the means of shutdown and long-term cooling, as 
well as mitigation of postdated accidents. The review focused on the functional 
adequacy and reliability of systems to satisfy design bases, taking into account 
environmental factors and the reasonableness of expected operator actions. 

Members of the subcommittee had the benefit of extensive discussion 
with SRP reactor systems and operations personnel, reviewed the pertinent 
proceduresand standards, and walked down the equipment in three reactor BIWLS. 
In addition, this group consulted with the subcommittees reviewing PRA; elec- 
trical, instnunentation, and control systems; seismic; and safety analysis in 
forming its evaluation. 

When compared with comme~W power reactors, the mechanical sys- 
tems of low-pressure HWRs ~IC relatively simple. Their operaring hjstcny has 
been essentially trouble free, and the various SRP reviews and walkdowns 
undertakenduringthepastyearprovideadditionalcanfidenceinthe~coneinued 
good performance. However, the review identified several aspects of prowtion 
against the con~uences of low-probability events that adversely affect the 
reliability of certain safety functions. These concerns are summarized below. 
Corrective measures involving procedural as well as physical improvements 
recommended in Section III. 
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4 

5 

- 
6 

7 
- 

- 
8 

- 
9 

- 

Table 2. Westinghouse Independent Safety Review Listing of 
Committee and Subcommittee Members. 

PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESS- Mike Hitchler, Bob Lutz, 
,MENT AND SEVERE ACCIDENTS Mike Zenmer, Jerry An&, 
Nick Liparulo, Sponsor Bev Cassidy 
SAFETY ANALYSIS REVIEW Toby Bumett, Tim An- 
John McAdoo, Sponsor dreychek, Steve Love, Bob 

Steitler 
POWER LIMIT AND ACCIDENT George Clare, Mike Epsteh, 
PROPAGATION Bob Henry 
Hans F a d e  and Lee Strawbridge, 
sponsors 
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Operating Procedures--In the event of a large-area rupture of eithea a 
process water system (PWS) pipe (large loss-of-cooling accident) or one of the 
main cooling-water headers inside the 105 Building, p c e d ~  call for the 
operator to make decisions and take action to ensure successful mitigation. 
Before taking action, he must perform Certain checks, as an incorrect response 
might exacerbate the event. The time available for accomplishing the checks is 
shorter than would be allowable in commercial reactor practiw, and, in the 
reviewers' opinion, the challenge is made more difficult by the quality of 
information likely to be available to the operator. 

In the large loss-of-cooling accident &OCA), initiation of the emergency 
cooling system (ECS) is automatic when a low DZO level in the reactor tank is 
detected. However, the aperator is required both to throttle ECS flow to match 
water removal capacity and to locate and isolate the break by closing valves in 
the affected process water loop. To accomplish these actions, the operator must 
diagnose the event and then monitor at least four process variables to avoid 
(a) overthrottling and/or isolating the wrong loop, starving the core, and 
(b) under-throttling, thereby allowing flooding of the sump pump mom. 

In the large break of a cooling-water header inside the 105 Building, the 
operator must m u a l l y  initiate ECS quickly to offset loss of reactor circulation 
from flooding of the Bingham pumps. The time available for manuaI action can 
be on the order of 5 min, and, as impmper actuation could have severe plant 
consequences, a number of checks must be made prior to taking action. 

Both of the opemor-response requirements outlined abve exceed the 
industry standard for expectation of high reliability, even with wellqualified 

Surveillance and Maintenance-The review found 6 t  certain key 
valves either are excluded from currently required surveillances or are subject 
only to functional testing. (hnsidering the age of these valves and the fact that 
internal degradation of a kind that would escape detection in functional resting 
could result in flow blockage, the reliability of pathways containing these valves 
for essential water flow following an accident is degraded (criterion 2C). 

Test data have shown that mitigation-system pumps are subject to 
icant flow-performance degradation. The degree of this degradation is not 
routinely determined under existing surveillance programs (criterion 2C). 

Accidents--Flow testing of the ECS fitnction is now performed every two years 
verify delivery assumptions for corelimit calculations. d e  review found that 

some deficiencies in case selection and in the 
conmlled, and margins for 

uncertainty are applied (criterion 2B \ 

The two-year test does not simulate the delivery of flow to the process 
tubes in a LOCA, most of which is supplied by continued operation of the 
Bingham pumps. A test of this type is planned in the near future in L Reactor. 

cO~~~O~-~OCMII persOnnel (criteria 2B, 2D). 

Performance Te Loss of Cooling and Loss of 
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The subcommittee's review of this test plan identified some cases of interest, 
such as an operatar's incmectly isolating an intact loop, which were not to be 
included. Unfortunately, plenum-level and assembly-flow instrumentation 
available for this test wil l  be less than ideal fim the standpoint of supjmthg the 
development of improved LOCA evaluation models (criterion 2B). 

Sump Capability--To mure the proper functioning of the Bingham 
pumps during LOCA events and to improve their availability for postseismic 
recovery, SRP is now planning to increase sump pump capacity to at least match 
theflowfrornECSandotherso~tfiatmightreachthe-40-ftlevelduringthese 
events. On the basis of tbis'review, those efforts are being broadened to include 
the provision of features to pven t  blockage of sumps by debris (criterion 2B). 

2. STRUCTURES, SEISMIC, AND MATERIALS 

'Ibis subcommittee conducted a review of the buildings, structures, and 
equipment related to safe shutdown of the reactor and the mitigation of poten- 
tial-accident consequences. SmcMal integrity and system safety performance 
were the important measures related to the plant safety philosophy and restart 
criteria The subcommittee coIlsidered defense in depth, accident prevention, 
and risk avoidance as important to the fecammendations given. Four criteria 
have been given in section I under the subsection "Safety Acceptance Criteria." 
The review concenaated on the first two criteria concemed with safe shutdown 
and mitigation. The last two criteria, associated with risk and safety manage- 
ment, were not within the subcommittee's scope. 

The structures and systems at the Savannah River reactors have corn- 
mendableawl'butes. 

The piping system material is tough and ductile. 
Themateriatisingoodcondition,notshowinganyagingclrcmsionl 

&on except inm-granular stress cormion cracking (IGSCC), which is closely 
monitored. 

Stresses in the piping &d components are generally low because of 
the loading and temperature conditions, so ?here is ample reServe strength. 

The system designs are easily accessible, and visual inspections for 
leaks and deterioraficm can easilybe accomplished. - . Thesystemand~c~designsarebeingupgradedtobeconsiStent 
with 'cment-day seismic criteria.' 

An extensive reactor material program has been d e d  out for the 
PWS that clearly demonstrates Ieak before break. 

y The building and s h u c w  designs have teserve suength. 
The safety and safety-reW structural systems have been designed 

andconscructedtogoodcomrnercialstandards. 
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The restart criteria being used to qualify seismically the systems and 
strudtures are good ones because their emphasis is on reasonable assurance that 
the reactor can be shut down and cooled. Walkdown qualification procedures 
are acceptable and avoid extra cost and time that may be required to perform 
detailed analyses. Further, it is not necessary to perform analyses specifically to 
Regulatory Guide 1.60 and 1.61 seismic requirements (NRC 1973a, 1973b), but 
only to show seismic qualification to be comparable to these requirements. 

The issues identified were discussed at length and recommendations 
provided. Actions that m considered to require completion prior to reactor 
restart were Brouped in the short-term program recommendations. Those that 
areimportantbutdonot affectreactorrestartaregiveninthelong-te~program. 

Structures--The reactor gas plenum can be overpressurized upon actua- 
tion of ECS when the system is water solid. Although the consequences are 
probably not catastrophic, a more complete analysis should be provided 
(criterion 1). 

The review of the fuel and thennal shield structural design did not reveal 
any potential problems; however, there is no smctural-analysis documentation 
to demonstrate adequacy (criterion 2). 

Inspection of the supports and anchors that are part of the safety systems 
isimportant,asdemonstratedbytheSeismicQualificationUtilityGroup (SQUG) 
walkdowns, which identified several supports and anchors that were either 
inadequate for seismic loading or improperly maintained (criteria 1.2). 

Materials--Asnotedabve,thematerhls usedinthe plantarereasonably 
well chosen for their application. However, the subcommittee has identified 
issues relative to in-sMce inspection (ISI) and qualification of cooling water 
system (CWS) piping at low t e m p e r a m  (criterion 1). 

Because the vessel has been analyzed structurally, because no leaks have 
occurred in vessels of the same design, and because the radiation damage level 
remains acceptable and the potential leakage from a 360' crack is less than that 
from a piping double-ended guillotine break (DEGB), the subcommittee con- 
cluded that vessel ultrasonic testing 0 examination should be included in the 
1ongertennPWS ISIprogram. AUTexaminationpriortostampisnotrequired. 

Seismic-Since a of fluid systems are not being seismically 
qualified prior to m t a a  and because even qualified systems might experience 
1eakageatsealsandflanges.thereisariskthatthePWSpumps willbe flooded, 
multing in a loss of decay heat-removal capability. It is necessary to remove 
this leakage. l%e co--water removal and storage system (CWRSS) 
and the emergency power system provide for water removal but they are not 

The seismic improvements being made to the plant are to ensure that the 
reactor can be shut down and cooled. However, defense in depth to mitigate 
events that might occur following a seismic event is lacking . For example, the 

seismically qualified (&&on 1). 

~ 

I 
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ECS and the various confinement fluid systems are not qualified A review of 
systems containing h g e  inventories ofiadioactivity that may fail as a r e d t  of 
seismic events has not been systematically conducted. These systems include 
fuel-handling equipment and the PWS distillation system (criterion 2). 

The subcommittee had some concerns about techniques used for the 
dynamic analyses, particularly the spectrum model techniques (criteria 1.2). 

3. ELECTRICAL, INSTRUMENTATION, 
ANI) CONTROL 

The Elecmd, Inshumentation. and Control subcommittee examined 
instrumentation, conaol, and electrical power systems associated with safety 
functions for the Savannah River reactors. Safety acceptance criteria are stated 
in Section I of this report. The focus of this subcommittee's evaluation is on 
criteria 1 and 2. A rigorous review in terms of criteria 3 and 4 was not perfomed, 
but concerns regarding these criteria were discovered in the course of evaluation. 

Five safety functions were judged to be critical: subcriticality, core 
cooling, heat sink, confinement, and PWS inventory. Each of these has both 
monitoring and execution aspects. Under all conditions postulated for the reactor 
plant,methodsofmonitoringmustbeavailablesothattheconditionof thesafety 
function can be assessed. Should it be determined that the safety function is 
threatened, methods must be available to return the function to an acceptable 
status. Separation of Circuits and equipment, redundancy, diversity, testability, 
seismic and environmental qualifiion, and maintenance practices are issues 
considered in assessing the systems' susceptibility to single and common-mode 
failures. 

The subcommittee was hvorably impressed by the professional caIiber 
of the personnel contacted at the SRP. An awareness of nuclear industry 
standards and a desire for continuing improvement of system design and perfor- 
mance were evident. Many of the systems include redundant, diverse, or fail-safe 
design features, and some separation of dundant components exists because of 
plant configuration. The DOE K Reactor restart strategy (DOE 1988) and many 
of the SRP responses to that plan alleviate much of the concern over vulnerabil- 
ities to failures from fire or seismic events. 

The subcommittee found many strengths in the design of the systems, 
along with several vulnerabilities A summary of observations is presented 
below. The five critical safety functions are discussed as well as several general 
issues. 

Subuiticality--Three methods are provided for negative reactivity inser- 
tion: control rods, safety rods, and the supplementary shutdown system (SSS), 
i.e., injection of concentrated gadolinium nitrate solution (Ink). T h m  can be 
actuated by the primary shutdown system (PSS), safety computers, or manually. 
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An automatic seismic trip is planned for the SSS. Only the SSS has been 
seismically qualified and will meet separation criteria. An existing seismic trip 
at 0.02g is not itself seismically qualified but would probably function at such a 
low seismic level. Existing methods for monitoring reactor subcriticality are not 
seismically qualified and are potentially vulnerable to a fire in the control mom. 
Subcriticality is not monitored by the remote emergency monitoring and control 
system (REMACS) (criterion 1). 

Core Cooling--Essential parameters for monitoring core cooling by the 
PWS are suggested 8s being the reactor tank level, pump operation, and the level 
of the 105 Building sump. Sump level is suggested since flooding in the pump 
or motor moms threatens the corecooling function. Existing methods and 
modification efforts currently under way at SRP partially satisfy the monitoring 
requirement but may be susceptible to single failures or fires. Spurious actuation 
of PWS valves from fire or 8 seismic event is possible and threatens core cooling. 
Spurious actuation of ECS is alsb possible and is undesirable because of the 
tritium released and the possibility of overpressurization (criteria 1.2). 

Heat Sink--Existing methods for monitoring and executing this function, 
together with modifications planned before restart, were found to be acceptable. 
Many of the requirements are satisfied by visual observation or manual operation 
(criteria 1,2). 

Confiiement--The set of design-basis events for which the airborne 
activity confinement system (AACS) must operate is limited; for instance, it is 
not required to perform after a seismic event. Great emphasis is placed on the 
subcriticality and core-cooling functions to ensure that no event occurs requiring 
the. AACS. Existing methods of monitoring and control appear to be adequate 
in the short term (criterion 2). 
.. Process Water System Inventory--Qualification of the moderator 
recovery system (MRS), including electrical power, instrumentation, and con- 
trols, is already planned. Redundant methods of monitoring tank level should be 

-Because of the vintage of the design, separa- 
tion and qualification criteria comparable to current design standards have not 
been systematically applied to safety systems. Some safety functions are vul- 
nerable, therefore, occurrences such as fire and seismic events 
(criteria 1.2.4). 

d seismic and environmental 
qualification shifts the burden o totheoperator. M e r  
understanding of plant condition an to critical safety functions 
is essential to his/her following altemative paths available for event mitigation. 

pvided as previously discussed for core cooling (criteria 1,2). 

Ceneral Design Crite 

Human Interfaces--lack 
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Status rn showing Critical safety-function and symptom-based pvcedutes are 
a proven method of aiding the operator in his/her actions (criteria 1,2,3). 

Support Systems-The SRP site electrical power generation and trans- 
mission system is designed with sufficient redundancy and diversity to supply 
power to the reactor plant with reliability comparable to or better than that 
afforded commercial nuclear power plants. If power to the plant is lost, many 
systems and components normally used for safe shutdown will depend on 
emergency generators that are not seismically qualified. The maintenance pr& 
gram for safety-related batteries has not included the industry standard perfor- 
mance tests and intercell resistance checks (criteria 1,2,4). 

Configuration Control--Drawings and other design documents 
reviewed by the subcommittee do not identify the overall scope or boundaries of 
the safety systems. Idenrifkation of safety circuits and equipment on top-level 
drawings is essential to safe conduct of operations and effective designanfig- 
d o n  control (criterion 4). 

4. FWE PROTECTION 

Thefireprotectonsafetyassessmentconsistedofanextensivewallrdown 
of the K Reactor, review of operating procedures and design-basis documenta- 
tion, and safety reviews performed by others. The subcommittee conducted the 
review considering the Westinghouse Independent Safety Review (WISR) cri- 
teria in Section I above. 

Fundamental to this entire review is the defenseindepth concept. This 
concept as it applies to reactor-plant fire protection has three objectives. 

Preventfiresfromstarting. 
Detect rapidly, control, and extinguish promptly those fires that do 

occur. 
Provide protection for structures, systems, and components important 

to safety so that a fire not promptly extinguished by the fire-suppression activities 
will not prevent safe shutdown of the plant. 

The fireprotection record at the SFW has been outstanding because 
combustibles arc limited in mast areas and procedures are in place to control 
combustibles carefully during maintenance. 

The K Reactor restart criteria prepared by DOE, Du Pont, and 
Westinghouse in November 1988 (DOE 1988) have led to a number of actions 
with which the subcommittee is in V m e n t .  These include plant changes to 
install a standpipe and a new water source for fire fighting and the installation of 
firedetection equipment in areas not normally accessible. There also plans 
to improve procedures governing fire-prevention inspections, fire watches, care 
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of fire-protection equipment, emergencies, control of hmsient combustibles, and 
fm fighting. 

The principal safety findings, as a result of the subcommittee review, are 
the following. 

Fire-hazard analyses are incomplete for critical areas of the reactor 
facility (criterion 1). The major concerns are as follows. - The control mom could becotne uninhabitable and the REMACS 
inoperable. Therefore, there would be no oppostUnity to read the necessary 
postshutdown instrumentation. \ - A fire might result in the inadvertent activation of PWS and ECS 
valves and ECS pump operation. 

Emergency response procedures do not address fire recovery (crite- 
rion 1). The principal concerns center on placing the reactor in a safe shutdown 
condition and monituring plant conditions dining and after a fire. 

Life-safety provisions may be insufficient to accommodate required 
emergency actions (criterion 3). 

Adequate water supplies m nd; available for fire fighting (crite- 
rion 2). Some actions are already under way to improve this situation prior to 
startup. 

There is no formalized fireprotection overview program in place 
(criterion 4). 

All three objectives of the defense-in-depth concept need to be 
supplemented - There are no fire-protection surveillance requirements 
(criterion 1). 

- Automatic nipid-detedon and suppression systems are lacking in 
most areas of the plant (criterion 2). - Passive fm-pmtection features for critical safety functions are not 
provided in the event of failure or ineffective automatic and manual fire-suppres- 
sion efforts (criterion 2). 

DESIGN 

The primary considerations are the ability to i d e e  abnormal occur- 
rences that challenge design bases and the ability to predict core performance 
under these abnormal conditions. The design bases in nearly every instance are 
to avoid fuel damage and to etlsure that the reactor can be made and maintained 
subcritical. For exceptionally fare events, the design basis may be to ensure that 
the fuel remains coolable. The c m  is unique among plant compnents because 
itisregularlychanged(atSRP,sometimes several times per year), sotheprocess 
by which core safety is ensured -- the reanalysis, incmpration of changes, 
accounting for deviations from nominal in the specific fuel charge, and 
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communications to plant operators - is as important a consideration as the safety 
of a paxticular core. 

The Core Design subcommittee examined three major aspects of core 
design:* 

The criteria-general design criteria (GDC) and delineation of abnor- 
maloccunences 

Core paramem--accuracy and conservatism in reactivity coeffi- 
cients, power distribution, etc. 

The core design process--organizational responsibilities and 
completeness. 

General Design Cnteria--Criteria 10 to 13 and 25 to 29 of the NRC's 
general design criteria in 10 CFR 50, App A (NRC 1988b) deal with core design 
and reactivity control. The subcommittee's review turned up no serious shortfall 
of K Reactor with respect to these criteria. The subcommittee believes that the 
transient resulting h m  a dropped part length rod should be analyzed and 
endorses the ongoing severe-accident analysis, which should address the poten- 
tial mctivity addition in the event of fuel redistribution. Since accident analyses 
are not complete and the power level is yet to be set, the subcommittee's 
conclusions are based in part on the ext*tpolation of Du Pont work currently 
under way. Further details are pvided in Appendix B.5. 

Itis worthmtingthattheKReactcxgoesbeyond whatwouldberequired 
by the GDC in some instances; the extensive instrumentation on each fuel 
assembly and the rapidly acting SSS are cases in point. 

Core Parameters-€ore parameters, which are used in safety analyses, 
have generally been calculated by Du Pont on a best-estimate mher than on a 
conservative basis. The subcommittee conducted independent calculations of 
the temperature coefficients and concluded that Savannah River should reeval- 
uate its predictions, both for positive coefficient during heatup and for negative 
coefficient during cooldown, to ensure that appropriately conservative coeffi- 
cients are used. The subcommitte believes that actual power distributions should 
be calculated for abnonnal operation rather rhan using adverse power dismiu- 
tions selected hsn normal operation. During the subcommittee's investigation, 
the rate of negative reactivity inseaion by safety rods following a scram was 
found by Du Pont to be significantly less than previously thought. This finding 
points out the need for regular tests, typically during startup, to ensure that safety 
analyses are valid and to provide a basis for steady improvement in analytical 

*Specific issues such as acceptable power level vis4-vis ECS perfonnance 
following LOCA, core seismic re-, and fission-product release in the event 
of a severe accident, were addressed by other subcommittees. 
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methods. The subcommittee also believes that all safety analyses should be 
reexamined to ensure an appropriate degree of conservatism. 

One aspect of conservative core analysis requires recognition that fuel 
and core components (targets) will generally differ to some extent from their 
nominal dimensions and composition. The assembly exit thermocouples should 
prevent 8 safety problem from variation in assembly average parameters; but 
radial, azimuthal, or axial variations within the assembly (e.g. ratio of inner and 
outer fuel tube powers) will not be detected in the core. Du Pont has begun to 
develop a statistical treatment of these ‘non-idealities;’ manufacturing variations 
need to be reexamined for each charge, and safety analyses should recognize the 
potential for fuel and targets to be outside of specification. Recent changes in 
themanuEactluingprocess(rheshiftfr0m 8 O ~ t % ~ % J t o 6 0 w t % ~ ~ % J  innuclear 
test-gauge usage) should be evaluated for their potential impact on core 
parameters. 

Core Design Process--The high level of competence among the Du Pont 
personnel interviewed during the core design investigation, the successful oper- 
ation of the reactors for more than 30 years under conditions representative of 
the expected future operation, and the intent to limit power on the basis of an 
extremely improbable accident all give confidence that large safety margins will 
exist during normal operations and during anticipated operational occurrences. 
To be effective, the coredesign process needs a well-defined context in which 
changes are evaluated. In commercial practice this context is provided by the 
final safety analysis report (TSAR) or, better still, by a delineation of all the core 
paramete~thathadanimportantroleinreachingthesafetyconclusionsreported 
in the FSAR. The recommendations of the Core Design subcommittee on 
completing an SRP safety analysis report (SAR) have been incorporated with 
those of the Safety Analysis subcommittee. 

improved by a clearly defmed responsibility for the safety evaluations and by the 
need to defend safety concl~ons before an independent review group. probably 
as a consequence of a long pen& of problem-free performance, the coredesign 
process at SRP is highly automated. The responsibility for updating the auto- 
mated methods - computer codes - and performing safety analyses was placed 
with the Savannah River Laboratory organization (SRL), and the Reactor 
Technology Department (RTD) had the job of running the codes and passing 

subcommittee believes that the responsibility to 
are complete and to defend those safety analyses 

to RTD. The labs will continue to do the 
S A R  analysis, but the group closest to 

operations must understand the methods, concur in them, and be prepaxed to 
defend them as being apPr0priar.e and complete. 

The coredesign process and that of ensuring safety in general 
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- 6. CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS 

The Conduct of Operations subcommittee reviewed plant training mate- 
rialsandcourses,Operaringand~in~~tive~~dures,engineering drawing 
control, and maintenance (work control) practices. 'Ihe subcommi~ inter- 
viewed across section of personnel and made workplace observations in addition 
to document reviews. Interviews were conducted in two ways: one-on-one 
discussions, and group intemiews in which several subcommittee members met 
with operating units consisting of senior shift supervisor, shift supervisor, senior 
reactor aperatar. and reactor operator. The group discussions were such that 
anyone could contribute, a% or copfect any information presented by any of the 
aperating staff. On some occasions the sessions were attended by area supervi- 
sors. me review focused on K Reactor, and in-plant walkihmughs were con- 
ducted only at K Reactor. The subcommittee memben believe that the issues 
identified are generic to the P, L, and K Reactors and germane to restart efforts, 
but concur with the philosophy of a phased resm, concenOating on K. The 
su~mmitteewaswellawaxethattheKReactor~~tionismastateofflux 
and that conditions in existence at this writing do not reflect the organizational 
structure and operating methods that will exist at the completion of the restart 
actionsnowinprogress. 

The perfamance of the plant staff is a key element in safe reactor 
Opetation and encompasses each of the four criteria in Section I; however, the 
subcommittee believes that no amount of analysis, design, or overview can 
ensure safety in the conduct of operations without knowledgeable operators and 
effective line management. This statement of philosophy Qanslates into the 
equally concise criterion 4 fot the acceptability of the conduct of operations: a 
strong and contindy improving safety-management system must be in place 
arad functioning (i.e., evident m the workplace culture). Thus criterion 4 was the 
primary Criterion used by the subcommittee. The Conduct of Operations sub- 
eommitteemadeabroadexaminationof theexistingorgmhtion and themtart 
plans. The team then applied irs collective judgment, based on current practices 
and the team's perception of planned improvements, as to the acceptability of 
restart. 

hrsonnehmactedat SW*andparticularlyat K, were helpful andcandid 
with the subcommittee. Without exception, each person was looking forward to 
restart and seemed eager to do his/her part to bring restart closer. 

The DOE restart strategy (is., the 'Charlotte Criteria') (DOE 1988) 
provides an excellent basis for tbe necessary organizational changes at the SRP 
reactors. The restaR Criteria axe broad and comprehensive, and identify many 
tenets of modem nuclear powa plant management. While endorsing the DOE 
restartstrategy,the su~~~off~anumberofrecommendationspresented 
in section m. 
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Configuration Control--Up-to-date proce!dm, specWons and dia- 
grams must be on hand and used to control plant evolutions. Asconfigured 
drawings showing component locations, function, nomenclature, and other 
information necessary for complete and unambiguous operation and alignment 
are essential in plant control. No work or operation on the plant should be 
allowed unless it is known that reactor safety and personnel safety are preserved 
(criterion 4A). A review of the configuration control system used at K Reactor 
was made, and the methods used to control work and design changes were 
evaluated. 

The control room does not have ascdiguredpiping and instrumentation 
diagrams (P&ID) or electrical single-line drawings of smtegic systems on hand. 
The K Reactor does not have a controlled drawing print file of P&ID, single-line 
electrical and logic diagrams, and design changes necessary for KReactor restart 
in the control room; therefore, no system exists to ensure that such drawings and 
design changes ax updated when a revised drawing is issued and that audits are 
scheduled and conducted on controlled drawing files (criterion 4A). 

The SRP does not have 8 system that ensures that all types of K Reactor 
modifications, either direct or indirect, that result in a physical change to the plant 
operational configuration are made available to the Operations Procedure Devel- 
opment group, Training, and other operations support groups (criterion 4A). 

A work-control system for a nuclear power plant should provide for 
problem identification, problem resolution and evaluation, identification of the 
type of work to be done (Le., maintenance, corrective maintenance, or modific8- 
tions), detailed work instruction for the performing organization, testing and 
retesting of completed work, documentation of test results, training, updating of 
spare parts inventories, turnover to operation, revision of or development of 
operating proced , revision of affected drawings and design documents. and 
approvalofthe r orktobedoslebyEngineering,operationS,Quality,andSafety. 
The current work-control system possesses some of the elements listed; however, 
the level of rigor and detail is not consistent with management practices at nuclear 
power plants (criteria 4A and 4D). The DOE restart stxategy (DOE 1988) 
identifies the minimum necessary actions in the work control area to conduct a 
safe restart of the KRactor. 

Trainiag--'Ifrrining pgratns werereviewed. Theoverall program seems 
well conceived, as was concluded by the Reactor Safety Advisory Committee in 
their review of January 3 1,1989. The focus of the subcommiaee's review was 
to evaluate present knowledge of personnel assigned to support a K Reactor 
startup and the quality of training, as measured by the retention of the trainees. 
Thereview coveredfrainingforreactorbperations,poweroperations,component 
handling, chemistry technician, radiation-protection technician, maintenance, 
and emergency preparedness. Classoom, simulator, and in-plant observations 
were made. Document reviews and personnel interviews were also conducted. 

The restart training being presented covers many subjects and is given at 
such a rapid rate that retention is diminished. The knowledge level of operators 

' 
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is lower than found at other sites for similar functions. The qualification 
requirements are below industry standards (criterion 4D). 

’Ihe Du mnt methodology of reactor Operation was based on operators’ 
responding and operating in accordance with written procedures. Knowledge of 
the underlying reasons for the actions required bythe procedures was not consid- 
ered necessary for the operator to execute operating actions successfully. This 
methodology is inconsistent with that of the power reactor industry and does not 
reflect the benefits of lessons learned from the Three Mile Island experience. In 
addition to following procedures, nuclear power plant operators are required to 
have a broad base of knowledge in fundamentals as well as detailed knowledge 
of their plant. The new programs in place reflect these new requirements, but 
have not had sufficient time to be absorbed. 

The subcommittee fmds that the DOE restart strategy (DOE 1988) delin- 
eates a minimum set of technical knowledge upgrades to allow safe restart of the 
K Reactor. The new management team wil l  be challenged to establish rising 
standards of adequacy that bridge the gap from ‘safe’ to ‘excellent’ operation 
(criteria 4 and 4D). 

Plant Operations-The DOE restart strategy @OE 1988) establishes a 
vision of an effective plant organization. Great change firom the current practices 
is requid, in spite of the fact that several months have elapsed since the restart 
criteria were established. Some personnel working on adminismtive systems 
(e.g., tagouts) may not have had industry experience except at SRP. Therefore, 
changing the systems to meet nuclear industry or INPO standards may be 
difficult. The restart criteria do not establish a requirement for line management 
to assess the adequacy and effectiveness of the resm actions with regard to plant 
apetations personnel and administrative systems (criteria 4A and 4D). 

The K Area management team is an operations management team but is 
not yet an effective plant management team. The key disciplines (operations, 
min-ce, engineering, reactor engineering, and training) do not report to a 
plant manager who is held fully accountable for all aspects of plant operation 
(criterion 4). 

PersonneVMorale-The P Reactor startup attempt and the more recent 
IC Reactor water hammer event have had a negative impact on morale in the 
Opeaatians Department even though peasomel are eager to restart K. Those 
being asked to make many changes are not yet fully aware of the reasons for the 
philosophy underlying the changes. It was not evident that the DOE restart 
stxazegy ar criteria have been shared with the fmt-line workers or supervi~~rs. 
Not understanding the basic philosophy makes it doubly difficult to assimilate 
the myriad changes occurring. 

In spite of these concerns, the subcommittee found the K Reactor staff 
members proud of their past accomplishments and willing, even eager, to show 
that they can meet new standards. 
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7. PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT AND 
SEVERE ACCIDENTS 

This subcommittee investigated the capability of the reactor design and 
operation to prevent or mitigate a severe accident. The investigation included 
the frequency of initiating events that could lead to a severe accident, the 
reliability and availability of systems to prevent those initiating events from 
propagating to a severe accident, and the actions of the plant operating staff in 
responding to such an accident. The subcommittee also investigated the capa- 
bility of plant systems, confmement, and the plant operations staff to mitigate the 
consequences of a severe accident, should such an event occur. 

The subcommittee focused on the following four major axeas: 

Component reliability 
Systems reliability 
Accident sequence analysis 
Safety goal and confinement assessment 
Title 10, CFR, Part 100 (NRC 1988d). 

The criteria applicable to the subcommittee's study included 2C and 3 of 
Section I, which concern the reliability of the mitigation systems, the ability of 
the mitigation systems to respond to accidents, and the level of threat posed by 
accidents beyond the design basis. In addition, DOE is in the process of 
establishing PRA-based safety goals for its production facilities (see Attachment 
3 to the Nuclear Safety Policy, 2/15/89 draft). These draft goals provideda usefhl 
benchmark against which the subcommittee could measure severe-mident and 
risk pesspective. Measurement against these goals requires the use of PRA. 
Du Pont has had a PRA under way for several years and, while it is not yet 
complete, much of the internal event information was available to the subcom- 
mittee. Du Pont personnel have been very agreeable in providing this Mom- 
tion and extremely helpful in providing information and explanations on 
system/plant configuration and operation. In addition, the subcommittee has 
performed an independent assessment of the risk from internal events. (It should 
berecognizedthatthesubcommittee'sindependentassesswasa'besteffort' 
over severaI weeks to do what m a l l y  requires two or more years for the 
detailed assessment.) This independent assessment also provided insights into 
SRP reactors. The following discussion provides the subcommittee's assessment 

ment and System Reliabii-The systems 
reviewed in this assessment were those considered important to plant safety. 
Two general conclusions are noted. The reliability of the nannally operating 
systems used in accident mitigation are judged to be acceptable; that is, these 
systems will not dominate accident mitigation failure. The reliability of the 
standby systems could be improved by decreasing the technical specifications 
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type of surveillance testing intervals. Given these improvements, the reliability 
and availability would be adequate. 

The nomally operating systems evaluated included the PWS, CWS, and 
AACS (note that the AACS assessment does not include failure of the filters, 
which is addressed in the level 2 assessment, and it is assumed that the fans are 
designed to operate in a severe-accident type of environment). ?he standby 
systems include the ECS, CWRSS, confinement heat removal system (CHRS), 
automatic incident actuation system (AIAS), reactor shutdown system (RSS) and 
PWS valves required for break isolation and once-through cooling alignment. 
Testing for the majority of these systems is now perfmed on a semiannual or 
annual basis. The probable availabilities of the ECS, CWRSS, and CHRS will 
improve significantly with surveillance fresuency increases. The CWRSS reli- 
abilitycouldalsobeimprmredbyprovidingbetterscreeningandhlteringof flow 
to the pumps; the pumps are currently vulnerable to debris, as was noted by the 
Mechanical Systems subcommittee. The reliability of the CHRS is limited by 
the operator action required far actuation. The reliability of the RSS is judged 
to be adequate. The reliability of the AIAS is judged to be adequate with respect 
to the systems it actuates (ECS in particular), provided that restrictions on the 
number of channels out of service at one time are implemented. 

In addition, it was noted that a program to identify component root cause 
failures and to provide feedback to plant maintenance does not exist. 

Accident Sequence Anafysis-The events Considered in detail in this 
assessment include LOCAs and loss+f-pumping accidents (LOPAS). The deci- 
sion to consider these two types of events was based on the greater challenge 
these events present to the safety systems than do other events. In general, it is 
concluded that the operator actions required to mitigate the events dominate event 
mitigation failure. Tbe ECS is the mitigahn system of primary importance 
while the CWRSS system is important when long mission times ~IC considered. 
The LOPA event will dominate the core damage frequency. Opexatm actions of 
greatestimpomnceareECS inifiationfollowingacooling-waterpipebreakthat 
leads to loss of process water flow, break isolation following a LOCA, and ECS 
throttling following a large LOCA (to reduce the risk of flooding the CWRSS 

Confimement and Release Assessment-Evaluatians and scoping anal- 
yses perfmed to date for the SRP response to severe accidents show that the 
predicted offsite severe-accident risk will be within the DOE safety goals 
(DOE 1989). The q i n g  analyses also show that the confinement and associ- 
ated safety systems are effective in mitigating the consequences of severe 
accidents; no offkite fatalities are expeckd for seven-accident sequences in 
which the confinement performs its intended function. 

From a structural standpoint, no severe-accident phenomena have been 
identified that would result in failure of the confineement. Thus, any fission-prod- 
uct releases from the core during 8 severe accident would be retained initially in 

and Fws pumps). 
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the confinement for treatment by the confinement safety systems. From a 
functionat standpoint, the AACS is designed to mitigate the releases from a 
care-melt accident. Operation of the AACS is dependent on reliable long-term 
operation of the CHRS; operator tennination of the CWRSS and initiation of the 
confinement heat removal system prior to core melt; and reliable short-term 
operation of the reactor room spray syshm (RRSS). The capability of the AACS 
to perform its intended fmction is also dependent on timely renewal of the filter 
units and reliable operation of the EP-903 fans in severe-accident environments. 

In addition to its own and DOE'S criteria, the subcommittee was asked to 
review the SRP reactors relative to the NRC's Title 10, CFR, part 100 siting 
criteria (NRC 1988d). The subcommiaee found that it could not meet the NRC 
criteria using the standard nonmechanistic, prescriptive methodology, which 
assumes full core melt, however improbable. The available analyses indicate 
that the whole-body dose criterion (25 rem in two hours) is exceeded by a factor 
of approximately 9 and the thyroiddose criterion (300 rem in two hours) is 
exceeded by a factor of greater than 3. Independent analyses have confinned 
that these numbers m appmximately correct. These analyses also indicate that 
compliance with the thyroid-dose limits can be shown, using assumptions and 
models at the limits of those currently acceptable. However, compliance with 
the whole-body dose criterion Cannot be shown using any combination of 
assumptions and models within the intent of Title 10, CFR, Part 100 
(NRC 1988d). A factor of approxhately 5 still remains between the acceptable 
exposures and the lowest values calculated because of the inability of the 
confinement to retain noble gases. 

Thus, it is the subcommittee's finding that SRP will not be able to show 
compliance with the Title to, CFR, Part 100 criteria using models and assump 
tions currently defined as acceptable practice in the commercial LWR field. 
However, since the Part-lOOmethodology is based on a very conservative and 
nonmechanistic methodology, the capability to show compliance with the DOE 
safety goals (DOE 1989) should replace the need to show compliance with 
Title 10, CFR, Part 100. If the subcommittee's recommendations am imple 
mented, it should be possible to show compliance with these DOE safety goals. 

Summary--Based on the Du Pont FTU and the independent assessment, 
and assuming the completion ofthe many safety improvemints ~y p ~ e d  
and those recommended by the committee, the committee reached the following 
conclusions. 

The DOE safety goals (DOE 1989) for minimum added risk to the 
public in the vicinity of SRP should be met. 

e SRPplant's expected frequency of core damage resulting from 

Plant safety-system reliabilities will be adequate to be consistent with 
should be less than the DOE goal. 

the DOE safety goals (DOE 1989). 
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The ability of the plant to respond to severe accidents, and the level 
of threat posed by these accidents, have been assessed and are judged to be 
Consistent with the DOE safety goals (DOE 1989). 

The PRA can be used to prioritize and evaluate plant changes. 

The subcommittee believes that pursuit of improvements in safety should 
be continuous and that technology to prevent and mitigate radioactive releases 
at SRP is by no means exhausted. In this regard, we further recommend that the 
full level 3 PRA be completed on an expedited schedule, but not necessarily prior 
to restart. 

8. SAFETY ANALYSIS  

The Safety Analysis subcommittee reviewed analyses performed by SRP 
to ensure an adequate margin of safety during nonnal and anticipated transient 
conditions and to show that engineered safety features will mitigate the conse- 
quences of postulated accidents. Excellent cooperation was received from the 
DuPontpersonnelconta~inthecoufieofthereview. Thescopeofthereview 
was essentially that of a SAR chapter 15, except that the LOCA analysis, which 
is currently being upgraded, could not be reviewed in final form. 

The SRP~~~foreachcorechargeasys temat icanaIys i so f  
8 set of h-ansients and accidents that could challenge fuel design limits. other 
analyses are routinely made on a gene& basis to verify aspects of the design less 
sensitive to fuel parameter changes. Results of these anaIyses are used to set 
operating limits in the form of aperator guidance and trip points. 

The subcommittee concluded that in general such analyses are made by 
qualified people and are independently reviewed before release. It found, 
however, that some aspects of SRP's current practice could be deemed non- 
consedve  or could otherwise be improved to provide greater assurance of ~ 

safety. It also noted that safety aualysis source Qcumentation was sometimes 
difficult to reaieve. The subcommittee's findings in relation to the review 
Criteria summarized below. Recommended corrective measures are pre- 
sented in Section JII. 

Loss-of-Cooling Accident Aualpis--The LOCA analysis methodology 
is being upgraded by SRP a! this time. A program of experiments is under way 
to determine an appropriate basis for setting limits to prevent damage from early 
flow instability (FI) following a largearea pipe break. Other tests and analyses 
an addressing limits to ensure adequateECS flow to all fuel channels during the 
recovery phase. Close coordination between the engineering and development 
organhations shouldensurethattheresultsobtainedareNlyrelevanttotheSRP 
core materials and geometries and will supprt a suitably conservative analysis 
model. The concerns relative to development of such a model are discussed m 
Section II.9. 
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Non-Losssf.Cool~gAccidents--The present K Reactor restart program 
calls for a joint Du Pont-Westinghouse review of startup accident scenarios foi 
comparison with commercial industry practice. Other non-LOCA accidents are 
notincludedinthescopeofthatreview. 'Iltesubcommi#eedidnotfindassurance 
that all such accidents are bdunded by the presently documented set. For 
example, the rapid drop of a part length conml rod because of the mechanical 
failure bf its drive mechanism could cause a change in reactivity larger than those 
analyzed (criterion 2B). 

Cmntanalysesof theLOPAdonotconsiderthebuoyancy effects which 
might cause deviation from the circulation patterns predicted under low 
ECS-injection flow conditiom. If this effect were to result in upward flow in 
somechannels,therecoveryproceduresbasedonthisanalysiscouldbemislead- 
ing (criteria 2D, 4). 

Because simulation models that are realistic or 'best-estimate' in charac- 
ter are used, it is necessary to be sure that nonconservatisms when discovered are 
compensated for with specific allowances, In contrast to this principle, it was 
noted that some non-LOCA events are analyzed for flow instability using an 
unce~ty~~ance le s sc~~~vethanthatrecent lyadoptedfor theLocA.  
Also, the basis for the burnout risk @OR) limit in current use was developed for 
an earlier and Memnt fuel design. It is approfHiate that such assumptions and 
models be verified for use, even though events other than those in question axe 
known to conml the operating limits for the charge (criterion 2B). 

Overpressure Transients--The subcommittee was unable to find that 
limits to prevent over-pressure in the tank (creating a lifting force on the inlet 
plenum) have been conservarively evaluated. A similar observation was made 
by another subcanmittee (see Section II.2). It is noted htre that events that might 
challenge the design of the relief paths and the plenum-anchoring system also 
include steam generation in the process tubes as a result of power-flow mismatch 
(criterion ZA). 

Docmex&tion--kcriptions of the analyses that support operatkg 
limits fartheproductionnreactorsare containdin internal reports rather than in 
the SAR. Some lim& are supported by generic analyses and others by charge 
specific calculations. This practice, at best, complicELtes the task of managGent 
oversight and independent review, and thus could detract from the proasses 
aimed at sustaining a high level of safety assurance. 

ThepteliminaryversionofanSARthatmeetsNRC'sformatandcontent 
requirements has been completed as a tht step m improving this practice. New 
technical specifications meeting the latest industry standards are being wrim. 
The review bund, however,that thereis no fannal system to trace the applicable 
generic and specific analyses upon which the safety limits are founded 
(criterion 4). 
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9. POWER LIMIT AND ACCIDENT PROPAGATION 

Loss-of-Cooling Accident and Leak Before Break--The operating 
power level must be established on the biisis of the most limiting design-basis 
evenf In establishing this level, a specaum of flow and reactivity iransients must 
beconsidered. 

Historically, the DEGB has been a design-basis accident for the SRP 
reacton. It was established as such in the early years of reactor deyelopment, 
prior to the development andapplication of leak-before-break(LBB) technology. 
Leak before break means that if system components were to develop a crack, 
crack growth, rather than propagating rapidly to the point of gross failure, would 
be slow and would result in penetration of the coolant boundary, producing a 
slow leak. Ihe slow leak would be detectable and provide adequate warning for 
an orderly reactor shutdown, to be followed by repair or replacement. 

Increasedknowledgeofreactormaterialsandfailuremechanismsandthe 
development of sensitive leak-detection and waming systems have ma& the 
DEGB adecreasinglyplausiileevent,evenforhigh-energycooling systems such 
as those of PWRs. The NRC has approved LBB as a basis for eliminafing 
jet-impingement barriers and pipe-whip restraints in 39 LWRs. 

In the case of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP), a case 
pertinent to the SRP mtctors, the NRC, in accepting LBB as a basis for 
establishing the design-basis leak for the primary coolant system, accepted a 
pressure of about 200 lbW2(gage) and a coolant temperature below Saturation 
(even at atmospheric pressure), thus classifying the primary coolant system as a 
moderate energy system. 'Ihe matesial was stainless steel, and a sensitive 
leakdetection system was available for early identification of leaks. The 
CRBRP satisfied all requirements for its construction pennit, and the NRC had 
issued a safety evaluation report, NUREG-0968 (NRC 1983). prior to project 
cancellation. Based on w i g  integrity, fhmre-rnechanics materhl behavior, 
pmervice and in-service inspeuions. and a sensitive leakdetection system, 
CRBRP was not required to analyze a DEGB as a design-basis accident. 

The Savannah River conditions pertinent to LBB are very similar to the 
CRBRP conditions. ?Ihe primsay coolant system is a low-to-moderate energy 
system. Its mawrial is ductile and tough and subject to low stresses and consid- 
erably lower t e m p e r a m  than CRBRP. There is a low thermal- and 
mechanical-fatigue duty. Highly sensitive leak-monitoring systems are available 
based on the detection of tritium in the heavy water. A thorough inspection 
program is W i g  implementea prior to restart and an IS1 pgram has been 
defined. One sigdicaut difference is that the Savannah River reactors are 
subject to IGSCC. However, an evaluation of the impact of IGSCC on LBB 
shows tfiat while it increases tbe probability of a leak, it does not invalidate the 
basicprincipleafLBBthatasnallleakwilldevelopandbedetected~ngbef~ 
a crack could pxpgate to tbe point of gross Mure. On the positive side, the 
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Savannah River reactors have demonstrated LBB during the course of their 
operation, including demonstration of a highly sensitive leak-detection system. 

The subcommittee finds the arguments for LBB in the Savannah River 
reactors to be persuasive, and concludes that a smaller leak than the DEGB is 
appropriate as the design-v leak. The limiting faiture ofabellows, resulting 
in a large leak from a 55-in opening, appeats tobe arationalchoice. This leak 
should be analyzed using conservative assdptions typical of design-basis 
accident analyses. 

Power Limit--The consideration of LBB and the selection of a 55-in2 
opening for the design-basis leak results in a very low probability of a leak larger 
than the design-basis leak. Nevertheless, the spectrum of lealcs up to the DEGB 
should be considered and analyzed in the context of the PRA. These analyses 
should use reatistic data and modeling. Such leaks beyond the design basis 
normally would not be considered in establishing operathg constraints. How- 
ever, it is recognized that the LBB position is still mdex review. Until the LBB 
position has been accepted, it is considered prudent to establish a power level 
such that core coolability wouldbe expected even fora DEGB, basedon analyses 
usingrealisticdataandmodehg. 

It was not the intent of the subcommittee to define an opehating power 
level. However, reviews of previous and ongoing work, along with some 
independent assessment (describedbelow), lead the subcommittee to believe that 
a practical power level on the order of 50% is achievable as a minimum. 

The evaluation on very large leaks, up to and including the DEGB, 
requires consideration of two critical times during the event 

depressurization, referred to as 

, a mismatch in power-to-flow can 
occur, depending on the assumed CoOlant-piPe break location, leading to bulk 
boiling, flow reversal, fuel dryout, and overheating (generally seferred to as FI). 
Until flow recovesy c8n be demonstrated, the early power-to-flow mismatch 
c a n c c s n c a n b e e l i m i ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g t h e p o w e r ~ ~ %  ofthenominal 

to 60% of nominal N1 flow. 'zhis 
s, a presequisite for the onset 

of the accident, the downward flow in 
the process assemblies is largely dominated by gravity and is complicated by 
-possible gas entrainment flathennore, flow distribution among assemblies as 
wellasamon@annelsandsubchannels withineachassemblycvary substan- 
tially. Available information indicares that the assembly flow during the ECS 
phase will be at least 20 gal/min and will be split almost evenly among the three 
principal coolant channels. 
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Fortunately, a technically defensible power limit of practical interest ab 
be established by recognizing that the controlling mechanism and associated 
power limit 8 ~ e  closely tied to the highly conductive fuel mate*, i.e., a detail& 
knowledgeoftheflow disuibutionwithinacoolantannulusisnotrequired. Even 
inthewarst-casecoolantdisaibutiDnamongsubchannels,themaximumteanper- 
ature in the fuel at full power remains below the fuel melting tempture. The 
nmimum fuel temperature remains at about 350OC. i.e., well below the fuel-fail- 
ure threshold, which we mume to be in the vicinity of 45OOC and, based on 
fission-product retention, well below the melting point of ca. 630°C. 

In summary, the subcommittee is optimistic that a practical power level 
of 50% or more c8n be established using current data and analytic capabdities. 
The Bssessment for both LOCA and non-LOCA events is as follows: 

t 
Expectation on 

allowable power Event Evaluation basis 

pesirm-basis leak C m  've Near 100% 
Leak beyond desinn basis Realistic >50% 
Non-LOCA flow and =c- coaservative 60% to 80% 
_tivity transients 

Forthcoming prototypic experhentsarereasonably likely todemo- 
the accejxability of higher powers, even approaching 100%. 

Accident Propagation-The possibility of a local fhdt, such as an inlet 
blockage of a process assembly and subsequent fuel meltdown leading to a 
wholecore accident, is of fundamental i m m c e  to the ovexall safety assess- 
ment of SRPreactms. Asuddenandrelatively large inlet blockage isbelieved 
be a credible event only during startup of the maor, while a slowly developing 
blockage could conceivably occur during nonnal Operation. Since both flow and 
tanperature are monitored in each process assembly, such an occurrence would 
lead to reactor shutdown. In the case of a complete inlet blockage, decay heat 
alone would be capable of voiding the assembly, an occurrence that would be 
followed by ovehearing, fuel meltdown, and fuel relmtion. 

An examination of the behavior of the metal fuel material within the 
assembly, following the postulated flow blockage in the inlet region of the 
assembly, emphasizes the imponant role,played by fission gas in metal fuel 
dynamics. Fuel overheating would lead to rapid evolution of matrix fission gas 
one the fuel melting point was exceeded, resulting in & expansion of the 
fuel melt. The Concenaic-ring design of the Mark 22 fuel assembly (Mk22) 
would cause the expanding fuel to accumulate on the inner and outex sllrfaces of 
the outer and inner target material rings, respectively. 

The fuel would freeze rapidly because of the relatively cold target, then 
remelt, meeting the target materiat and mixing with it while draining to the 

I 
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bottom of the assembly. Consideration of these processes suggests that substan- 
tial mixing of the fuel and the target material will take place as a result of swelling 
or foaming of the fuel upon melting; i.e., the fuel would not separate from the 
target material as the fuel meltdown process takes place. Consequently, any 
significant reactivity addition or theoccurrenceofmxiticecriticality in connection with 
fuel meltdown and relocation can probably be ruled out: 

The potential for fuel relocation within the incident assembly as well as 
outside the assembly in the moderator space &pen& largely on the power level. 
At decay power levels, the rewzing of the draining fuebget  material would 
prevent this material from advancing very far below the melting zone and, since 
refkczing would occur in considerably less time than fuel heating and subsequent 
fuel melting, frozen fueVtarget buildup would occur. That is, the draining rate 
of melted fuebget  material at decay power would be so slow compared to the 
rate at which it would refreeze that the potential for a completely refrozen 
fuelkget blockage of the assembly channels would be high. Moreover, owing 
to the high thermal conductivity of the fueVtarget material, the frozen block of 
fuelhirgetmaterialsubjecttodecay heating wouldbecoolableinside theprocess 
tube by the surrounding haywater moderator. It follows that whole-core 
involvement would not occur as a result of the inlet flow blockage and subsequent 
meltdown process. 

However, if the power level is assumed to remain near fdl power during 
the meltdown process, sustained fueVtarget draining would seem inevitable and 
would result in the relocation of most of the assembly fueVtarget material to the 
bottom of the reactor tank, where it would undergo thermal interactions, breakup, 
and quenching. While the potential would exist for transferring the fueVtarget 
material to the active moderator region, thereby possibly adding reactivity, the 
time scale for such a postdated scenario would-be well beyond the anticipated 
reactor scram time. Since the negative reactivity associated with reactor shut- 
down would be m m  than enough b wunteract the most pessimistic wnfigura- 
tion associated with fuel relocation (even assuming separation betwm fuel and 
target during meltdown), the subcommittee conclue @t.a wholeare event 
can be ruled out. 
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111. Recommended Action Items 

The recommendations in this section, with the exception of the final two, 
stem from the subcommittee activities. However, all have been reviewed by the 
whole committee and represent its consensus. They are listed in Table 3 in order 
of the subcommittee responsible, according to the numerical code given at the 
beginning of Section II. The YES identifies those recommended for implemen- 
tation prior to startup of the fim reactor. All others are to be implemented as part 
of an aggressive overall reactor safety improvement program and before a 
substantial portion of the remaining operational lifetime has elapsed. 

Table 3. Westinghouse Independent Safety Review 
Summary Listing of Recommendations. (sheet 1 of 3) 

Recommendation Subcommittee Prim to summary description 1 responsible I startup 1 

Gas Plenum Over Pressur- 
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Table 3. Westinghouse Independent Safety Review 
Summary Listing of Rmmmendations. (sheet 2 of 3) 



Table 3. Westinghouse Independent Safety Review 
Summary Listing of Recommendations. (sheet 3 of 3) 

Recommendation 
numbex 

44 

f 1 I 1 

Subcommittee Riorto summarydescription responsible startup 

8 LOPA ECS Flow Reuuirement 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 

50 

8 YES PartLengthRodDtop 
8 Safety Documentation 
9 YES Basis for Power Level 
9 LocAExperimentalProgram 

WISR YES Assimilation of Massive 

WISR Striving for Excellence 
Change 
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2. 

3. 

Recommended prior to startup 

Prioritizethelimitsthattheopera~isinstructedtomonitorwhile~~g 
ECS. These include assembly maximum temperature, ECS minimum and 
maximum flow rates, and sump level. Verify the acceptability of existing 
throttling limits. Instruct the operator not to isolate a loop until such action 
on an intact loop is acceptable and recoverable, or provide qualified 
instrumentation to ensure m e r  ability to make the right choice. 

Justifiition 

Once ECS is placed in operation, the operator is asked to throttle it to avoid 
flooding of the DC or sump pump motors to the point where they become 
inoperable. Existing pmcedms ask that he/she protect three limits while 
throttling: (1) assembly effluent temperature; (2) ECS minimum and max- 
imum flow; and (3) sump level. It is possiile that under some circumsmces 
the limits could be mutually exclusive, and some conflicting infannation 
was found on recommended flow rates for ECS. The operator is also asked 
to identify and i s o b  the broken loop to avoid aggravation of the sump 
flooding. Available infamation includes &p conditions, closed-circuit 
television (Ccrv) monitors, and fEld inspection. This is limited informa- 
tion and could result in the hlation of an unbroken loop, which would in 
turn exacerbate the problem of cooling the reactor core. 

Recommended long term 

The~y~code~tocanverttestdatatoperfarmanceinp~ employed 
in LOCA and LOPA safety analyses should be reviewed and agreed upon 
bttween the opaations and support functions at SRP to achieve an inde- 
pendent verification. Once verified, the code should be kept under formal 
cad&umhcontrol. Theanaly~techniquessho~dtakeintoaccountall 
nlevant test measurement nnoertainties, pumpdeveloped head margins, 
and CWS header pressure margin. An expansion of the cases tested should 
include flow through the individual valves to ensure that both open fully. 

J d i t i o n  

Complete end-toend testing of flow delivery by the ECS is not feasible 
because of the economic loss of diluting the heavy-water moderator. The 
system is te-sted about every two years through a diverter temporarily 
installed downsaeam of the individd line isolation and check valves, the 
flow going to the CWS effluent header. The analytical techniques, mat- 
ment of uncertainties and measurement errors, and combination of condi- 
tions chosen fur testing all ment reexamination, as the results are used in 
theIDCAandLOPAsafetyanalyses. Thesedysesareintumreflected 
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directly in the plant operating limits. The analytical codes are selfdevel- 
oped and not benchmarked to industry standards, nor is it clear that alI 
relevant errors and Unctrtainties are included. 

4. Recommended prior to startup 

In the upcoming L Reactor test series, two additional configurations are 
recommended to simulate certain bounding cases needed in the safety 
analyses: four of six Bingham pumps operating, with one ECS loop spilling 
backtothetankandoneisoWandfourofsixpumpsoperating,with two 
lines spilling back to the tank. 

Justification 

The bulk of the cooling flow following a LOCA is due to continued 
circulation by the main PWS Bingham pumps. Actual delivery to the fuel 
elements depends on a number of variables, some of which are determined 
in actual testing in areactor system temporarily dedicated to the purpose. 
An upcoming test series in the L Reactor provides an o-ty to cover 
some additional combinations of assumptions relevant to cerrain assumed 
cases used in accident analyses. 

5. Recommended prior to startup 

The MRS should have the capacity to handle the maximum PWS leakage 
that would be expected following an earthquake. Sufficient power and a 
water source in the event of flow bypass will also be required. 

JusWkation 

This system has a role in mitigation because the ECS is not fully qualified 
seismically. Also, some PWS leaks may not flow to the sumps, so tbat a 
means of pviding watex other than the sump inventory is needed. 

' 
' 

6. Recommended prior to startup 

The ECS, CWS, and sump pumps should be monitored 
umacceptancecriteriashouldbe 

The.L Ream booster pump has degraded over time by m m  than 10%. 
without a readily available explanation. 
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7. Recommended prior to startup 

RoVidesumpp~pcapaGityatleastequaltotbatpottiOnofthe unthmtled 
ECS flow thatspillstothe-40-ftleveldrningaLOCA,co~idesing~~le 
break sizes. Provide seismically survivable CWRSS capacity to a level 
consistent with expected flooding rates from the earthquake effects, and 
demonstrate survival of &e discbarge piping. Same means of ensuring 
sufficient power will also be needed. Reduce vulnerabitity to blockage 
throughtheprovisionof nashscreens,andve~thats~cientdamlouver 
flow capability exists to prevent early mom room flood-up. For the long 
term, increase capacity to accommodate single failures without operam 
action. Replace sump pumps to improve reliability. 

.. Justification 
D Water Removal Qg&&y 

The ability to remove water from the -40 ft level of the 105 Building is 
critical to U)CA and seismic events. Tbe committee concurs with the 
ongoing efforts to ensure survivable sump pump capacity greater than the 
ECS flow tothe sump during aIQCk Forthepzaposes of this recommen- 
darian,theassumed~sizCcouldbethati~n~ascrediblefromPWS 
iac.;pectionS and mechanical analyses (eg., LBB). The evaluation need not 
include singlefailure capability in the CWRSS, as ECS throttling is a 
potential backup action in the short term. Some portion of the CWRSS 
capability s h o u t d b e q ~ s e i s m i c a l l y  as well. Tberealsoappearstobe 
a ~ ~ i l i t y t o ~ ~ ~ ~ d t h ~ ~ ~ n ~ o v ~ t h e ~ b ~ t y  
ofdifftrentialflooding. 

8. Recommended prior to startap 

Aminimwn list of valves that should be inspectea physically has been 
provided to K ReactoraperationS; aprogram shouldbe put into place to 
identify others that might bekey to safety as well. 

Justifidon 

‘Lbe surveillance and test p p n s  are selective and prescn’be functional 
testing only for certain components. Vahe maintenance and visual inspec- 
tiOnofinternalsaregenerallynotperfcnmed,andmanyvalvesinkeylines 
bave not been hpected Since installatioa. A comprehensive inspection 
program shouldbe put into place in the longer term to codinn the structqral 
and functional capability of key valves. ?be valves covefed are to be 
chosen for the imporma of their function to safety or the consequences 
of their Mure. 
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9. Recommended long term 

Perform fraw mechanics analysis of CWS and ECS considering opera- 
tion With circulating water near 4OOF; An altemative would be to find 8n 
aperating mode that precludes such conditions, such as recirculation via 
Pumps. 
Justification 

The CWS and ECS fracture toughness at 40°F [nil-ductiliy bansition 
temperature(NDIT)ofthemare~ia~] isavailablefiomtheSRPtestprogram 
and, as reported in terms of JIC, is relatively high. However* there is no 
formal documenratian of the material's adequacy giving its toughness and 
the pipe loads. 

S F- 

10. Recommended long term 

Identifv systems for which dynamic methods have been used for seismic 
analysis of safety systems, and reassess for opnservatism. First attention 
should be paid to the process water, cooling water, supplementary shut- 
down, and moderator makeup systems. Then all safety systems should be 
re-reviewed. 

Justifmtion 

e w t  the methods u~ed for spectrum m a a n a l y s i s  are 
potentially nonconservative. 

ofthe process assemblies, thermal 

d for the process assemblies and 
tank assembly, including the thermal shield. This analysis should include 
combinations of seismic loads, thmd stresses, fatigues, and operating 

ts such as that of irradiadan on the 

c 
Identify consequences of seismic events during fuel handling or on fuel- 
handlingequipment,andevaluatefornecessaryactio~ Theanalysisshould 

4 
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include considefarion of the forest above the reactor and possible damage 
in the disassembly am. 
JustirrCaton 

to ttci with E1-s or consequential effects of seismic 
events while bandling fuel or when the fuel-handling equipment is in a 
vulnerable position. 

13. Recommended long term 

Determine theeffects ofov- 'onofthegasplenumfromNIECS , 
injection when the gas plenum becomes solid with water. F d m  of the 
roll anchors is a particular concern. Determine uplift of the plenum and 
sues in the plenum inlet nodes. Detemine whether the plenum seal will 
rupture from overpressure and plenum upl i i  

J d i t i o n  

ECS inwon when the PWS is full and the AC pump motors are not 
running,asmightoccurfollowingaLOCA whenthebkenheisisolated, 
would cause an oveqressurhation of the gas plenum and an upward force 
onthetopshieldandDroplenum. ?he upwardforceisaansmittedthrough 
the plenum inlet nozzles to the roll anchors, which Serve to react the upward 
force on the plenum. If the roll anchors fail, the plenm would lift and 
stretch the plenum Seat. Vertical motion of the plenum is limited to about 
05 in. by the holddown beams. This notion would probably not cause the 
plenum seal to rupture, but should the seal rupture, it would provide 
additional pressure relief to protect other components. The roll anchors 
(K Reactor), plenum inlet nozzles, and plenum seal have apparently not 
been analyzed for overpressure of the gas plenum. However, pliminary 
analysis indicates that the roll anchor bolts and plenum seal are adequate 
for the anticipated lilting presnat. Otha possible cases should be consid- 
ered as well, such as LOPA events similar to the above oh more severe 
accident cases in which the source of overpressm is steaming. (These 
might be set up as hypothetical reactivity accidents or as an aggravated 
LOPA with a d e w  ECS.) 

1 Recommended long tern 

Review and seismically qualify the emergency cooling and confinement 
systems. Modify maintenance and surveillance practices as indicated by 
this review. check and qualify all safety system supports. 
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Justirkation 

Seismic qualifidation and review of maintenance and slweillancepractices 
of the emergency cooling and confinement systems wil l  improve defense 
in depth. 

15. Recommended long term 
, 

Develop indicationacceptancecriteriausing American Society of Mechan- 
ical Engineers (ASME) Section XI (ASME 1986) as a guide. Develop 
in-service inspection plans for &y portions of the CWS, ECS, CWRSS, 
SSS, and PWS (including the tank) that have not already been consi-. 
Identify sensitized areas in PWS,ECS, and CWRSS. Identify and monitor 
sensitized areas such as weldments and flamewashed areas. Review 
adequacy of cunent IS1 program related to supports. Check supports and 
anchors associated with automatic backup shutdown, reactor mom spray 
(RRS), blanket gas, supplementary relief,-and pressure and vacuum relief 
systems. 

These recommendations p v i d e  enhancements to the current nondesrmc- 
tive examination W E )  program, as well as additional assurance that the 
supportsareinstalledasintended. 

16. Reeommended long term 
PWS 

. .  0 

evacuation and post-shutdown 
impaetingthissystem. 

I 

~ 

The distillation system outsi ementisnotseismically qualifiedand 

17. Recommended long 

Ensure that enough safety rods can be inserted after a t to  
maintain the plant in a safe-shutdown condition. Show that the control rod 
action following an earthquake below the threshold for 

t 

Although the SSS (Mr) will shut the reactor down after a design-basis 
seismic event, greater assurance of long-term shutdown would be provided 
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18. 

19. 

by an ability to insensome or all of the safety rods. This insertion need not 
be rapid, as in the case of a scram. lbus the requirement will be that the 
permanent distortions and displacements not entirely preclude such inser- 
tions. For seismic events below the triggering threshold of the SSS, rods 
will be needed with acceptawe scram delay times. The analyses should 
take into account the low structural damping and relatively high elevation 
of the foaest. 

Recommended prim to startup 

CompleteperfarmancetestsandintercellresistancechecksperInstituteof 
Eleclrical andElecmnics Engineem (IEEE) Standard450 (IEEE 1987) for 
the following: - 108 Building 1 Z v  station battery - 105 Building control rod equipment room battery 
- General Motors (GM)dieselgenerator@G) start battery - REMACS batteries and uninrenuptible power supply (UPS) 
- Confinement exhaust fan emergency generator start and control 

Inthelongerterm,reviewandupgrademaintenanceproceduresforalllead 
acid, nickel-cadmium, andnonstandard batmies. 

J d i t i o n  

procedures for inspection and maintenance of batteries and UPS systems 
do not meet current industry standards. A Wed battery might escape 
notice. 

1 

balteries. 

Recommended prior to startnp 

Provide redundant seismkdy and environmentally qualified methods of 
monitoring Certain essential parameters. A suggested list includes neutron 
flux or alternativemeans of verifying shutdown; reaciar tanklevek process 
water pump motor speed or alternative means of verifying circulation; and 
sump water level. Evidence that the reactor is subcritical and that decay- 
heatremovaliscontinuingmustbeavailablefollowingany~~l~fireor 
flooding event procedraes for reading the insrmments should be incorp 
rated into operator training and into site emergency planning. 

Jllstifcation 

Seismic damage or hre in the control room or along cable NI~S has the 
potentiatto.destroythecapabittytomanitortheconditionofthecore. Such 
capabilityisessentialtoensurexnain~nanceofcoaecooli~~g. 
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20. Recommended long term 

Add to the REMACS software the ability to provide six additional cathode 
ray tude (CRT) displays.  his will provide the following: 
- Summary of state or condition of the critical safety functions 
- Display for each showing the appropriate systems and equipment avail- 

Jus Wication 

The interface for control of the plant using REMACS is signifcandy 
different from the control board to which the operatom are normally 
accustomed Under the stressful conditions expected should its use be 
necessary, improvement in user friendliness is desirable. 

able to the operator to restore the function. 

21. Recommended prior to startup 

Show that spurious operation of PWS valves will not occur ftom a seismic 
event or credible fue, or show that such a condition is blerable or recover- 
able. Include consideration of relay charter. In the longer term. show that 
ECS will not be actuated by a fire or seismic event, or show that a safe 
recovery can be accomplished 

J d i c a t i o n  

Spurious operation of ECS or PWS valvesbecause of relay cham during 
a seismic event or a fire could lead to conditions not now considered in 
documentation available to the committee. 

~~eillanceandoperationalrequirements,perform 
a form&ed\fire protecti? overview program (including anx hazards 
analyses and fire design-basis studies), and install rapid detection and 
suppysion systems where appropriate. The current plan to install a 
standpipe and a new water source prior to startup is an excellent move. Use 
of the stairwells for 

Justification 

The prevention mrd at SRP has been excellent because of Du Pont 
management attention to control of combustiiles and employee awareness 
training. However, thexeare some inherent problems becauseof the vintage 
of building designs and the unavoidable presence of materials such as 
lubrication oils and cable insulation. 

22. Recommended long term 

~ 

access should also be reviewed, 
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23. Recommended prior to startup 

"%eresponsibility t o c o n c l u d e t h a t c o r e ~ e t y e ~ ~ t i o n s ~ ~ m p l e t e ~ d  
reflect current plant conditions, and to defend these evaluations, should 
reside with Reactor operations. The necessary interface agreements should 
be put into place with the laboratory support group. 

Justification 

Reliance on another organization to understand and defend the analyses that 
set operating limits will conmbute to a lack of responsibility in the analyt- 
ical group closest to operations. The laboratory is a valuable resource for 
methods development and computations and can provide career growth 
opportunities for its personnel. However, the responsibility to understand 
and defend the core charge analyses should reside in the Reactor Operations 
organization. 

. .. 

24. Recommended prior to startup 

Manufactwingdeviations hmnominal shouldbeaccountedforinthecore 
charge safety analyses and reflected in the operating limits. The factors 
used to account for these deviations must recognize the potential for fuel 
Wortargets tohaveundetectedcharacteristicsou~deof specifiedranges. 

Justifiition 

"le long successful history of production using the Mk22 fuel assembly 
could be upset by Variations in manufacturing. Allowance for devhtians 
needstobereexaminedwitheachcharge,andtheapplicabIesafetyanalyses 
should recognize the potential for fuel and targets to be outside specifica- 
tions. TIE recent h g e s  in 235v enrichment, in feed material source, and 
in testing shouldbe thoroughly evaluated for their potential impact on core 
parameters. 

25. Recommended long term 

Install an annunciator or other means of allowing the crane =rator to 
receive immediate indication that a refueling step has violated a criticality 
safety criterion. 

Justifiition 

The refueling procedures present a possil>le challenge to safe shutdown of 
the reactoc the shutdown margin is 3%, there is no interlockbetween cranes 
and flux detectors, the crane operator does not have access to flux monitor- 
ing infmation, and successive communication links are involved between 
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the crane operator, the control room operator, and manual scram using the 
sss. 

26. Recommended prior to startup 

Non-LOCA as well as LOCA analyses need to be examined for conserva- 
tism and factors applied to the resulting limits as appropriate. 

Justification 
&fep Margin Evaluation 
The core operational limits 8 f e  set from accident and transient analyses 
using best-estimate input in some cases, rather than allowing for tolerances, 
actual equipment.performance, and methods uncertainties. Pending the 
long-term update of the entire analysis system (see Safety Documentation 
recommendation), an interim procedure is required. 

27. Recommended prior to startup 
Core T- 

Prepare and execute 8 plan for reactor restart that includes tests for param- 
eters such as power distributions, scram shutdown rates, and temperame 
coefficients. 

Justification 

The experimental basis for a number of the core parameters used in the 
limit-setting analyses could be improved relatively easily by performing 
certain tests during the reactor startup program. 

Core Testing 

28. Recommended long te 

. Essential drawings are those required for the 
safe operation of the reactor. Put them under configuration control, along 
with design analyses, calculations, computer codes, and other information 
supporting the process of setting operating limits and technical specifica- 
tions and standards. Provide a system for the control of the location of 
essential drawings, the incorporation of changes in a timely fashion, 
retrieval, and integration into operarjng proc&m~. Develop a work con- 
trol system that links the plant configuration with the drawing system and 
its change control procedures. Institute the necessary Quality Assurance 
(QA) system to meet the Of NQA-1 (ANSUASME 1986). 

There is insufficient assurance that the plant configuration is correctly 
represented in the in€ormation available to the operations, maintemce, 
engineering,andotherpersonnel whoneed this information toperform their 
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30. 

duties safely. The process of controlling changes to plant configuration and 
its (tssociated paper does not meet current DOE or NRC standards. 

Recommended prior to startup 

Controlled, asconfigured, P&ID, and el&trical single-line diagrams 
should be placed and used in the control room. Logic diagrams are also 
desirable in the longer term. 'Ihere also needs to be a formal method of 
maintaining curreni status between drawing revisions. Identify ~ 

safety-related electrical, instrumentation, and control circuits on these 
drawings. The following systems at least should be covered: process 
water, cooling water, emergency cooling, contaminated water removal and 
storage. safety rods, control rods, supplementary safety, leak detection, 
shutdown monitoring instrumentation, emergency power, primary reactor 
shutdown, radiation protection instrumentarion, and automatic backup 
shutdown. Develop a set of critical safety-function status trees to link plant 
instrumentation with symptom-based procedures for the most critical safety 
functions. The following should be included: suhiticality, core cooling, 
heat sink, confinement, and PWS inventory. In the longer term, link the 
status trees to symptom-based procedures and identify by tagging or mark- 
ing the safety-related electrical, instrumentation, and control components, 
including sensors and transmitters, in the reactor plant. 

JUStif i t iOXZ 

The committee's review concluded that information available to the oper- 
ators and supervisors in the control room is insufficient if they are to 
understand the evolution of off-nod occurrences and use their under- 
standing to guide actions rather than simply follow procedures. Lack of 
separation and Seismic and environmental qualification shifts the burden of 
defense in depth to the control room staff. 'heir understanding of plant 
condition and potential threars to safety functions is essential to following 
alternative paths available for event mitigation. critical safety-function 
status trees and symptom-based procedures are a proven method for aiding 
tbe operator in choosing his/heractions. The SRP operations history leads 
the committee to believe that inappropriate operator interaction in plant 
abnormalities can be a significant contriiutor to risk. 

Recommended long term 

'Ihreshold Criteria for reporting of abnormal events to DOE need to be better 
defined to the operations staff. Negotiate with DOE for a time period longer 
than the 15 minnow allowed before making the decision to report an event. 

1 R- 
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Justifiiation 

'Ihecurrentinstructionsaresogeneralthattheonlycorrectco~ofaction, 
intheviewoftheoperators,maybetore~~anythingthatoccurs,nomatter 
how trivial. Such a procedure leads to overload and gridlock, resulting in 
ignoring or glossing over the items that really do warrant reponing. The 
NRC regulations (10 CFR 50.72 [NRC 1988al) allow up to one hour to 
review and determine the reportability of an event, which would be more 
appropriate than the 15 min specified by DOE. 

3 1. Recommended prior to startup 

The operations management should perform an operational assessment, 
including drills, prior to restart. This assessment involves personal verifi- 
cation of the state of readiness of the operating staff and is in addition to 
the formal readiness review checkoff. 

Justification 

The current operations staff-upgrading efforts are a major step in the right 
direction. It is recommended that the operations management perform an 
effectiveness assessment prior to startup. The questions to be addressed 
include the following: 
- Adequacy of readiness review 
- Whether operations staff have sufficient understanding of the reasons 

underlying necessary actions 
- Whether forced draft additional training recently undergone has been 

f operating in the new environment. 

Establish definitive goals for level and depth of operator knowledge. 
Improve emergency preparedness training and drill for radiological events. 
Establish entry-level requirements for operations aainees to meet American 
Nuclear Society (ANS), medical, and psychological screening standards. 
Require a two-year scientific degree or proveti success in a rigorous 
program such as naval or NRC-licensed reactors. On-shift and operations 
management should interview and select candidates. Establish +te job 
progressions, titles, and pay d e s  for =tor operations commensurate 
with the level of responsibility. Consider the establishment of a centralized 
training group ford functions in support of reactor operations that will be- 
a part of the accreditation effort Mod~fy the senior reactor operator 
certification program to permit hands-on training, including reactivity 
changes. 
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Justification 

The entry-level operations position requires only a high school diploma at 
SRP. ?he operams’ job grades are low on the o v a  scale, and the 
positions not highly regarded compared to crafts positions. lhis situa- 
tion, combined with the current status of training programs, results in not 
meting DOE or ANS standards. Ihe selection of personnel appears to be 
left up to Human Resources. High attrition may occur, so that the m m -  
mendations made here may be looked upon as an opportunity to perform a 
considerable upgrade. 

33. Recommended prior to startup 

The key functions necessary for reactor operationS should either report 
directly to the Reactor Site Operations hdanager, or be tied closely enough 
that hdshe can control their aIlegiance. daily schedule, and assignment to 
his/herorganhtion. These functons include training. maintenance,power 
operators, diesel engine maintenance, reactor technology, cognizant engi- 
neers, and work control in addition to hidher own plant operating staff. 

Justification 

The Reactor Site Operations Manager (or operations management directly 
responsible for the reactors) must have control of the resolllces necessary 
for operations and have clear lines of authority over those resomes. This 
wntroUauthority is required by Mer total responsibility for operations. 
Such an organization does not preclude people also having an administra- 
tive home in parent organhations that can look to peer review and career 
growth issues. Representatives of the necessary oversight organizations 
will, of c o w ,  remain independent of reactor operations. 

34. Recommended long term 
ent Periormance 

Demonstrate by analysis that the= is a high degree of confidence that the 
confinement will p v i d e  sufficient holdup and removal of radioactivity so 
that the plant can be shown to meet the overall DOE safety goals. These 
evaluations must rely on &tic, mechanistic calculations and test data 
and include the relevant systems [MCS, RRS , CHRS, and magazine index 
assembler (MIA)]. 

Justifiiiition - 
The confinement system must perform its function in mitigating accident 
CanseQuenCes to meet the overall DOE draft safety goals (DOE 1989) for 
risk to the g e n d  public and to the work force at SRP. 
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35. Recommended prior to startup 

Review the design of the AACS exhaust fans and demonstrate their opera- 
bility in a postulated severe-accident environment. 

Justification 

Proper operation of the AACS exhaust fans is critical to maintaining the 
filter temperatures at appmpxiate levels. Failure of fan cooling could lead 
to filter failure and significant release from confinement. Since the oper- 
ating enviionment of the fans following an accident is expected to be more 
severe than the normal operating environment, the fan design should be 
reviewed to demonsaate that the fans will continue to operate in severe 
circumstances. 

36. Recommended long term 

Reevaluate the need for this upgrade. 

Justification 

The committee's opinion is that this upgrade maybe ineffective in reducing 
severe accident releases. Analyses show that the present RRSS is capable 
of keeping the air/stream mixture in the inlet to the AACS .at acceptable 
temperatures. Furthermore increased flow will not affect the noble gases, 
and reductions in iodine are expected to be limited by the high turnover rate 
of the air. The CHRS also plays a long-term role in maintaining the viability 
of the filters. 

37. Reeommende . .  
V e d  

Provide updated procedures, and train the operatons accordingly, for break 
isolation, manual ECS initiation, rotovalve closure in the LOPA case, 
CHRS and RRS actuation, and CWRSS tamhation a& the approPriate time 
in a severe accident. 

, The preliminary PRA has shown that the plant response to hypothetical 
severe accidents is highly dependent on operator actions. The probabilities 
assigned to successful outcomes can be iqmved considerably through 
improvements in s and assurance that the operators can perform 
successfully. 
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38. Recommended prior to startup - 
~teavisualinspectionandsurve~ceprogramtoensuretheintegrity 
of the CWS piping. The piping of concern is that which could lead to the 
process water pumps' flooding and subsequent failure to provide circula- 
tion. 

Justifition - 
n e  pre- PRA nxults indicate that p b t  safety, 8s meas& by 
coredamage frequency, is highly dependent on the 6requency assigned to 
LOPA. A LOPA results from simultaneous failure of all PWS Bingham 
pumps, a common-mode event. "he primary cause of such a failure has 
been identified as a large break of the CWS with subsequent flooding and 
failure of the process water pumps. The PRA Considered a range of 
fiquencies for this event from 1 E43 to 1 E44 with results indicating that 
ova 70% of the core damage fbquency is related to the LOPA event when 
using the fiquency at the high end of the range. The judgment, based on 
comparisons with comparable PWR systems, is that the frecluency at the 
low end of the range is corred To ensue the correctness ofthis judgement, 
it is recommended that a cooling water pipe inspection and surveillance 
program be instituted to ensure the integrity of the cooling water pipes 
located where such a leak could lead to a PWS pump flooding event. 

39. Recommended prior to startup 

Provide increased surveillance testing at quarterly intervals where possible 
for the CWRSS, ECS injection lines, and the automatic incident actuation 
(AIA) relays and breakers. Reexamine allowable out-of-service times for 
AIA, CHRS, RRSS, CWRSS, and MIA. The Level 1 PRA effort under way 
at SRP and subcontracting organhations should be pursued vigorously to 
bring to light other recommendations of this type. In the long term, it should 
be completed through full-scope and the associated severe-accident analy- 
ses and supporting expeaimentS. ' he  onsite emergency plan should be 
reviewed to ensure adequate protection for SRP personnel in the event of a 
severe accident. 

J d i t i o n  - 

The PRA analysis has identified a number of ateas where overaU risk can 
bereducedthroughincreasedsurve~ancetesting,changesinout-of-service 
time allowances, and clarification of operating procedures. In the longer 
term, a full-mpe PRA and supporting severe-accident information will 
allow assessment of the efficany of accident consequence mitigation sys- 
tems and of the achievement of the overall DOE safety goals. 
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40. Recommended long term 

Institute a formalized system that performs an engineering analysis search- 
ing for root causes of individual failures and trends in failure types. 
Feedback to plant maintenance would be req& Closeout would require 
that recommendations to avoid similar instances in the future be made, 
tracked, and completed. 

Justification 

High reliability of safety-related systems is critical to plant safety. Com- 
ponent failures in safety systems lead to system degradation and failure, 
and compromise plant safety. Therefore, as components fail, the root 
causes of failure should be determined to identify potential component 
design deficiencies and/or related procedural deficiencies, to identify 
potential cmmon-cause failure modes, and to alert appropriate personnel 
'to these vulnerabilities. This information should be used in a program to 
sensitize plant maintenance to such vulnerabilities and also to modify 
procedures and/or designs to resolve the problems. ?his program would 
reduce repeat failure modes in like components and also reduce system 
vulnerability to common-cause failures. 

4 1. Recommended long term 
F I t o W A  

Upgrade non-LOCA analyses where necessary to incorporate the current 
LOCA technology in the FI regime. 
Justification 

Recent developments in,LOCA analysis have shown that the FI limit 
predicatedonsimplechannelmodelsmay~noncollservativefortheMk22 
fuel assembly. Since this phenomenon applies to some non-LOCA cases, 
these cases should be reexamined in light of this information. 

N0n-J XXA 

42. Recommended long term 

Assess the dryout corzelation used to derive the BOR core limit and verify 
its applicability to current fuel, or confi i  that the FI limit is always - 

Justification ' 

-to ensure avoidance of e o u t  du;ing various 
design iransients, is based on a correlation developed for an older, different 
fuel design. The committee is concerned that it may be inappropriate. Also, 
it may be superseded by the FI limit. 

bounding. 
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43. Recommended long term 

Require that a fonnal checklist be prepared by those responsible for the 
generic analysis to document the applicability of generic analyses not 
pafomed specifically for that charge. The responsible operations group 
will then perfom thecharge-specific analysis. 

Jus tifixation 

Generic design and safety analyses are performe4 by SRL and referenced 
by the charge designer, Reactor Technology (RT), in establishing the 
operational and safety limits for that charge. Routine charge designs are 
documented internally and reviewed. but applicability is difficult to trace. 
The committee is concerned that this documentation practice may not 
support independent =view and audit. 

44. Recommended long tern 

The SRP should provide m analysis that ensures that fuel assembly flow 
Stagnation or boiling will not occur during the LOPA once-thmugh cooling 
mode. 6 

Justifikation 

Following a loss of all PWS circulation, the fuel is cooled in a once-through 
mode by ECS flow to the plenum, through the fuel, and exiting the reactor 
vessel vent paths. The ECS flow can range from 10,000 to 15,000 galEmin 
depending on the assumed single failure and can be reduced to 4,500 to 
8,000 gal/min by operim action. Also, backflow paths -ugh the main 
loop piping could si@cantIy diminish fuel assembly flow. At these low 
flow rates, it appears that the buoyancy of heated water in a fuel assembly 
may be comparable to the driving head developed for forced downward 
flow through the assembly. 'Ibis situation could result in flow stagnarion, 
boiling, or upflow through some assemblies. 

45. Recommended prior to startup v 
Provide an analysis of the reactor transient resulting from the rapid drop of 
a part length rod from the highest worth position. 

Justification 

The rapid dmp of apart length control rod appears to be credible from a 
mecWca! standpoint and is not an accident analyzed for a core charged 
with Mk22 elements. 
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46. Recommended long term 

The Preparation of a S A R  and accompanying technical specifications 
meeting current commercial reactor standards should be committed to and 
pursued vigorously. The completion plan and commitment of resources are 
needed in the short tenn, although the completion of this effort will be long 
term. New technical specifications will requh a major effort to revise the 
operating procedures. These specifications should include mechanisms for 
procedure revision, waiver, and periodic review and update. Events 
selected as evaluation bases should be categorized according to their 
expected frequency of occurrence. 

Justification 

-4 standards requiring a sm b e d  on Myses of 
record and using benchmarked methods under a quality controlled system 
arenotinplace,noraretheoperatinglimitsortechnicalspec~cationsbed 

' on a SAR. Efforts to date to prepare such a SAR and technical specifka- 
tions have idenWied the magnitude of the task involved. 

47. Recommended prior to startup 

A design-basis leak should be established on the basis of LBB techno!ogy 
and used with appropriate conservatism to establish a short-tern operating 
power limiL Until the LBB review has been completed and accepted, this 
allowed power level should also be established in such a way that avoiding 
the meltdown of a major fraction of the core would be expected even for 
the hypothetical DEGB, based on analyses using bestestimate dam and 
modeling. The power level specificaton should also be consistent with a 
conservarive evaluation of the design-basis leak and non-LOCA flow and 
reactivity transients. 

Sbecauseoftheductileandtoughmaterial 
of its boundary, the low energy available to expand openings, and the 
sensitive leakdetection capability. 4 conservative design-basis leak is a 
bellows failure,'resdting in a 55-in opening. Larger leaks are highly 
improbable and should be addressed in the context of the PRA, Using 

Following a large-break L,OCA, there would be early depressurization and 
a power-@flow mismatch. The safe power level should be determined on 
the basis of two-phase cooling during this flow transient and should not be 
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i 

limited to onset of significant voiding (OSV) consideration alone. The 
analytical and experimental program should emphasize the flow excursion 
and subsequent ability of the tw6-phase flow to remove heat, in addition to 
just addressing its onset. In the following ECS "equilibrium" phase, the 
success criteria should allow for signifkant local overheating (up to 430°C 
while requiring enough assembly flow to ensure a reasonable channel flow 
and removal of heat as sensiile heat only. Near-tern- as well as future 
experiments and analyses addressing the ECS equilibrium phase should be 
examined to ensure proper prototypicality and reflect actual experience 
with postdischarge cooling of Mark 18 (Mk18) assemblies. 

Justification 

Prior to being shut down in August 1988, the operating power level of the 
SRPreactors hadbeen reducedin stages from 100% toabout 50% asaresult 
of concernsabout ensuringreactorcoolability following apostulatedlarge- 
breakLOCAintheFWS. Thesereductions werebasedlargelyonasuccess 
criterion of avoiding the onset of significant boiling and F'I. The sudden 
large-break LOCA has a low probability of occurrence because of the 
tuughness and ductility of the system boundary material, the low system 
pressure available to expand openings, and the enhanced leak detection 
capability enabled by the tritium levels in the coolant Thus this approach 

overly conservative, because the success criterion is also quite 
conservafive. 'Ihe program of experiment and analysis that is needed to 
allow a proper understanding of the phenomena should allow for the 
two-phase heat removal capability following the flow excursion, including 
the possi'bility of stable dryout and fuel overheating. The beneficial effect 
of the high thermal conductivity should also be included. 

' 

Recommended prior to startup 

Top DOE and conlractqr management must make sure that the massive 
changes being inccqomted currently in hardware, in standards for conduct 
of operations, and in DOE and the contractor organization are assimilated 
and understood by the organization and fully reflected in the procedures, 
training, and perfamance of the operations staff, so that the excellent 
overall safety record is not jeapardized. 

Justification 

For many years the operations at SRP have been successful from a produc- 
tion standpoint, and the overall safety record is excellent. Nonetheless, the 
standards far design and opemions that were valid at the time of startup 
have been suqassed in naval and commercial mmr practice. The 
oqphtimhassetaboutamassiveupgradingofstandards withagenerous 
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measure of goodwill and determination, but many of its members remain 
to be convinced of the necessity for all the change. The loss of Du Pont is 
also felt keenly by many of the people. While the contractor transition is 
being accomplished along with the upgrading of standards for hardware and 
conduct of operations, it is essential to convince the organization that it is 
headed in the right direction and to generate in its people enthusiastic 
participation in the process. Furthermore, it is vital that the changes in 
hardware and sofiwm be correctly reflected in the procedures and that the 
staff be thoroughly trained in these new procedures after the change process 
has settled down. Otherwise the changes could become counte@uctive 
and the operations more prone to error than before. 

, 

50. Recommended long term 

The reactor operations organization. and others at SRP who support it, must 
share with DOE and contractor management a clearly articulated commit- 
ment to a continuous striving for greater excellence in nuclear safety, 
accompanied by a rising standard of professionalism in operations. 

JustifKation 

Following on the related recommendation, Assimilation of Massive 
Change, the SRP reactor operations and supporting functions must share 
with DOE and contractor management a strong desire to achieve excellence 
in nuclear safety through continuous striving for improvement. Among the 
elements involved in addition to hardware upgrades are infusion of personal 
desire to become better trained and more professionsl, management visi- 
bility, discipline, and support; and constant searching for ways to do things 
better. This process will be B long-term one, and will never, in fact, be 
completed. That it is being achieved will be evidenced in a record of 
accomplishment; in the attitude of the people as they express themselves to 
reviewers, visitors, and each othec and through peer reviews by other 
organizations, such as INPO. 

or E x c e w  
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APPENDIX A: Westinghouse Independent 
Safety Review Committee Charter and Meetings 
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The WISR was commissioned by Mr. James S. Moore, President, 
Westinghouse Savannah River Company (WSRC), on November 1,1988, in 
response to a q w s t  b m  the DOE. A similar review (WHC 1987) had been 
performed by Westinghouse personnel on the Word N Reactor prior to 
Westinghouse’s assumption of responsibility at the DOE’S W o r d  Site. 
Dr. W. Howard Arnold, who had beq a member of the N Reactor review team, 
was asked to chair the WlSR committee. As in the case of the N Reactor review, 
Westinghouse was asked by DOE to draw heavily on people experienced with a 
broad range of reactors, particularly commercial power reactors. Special empha- \ 

sis was to be placed on familiarity with current practice in codes, standards, and 
conduct of operations. 'Ibis review was to be performed under the transition 

Dr. Arnold met with Mr. Moore and several members of his senior 
management at Savannah River on November 2 to choose the Committee mem- 
bers, agree on a charter and scope of review, and schedule the activities. The 
committee members are listed on the title page of this report, with biographical 
information included in this appendix. The charter is stated below. The schedule 
was intended to paxakl the transition of the Savannah River operations contract 
fkom Du Pont to Westinghouse so that committee conclusions would be due 
April 1,1989. It was recognized that the recommendations would be available 
only in summary form on that date,% allow for review and publication time for 
the f d  committee report. Since the -tor startup date was not known at the 
time, the committee was asked to review on the basis either of recommending 
continuation of operations on April 1, or of reviewing readiness for operation if 
the reactors were not actually in operation. The final report was specifically 
requested by DOE to have concurrence and endorsement by the Westinghouse 
Executive Vice President, Utility Systems, Mr. Theodore Stem. 

The fmtfullcommittee meeting was heldat SRPNovember 15-17,1988. 
AU members were present, along with Mr. Dennis Richardson who has been 
SeQetarY and ~ m r ,  and Mr. Thomas Gorrell of Du Pont who has acted as 
liaison with the Du Pont organization. At that meeting a number of subcommit- 
tees wexe formed whose membership and summary reports are contained in the 
other nine appendices. In addition, a number of status psentations were 
provided by Du Pont personnel. 

Subsequent full committee meetings were held as follows: December 6-9 
at SRP, December 20-22 at the Westinghouse Energy Center in Pittsburgh, 
January 10-12 (SRP), January 24-26 (Pittsburgh), February 7-9 (SRP), 
February 21-23 (Pittsburgh), and March 7-9 (SRP). At the final committee 
meeting in Pittsburgh on March 21 , the findings and conclusions were presented 
to Mr. Stem. In addition, individual committee members and subcommiUees and 
their members have had numerous meetings, visits, and briefings at both sites. 

c~ntract, DE-AC09-88SR18035. 
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The following statement of objectives was agreed upon with DOE at the 
time of formation of the committee 

It Westinghouse Elect& Corporation proposes to perfm an independent 
nuclear safety review and assessment of the SRP reacton as a basis for, and 
condition of, the operating management contract change~ver to its wholly owned 
subsidiary, the Westinghouse Savannah River Company, on April 1,1989. 

"The purpose of this review and assessment is to determine and make 
recommendations to DOE-SR . Whether and which of the three SRP re8ctors (PKL) are sufficiently 
safe for immediate continued operation. 

Or, lacking such determination, what specific medial actions are 
necessary as a condition of continued safe operation. 

And, in either case, what further specxi actions are a&priate for 
the near fume, but concurrent with continued safe opedons." 

A further scope statement was also provided as follows: 
"The Westinghouse independent review and assessment will consider 

SRP reactors status and safety adequacy with regard to [the following]: 

Findings and recommendations of the NAS Defense Production 
Reactors Safety Review dated Octobex 1,1987. 

Findings and recommendations of the DOE SRP Reactors Technical 
Safety Review dated August 1986. 

Findings and recommendations arising from the SRP integrated 
Safety Evaluations and S A R  and Technical Specification Upgrade progmms. 

Additional issues or concerns rekd by DOE-SR for consideration, 
and 

Any other issues or concans which may arise during& courseof the 
re$ew insofar 8s these fmdings, issues, concern, or recommendations relate to 
eittmadesign orajperationscapabiity to: 

maintain it in a safe shutdown condi- 
> tion,or 

of accidents which could 
result in potential off-site exposures comparable to those referred to in 

- 

. 1ocFR100.11 [sic]." 
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BIOGRAPHICAL INF'ORMATiON 

W. H. ARNOLD, CHAIRMAN 
Dr. Arnold is Vice Presidenf, Engineering and Development Divisions, 

Westinghouse W o r d  Gmpany. Included in his management responsibilities 
a~ operation of the Fast Flux Test Facility @") reactor and direction of 
engineering and projects for the W o r d  Site. Prior to this assignment, he had 
been General Manager of the Westinghouse Advanced Energy Systems Division 
since 1981, where he was responsible for Westinghouse efforts in advanced 
reactor design and development tbdproduction reactor support efforts for DOE. 
In the 1970s. he was responsiile fur engineering design, safety analysis, project 
implementation. and international support of the Westinghouse PWR business 
(1970-72, Engineering Manager, PWR Systems Division; 1972-79, G e n d  
Manager, PWR Systems Divisiow 1979-80, President, Westinghouse Nuclear 
International). He joined Westinghouse in 1955 after receiving his AB from 
C~ellUniveaSityandbisphDinphysicsfrom~~tonUniverSity. He worked 
for his first six years with Westinghouse on core physics and safety analysis of 
commercial power reactors, including Yankee Rowe, BR-3, SAXTON, SELNI, 
SEN& and CVTR, and the 8ssociated critical experiments. He spent another six 
years with the NERVA nuclear rocket program including responsibility for 
reactor testing at rhe Nevada Test Site and two 'years in the Westinghouse 

in 1970. He is a fellow of the American Nuclear Society and the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science and a registered professional 
engineer in Pennsylvania. He was eked to the National Academy of Engineer- 
ing in 1974. 

un~Divis ionbeforere~~gthePwRbusinessasEngineering~ger 

D. W. CALL 
Mr. Call is hhnager. Sdety Department, WSRC, responsible for site 

wide independent oversight of Savannah River safety practices and activities. 
He is a physics graduate from the Camegie Institute of Technology, now 
Camegie-Mellon Univeaity, and has 30 years of direct nuclear safety experiace 
including National Aeronautics and Space A d m i n h u  'on (NASA),commercial 
nuclear power, and DOE production reactorprojects, programs, and seMca. He 
joined Westinghouse in 1959 at Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory as part 
of the SuCCeSSful proposal effort for the NERVA nuclear rocket project. He 
worked on that project for 12 years, primarily in the areas of shielding and core 
design, nuclear excursion, and radiological and hazards analysis. He &en 
transferredtotheWestinghousepressunzed ' Water Reactor Systems Division in 
1971 and spent 17 years in virtually att aspects of commercial nuclear power 
safety and licensing activities. In 1988 he was on a special assignment to the 
Westinghouse W o r d  Company with responsibility for safety analyses, SAR, 
andtechnicalspecificationsactivitiesassociatedwiththeNReactorrestarteffart. 



€I. K. FAUSKE 
Dr. Fauske is President, Fauske & Associates, Inc., a wholly owned 

subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Since leaving Argonne 
National Laboratory in 1980, where he w e d  as the first director of the Fast 
Reactor Safety Technology Management Center and was responsible for the 
planning and management of the DOE program, he has been involved in projects 
involving a wide m g e  of safety issues. He sened as a senior consultant to the 
Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking program (IDCOR), sponsored by the 
Atomic Industrial Forum and as a senior technical advisor to the CRBW, and 
provided overall technical direction of the American Institute of Chemical 
Enginm Design Institute for Emergency Relief Systems. He also participated 
in DOE design review teams for the W o r d  N Reactor (1986), Savannah River 
Reactors (1987), and the Westinghouse Independent Safety Assessment of 
N Reactor (1987), and is currentty a member of the Westinghouse Safety and 
Environmental Oversight Committee. Dr. Fauske is a Fellow of the American 
Nuclear Society and the American Institute of Chemical Engineers. In 1975 he 
became the first person in the field of reactor technology to receive the University 
of Chicago Medal for Distinguished Performance at Argonne National Labora- 
tory, and in 1982 he became the third recipient of the "Tommy" Thompson 
Award, the highest honor the American Nuclear Society gives in the field of 
reactor safety. He received his DSc firom the Norwegian Institute of Technology 
in 1963. 

W. D. LEGGE" 
Dr. Leggett is manager of Nuclear Engineering at,the Westinghouse 

W o r d  Company. His management responsliilities include mctor physics and 
care safety analysis for the lT"F and N Reactor, PRA, and thermal hydraulic 
analyses of Hanfd facilities. Prior to this assignment, he had been Systems 
Engineering manager for the Basalt Waste Isolation Project and manager of 
Nuclear Engineering in the Westinghouse Nuclear Fuel Division. Dr. Leggett 
joined Westinghouse in .1%3 and shortly thereafter received his PhD in nuclear 
engineering from North Carolina State University. From 1983 to 1986. 
Dr. Leggett was a director of the American Nuclear Society. 

N. J. LIPARULO 
Mr. Lipando is manager of Risk Management and Operations Improve- 

ment in the Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division of the 
Energy Systems Business Unit. He pined Westinghouse in September 1972 as 
an engineer in the Safety Analysis group and worked for over 16 years in the 
nuclear safety analysis and kensing areas. In 1981 Mr. Liparulo became 
manager ofthe Severe Accident Analysis p u p  where he directed all aspects of 
the analysis of degradedare accidents. In 1985, after a oneyear assignment as 
manager of programmed Regulatory Compliance, he assumed his present posi- 
tion as manager of the Risk Management and Operations Improvement section 
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(fannerly Risk Assessment Technology). In his c m n t  position, he is responsi- 
ble for all the risk management, system analysis, severe-accident analysis, 
umtainmentanalysis,boiling-waterreactor(BWR) hansientanalysis,andsevm 
accident testing effopts m the Energy Systems Business UNt. Mr. Lipado's 
duties include developing technology and suppOmng all commercial applica- 
tions, both nuclear and non-nuclear, of risk assessment technology. Mr. Liparulo 
received a BS in 1971 and an MS in 1974, both in chemical engineering, from 
the UNvenity of F'ittsburgh. 

J. D. M O O 0  
- -Qc Mr. McAdoo is Assistant mer, Nuclear Safety Dejmment, Nuclear 

and Advanced Technology Division of Westinghouse. In this capacity he is 
responsible for development and conml of sofhvaxe to support safety-related 
design and analysis for commercial nuclear projects. He also directs and coor- 
dinates strategic pgrams for the nuclear safety product links. In the 1970s. he 
held positions of management responsibility for fluid systems engineering, 
safety, licensing, and QA functions during which time he was influential in 
developing and gaining regulamy acceptance of standardhi safety system 
designs for PWRs. He received a BS in chemical engineering from Camegie 
Institute 0fTeChnology in 1951. He joined Westinghouse's Commercial Atomic 
Power Division after spending five years with Vitro Corporation in nuclear 
processdevelopment. 

W. J. McSHANE 
Mr.McShanereCentlyretiredasmanagerof theEngin&g Department, 

Westinghouse Hanford Company. His department was responsible for a number 
of engineering functions site wide, including drafting, stress analysis, and con- 
figuration management. He also furnished specialized engineering services to 
all of the divisions and depar&nents of the company. He pined Westinghouse 
in 1948 after graduating ftm Carnegie Institute of Technology and started his 
nuclearcareerattheBettis AtomicPowerMmatoryin 1949. Heheldanumber 
of management positions including chief test engineer at Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard and managex of Submarine Plant Engineering. He was active in 
development of the FFIF fiom 1968. He was the engineering manager of that 
facility during construction and throu,ghout the acceptance test program. He 
assumed his position as Engineering Manager in 1981. 

L. E. STRAWBRIDGE 
Mr. Strawbridge is Deputy Manager, New Production Reactor Programs 

at Westinghouse Advanced bergy Systems, a department of the Nuclear and 
Advanced Technology Division. Prior to this assignment, he was Manager, 
Defense Materials and Liquid Metal Reactor Programs, with responsibility for 
development and support of production reactors as Savannah fiver and the 
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Word Site and the design and development of liquid-metal reactors for 
commercial utility applications. Since graduating from MIT with an MS in 
nuclear engineering in 1959, he has had 30 years of experience in the design and 
development of nuclear reactors, including PWRs, HWRs, and several advanced 
reactor concepts. He was manager of Nuclear Design for FFIF and manager of 
Safety and Licensing for the CRBRP. This experience included extensive 
ihtewtions with the NRC and the Advisory Committee on Rdctor Safeguards 
and participation in public hearings as an expert witness. He is a member of the 
Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Review Committee, a consultant to the University 
of Chicago, and a member of the Safety Subcommittee of the Technical Review 
Committee for the Integral Fast Reactor. He participated in the Westinghouse 
independent review of the N Reactor. He is a professional engineer,iegistered 
in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

G.TOT0 . 
Mr. Toto, staff assistant to the Senior Nuclear Vice President, Tennessee 

Valley ,Authority, is a Westinghouse manager loaned to the TVA to help in the 
recovery and restart of its nuclear program. In 1986, Mr. Toto was selected by 
Admiral Steve White, Tennessee Valley Authority manager of Nuclear Power, 
to be the site director of Watts Bar Nuclear Station. He led the effort to resolve 
technical and personnel issues, helping to establish employee trust in manage- 
ment so that the station could meet required standards. Mr. Toto played a key 
role in the startup of the Sequoyah Nuclear Station. He served as a key member 
of a special eight-person team reparting to Admiral White on the readiness of the 
plant and personnel to restart and operate the plant safely, efficiently, and 
pmperly. Prior to his selection as site director, Mr. Toto was responsible for field 
efforts both as a product line manager and as an engineering manager for the 
repair and servicing of reactor plants. Mr. Toto was the Westinghouse Project 
Manager for the C Tank characterization and repair effort at SRP. He came to 
@ Westinghouse Water Reactor Divisions in 1979, after 23 years of technical 
8nd management experience at Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory, where he had 
been responsible for Be& Naval Reactor efforts in nuclear shipyards. These 
responsibilities included selecting and training personnel to provide technical 
directiontoshipyardmanagementinthe&sign,testing,aperaton,re~~g,aad 
maintenance of more than 150 reactors. Mr. Toto began his nuclear careex at 
Bettis in the &sign and analysis of the Nautilus Power P h t  after graduation 
from the University of Pennsylvaniawith a BS in electrical engineering in 1953. 
He is a registered professional engineer in Ohio and Pennsylvania. 

D. C. RICHARDSON, SECRETARY 
Mr. Richardson is manager of the Safety Analysis and Risk Management 

Department m the Westinghouse Savannah River Company. In this capacity he 
is responsible for managing the risk and safety analysis of all facilities, including 
reactors, at the SRP. Prior to this assignment, he had k g e d  the Risk 
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Assessment Technology Organization in the Nuclear and Advanced Technology 
Division of Westinghouse, F%tsburgh. In the 197Os, he held positions of man- 
agement responsibility in Reactor protection Analysis and PRA. He also spent 
10 years in control and protection system design for high-temperature gas-cooled 
and PWR commercial plant designs. He received a BS and MS in Aerospace 
Engineering from Pennsylvania State University (1963/1965), an MS in mathe- 
matics from San Diego State University in 1970, and an MBA h m  the Univer- 
sity of Pittsburgh in 1980. HeJ0ie.d Westinghouse in 1972 after nine years with 
General Dynamics Corparation. 
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APPENDIX B. 1: MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

Marshall W. Young, Manager;FIuid Systems Department, 

Larry E. Conway. Engineer, System Engineering Department, 
Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division 

Robert D. Magee, Engineer, System Engineering Department, 
Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division 

westinghouse Hanfordcompy 

B.l.l SCOPE 

W e  assessed the func t i o d  adequacy of those systems and operations that 
relied on to provide safe shutdown and long-term cooling following n o d  

and anticipated operating ocmrrenw and to mitigate postulated accidents (cri- 
teria 1,2). The review included design documentation and pmedures for 
operationandmaintenance,as we~~cmtrolanddistributim of this information. 
The adequacy of power supply and instrumentation for monitoring and control 
ofthesystemswasreviewedbyaseparatetaskgroup(seeAppendixB3),aswas 
the perfomance of system d e r  severe-accident'mnditions exceeding the 
intendeddesign capability (see Appendix B.7). 

lEe mechanical systems were reviewed against the bur criteria in - 
, SectionI. Inseveralre~,wefoundinsll&cientassurancethatthemitigatian 

systems would meet the uiterion ofreliability. SeveraI of our recommendations 
based on this finding are included in Section HI. The subcommittee feels that 
implementation of these recommendatiuns and completion of already planned 
restart tasks would support a favorable assessment of safety. 

The design and operarjng procedures for the ECS rely on operams to 
assess correctly events that may require intervention (e.g., to initiate ECS 
manually or to isolate a cooling loop h m  the reactor tank). By contrast, 
commercial nuclear plant philosophy tends to avoid the necessity of similar 
interVention,partiCularlymrdefmr~orsnessfulSituatio~andwheretherisk 
attending either a mistaken intervention or a failm to intervene is substantial. 
We find this contrast to be troublesome when viewed together with the control 
room issues (see Appendix B.6) (Le., training and qualification of supervisory 
personnel, access to information, and the clarity and symptom orientation of 
procedures). 

Specific comments and recommendations are included below at points 
wherewebelievefurtheranalysis,aaining,or~~changesarejustified to 
reduce the risk of an operam error. 'Ibis general concern should be addressed 
as an integra? element of an ongoing safety management upgrade. 

4 
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B.13 OPERATOR RESPONSE FOLLOWING 
A LOSS-OF-PUMPING ACCIDENT 

Maintaining current limits of the existing design quires prompt operator 
action to prevent loss of circulation to thereactor following a design-basis LOPA. 
This event assumes a large break in the CWS resulting in rapid f h d q  of the 
105Building. Once the waterlevelreaches 18in.,theBinghamPwnpACmotors 
flood and at 35 in. the DC m o m  flood. Accident mitigation requires the 
operator to iniriate emergency cooling prior to flooding of the DC motors. 
ExistingcalculationsestimatetheACandDCmotorsfloodingat l.land2.7mi11, 
respectively. Therefore, the operator must identify the event and then initiate 
incident action (single switch) within 2.7 min. This manual action results in ECS 
injection and ensures cooling flow to the assemblies. 

The operator is instructed to implement incident action only after con- 
fming the following alarms: (1) reactor scram, (2) high motor room sump level, 
(3) high pump room sump level, and either (4a) reactor plenum low pressure or 
(4b) loss of circulation. Adding to the delay of diagnosing the event is the fact 
that, depending on break location, the alarms fm "Reactor Scram" and "Reactor 
Plenum Low Pressure" might not occur until flooding of the AC motors. As such, 
the necessary combination of alarms required to initiate incident action might not 
be satisfied until after the AC motors are flooded. Such a situarion leaves a 
relatively short period of time (1.6 min) between loss of the AC motors and loss 
of the DC motors during which the operator must codm that the combination 
of alarms exists &d actuate the ECS. 

It is noted that although ECS is required to prevent fuel damage following 
a LOPA, its actustion would result in loss of D20 inventory and my result in 
excessive plenum lifting farces (see Appendix B2). Although ECS actuation is 
necessary, wenotethatitsactuationwilllikelyhavelong-termimplications. 'This 
possibility could cause an operatwr to second-guess his action or delay incident 
action as long as possible in hsrpes of isolating the leak befae the DC motors 
€ail. 

B.1.2.1 Fihngs 

evaluate multiple sources of 
information during a very stressful , and in a very short time, to make a 
dekiionwithlong-~nnimpliciitions, Itistheopinionofthissubmitteethat 
the available time to perform this action is too short to tllsure a high pbabiity 
of success (see Appendix B.7). 

B.133 Recornmen 

ensure timely actuation of the ECS 
following a design-basis LOPA, an automatic system be studied. "his system 
must be designed to preclude spurious ECS injection whenever the AC motors 

It is likely that the 

mend 
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are oipped. Prior to startup. this issue could perhaps be addressed in another 
fashion (e.g., tripping the CWS pumps orprooedraal. changes) (see recornmen- 
Won ECS Actuation Following IBPA). 

B.13 PROCEDUUB 

Our review of several key reactor incident procedures identified concerns 
about ECS throttling, is&m of process water leaks. and general format. 

B.13.1 Emergency Cooling System Throttling 

To prevent flooding of the sump pumps and DC motors, the ECS, after 
being actuated, may have tobe tbtoaled to match the wakr-rernoval capacity. 
Pmcedum identify three limiis that &odd be protected while throttling: 
(1) assembly effluent tempemlure, (2) ECS minimum and maximum flow, and 
(3) sump level. However, it is possible that these three limits could be mutually 
exclusive. and the proceduresprovide no priority. A secondconcexn Bssociated 
with throttling is the flow limits identified. In one place, the procedure reqrdres 
thattotalECS flowbethrottledto8,000to9,000gal/min. Inanother.itspecifies 
that totat ECS flow be throttled down bo4500 to 5,O00 galhnh. Our review was 
unable to identify a basis for these limits. These flow rates should be verified to 
p v i d e  adequate cooling. 

B U . 2  Process Water Leak Isolation 

To avoid flooding the I)(: motors following a process system break, 
procedures instruct the aperator to attempt to locate and isolate the break. 
Isolation is also desirable to minimize transfer of water to the disposal basin. 
Infoxmation available for evaluating leak location includes sump conditions. 
CCI'Vs.'and field inspection. 

In general these diagnostic techniques are limited. The risk is that the 
aperatarcodd isolate the wrong process loop, which w o u l d d t  in a further 
reduction in assembly flow. No analysis evaluating the impact of one loap 
spilling andone linebeing isolatedwas identified 

In summary, the opra!or has inadequate information and guidanw to 
identify leak location with a high degree of accuracy. We feel that it is not 
prudenttochanceisolatingtbewrongloap,whichwoul~inturn,~~&~& 
the plant condition. 

B.133 Findings 

In the opinion of the subcommittee. sisnificant benefits would be gained 
from a compknsive review and rewrite of existing lnwedures. The proce- 
duresre~~wedweredifficultandtime-cansUmingtofollow andlackdadequate 
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contingency planning. In addition, the basis for several of the limits could not 
be located (e.g., ECS flow-throttling limits). 

B.13.4 Recommendations 

The following short-term recommendations (see recommendation ECS 
Actuation Procedures) are provided to correct issues associated with the existing 
procedures: 

Pri'ixitize the various limits that the operator is iqmcted to monitor 
while t hmwg ECS. These include assembly maximum temperature, ECS 
minimum and maximum flow rate, and sump level. Operators should have 
available adequate guidance in case these limits conflict. 

Verify the acceptability of existing throttling limits. 
Instruct the operator not to isolate until isolation of an intact loop is 

acceptable and recoverable, or provide qualified instrumentation that will ensure 
m e r  ability to identify the location of a process water break and ensure 
isolation of the c o m t  loop. 

B.1.4 SURVEILLANCEYMAINTENANCE PROGRAM 

The plant currently bas implemented a surveillance and test program. In 
general, component testing included in the program is selective, particularly for 
functional testing. 

B.lA.1 Findings 

Valve maintenance, udes visual inspection of the htemah, - 
generally is not performed. ves located in key lines have not been 
inspected since installation. In addition, even functional tests that rn performed 
may not necessarily attest to the structural integrity of the component (primarily 
the valve intemals). 

B.1.4.2 Recommendati 

eves that the age of the plants wanants a compre- 
henSiveinspeCtionprogramtoconfirmth~structuralandfunctionalcapabilityof 
key components (see recommendation Valve Inspection), whose selection should 
be based on their importaxe to safety and on previous testing or maintenance. 
Importance to safety considers the consequences of a valve that is failing to 
perform its safety function and the extent to which a'folilure within its intemals 
could impact the safety function of the system. For example, a given valve may 
not perform any safety function: however, if its diskcomdedanddislodged, €low 
blockage might result, It is passible that such a situation might go undetected 

- 
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untiithetimewhenthesystemmightbe~edupontoperfcnmitssafetyfunction. 
Wehavepmvidedto SRPalistofthevalvesthatwebelieveshouldbeinspected. 

B.1.43 Finding 

A second surveillance testing issue involves observed degradation in the 
LReactorboosterpumpheadflowcurve. Availabledataindicatedthatthispump 
hasdegradedinexcessof 106overrecenttime. Ananalysisshoutdbeperformed 
to evaluate the cause of this degradation and deternine the acceptability of the 
f b W .  

B.lA.4 Recommendation 

A surveillance program should be implemented to monitor all ECS, 
cooling water, and sump pumps for flow &gradation. If Simitar degradation is 
noted in K Reactor, the pump should be overhauled prior to startup (see recom- 
mendation Pump Degradation). 

B.13 EMERGENCY COOLING SYSTEM 
PERFORMANCETESTING 

B.l.S.1 Fmdings 

A flow test of the ECS function is pexformed approximately every two 
years. This test includes N1 system flow through the individual injection line 
valves but does not inject light warer into tbe PWS. The test is accomplished by 
disconnecting apiping elbow downsaeam Of the valves in each injection line and 
umnecting each elbow to a test iine connected to the cooling-water effluent 
header. System performaxe is measured for 8 full specuum of ECS supply 
sources (Le., 1.2.3, or 4 lines injecbg). Ressure and flow measmenrs are 
madetocharacterizetheov~systemresistance. 

The RTDuses the raw test datatocatculate, far most of &heECS mum 
and injecting line combinations, the ECS flow that would actually be delivered 
to the reactor plenum under accident conditions. 'Ibis information is then used 
asthebasisforfuellimitcalculationsforsboutthenexttwoyearslmtitthesystem 
is retested. This information is also available to SRL for LOCA and LOPA 
aFalySes. 
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B.13.Z Recommendations 

The subcommittee's concerns andrecommendations relative to the ECS 
perfonnancetestsanduseofthedataareasfollows (SeerecOmmendatimECS 

The conversion of test data 'into expected ECSdelivered flow is 
currently performed by a single RTD person using a selfdeveloped computer 
code. The SRL is independently developing its own analysis code but the RTD 
was not awik of SRL's analysis methods or results to date. Whichevex analysis 
is finally used, SRL and the RTD should perfm an independent review and 
Verificationofthe~dataandtesultingcalculatedECS delivery,onCeverified, 
the data analysis code should be controlled to prevent code modifications that 
have not undergone independent review, verification, and sign-off. 

The calculation of ECS flow delivery should include consideration of 
all test measurement enor, pumpdeveloped head margin, and cooling water 
header pressure margin. Minimum and maximum ECS deliveries should be 
specified for both LOCA and LOPA mitigation. 

It was stated by the RTD that no evaluation of ECS &liveq to the 
plenum with alI five ECS sources currently exists. The RTD, while producing 
the raw data, did not perform the calculation. This fact was most evident in 
discussions concesning vessel pressure caused by ECS delivery and venting 
following a LOPA. The RTD's evaluation of plenum anchor forces W i s  based 
on the agumption that the maximum ECS flow (maximum vent back pressure) 
was 12xboosterpumpdelivery. Noevidencethatthisassumptionisconserva- 
tive was provided  by the RTD. A single group should be responsiile far 
deteanining the ECS flow capgbility. It appears that this group should be the 
RTD since it performs the system tests and is aware of the specific test instru- 
mentation and instrumeatation location. The RTD could then provide SRL with 
the requim! ECS flow information needed for fuel operating limits, LQC& and 

Thetwo-yearflow ~ l d  specifically include a Case to meaSure 
flow through the individual d v e s  to ensure that both are open fully. ("his 
pn>cedure was &ne during the last K Area test.) 

A minimally acceptable ECS pump and booster pumpdeveloped 
head should be specified. l[his-mjnimum head (at a specified flow value or a 
limited flowrange) wouldbeusedasanaccep~cereqUirementdraingperiodic 
pumpstarttests,vhichareperformcdonamorefrequentbasisthanthetw~y~ 
flow test. 

Perfannan~eTeSting). 

L 

B.ld LOSS-OF-COOLING-ACCJDENT 
PERFORMANCE TESTING 
Unlike commercial plant designs in which the safety system provides all 

the core cooling following a large L E A ,  the majority of core cooling flow in 

+ 
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For these two tests, various break/backflow/ECS injection loop orienm- 
tions would need to be tested to demonstrate areas of minimum plenum levd 
and/ormaximumspillandbacldlow. 

B-8 

~ S R P r e a c t o r s i s p b y ~ n ~ u ~ ~ o n o f  thePWSBinghampumps 
taking suction from the reactor vessel. Several tests have been performed to 
develop a correlation between the water level in the vessel versus flow from the 
Singham pumps to the pIenum. Another test of this type is to be performed in 
the near future at L Reactor. We offer comments conceming the upcoming test 
based an a review of the test authorization (see recommendation LOCA Perfor- 
mance Testing). 

A clear objective of this test should be to simulate limiting LOCA 
conditions and iden* limiting fuel assembly flows. We would include the 
following test conditions for a postulated DEGB. 

ReactorvessellevelvemsBingbampumpflowshouldbeesmblished 
with all six pumps in operation. This arrangement would simulate five intact 
loops in opemion with a single loop pumping to the break (already included in 

Minimum plenum levels versus delivered flow and plenum-spill flow 
versus plenum level are then determined with five of six Bingham pumps in 
operation with one PWS loop in backnow from the plenum to the reactor vessel. 
calculationsshouldensurethattheelevatiOnheadfromtheplenumtothereduced 
vessel water level is sufficient to provide the anticipated accident plenum-spill 
fiow. Accurate backflow measurement is needed (the current SRP test plan 
includes this operating mode). 

With this informalion and a carrelation of plenum level versus fuel 
assembly flow, the fuel assembly flows and equilibrium vessel levels versus ECS 
fbwratecanbe&termined(tfieSRptestplanwillmc~~~v~v~adjusaent 
to simulate bops with and without ECS deliveay). If this procedm proves too 
difficuit,Binghampumpflow canbeincreased to sim&teECS flow with asmall 
incmase in reactor vessel (RV) level However, the simulated ECS flow would 
be equally disuibuted in all five injecting loops. 

Another test case that should be demonstrated would have only four 
ofsixBinghampumpsoperatingwithoneloopspillingbacktothereactorvesse1 
and one loop isolated. This case would COBfeSPOnd to the incorrect isohtion of 
an intact loopby theopemxohfailufeof aBingham pump in loops 2or 5 with 
s u e  automatic closure of the mmvalves (note that five of six Bingham 
pump flows versus reactor vessel level are needed). 

Also, four of six Singham pumps opemtiq with two lines spilling 
back to the reactor vessel should be demonsaated. This case ccmresponds to the 
failure of a Bingham pump in loops 1.3.4, oh 6 whexe there is not auto-isolation 
by the mtovalves. 

the current SRP test plan). 
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In addition, the currently specified test appears to lack sufficient plenum 
level and fuel assembly flow instrumentation. The instrumentation plan should 
be reviewed thoroughly. 

B.1.7 LOSS-OFICOOLING-ACCENT 
EMERGENCY COOLING SYSTEM now 
REQUIREMENT 
Following a loss of all PWS circulation, the fuel is cooled in a once 

b u g h  fashion by ECS flowing to the plenum, through the fuel, and exiting the 
reactor vessel vent paths. Fop this cooling mode, ECS flow can range from 
15,OOO to 10,OOO gal/&, depending on the assumed single hilure, and can be 
reduced to 8,000 or 4,500 gaVmin by operator action. Also, back5ow paths 
through the main loop piping could significantly diminish fuel assembly flow. 
At these low flow rates, it appears that the buoyancy of hated w a r  in a fuel 
assembly may becomparable tothedriving headdeveloped for forceddownward 
flow through the assembly, which could tesult in flow stagnation, boiling, and/or 
up-fiow through some assemblies. 

Reactor technology personnel interviewedhadnot analyzed this si tdon,  
and our review team did not have the opportunity to discuss this scenario with 
SRL personnel. It is Itxommended that SFW pmvide an analysis to ensure that 
fiiel assembly flow stagnation/boiling cannot occur during the LOPA once 
through cooling m e  (see recommendation LOPAFIow Requirement). 

B.11 SUMP CAPABILITY 

The ability to remove water from the -40-ft level of 105 Building is critical 
to respond to a number of design-basis events (e.g., LOCA and seismic). 'Ihe 
subcommittee concurs with the ongoing efforts to increase survivable sump 
pump capacity to at least the ECS flow expected to reach the 40-A level during 
a credible LOCA We believe that this change should be accomplished prior to 
startup but that it need not include the capability to accommodate single Mure 
in the CWRSS since ECS throttling would be available as a backup in this event. 
Some portion of the CWRSS capability or some alternate water removd capa- 
bility should be seismicalfy qualified (see the Appendix 8.2 on s e M c  
qualification). 

For the long term, odd be modified to increase its capa- 
bility to accommodate a of one sump pump.  his modifidation would 
eliminatefheneedforthe~tortothro~theECS. Thesumppumpsshould 
be replaced to implove pump reliabiity to a level aual to that of indusny. 

* 
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In addition to the above, the subcommittee noted during several plant 
WaIkdoWas at both Pand K Areas that sump removal capdbility is vulnerable to 
debris blockage. We recommend the following (see recommendation Sump 
Water Removal capability). 

9 ~nstall 'trash ra~k' protection for atl sump pumps ( inckng MRS) 
and for the lowers in the dams between pump and motor moms. 

9 Show by test or analysis that sufficient dam louver flow capability 
exists to prevent early motor mom flood-up. 

B.13 S U B C O M M l T i E E A ~  / 

We visited the SRP sites a number of times to walk down the systems and 
componentsincludedinthereviewscopeandtointerviewSRepersonneL These 
activities are summarized below: 

Reactor walkdowns: 
K Reactor - 12/r5/88,1/18/89,3~/89 
P R ~ C ~  - 2/3/89 
L Reactor - 3/6/89 

Discussions with SRPpetsonnel: 
Reactor Technology 

L. kWitt - 12/14/88. y3/89 

T. Monahon ; 1/18/89,2/2/89,3/6/89 
J. Hinton - 12/14/88,1/15/89 

R. Taylor - 1/11/89,1/13/89,2/y89,3/6/89 - 
J. Church - 1/12/89 
J. Smith - 1/12/89 
H.Baker-rn9 
J.priCe-2/2/89 
K.OW-2/2/89 

H.Allen-y2/89 
F. Pulley - 2/l/89. 

opesations 

B.l.10 BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

M. W. YOUNG 
Mr. Young, who is manager of Fluid Systems, has been with 

Westinghouse Hanford Company since April 1972 During this time he has 
managed a wide Variety of engineeaing Organizations at both the section and 
subdivisiopl levels. These assignments have included not only analysis and 
design, but procuremen4 fabrication, insfallation, construction, and test verifica- 
tion responsibilities as well. His accomplishments include the technical 
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management of design, development, and fabrication activities on all engineered 
equipment subcontracts for FFF, valued at about 90 million dollars. Prior to 
joining Westinghouse Hanford Company, he was with Aerojet General 
Corporation for 14 years, where he was manager of Turbopump Design and 
Development Engineering for nuclear rocket engines. He has a BS in mechanical 
engineering from the University of California. 

L. E. CONWAY 
Mr. Conway is a senior engineer with 17 years of experience in fluid 

systems and nuclear plant design. He graduated from the University of 
Pittsburgh in 1969 with a BS in chemical engineering. He is currently working 
in the Nuclear Plant Development Programs group, Nuclear Plant Programs 
department, located at the Westinghouse Energy Center in Monroeville, PA. For 
the past seven years, he has been responsible for the design of safety systems for 
the Westinghouse advanced PWR project. He designed and patented the 
'passive' safety system plant concept that formed the basis for the 10-megawatt 
electric small military power plant, the AP600, and, most recently, the SPWR 
plant design efforts. He is currently on the AP600 and SPWR design teams with 
particular responsibility for the development of the passive containment cooling 
system and safety system feasibility and demonsktion testing. He also partici- 
pated in the recent Westinghouse Independent Safety Review of the Hanford 
NReactor. 

R. D. MAGEE 
Mr. Magee joined Westinghouse in 1980 at the Energy Center in 

Monnoeville, PA. Since then he has held various positions within Fluid Systems 
Design in the Nucleat and Advanced Technology Division. His most &cent 
position is that of senior engineer in the Safeguards Engineering group. 'Lhis 
position includes involvement in a wide variety of fluid systems engineering 
activities. He is responsiile for the design, application, and field support of 
Westinghouse-supplied systems. These include systems associated with residual 
heat removal, emergency cooling, primary cooling, containment spray, compo- 
nent cooling, chemical control, and other auxbary systems. He is a graduate of 
Michigan State University with a BS in mechanical engineering. In addition, he 
holds an MS in business administration from the University of Pittsburgh. 
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APPENDIX B.2 STRUCTURES, SEISMIC, 
ANDMATERIALS 

William S. Lapay, Advisory Engineer, Westinghouse Nuclear and 

Donald S. Griffin, Manager, Energy Systems Engineering, Westinghouse 

Matthew J. Anderson, Manager, Engineering Analysis, Westinghouse 

George S. Bohm, Consulting Engineer, Westinghouse Nuclear and 

Tom R. Mager, Consulting Engineer, Westinghouse Nuclear and 

Advanced Technology Division 

Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division 

W o r d  Company 

Advanced Technology Division 

Advanced Technology Division 
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B3.1 SCOPE 

We reviewed the structures, buildings, equipment, and piping systems 
considered necessary for safe shutdown of the reactors and for mitigation of 
potentialaccidentconsequences Weemphasizedstructuralintegrity andsystem 
performance (operability). Our review has focused on the K Reactor; however, 
the recommendations are applicable to the other reactor sites. Because of the 
nature of our subcommitlee, the review concentrated on design and not on the 
two major areas of safety influerice defined by operations and management. We 
recognized the as-built condition and not just the design requirements. Recorn- 
mendationspvidedareconsktent with thesafety philosophyandrestartcriteria 
of Section I. Defense in depth was used as a measure of safety along with 
accident prevention and risk avoidance. The key issues identified by the sub- 
committeestemfrom safeshutdowandmiti@on 
systems, respectively. 

\ 

Determinewhichsyste~areessentialtosatisfythem 

Determine the structural condition of the safety systems necessary to 
from a structural standpoint. 

B.23 GENERALISSUES 

Five systems were identified as key for achieving and maintaining safe 
shutdow and mitigating the consequences of an accident. They are the PWS, 
CWS, SSS, REMACS, and CWRSS. It is important to note that three of these 
have already been considered important to safety and included in the SRP SQUG 
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seismic walkdown program. This subcommittee cmsiders the CWRSS also to 
be important to the defenseindepth philosophy. It is necessary to provide a 
means of removing within 72 hours, as per SQUG methodology assumptions, 
water from flooding, to avoid the loss of the sump pumps. Although the 
subcommittee considers the ECS impartant, it is not a key system. Thmfore, a 
seismically qualified ECS is considered desirable in the long term. Various 
cdmement systems are also ccmsidered imponant if not key to meeting ui- 
terialand2. 

?he subcommittee does not consider a large LOCA of the PWS a crediile 
event because the temperatwe and pressure are low. There is not enough energy 
to cause apipe break that would result in a large LOCA The SRL has completed 
a program justifvins the conclusion that the pipe wili leak before it breaks. 
merefore, we believe that a seisrnic event wil l  not cause a U X A  8s long as the 
Pws is itselfqualified. 

Issues identified by the subcommittee that are already being addressed by 
the November 1987 K Reactor restart uiteria (DOE 1988) are not included in 
the mmmendations. However, it is assumed that those commitments as 
understood by the subcommittee will be completed and implemented. Those 
items include the following. 

Resolve the overstcess condition of the building structure under the 
stack. Adequate margin against loss of systems important to safe shutdown must 
be demonstrated @or to restarf or design modifications must be made. We 
unciersmd that this position is shared by DuPont and DOE. 

R d v e  with DOE the adequacy of the dynamic model used to 
generate response spectraand seismic loads forthereactor building, and develop 
supplementary spectra as needed. 

Meet, as agreed to with DOE, the restrat seismic Criteria for the 
K -tar ( c o m  acceptable by the subcommittee) that define ”on an 
interimbasisameansofasslaingalevelofse~micresistancecomparabletothat 
resulting from the Ip?plication ofRegdatory Guides 1.60and 1.61 (NRC 1973a, 
1973b) for sm-, pipe, and equipment associated with the Savannah River 
PlantrmCtQrs.” 

Ensure that the seismic analyses agreed to with DOE as part of the 
restan requirements (see item above) are umpleted. 

Ensure that the modifications identifii as needed h m  the SQUG 
walkdowns are implemented (e.g., missing bolts replaced, bracing added, dam- 
aged items repaired). 

Implement items identified under the PWS Reactor Materials 
pro%ram. 
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B33 SPECIFIC SAFETY ISSUES 

This section addresses the specific issues ident&ed by the subcommittee 
in three areas: materials, seismic criteria, and the adequacy of safety systems and 
smctures. 

B.2.3.1 Materials 

B33.1.1-. IstheinspectionprocedureforthePWSadequate? 
DuPontoriginallyprocuredtheaustenitic stainless steeltoaspecification 

that required solution heat treament and water quenching. Approximately 6% 
of the 1,400 circumferential welds in the PWS piping that have been inspected 
using UT methodology have been found to contain IGSCC indications. This 
situation is consistent with inspection experience for commercial nuclear power 
plants in which 5% to 6% of the sensitized welds that have been inspected 
contain IGSCC indications. Approximately 90% of the indications were less 
than 50% through the wall with the largest crack depth/pipe thickness ratio being 
0.8. Over the life of the SRP reactors to date, only 12 leaking cracks have been 
reported. The majority of these were discovered in the early to mid-1960s. The 
SRP established a pipe replacement criterion for IGSCC determined by UT 
inspection as follows: a pipe segment will be qlaced if (1) the IGSCC 
indications exceed a depth of 50% of the wall or (2) the IGSCC is more than 20% 
of the circumferem. To date, 23 piping segments have beenimplaced in the 
PWS. They are replaced with piping fabricated from 304L-pde stainless steel. 

The PWS piping system is grade-304 austenitic stainless steel with 
unspecified carbon content. Weldments in the PWS piping system are likely to 
be "sensitized." Because oxygen (1 to 2 p/m) is added to the PWS coolant, 
IGSCC is and will continue to be pment. Ultrasonic inspection of the circum- 
ferential welds in the PWS piping over the past five years demonstrates that the 
IGSCC is readily detected and sizes are indicated However, there are 24 welds 
(four per loop) deemed inaccessible by current UT methods. Further, each 
segment of piping in the PWS cmtains a longitudinal seam. However, only 
selected areas of the longitudinal welds were polished for in-service inspection. 
Theareaspolishedwereapproximately 12in.oneithersideofthecircumferen~ 
welds. Approximately 130 lin ft of l&gitudinal welds in the L and K Reactors 
were ultrasonically inspected, and no indications were recorded. Ihe longitudi- 
nal seams have not been completely inspectea because of a belief that the piping 
was procured to a specification calling for solution heat treatment followed by 
water quenching. Evidence suggests that Du Pont waived this requirement at 
some stage of construction. However, a number of essenbl pexformance 
requirement measurements performed on longitudinal weld seams did not reveal 
any evidence of sensitization. 

Some presence of IGSCC in the PWS piping is considered acceptable. 
The IGSCC generally grows through the wall (depth) without greatly increasing 
in length. This phenomenon reduces the probability of rupture prior to a leaking 
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crack, which should be readily detected. The probability of IGSCC for the SRP 
PWS is essentially the same as in high-temperature, high-pressure BWR piping 
systems. With lower tempemure and pressme, the IGSCC growth rate should 
be coasiderably less than the los5 inJh used for BWR piping. 

It was observed during a walkdown of the K Reactor that brackets were 
weldedtothePWSpiping,whi~resul~inalargenumberof flame-washateas. 
Duringthepastfiveyears,theSRPPWS hasundergoneIS1. Theinspectarshave 
been certified by the Elechic Power Research Institute (EPRI) NDE Center as 
qualified for detection of IGSCC. 

We also consided whether it would be necessary to test ultrasonically 
the reactor vessel prior to smrtup. As noted in Section B2.33.7, the vessel has 
been analyzed for structural loads including steady state and seismic. Further- 
more, no leaks have occurred in reactor vessels of this design. Section B.2.3.1.3 
shows that radiation damage to the vessel is being tracked and that there is 
adequate residual toughness. Finally, calculations made by the subcommittee 
indicate that the flow from a 360” through-wall crack in the vessel would be 
approximately 13,000 galbin, which is less than the flow expected from a 
DEGB. Therefore, we concluded that the UT development pgram for the 
reactor vessels should be brought to a successN conclusion and made a part of 
the IS1 program for the PWS, but that completion of the vessel inspection prior 
to startup is notrequired. 

EhIing. Since the startup of the SRP PWS, an IS1 plan has been in 
operation. While the IS1 did not include ultrasonic examination, nor was the 
proaxbe formalized in an approved document, the PWS was inspected after 
each shutdown. No IGSCC was detected. The praxdures for IS1 of the PWS 
are specified in internal SRP documentation. 

Recommendation Du Pont is generating an IS1 plan for the SRP reactor 
PWS. The plan, which is to be in general conformance to ASME Section XI 
(ASME 1986c), is awaiting final approval. Based on the experience utilizing 
ASME Section XI methodology in commmial light water systems, the SRP IS1 
plan should be adequate to detect flaws in the PWS. All areas that have been 
sensitized should be identified and monitored in the IS1 plan (see recommenda- 
tion Pmes  System Inspections). 

Emerg- Coo IinP nd valve) Svste ms. Are the carbon steel sec- 
ondary cooling and emergency cooling piping sufficiently tough to permit 
operation at temperatures as low as 40°F? 

The SRPsecondary CWS provides water tocool the D20 in the main heat 
exchangers. to pvide  for the emergency supply of cooling water (ECS), and for 
other area uses. The lower bound temperame is W F .  

The CWS and ECS piping is hbricated from ASTM A285 (ASTM 1982) 
and ASTM A53 (ASTM 1987b) carbon steel plates. Thus the CWS piping 
contains l o n m  weld seams in addition to the circumferential ones. Eight 

I 
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pieces of pipe material and five pieces of weldments from the CWS piping were 
used to characterize. the hcture toughness of the A285 and A53 material. 

The Chaqy V-notch test results indicate that all the subject materials 
exhibit an NDTT near 40°F. Static fixture toughness J I ~  tests at 40°F with the 
crack oriented in the circumferential direction weE quite high, indicating a 
ductile mode of fracture. Charpy V results exhibited a much reduced shelf energy 
with the notch oriented in the axial direction indicating a lowering of J I ~  in that 
direction. The corresponding J tests were not perfmed, however. 

The integrity of the ECS must be maintained, because it is designed to 
remove decay heat following reactor shutdown when the normal decay heat 
removal system is not operable. Interestingly, the most credible mechanism for 
a LOPA is identified as being a large rupture of the C W S  that floods the D20 
circulating Bingham pump moton. 

EUiug. The fracture resistance of the CWS and ECS carbon steel piping 
may or may not be adequate in the presence of cracks under functional operating 
loads. The rupture of a large CWS pipe could lead to a loss of primary pumps. 
Satisfactory fracture mechanics evaluations of the carbon steel CWS and ECS 
systems are not in evidence. 

Recommendation. The fracture toughness, JIG at 40°F of the CWS and 
ECS piping should be determined in the axial direction. Failure of the ECS 
function could lead to inadequate flow in the Primary system while CWS pipe 
rupture could Iead to loss of primary pumps by flooding (see recommendation 
CWS Fracture Mechanics). 

B33.13 . .  . Does the PWS receive 
irradiation sufficient to product reduction in fracture toughness? 

In commercial light water reactors the fluence of intenxt for austenitic 
stainlesssteelmcmintemalsexceeds Id' n/cm2(E>o.1 MeV). Themaximum 
fluence p date in the tank walI of the SRP production reactors is approximately 
1 x 102 (J3 >0.1 MeV). It was recognized early in the life of the SRP that 

, irradiation could be a concern. Studies have been performed on the effect of 
irradiation on the tensile properties of austenitic stainless steel from the tank wall 
material of a decommissioned tank. Several years ago the SRP embarked on 8 
reactor materials program. The program included PWS tank surveillance cap 
sule(s) that contained Specimerh from @e weld metal, heat-affected zone, and 
base metal of austenitic stainless steel. The target fluence is 1022 n/cm 
(E > 0.1 MeV), which should represent a higher level than end-of-life fluence. 
To date, the surveillance capsules have reached approximately 20% of the target 
fluence. In addition, specimens fabrimred ham the same austenitic stainless steel 
material were placed in the high-flux isotope reactor @FIR). However, the &'IR 
test facility is not yet back in operation. Specimens fmm the austenitic stainless 
steel were also irradiated at the Univenity of Suffao test reactor. To date, testing 
d the irradiated specimens indicate that they have 30% to 40% residual 
toughness. 
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Ehhg. The SRP has au on-going matexiah radiation surveillance 
program for the PWR tanks. In addition, SRP has embarked on an accelerated 
testreactor~toobtainirradiationdamagedataonauste~stainlesssteel 
similartothePWStankmaterial. Availabledatatodateindicatethatdegradation 
of the PWS tank material as a result of irradiation could be a problem, 

Recommendation. Continue to monitor the PWS tank material for deg- 
radation from irradiation. Perfam a fracture mechanics analysis based on the 
most recent fiachue daa (see recommendation Fuel and Tank System 
Analysis.) 

B.23.2 Seismic 

B333.1 ate Seism ic a t e  ria. Are the seismic ground response 
spectrum and associated ground acceleration level consistent with today's 
licensing requirements? 

The o@nal seismic design for the buildings (a. 195Cb1953) was based 
on the Uni fm Building Code using loading defmed by O.l@L+O.SU) 
(ICBO 1950). A restart criterion has been established for the K Reactor 
(DOE 1988) based on Regulatory Guides 1.60 and 1.61 (NRC 1973a. 1973b) 
through discussiOns with the DOE (Charbtse, North Carolina, meeting of 
11/11/88; Washington, D.C., m a g  of 11/17-18/88). Representatives at DOE 
had expressed concern with tire potential for higher eastern seismicity based on 
thecharlestonemhquakeof 1886andthedesiretohaveseismiccapabilityequal 
tothatexhibitedby commcrcialplants. 

The commet.cial nuclear pcnver plant site closest to SRP is the Vogtle 
Plant, directly across the river in Geargia. The design response spectra are in 
conformance with Regulamry Guide 1.60 ("2 1973b). The horizontal and 
vertical seismic ground acceleration is 02g. The earthquake level at SRP is in 
agreement with the Vogtle seismic ground acceleration level with the exception 
that the vertical ground acceleration level is taken as two-thirds of the horizontal 
compoaent (considered acceptable b m  the safety viewpoint by the subcom- 
mittee). Vogtle set the vemcal ground acceleaion equal to the baaizontal 
ground level, per Resulatoly Guide 1.60 requirements (NRC 1973b). 

A preliminary safety analysisreport WAR) for a defense waste process- 
ing Eacility located in the 200s Area at SRP based i@ seismic criteria on 
Resulatary Guide 1.60 (NRC 1973b) with tire horizontal and vertical seismic 
components equal to 026g and 0.17g (twethirds of horizontal component), 
respectively. 

EUhg. The restart seismic aiteria far the KReactor arenot as conser- 
vative as recommendations for new facilities located at SRP. The use of a 0.2g 
seismicgroundaccelerationlevelisconsideredadequateby thesubcdt tee  to 
d e b  the design-basis earthquake @BE) event. The restart seismic criteria for 
the K Reactor are acceptable because they pvide  a level of seismic resistance 

\ 
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comparable to tbat exhibited by the VogtlePlant and have been agreed to by DOE 
as the interim criterk 

B3333 -0 nse S m u m  A nalyis. Are the response spectrum 
modal analyses fur equipment and piping systems being performed consistent 
with theNRC regulatory guides? 

From discfions with analysts as well as 8 review of teparts, it was 
determined that the methods employed are not always consistent with a q n t  
practices. 

A modal combination by square root sum of squares is used, which is 
representative of early 1970 methodology. It will yield a lower response than 
the methodology in Regulatory Guide 1.92 (NRC 1976). 

Response from dvee orthogonal seismic components could be con- 
servatively calcuiated using absolute sum instead of the accepted practice of 
root-mean-sqm combination. 

Modes less than 25 Hz only are used, ignoring the potentially signif- 
icant effect of the higher modes on pipiig stresses and support loads. This 
practice is contrary to currently accepted practices and can be nonconservative. 

Support flexibm is not considered. 

Ending. Response spectrum modal analyses performed using dynamic 
methods do not conform to c m n t  NRC requirements and have the potential of 
being noncotlservative. 

Becommendation. A review should identify the dynamic analyses that 
are used to demonstrate qualirrcation of safety-related systems. An evaluation 
shouldbemadeofallthesedynamicanaIysestode~~inewhecherthesupport 
stiffness should be included and whether the modal cut-off frequency used 
(''missing mass" effect in the analysis) could significantly affect the result. 
W h e r e ~ ~ t , a n e v a l ~ ~ u r ~ s h o u l d b e m a d e ( s e e r e c o m m e n d a t i o n  

B33.23 manse Sbectra Dew lopmenl. Are the response spectra 
developed for the reactor building conservative? 

Response spectra using a stick model representative of 1967 technology 
have been developed Discussions are being held with DOE concerning the 
adequacy of using this stick model on an interim basis. A review of this model 
and its analysis is being perfarmed for Du Pont by membrs of the Westinghouse 
transition team. The findings from t@is review are being inanparated into the 
SRP upgrade program. Acammitment has been made by Duhn t  to DOE to 
revise this model in the long tenn using current technology. 

&ding. Response spectra a developed using a dynamic model based 
'on 1967 technology. Meetings are being held among DOE, Du pant, and 
Westinghouse concerning the adequacy of the dynamic model for the interim. 
The subcommittee has been following the progress of these meetings and is in 
agreement with the actions being taken. 

Dynamic Analysis). 
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B.233 Adequacy of Safety Systems and Structures 

kh. Arethe B.233.1 G r w  Cr 
SQUG criteria adequate for seismic qualification of SRP systems and have all 
the necessary safety systems been'seismically qualified? 

The commercial nuclear industry formed the SQUG to gather experience 
data from facilities exposed to actual seismic events and to use these data to 
establish an explicit set of guidelines and acceptance criteria for evaluation of 
equipment in older nuclear plants. 'Lhe SQUG prepared a generic implementa- 
tion procedure (GIP) to define tbe walkdown procedures, the qualification of 
walkdownteams,andthegenericequipmentqualificationurestobeused. 

IheNRCissuedasaf~evd~onreportendorsingtheGIPin July 1988 
(NRC 1988). The NRC approval of the entire SQUG methodology is also 
contained in NUREG 121 1 (Chang and Anderson 1987). 

Pipe system a~ not specificatly addressed by the GIP because very few 
pipe ~ a i l u r e ~  were observed in 8ctual hquakm.  he basic SQUG position is 
that pipe built to ANSI Standard B31.1 requirements and attached to properly 
anchored equipment will not fail at acceleration levels common to DBEs in the 
continental United States. The SRP used a combination of analyses iind walk- 
down procedures to qualifv pipe systems. Civil structuxes and buried pipe 
systemsareexcludedhm the SQUG methodologyandrequireexplicitanalysis. 

The SQUG walkdowns using SRP-specific procedures based on the GIP 
were conducted on K and L Reactors in September and October 1988. The SRP 
identilied a minimum number of safety systems to be qualified to the GIP and 
"REG 1211 requirements: 

'Ihe SSS, consisting of two redundant poison injection systems. Only 
tbepressureboundary,manualactivati~system,andnewseiSmic trigger system 

ThepWS,mcludingcaterpillsrdieselgeneratorsandprimarypumps 

The CWS, including heat exchangers and gravity-feed pressure 

Instrumentation and electrical as required for SSS, PWS, and CWS, 

. .  .. 

aretobequalified 

and drives 

boundary 

and reactor monitoring and control. 

The above systems were seismically qualified by SQUG procedures and 
analyses. Meth&logy included n/r interaction evaluations. The assaciated 
civil s t r u m  and buried pipe were qualified to withstand a 0.2g z m p i n t  
acceleralion DBE by explicit analyses. 

The pipe systems for these safety systems were also qualified by walk- 
down and explicit analyses. The systems were evaluated using equivdent static 
load methods to ensm that resulting pipe stresses are within ASME Code 
Case 1606 limits (ASME 1973) and that pipe support anchoring is adequate. 
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The results of the SQUG evaluations of the K and L Reactors were 
addressed at meetings of DOE-SRL, DOEJEBtHS, Du Pont, and subcontractors 
in Charlotte, North Carolina, on November 11,1988, and in Washington, D.C., 
on November 17-18,1988. At these meetings, DOE expressed a concern with 
eastern seismicity based on the Charleston earthquake of 1886. Additional 
requirements were imposed on SRP that are now being addressed by Du Pont. 

Based on the SQUG evaluations and DOE reviews, the following addi- 

Complete the generation of new confinement building floor response 
spectra using both site-specific and Regulatory Guide 1.60 (NRC 1973b) generic 
spectta 

Complete the evaluation of the confinement structure to Regulatory 
Guide 1.60 spectra. 

Complete thereevaluation of 107 Building sump pumps toReguIatory 
Guide 1 . 0  spectra. 

Complete the lead expansion anchor bolt test program to develop 
allowable loads. 

Complete the reevaluation of K and L Reactor anchorage and pipe 
systems using Regulatory Guide 1.60 and/or site-specific fioor spectra and new 
lead anchor allowables. 

Implement mandatory fixes identified by SQUG evaluations. 
Add a seismically qualified MRS. 

Finding. The SQUG criteria-are an adequate basis for the seismic quali- 
fication of safety equipment in the SRPreactors. The procedures are acceptable 
to M C  for commercial nuclear plants. -. Aconcern is whether the SRP staff has identifiedad 
qualified a sufficient number of safety systems to protect the public adequately 
in the event of a major DBE seismic event. It appears that they have met the 
minimumrequirementsasoutlinedintheSQUGGIPandNUREG 1211. How- 
ever, improvement in defense in depth is desirable. Flooding may occur, causing 
loss of PWS pumps, if the CWRSS is not qualified. This system should be 
seismicalty qualified prior tomtart, along with the necessary power supplies, at 
least to a capacity consistent with the consequences of the event (seerecornmen- 
dation Sump Water Removal Capability). 

Of lesser concern, because of other systems that provide backup safety 
functions, is the ECS. The ECS should be qualified in the long term. The SQUG 
methodology should be used for these tasks (see recommendation Long-Tem 
Seismic). 

B.2333 -. Is the structurai integrity of the 
safety systems adequate to ensure operability under normal and off-nonnal 
operatingconditions? 

tional actions are required prior to restart. 

. 
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SrmcMal components of safety and safety-related systems were origi- 

containing systems were designed to ANSI standards B31.1 and B31.3 (ANSI 
1986) for pipiig and the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section Wr 
(ASME 1986a). for vessels and components. The design approach is based on 
the ability to inspect, detect structural deterioration, and make repairs as 
necessary. The spuctures were not initially designed for seismic loads, except 
for those implicit in the civil structllral codes dthe time (e.g., 0.lg static). 

Over the years since 1953, the systems have been modified, components 
replaced, and new systems added. 'Ihe systems were designed and evaluated to 
t h e t h e n - c m n t s .  Systemsorpo~onsthereofaddedrecentlyhavebeen 
evaluated generally to the nuclear standard for Qass 2 components. ASME 
Section III-NC (ASME 1986b). 'Ihese include tk SSS and the MRS. Systems 
considered critical to safety have also been evaluated for a seismic 0.2g ground 
acceleration, some by SQUG walkdowns and some by analysis. 

The habitability system has been qualified during the SQUG walkdown 
to a limited extent, addressing emergency lighting and items that could Eall and 
af€ect identified safety class systems and the operators. 

Exding. The safety and safety-related systems have been designed and 
conseuctedtogoodcommercialstandards. ThesystemsconsiMmostcriW 
to safety have been evaluated for seismic loads and upgrades identified to meet 
current standards. The PWS has been evaluated extensively to current nuclear 
standards and is considered to provide the same level of safety as recently 
designedplants,basedon~plementationofenbancedinspectionproceduresand 
revised operating procedures. 'be SSS and the MRS have been designed and 
constructed essentially to nuclear standards for class 2 components. Since 
neither the control rods nor the safety rods have been seismically qualified, the 
SSSisrequiredtoensuresafeshutdown. TheCWSandREMACSaredM 
adequate based on SQUG waIkdowm and implementation of defect corrections 
tothosesystem. 'Iheconfin~entstructureisadequatebasedonanalysis. 7he 
CWRSS,ECS,GMdiesels,andemezgencypow~sysystems(EPSs)havenotbeen 

The SQUG walkdowns perfanned to date have identified a number of 
component supportsandanchorsthatwereeidrerinaidequateforseismiclaading 

BeCommendation. From~edef~-in-depthstandpoint,additionalsys- 
tems should be qualified as paxt of the upgrade program after restaa It is 
recommended that the AACS and CHRS be seismically qualified in the long 
term. It is recognized that, based on the assumption chata largeLOCA will not 
occur as a zesult of a seismic event, the confinement system will not be required 
during and immediately f&wing a Seismic event However, 'these systems 
should be seismically qualified in the long term to improve defense in depth. All 
suppom and anchors of all safety and safety-related systems should be checked 
and upgraded to accommodate seismic loading. The maintenance program 

d l y  designed to chemical ploces~ indusay and DU Pont standards. Fluid- 

seismidyqualified. 

orimproperlymaintaine& 
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should be reviewed to ensure adequate inspection of supports and anchors (see 
recommendation Long-Term Seismic). 

B.2333 m e s s  Water §?tern Grts Plenum Overuessurization. 
Are the roll anchors adequate to hold down the PWS reactor tank top shield and 
plenum when subjected to overpressurization of the gas plenum? 

Full ECS injection when process water flow is interrupted (e.g., as aresult 
of aLOPA) may cause overpressurization of the gas plenum and an upward force 
on the top shield and lDZ0 plenum. The upward force is transmitted through the 
plenum inlet nozzles to the roll anchors, which serve to react to the upward force 
on the plenum. If the mll anchors fail, the plenum would Lift and stretch the 
plenum seal. ,This situation could overload the piping, inlet nozzles, and plenum 
seal. Failure of the piping or plenum inlet nozzles could cause a loss of cooling 
W W .  m. Therollan~~havebeenmodifiedtoaccommodate~ver-pres- 
Surization of the gas plenum, but it is not known whether the modification is 
adequate for the K Reactor. preliminary analysis indicates that the roll anchor 
bolts are adequate for the predicted oveqressure. The lifting force on the top 
shield and Dto plenum is displaced through the plenum inlet nozzles, which are 
already highly stressed under certain conditions, and the plenum inlet nozzles 
have apparently not been analyzed for this condition. The plenum seal is a 
thin-walled bellows type of stainless steel seal that has apparently not been 
analyzed for oveqmssurization, The plenum uplift and resulting seal deforma- 
tion have also not been determined. 

However, even if the roll anchohs fail, it is not apparent that the damage 
would cause disruption of corecooling capability. The maximum upward 
motion of the plenum. limited by the holddown beams, is reported to be about 

k 0.5in. Ruptureoftheplenumsealwouldprovideanotherpathfar~rov~ow 
, and thus duce  plenum pressure. preliminary analysis indicates that the plenum 
seal would not rupture ftom predicted overpressurizatiOn, but the effect of 
plenum uplift has not been evaluated. 

-. The effect of overpressurization of the gas plenum 
from full ECS injection when the gas plenum becomes solid should be deter- 
mined. 'Ihis process should include evaluation of the roll anchor StrUcNe, 

The process assembly is hung on monorails. No analysis has been made 
of its impacting a safety-related piece of equipment as a m/r problem. It was 
not& by SRP that the fuel does not weigh much and that mdtiple failures would 
be neoessary for the fuel to be released. That the fuel would be dropped is not 
ddedc red ib leby  theRTDof the SRP. Further, the forestabovethereactor 
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has not been evaluated when it is in the fully extended position during fuel 
transfex. 

Ending. No evaluation has been made of the impact of the process 
assembly, handling equipment, or forest on a safety-related piece of equipment 
during transfer. 

Recommendation. As a minimUm, safety-related equipment that could 
be affected by dropping of the process assembly. its impacting in the disassembly 
poolareas,andfailureoftheforestshouldbeiden~~andanevaluationshould 
bemade. ThisissUeisnotrelatedtorestart(seerecommendationFue1Han~). 

. Arethebuildings B.2335 4 
and strucuxesbt are important to safety structurally adequate? 

Six structures and buildings were identified that are important to safety. 
They are the reactar building (105 Building), reactor building exhaust stack, 
acNatclr towers, reactor cooling-water basin and effluent sump, confirnement 
system filters comparDnent,and disasembly area, 

?he assembly 8rea does not contain irradiated fueL The only safety- 
related system that could potentially be lost by failure of the building is a 1-in. 
PWS line. However, the flow loss would be less than the makeup capability, and 
the line can be closed manually. Therefare, the structure is not considered 
Critid. 

The reactor building and stack and actuator towm have been evaluated 
for the 02g, Regulatory Guide 1-60 (3RC 1973b) seismic event. The basin and 
sump structures have been evaluated for the Blume spectra at the 0.2g seismic 
level. 'Ihe disassembly basin, waUs, and columns have been assessed for the 
defined 0.2g Housner seismic criteria in 1969 by Blume and AssociateS. 

Thereactaebuilding,actuatclltowefi,andexposed~of~edisassem- 
bly area are designed for an over-pnssurization load of 1,OOO Ib4ft . It is noted 
in the Blume report that "Buildings shall be designed for static live load of 
1OOO lbs per square foot acting simultaneously on gross 8 1 ~ 1  of outside face of 
exterior walls and roof. Foundations and building anchorage to be checked for 
overarming produced by the lo00 lbs per square foot acting on one face only at 
one time." Care must be taken m extrapolating the blast loads to an equivalent 
seismic loading since only foundation and building anchorages were checked for 
OveRLltning and not the internal stresses within the building structures. The 
reactor building and 8ctuar.o; towers have been evaluated for a tornado load of 
280 milh with a 15 IbVm pressure drop. The only structure evaluated for 
tornaQ missiles [defined in Table 3-2 of the Sufery Analysis o f S u v m h  River 
Production Reactor O p e r d n  (DuPont 198711 is the disassembly area stnumre. 
'Ihebuildingexhauststackhasbeenevaluatedfora l%mi/hwind. Thetomado 
event affecting unprotected structures and systems is discussed in the SAR 
referenced above ". . . Damage to the 200 foot stack, confinement system filter 
compartments, and other parts of the building that are not resistant to tornadoes, 
wouldnotcause,directlyorindirectly,areactoraccident. Theemergency power 
and cooling capabilities are sufficient to maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown 

. .  
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condition if outside power is lost during a sevm wearher distutbanae. Hence, 
the filter compartments, which are not tornado resistant, are not needed under 
that circumsmce.” 

It is important to note that during the review of the seismic building 
analyses by the Westinghouse transition team it was discovered that the srmcture 
under the stack had not been evaluated. For the stacks and their support 
structures, forces resulting from the earthquake ground motion have been com- 
puted, but a design check for dead, seismic, and other loads on the support 
members and foundations has not been perfmed. A prelimhary assessment 
was made by R. S. Orr, of the Westinghouse transition team, of the building 
structure under the stack he found that the building’s structural columns are 
potentially over their ultimate moment capacity. This issue is known to Du Pont 
and DOE and is being addressed accordingly. An action plan is being developed 
with parallel programs considering further analysis and potential design 
modifications. 

EiwIhg. The building structure under the stack is potentially mer- 
stressed This condition is known by Du Pont and the situation is being 
addres& The subcommittee is in agreement with the approach being taken to 
resolve this issue and no p g r a ~  change is recommended. 

B233.6 -1 nternals and Plenu m. Can a sufiicient number of 
control/safety rods be inserted a h  a design seismic event to maintain a safe- 
shutdown condition? 

This part of the review includes the plenum and top and bottom shields 
with tubes. This evaluation includes component behavior under steady state, 
expected and unexpected transients, and accident conditions such as a seismic 
event. The plenum, connected pipes, sleeves, and process assemblies are sup 
parted vertically by the permanent sleeves in the top shield. No lateral restraint 
exists to absorb horizontal seismic loads and/or nozzle loads resulting from the 
piping. Friction between the connecting sleeves and the shear strength of the fuel 
assembks will transfer the horizontal bad to the top shield. ‘Ihe top shield is 
vertically supported by six I-beams with bearing pads. Permanent latct.at dis- 
placements resulting from top shield movement or permanent deformation of the 
fuel assemblies could impair insertion of the conml and safety rods. Seismic 
analysis is presently not available, but we judge that a detailed analysis could 
prove that the seismic response wil l  remain below acceptable limits when the 
specfic response spectra and reatistic damping values are used. Allowable 
criteria and acceptable stresses, coefficient of friction, and differential displace- 
ment should be established The lower shield should not have any problem hnn 
a seismic point of view. No stress analysis for normal aperating and transient 
laads has been seen for these structures, but it is felt that this is not an issue 
because of many years of operation without a problem. The review was limited 
by the lack of specific analyses for these components. We feel that the risk of a 
failure under seismic loads is very small. 
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We recognize that under a seisrnic load frcnn a design-basis earthquake 
the plant wil l  be shut down with the SSS and that rods are not needed. The 
question does arise as to whether there will be a further need to insert rods if the 
plant remains in a shutdown situation fm a plonged period of time. For a 
seismic event below the DBE. rods will be needed when the system is not 
initiated; and even if the rodscan be inserted, it should be shown that scram delay 
t h e  is acceptable. Low seismic events could produce relatively high input 
resulting from lower concrete structures damping, damaging the upper swcm 
(forest) integrity and W t y .  

Einding. Based on the premise that there is no need to insert the rods 
during an earthquake, scram time is not considered a problem, but awntion 
should be given to the need to insext enough control or safety rods after the 
seismic event or in case the Ink system is not initiated to mainrain the plant in a 
safeshutdown condition. 

Becommendatioq. Pe!,rfom a seismic analysis after restart and show that 
enough control or safety rods can be insem4 after a seismic event to maintain 
the plant in a safe-shutdowu condition (see recommendation Shutdown After 
SeisiniC Event). 

B333.7 ' . Isthevesselandthermalshield 
structural integrity adequate for the design loading? 

Thevesselbasbeenanalyzedforsteady-stateoperatingandseismicloads. 
No seismic analysis was found fm the thermal shield. The absence of problems 
during tfieoperatianperiodprovidesumfi&nce of theacceptability of thedesign, 
but there ae indications that matetial damage could exist due to radiation. The 
rank basbeen shown tobe within acceptable levels accoading to Section VIII of 
the ASME Code (ASME 1986a). The fact thatthereac torshavebeen operating 
forsomany yeatswitbotanrajorproblems (otherthanleaksmCReactor)isproof 
thatthedesignisreliablef~tbeogconditionsof interest,but theanalysis 
shouldbe updated FarigUe(lowqc1eEatigue) shouldbeconsidered assuming 
that two full cycles (7WF to 212OF) will occur per month (i.e., 24 per year of 
operation). Certain transienrs not seen by the plant in the past, such as an 
earthquake, wiU need to be reviewed and qualified (particularly for the thermal 
shield). Also, matexial dete-n during the years of operation should be 
consi&red in the evaluation. No analyses for transients on the tank were made 
available to the reviewers, nor was a study determining that the thermal shield 
will not lean on a loCalizedvessel wall segment. 

Eh&g. No oomplete structm81 analysis of the tank and thermal shield 
wasfound 

Thisissueisnotrelatedtorestart(seerecommen&tionFuel andTank Assembly 

B133.8 &gl&embb 'a. Is the process assembly structural inte@ty 

-. complete structlll-al analysis should be peafonned. 

AnatySiS). 

and dability adequate for the design loadings? 
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The fuelis inside the housingcylindricaltubes(universalsleeve housing), 
hanging fmm the top of the plenum and laterally suppmted at the top by the 
plenum wall and at the bottom by the guiding pins. During plant operation, these 
assemblies are subjected to flow-induced vibration resulting from the Dzo 
longitudinal flow inside the assembly (around 20 ft/s) and the much lower cross 
flow (around 1 Ws). 'Ihrough the years, the design has been optimized to 
minimiZe the effect of wear on the ribs. The universal sleeve housing is replaced 
when wear is noticed, after two to five years of use. To avoid excessive wear, 
fuel columns are Laboratgr tested, and the design is adjusted every time a new 
configuration is used. Some analyses have been performed for trampomtion 
'transients (Crowley and Yau 1983). Consequently, we felt that, from the struc- 
tural point of view, no short-term action is required. 

For the long term, particularly for future designs, we suggest a jo i t  effort 
among mechanical, hydraulic, and nuclear experts to consider the optimization 
of the design. 

Regarding seismic qualification of the process assemblies, we found no 
credible analysis. These smctures have a low m u d  frequency (0.3 Hz for the 
first natural frequency has been mentioned), and a seismic analysis should 
indicate the level of response. The complexity of the concentric structure will 
ensure that losses during vibration (damping) will be imprxtant in limiting the 
seismic response. A systematic and realistic combined test and analysis process 
will eventually show that the seismic event being postulated for the site will not 
produce unacceptable damage. Consequently, we felt that a seismic qualification 
process does not need to be perfcnmed before plant restart, but it will be prudent 
to have a seismically qualified process assembly in the not-too-distant fuane. 
Thequalificationshouldobtaininformationaboutstructutalpmpemes * ofthefuel 
assemblies (modal stiffness and modal damping in water) and response ampli- 
tude. In addition,criteriafartheseessembliesshouldbeestablishedfarallowable 
stressesunderdynamicloads. -. Noevaluation structural integrity under seismic ' 

loads. NoseiSmic~te~exiStforthestrucaaaldesignoftheprocessassemblies. 
pecommen&&g. Seismic analysis should be perfomed. Criteria witfi 

allowable limits and load combinations should be prepared. ?his issue is not 

failureofthissystem,are~eduresinplacetoevacuatepersonnelandprovide 
theabilitytomonitornecessarypostshutdowninstruments? 

The PWS didlation system is located outside the confinement building. 
It contains a large inventory of tritium. The system is not seismically qualified. 
In the event of an earthquake it could fail, releasing heavy w8ter and tritium. 

&ling. We were not able to determine what the effect of this release 
would be on reactor personnel or others such as maintenance people. Further- 
more, since the REMACS is not seismically qualified, it is not certain that 
postshutdown instruments could be monitored. 
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Recommendation. Develop emergency procedures for plant evacuation 
andpostshutdowninsPumentmonitoringfatseismiceven~thatmayimpactthis 
system (see recornmeendation FWS Distilhtion System). 

B.2.4 MEETINGS AND INFORMATION GATHERING 

Five SRP site Visits were made during the months of December 1988 and 
January and February 1989 by members of the subcommittee. Information was 
obtained primarily from discussions with Du Pont personnel, supplemented by 
reports, Qcuments, and calculatians. The supplementary information sources 
are refmnced above as necessary. Individuals interviewed at the site included 
the following: Overview--Tom Gorrell; materials--Bill Awadalla, Bob 
Ondrejcin, R E. Sprayberry, M. k Du Pant, W. S. Ehrhart, E. J. Majzlic, 
M. H. m e r ,  P. R. Vonnelker, M. R. Louthan, R. L. Sindelar, J. Morrison, 
J. Stone; seismic/structures--D. R. Ketcham, T. M. Monahon, Dave Freeman; 
system qualification and seismic aiteria-Bill An-, confinement system-- 
Larry DeWitt; SSS qualification--Rich Salizzonk CWS qualification-- 
D. Ferguson; ECS qualification-Bob Taylor; Integrated Safety Evaluation 
Program--Bob Findley; vessel and intemals-W. Yau, George Richardson, 
Vascoe Whatley, Elwyn Wingo; site tour-AI Mink, Ivan Lewis, Lee Gaston, 
Gearge Rawls, Kevin Stoner, Tom French, Sam Fonnby. 

B.25 BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

W. S. LAPAY 
Dr. Lapay joined Westinghouse in 1969 after completing a PhD in civil 

engineeaing atcase WesternReserveUniversity. Priortojoining Westinghouse, 
he provided saucnaal enginaxing services toarchitect/engineer (A/&) firms as 
well as to Bethlehem Steel Corparaton. He has held the position of adjunct 
faculty member of the Department of Civil Engineering at the University of 
piasburgh. He has almost 20 years of ex@nce in the nuclear power industry, 
during which time he has been actively involved in the field of qualification of 
nuclear power plant structures, piping systems, and equipment C&ntly he 
holds the management position of advisory engineer responsible for providing 
technical assistance to the functional groups on complex technical issues related 
tostructureandequipmentdesigaandanalysis. Heisrecognizedasatechnical 
expert in the fields of dynamic and seismic response, civil and structural design, 
andnonlinearandinelasticsauchnalbehavior. Heisamemberoftwo American 
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) unnmiaees: (1) Nuclear Strucnaes and 
Materials and (2) Nuclear Standards. He is the affilintP. member representative 
for Westinghouse on the Building Seismic Safety Council, He also is a member 
of IEEE-344 Committee 2.5A responsible for establishing seismic qualification 
standards for Class IE eleceical equipment. He received his BS and MS in civil 
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engineering f b m  Case Institute of Technology and is a licensed professional 
engineer in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and California. 

M. J. ANDERSON 
M. 1. Anderson graduated from Oregon State University in 1955 with a 

BS in civil engineering. He is a registered professional engineer in the state of 
Oregon. He has been a member of the Westinghouse W o r d  Company staff 
since I972 where he is presently manager of the Engineering Analysis Function. 
His assignments have included responsibility for preparation of ASME as-built 
stress reports, including seismic qualification, of FFlT high temperature pipe 
systems; seismic upgradequalificationof theNReacmprimarypipe systemand 
control mom building; and structural design and seismic qwl%cation of the 
SP-100 ground engineering system sodium pipe systems and containment build- 
ing. &. Anderson is a member of the ASME and has published 18 ASME 
technical papers related to seismic qualification and acceptance of nuclear pipe 
systems. HeiSalsoanactivememberofthepressUreVesselResearchcOmmittee 
and Participates on the Subcommittee on Elevated Temperature Design, the Task 
Force on Elevated Temperam Pipe, and the Technical Commitree on Piping. 
Priortojoining Westinghouse,Mr. Andemnwasamemberofthetechnicalstaff 
of Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell International for 14 years, where he 
performed detailed structural analyses of rocket engine turbomachinery. 

G. J. BOHM 
George Bohm bas over 39 years of experience including 28 years at 

Westinghouse. His expertise is in structural mechanics related to nuclear power 
phts.as well as the development and implementation of methodology to qualify 
equipment. He has been a consulting engineer to the Engineering Manager and 

provided technical consultation to the 
f structural analysis, dynamic behavior 

and testing of equipment, development of qualification methods, allowable 
criteria, and ttaining and qualificaton of personnel in relation to aualytical 
methods and problem solving. He provides advice on the development and 
adoption of structural codes, fbw-induced vibration methodology, accident 

acts as a consultant for Westinghouse in Japan, Italy, Belgium, and Gemany 
regarding the dynabic behavior of reactor components. He has pioneered the 
seismic technology presently in use, particularly on methodology and damping 
detesminarion. Mr. Bohm is the author of m m  than 70 publications on nuclear 
pow@ plant design and analysis. He is presently chairman of the ASME Task 
Force on Faulted Conditions, a member of the ASME Task Gmup on Dynamic 
Analysis, Vice chairman ofrhe ASME Subcommittee on Vibration Monitming, - 
and member of the ASME Committee on Equipment Qualification. He received 
his BS and MS in civil engineering from the University of Buenos Aires. 

loads consideration, and computer-aided engineerins teCh010gy. I&, Bohm 
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' T. R MAGER 
Mr. Mager is consulting Engineer, Plant Engkering Department. in the 

Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division. Included in his 
responsibilities are identifying major technical problems and providing consul- 
tation in the areas of fracture, reactor vessel integrity, radiation effects, and 
fracture mechanics. Prior to this assignment he was Manager, Metallurgical and 
NDE Analysis, Westinghouse Power Systems Division, responsible for the 
nondestructive examination, materials, and process support technology relating 
to the design, fabrication, construction, licensing, and opemion of PWR phts .  
In 1975-1976 he was Manager, Materials Engineering, Westinghouse Nuclear 
Europe. He joined Westinghouse in 1953 in the Solid State Physics Department 
of the Westinghouse research laboratory and worked for 13 years primarily on 
therelationshipof tnagneticphenomenatometallurgicaphenomena I)uringhis 
22yearsintheEnergySystemsDivision,hehasbeenconcernedwiththefracnae 
mechanics appPoach to brittle fracture and irradiation effects. He received a BS 
in 1959 and an Ms in 1962 from the University of Pittsburgh in metallurgical 
engineering. He is a member of the American Institute of Metallurgical En@- 
neers,theAmen~SocietyofMetals,andtheAm~can Society forTestingand 
Materials. In 1978 he was elected to the Technical Advisory Committee of the 
Metalsprapertiescouncil. 

D. S. GRIFFIN 
Dr. Griffin is Manager of Energy Systems Engineering in the 

Westinghouse Nuclear and Advan& Technology Division. He has 30 years of 
experience in the structural design, development, and evaluarion of nuclear 
mctorsyskms. AtW~ghousehehasdevelopedcompu~~~tedmethods 
o f a n a l y s e s , ~ M a l d ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ f o r ~ v ~ P ~ , ~ d  
fhstbreederreactors. Hehasdirectedstructuralanalysesofstaticanddynamic 
systems including effects of fatigue, fracture, themral shock, seismic, fluid-solid 
intehactions, and nonlinearrespanse of materials. He is known as an expert in 
buckling and iustabiity, inelastic analysis, and elevated-tcmperanae structural 
design. Dr. Griffin received his BME from CorneU Univasiity, and his MS and 
PbD in engineering mechanics fnun Stanford University. He is a Fellow of the 
ASME,pastAssociateEditor(1973-198O)of the JournulqfAppliedMechanics, 
past chairman (1982-1983) of the ASh4E Pressure Vessel and Piping Division, 
and author of 26 publications in applied mechanics, cornputex methods, and 
elevated-temperanae srructural design. 
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APPENDIX B.3 ELECTRICAL, INSTRU- . MENTATION, AND CONTROL 

R. Michael Bogex, Principal Engineex, Westinghobye Hanfd Company 
James R. Easter, Fellow Engineer, Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced 

Peter J. Manis, Manager, Instrumentation and Control System 

Donald J. Vochinsky, Senior Engineer, Westinghouse Nuclear and 

Ttchnology Division 

Licensing, Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced 
Technology Division 

A d v ~ T e c h n o l o g y  Division 

B3.1 SCOPE 

Our subcommittee evaluated whether essential electrical, insaumenta- 
tion, and control safety systems are adequate to support restart of the SRP 
reactors. We met with SRP personnet inspected reactor facilitim, primarily at 
the K Reactor; coopdinated with other subcommiaees; and participated in meet- 
ings of the full committee. Many individual contacts with SRP personnel 
supplementedtheseactivities,aslistedattheendofthisappendix(sectionB.3.6). 

Restart safety acceptance criteria are stated in Chapter I of the commietee 
report 7 th  subcommittee's evaluation focused on criteria 1 and 2. We did not 
pesform a rigorous review in terms of Criteria 3 and 4, but concerns related to 
them are noted. In performing our ~ssessment, we used our best judgment 
acwding to the intent of current industry standards for the design of nuclear 
reactors. Inteqmtation of intent was based on the way standards are applied to 
nuclearplantsofsimilarage,onsigTlificanttigndifferencesbetweenSavannah 
River react~s and commercial nuclear reactors, on DOE policy statements 
Concdng standads for #actor facilities, and on the combined experience of 
the subcommitteemembers. 

Becauseofthescope a detailed review of the electrical, instrumen- 
tation, and control systems related to safety would have entailed we focused our 
evaluation on the adequacy of critical safety functions. This concept was 
developed and adopted in the 00mmerCiat nuclear power industry through the 
efforts of EPRI and thi: NRC following the 1979 incident at Three Mile Island, 
Unit 2. The design of a commercial nuclear power plant includes three concen- 
aicbarrierstoprevetuareleaseofradioacti~ty: thefuelchd,thereactoreactorcoolant 

- 
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system boundary, and the containment The functions that the operating staffcan 
andmustcontroltoprotecttheintegrityofthebarriersinacommercialPWRare 
the following: 

Reactivity (subcriticality) 
corecooling 
Reactor coolant system coolant inventory 
€@atsink 
Reactor coolant system pressure (this is sometimes called the RCS 

Flow of radioactivity (this function focuses on ensuring that the 

In adapting the concept to the design of the SRPreactor, the subcommittee 

integrity function; it focuses on the problem of cold overpressurization) 

containment is and remains sealed). 

chose five essential functions to monitor and control: 
I 
I 

i 
subcriticality 
corecooling 
Heatsink 

I Confinement 
procesSwaterinventory. 

Alargepartionofthesubcommittee'sevduationandobservatiomin this 
repon is organized around these five functions. 

The commercial nuclear power industry uses critical safety functions to 
address the issues critical to ensuring the htdth and safety of the public. We 
suggest that the same strategy be adopted for the SRPreactars in their continuing 
long-tenn ~proV~entpr0gram. 

B.3.2 GENERAL DESIGN ISSUES 

B3.2.1 Separation 

B y  separation. we mean electrical and physical isolation between redun- 
dantchannels ufsafety cidtsandbetween safety circuits andnonsafety circuits. 
Fkope~ sepamion of safety circuits ensures that an external event OT a single 
failure within 8 redundant circuit will not cause loss of capability to trip the 
reactorormitigatepostulateddesign-basiiaccidents. 

D e f e n s e i n d e p s h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , a n d t h e ~ ~ r n ~ t f o r s e p a r a t i o n  
is inhmnt in the mpimnent for redundancy. Lack of electrical separation 

of physical sepamion increases the vulnerability of redundant circuits to 
common-mode failures. Common-mode failure hazards include seismic events, 
fire.~,high-energytanksandpiping,andflooding. 

' 
I 

I increasesthevulnerabilityof~~tcircuitstosinglefailures, whilethelack 
1 
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It is the nature of instrumentation, control, and electrical circuits to be 
concentrated physically and thus subject to common-mode failures and the 
propagation of single failures. In addition, failure modes (shorts, hot shorts, and 
open circuits) and failure sequences are not predictable. Therefore, strict 
separation guidelines are applied as a means of protection against failures. 

The primary concern over the lack of separation comes from fire. The 
November 1 1,1988. DOE restart strategy issue DB4 (DOE 1988) and the current 
SRPplanswillimplement~eduresforpromptresponsetoanindicationoffire 
and prompt shutdown of the reactor during a fire. We endorse these as essential 
measures to be implemented prior to restart for reducing risk to critical safety 
functions. 

The second concern related to separation is a seismic event. This concern 
is being addressed by restart strategy issue DB-2 (DOE 1988) and has resulted 
in the addition of seismic trips to the redundant SSS (Ink). 

Another concern involves the ability to monitor maintenance of the 
reactor in a shutdown condition and core cooling during and following design- 
basis events. Lack of redundancy and separation could result in loss of the ability 
to monim a critical parameter. 

B333 Seismic and Environmental Qualification 

Equipment is qualified to reduce the potential for common;mode failures 
leading to the complete loss of important plant safety functions. Such common- 
mode failures could result either from natural phenomena (e.g., seismic) or fiom 
internal plant events such as accidents that might impose abnormal service 
conditions. Much of the equipment important to safety in the SRP reactors has 
not been qualified either seismically or environmentally. Humid and radioactive 
conditions could exist for some time following an accident. It has not been 
possible to determine that credible environments were properly considered in 
equipment specification and operation. We suggest that criteria be established 
for future plant changes to ensure that equipment will operate properly during 
sewice conditions for which its perfonwince is required. This suggestion 
includes clearly d e f h g  a set of environmental qualification criteria for the 
confinement building and any other areas where important safety equipment 
could be exposed to adverse environmental conditions from events far which it 
mustprovideprotcction. 

Commercial nucl plant practice has been to qualify all safety 
equipment for seismic conditions. This approach has not been followed at SRP, 
where only a lim including instrumentation and 
conml, has been sat SRPare very dependent on 
the use of relays for actuating reactor scram and other safety systems. Relays 
have been shown to be subject to chatter or complete failure if seismic levels are 
sufficiently high. We suggest that a sample of relays be removed from the plant 
and tested seismically to ensure that chatter or other failure modes will not result 
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in the W i  to operate necessary safety systems or lead to the spurious 
amation of safety systems in amanner that could lead to unsafe plant conditions. 

B3.23 Defense in Depth 

'Ihe principle of defense in depth is particularly impartant as applied to 
the electrical, instnunentation, and control areas. These systems are intimately 
involved m manual and automatic shutdown, mahtenance in 8 safe shutdown 
condition, accident mitigarion, accident monitoring, and remote monitor@ and 
mtrol. To ensure the success of accident pvention and mitigation, insmen- 
tarionandcontralandassociatedelectrical systemsaredesignedand operated to 
minimize the ef'fects of both single and common-mode failures. 

Our review attempted to determine how well the instnunentation, conaol, 
and electrid systems support defense in depth by minimizing the effects of 
single and common-mode failures through separation, redundancy, indepen- 
dence, s e W c  and enVitaamental qualification, good human factocr practices, 
maintenance, and operational practices. 

B3.2.4 RedundancjdDiversity 

Redundancy and diversity are provided in safety systems designed to 
ensurethatcrediblefailuresdolLotleadtofailuresofimpo~tfunctions. The 
single failure criterion, g e n d y  applicable to all safety systems, has guided the 
designofcommercialnuclearpowerplants. Thetesulthasbeentoprovidetwo 
or mare redundant channels of instrumentation and actuation equipment to 
@om impartant safety functions. The SRP re8ctofs do not provide simple 
redundancy of the type described above for some safety systems, relying instead 
on the diversity of actuation equipment or instrumentation to tolerate single 
failures while still ensuring that safety uimiaare met. This situarion is true in 
tllescramactuanon circuits. Several of these have only one instrument, so that 
failure would preclude a scram on that process measurement. The argument is 
made that other instruments amavailablein such cases to scram the reactor prior 
to the violation of safety limits. Verifying this assessment in every case was 
beyond the mpe of our review. 

B3.25 FnnctionalPerformance 
Fun&& performance, as used here, includes selection of the proper 

protective functions and evaluation of their accuracy and time response. Selec- 
tionafproperprotectivefunctions(forsafety~stemactuation) isdirectlyrelated 
to knowledge of accident pmgxession and accident acceptance criteria. We did 
no5 evaluate these choices. System accuracy is typicaly accounted for in the 
commercial nuclear power indumy by ensuring that sufficient margin exists in 
thesetpointsactuallysetintoinstrumentationsyste~toaccountforunce~ties 
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such as caliiration, drift, environmentat effects, etc. Terms such as 'safety 
analysis limit,' 'channel allowance,' and 'limiting safety system setting' have 
been developed to deal with the issue of accuracy and are reflected in current 
standard technical specifications. It was not demonstrated that instnunentation 
uncertainties, for either automatic actuarion or operator information purposes, 
had been systematically evaluated in this mnna for the SRP reactors. We 
suggest that such an evaluation be made, updated when any information affecting 
it changes, and used in choosing setpoints for automatic systems and operator 
actions. 

Time response is normally accounted for by including appropriate 
response times in the safety analysis (typically modeled as a time delay or 
first-order filter, as appropriate). Time response issues should be fully i n c a p  
rated in safety analyses for all instrument channel and other time delays. 

B3.2.6 Testability , 

Testing of safety systems ensures that equipment can be expected to 
perform properly if called upon to do so. The reqhments  for petiodic testing 
(surveillance) are contained in the technical specifiions for commercial 
nuclear power plants. One good testing practice performed at the SRP reactors 
is a bench-calibration and time-responsi: test of all scram sensors (aside from the 
instruments monitoring fuel assembly parameters) yearly, a period that is gener- 
ally defined as up to two tritium cycles or about 18 months. This pn>cedure meets 
or exceeds the sensor testing practice used in commercial nuclear power plants 
WY. 

The testing of safety circuits takes place on two levels at SRP. 'Ihe tirst 
is a test perfimned on each safety circuit at each refueling outage. This test 
checks the entire circuit including the sensors and the final actuation devices. 
The second is a functional test performed pehiodicaly during plant operation at 
intervals of between 7 and 60 days depending on the circuit. 'Lhese tests also 
include the sensors and go through to the last component in the circuit that,= 
be tested without causing a scram or otha safety system actuation. One excep- 
tion is that the input from the thermocuples and flow sensors to the safety 
computers is not checked periodically because of the di.f€iculty in Wi so and 
because of the long time intefial during which the safety computers would be 
bypassed to check the large number of sensors involved. These tests are con- 
mlled by plant procedures and are equivalent to those performed at commercial 
powerreacm. 

B33 MONITORING 
CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTIONS 

For each of the critical safety functions, the sutiEommittee Iistedpossible 
methodsofmonitohgandexecutionappmpriatefortheSRPreactordesignand 
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postuhd design-basis events (Table B3-1). Depending on the event and the 
condition of the plant, different methods or combinations of methods may satisfy 
thenquirement. 

Table B3-1. critical Safety FU~C~~OXU. 

HfXttrinlc 

For the majority of conditions and events, existing systems satisfy the 
needsforthesesafety functions well. The followingparagraphs discussea& of 
the safety functions, including the vulnerabilities of the existing design, planned 
modificatians, and ongoing evaluations by SRP. Human interfaces and suppart 
sysms, which affect all of the safety fi~~~ctions, are also discussed. 

B33.1 Subcrititality 

Theshutdownsystemsstopthefissionprocessandterminate heatgener- 
ation in the core (witb the eJrceptioll of decay heat) when limiting conditions in 
thereactor system are reached. ThePSS does this by use of the safety rods and, 
to a lesser extent, the control rods. The SSS injects a soluble neutron abscxber 
intothereac~tanktoshutdownthereactorduringcertainconditions,inclu~g 
failure of the PSS and s@ifkant seismic events. 
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B33.1.1 -. There are 66 safety rods, each 
ofwhichentersthereactorthroughanopenstandpipeontheupperplenum. They 
are driven by DC motors through a gear set, clutch, and drive cable. Normal 
outward movement of the rod is via a drive motor powered from a 480-V AC 
emergency bus. The safety rods are fully withdrawn during power Operation; 
reactor criticality and power control are performed by an independent set of 
control rods. Scram is accomplished by deenergizing the clutch, at which time 
the rod falls by gravity. 

The SSS injects, by nitrogen pressure, a gadolinium Nme solution (Ink) 
through a number of distribution headers inside the reactor rank. The Ink can be 
injected (1) by either one of the safety computers' signalhg an explosive valvc 
(2) by manual actuation of the explosive valves; and (3) manually by apull-ring 
in the control room that mechanically punctures a diaphragm, thus venting air 
from the pneumatic valve diaphragm. A system functional test, performed when 
the system was fmt installed, included the actual injection of Ink to shut the 
reactor down. A system test is performed every two years, in which the Ink 
solution is replaced by heavy water that is actually injected into the reactor tank. 
'Ihe Ink system is required to be seismically qualified as a part of the seismic 
scram upgrade by DOE restart strategy issue DB-2.1 (DOE 1988). 

B33.1.2 -cram C ir-. The analog circuits that actuate the 
PSS are generally simples than those found in the ptection systems of comma- 
cial power reactors. Most scram functions are actuated if any one of a set of 
redundant measurements reaches the scram setpoint, greatly simpliQing logic 
design. Atypicalanalogscramcircuitmightcontaina~~~sensor,apressure 
switch, andascramrelay. Theanalogcircuits, whichprotectthereactoragainst 
events for which the process measurements used to provide protection either are 
located on the mcm itself or are associated with one of the six process water 
cooling loops. They remain essentially as designed when first built, and most of 
the hardware is original equipment. The analog circuits are not seimically 
qualified, but spurious operarim is likely to result in scm rather than impair- 
ment of the scram function. 

. ?he two safety computers are digital 
minicomputers installed in 1976 to prdtect against damage to individual fuel 
assemblies f b m  flow or power anomalies. Redundancy is paovided by separate 
flow (pressure) and temperature meamrements for each fuel assembly. Each 
safetycomputermonitarsthe~waterflowinonehalfofthefuelassemblies 
and the process water outlet temperature (as monitored by thmocouples) from 
the other half of the lie1 assemblies. This system also provides some redundancy 
in protection to individd fuel assemblies. The safety computers also monitor 
the status oftheanalog scram circuitsand actuate an "echo scram;" that is, they 
will scram the reactor independently if they detect a scram demand drom any of 
the analog circuits. They will actuate the Ink system if the safety rods are 
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insuf€iciently inseaxi within aprescribed time, ifapowez runaway occurs, or if 
the reactor goes back topoweraftera scram involving the safety rods. 

Thesafetycomputeasareprogrammedinacombinarionofhigh-leveland 
machine assembler languages. The use of assembler language tends to make the 
crmputers inscrutable to users or evaluators. They have never gone through a 
vexifidon and validation program to the letter of current nuclear industry + 

standards for compw syste.ms used in real-time safety critical applications. 
However, we were told that efforts to ensure their reliabiliity have inmd 
many of the elements of such standards. Replacement of the safety computers 
iscurrentlybeiiplanned. Wesuggestthataverificationandvalidationpmgmm 
consistent with current industry andregulatory standards beperfmedaspartof 
the replacement program. 

Because of the large number of pocess-wam flow and temperature 
measurements (up to 600 of each) that are input to the safety computers, it is 
fairly likely that a small number (fewer than 10 or so) of such measurements 
could be lost during 831 Operating cycle. Individual computers also become 
inoperable at times. Such outages, coupled with the potential loss of a few 
m~~insaumentsasdiscussedabove,leadtothepossibilityof nomonitor- 
ing at all of amin fuel assemblies at various times (caIled gaps) during a fuel 
cycle. We suggest that the safety crmputej: replacement program give umsider- 
atim to eliminating the need hr operating with gaps. 

An existing seismic monitor is set to alarm 
at 0.Wg and to scram at 0.m. but is not seismically qualified. We found no 
documentatiOnoftheabilityofrheexiStingseiSmicaipandtheautomStic~ 
circuits and scram rods to fixnction for seismic events of any level. We judge that 
the initiation of a scram si@ at these low seismic levels would very likely not 
be impah& moreover, such a si@ would more than k l y  be the result of 
spurious action. A new seismic scram has been developed to p v i d e  an alter- 
native to the existing scram circuitsand isrequiredto be installedniorto restart 
by DOE restart strategy issue DB-22 (DOE 1988). The new scram uses the 
existing SSS. This new seismic scram is fully qualified and relies on simple 
circuieyofthetypedesaibedabovefortheanalog~c~ts. ThepSShas 
not been qdfied for operability up to the 0.05g setpcht of the new seismii 
scram.leavingarangeofse~ceventsforwhichreactarshutdownhasnotbeen 
proved. Restart strategy issue DB-2.9 @OE 1988) requires development of 
procedures and mining forresponse to a seismic event, including the identilica- 
tion of instrument and equipment vulnerability to shaking. We endorse this 
Criteaon and expect that it should include an evaluation that the scram rods will 
function at these fairly low-level ground accelerations. 

. Anumberofinsmunentsmonitor 
the nuclear process in the core from subcriticality through full power. None of 
these is seismically or environmentally qualified for conditions m the confine- 
ment building. Infamation about subcriticality must be available to the reactor 

B33.1.4 
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aperator whenever the con? should be shut down. However, there are other ways 
to monitor shutdown status. Knowledge of the control and/or safety rod position 
or Ink concentration, if available, combined with a detailed bumup history of the 
care and information on how its reactivity changes with burnup, can be utilized 
to assess the dew of subcriticality. Care temperature measurements can be 
used to verify that si-t power generation is not occurring. These measure- 
ments are indirect, howevers and subject to their own Uncertainties. 

B33.2 Core Cooling 
B33.2.1 Monitoring. The subcommittee chose three parameters as a 

minimum to monitor core cooling. 

The reactor vessel level tells whether the care is covemi. In the event 
of a leak it would indicate whether the rate of makeup is satisfactory. 

pUmpoperabilityin~cateswhetherthecoreisbeingcooledbyfarced 
circulation with the Bingham pumps in the PWS. Cooling by f d  Circulation 
with the PWS pumps is the first line of defense and the only method that is 
currently seismically qualifd. 

Sump level is imporrant because flooding in the pump or the motor 
roomsis adirectthreat to cooling flow in thews .  Numerous small leaks from 
the PWS or CWS, caused by a seismic event, could pose such a threat.. 

These parameters should be available for any circumstances including a 
crediile fire or seismic event. Many of the existing methods far monitoring these 
parameters are not seismically qualified and may be inaccessible or Med 
because of a fire. The SRP is partially addresm - g this need in its response to 
issue DB-2 of the November 1988 DOE restart strategy @OE 1988). This issue 
calls for seismically qualified instruments or the capability to monitor primary 
coolant temperature, tank level, and pump operability, Efforts are under way at 
SRPtoprovidethismoniming. 

Temperame. Asepara& box will be mountedon the 
'jack panel' in the control room to read ,a selected set of thermocouples. The 
entire mute of the thermocouples and place for mounting the 'box' have been 
walked down using the SQUG process. The new equipment being added is behg 
'qualified' by the experience metho& The thermocouple leads are nm through 
&e isothermal junction box along with other assembly thermocouples. Fire in 
the control room or in a space that communicates with the control loom could 
affect operability orprevent access. Theisothermal junctionbox mustbe verified 
as spray right.. Although it is very valuable information, the actual m a l a n t  
temperahue could be considered seeondaq' in importance to the means of 
cooling, namely, reactor vessel level and pump operability. 

Pump operability. procedures will call for visual and audible inspec- 
tionofthedrivesystemthatisaccessiblefromthemotorroom(motorsandW). 

2 
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Rotation and absence of abnormal noises or vibration are good indicators of 
acccptablepumpoperationontheDC motor. AdditionaUy,pumpdeltaPwillbe 
read using existing suction and discharge gauges located in the motor rooms. 
The gauges have been included recently in the SQUG prom. 

Reactor vessel leveL Redundant insuuments will sense pressure at 
monitoring pins near the bottom of the reactur tank. These will be locally read 
p?esswe gauges mounted in each of the motor moms. There is no control mom 
readout. 

Sump level. The SRP assured us that the mom mom is accessible, 
thatoverflow fromthesumpisvisuallyobservabledvough thepumpobservation 
window, and that the pump mom overflows to the motor room across the dam 
before the pumps are threatened. The existing sump-level instruments are not 
seismic%llyqualified. 

B332.2 h e s s  Water S-cv Cool- 
Qmathn. The six PWS pumps are the principal method of cooling the WE. 
The ECS provides a backup for events in which the PWS cannot function. With 
on-line, seismically qualified independent diesel generator and motor drive 
aains, the PWS accomplishes the corecooling function in nearly all scenarios. 
The operation of the PWS requires that the valves be maintained in a d, 
open position. Spurious operation of PWS valves as a result of fire or d a y  
chatter in a seismic event threatens the corecooling function. Multiple valves 
would have to operate but all are subject to the same type of failure. The PWS 
valve control circuits have not been seismically qualified, and it is not clear that 
they are separated or orherwise protected fmm a fire. 

The ECS can be initiated manually from the control mom, automarically 
bytheAIApane1,orremotelythrwghtheREMACS. Inallthreecases,actuation 
of ECS is accomplished through relays in the individual control circuits for the 
valves and p p s  involved. Most of these require power from the emergency 
power system. In addition, p o w  supplied from up5 or battery systems must 
be available to the REMACS and the AIA p e l .  

Automatic initiation is based on reactor tank level and timedelay logic 
in the AM. In general, the AIA appears well designed against single failure and 
inputs to it are reasonably separated However, the AIA, actuating relays, 
REMACS, and the power systems on which they depend have not been seismi- 
cally qualified. "here is no special separation or protection of the manual 
initiation circuits in the control mom. The ECS Circuits appear susceptible to 
cammon-mode failure from a seismic event or a fire. The ECS is not expected 
to be needed during these events; however, spurious actuation of ECS may have 
severe consequences. The chief c o n m  is release of tritium from the displaced 
mademor. 

Aseismicallyqwlifiedmethodofremovingwaterfmmthe 105Building 
sumps is required to prevent flooding of the PWS pump motors. To do so will 
in tum require a seismically qualified power source and the associated instru- 
mentation and controls. 



B333 Heat Sink 

The heat sink is water pumped from the river, stored in a pond and pumped 
to the w t o r  building, and returned to the river via the sump. Upon loss of river 
water pumping, cooling water can be pumped from the sump back to the pond. 
Concern over potential loss of AC power to the rechulation pumps is resolved 
by the installation of diesel generators for the pumps and the availability of 
gravity-fed cooling for 8 h. Coolant flow can be controlled by manual valve 
operation and CWS status can be monitored visually. 

B33.4 Confmement 

The confimement systems and their instruments and controls are not 
seismically qualified. For the startup phase, emphasis will be placed on shut- 
down and corecooling functions to ensure that no event escalates to the point of 
requiring the AACS. In the longer term, however, the confinement systems, 
including their supporting electrical, instrumentation, and control systems, 
should be seismically qualified. 

B335 Process Water System Inventory 

The PWS inventory will be effectively monitored by the reactor vessel 
level me8surement discussed in the carecooling function. The MRS is being 
seismically qualified to return the moderator so 8s to restore the PWS fluid lost 
from small leaks. Naturally, the electrical power, instrumentation, and control 
systems should be modified to be consistent with this purpose. The SRP intends 
toproVidepowerfrom theplannedDGs. UFWS inventorylossistoogreat,ECS 
is initiated. The SRP safety analyses do not assume a loss of PWS coolant 
coincident with a loss of normal and emergency power or a seismic event. Hence, 
the existing methods of initiating ECS are adequate. 

B33.6 Recommendati 

. Provide redundant seismically and environmentally qualified 
methods of monitoring certain essential parameters 'to show subcriticality and 
decay heat removal. A suggested list of instruments includes monitors for 
neutron flux, reactor tank level, process water pump Operaton, and 105 Building 
sump water level. Evidence that the w t o r  is subcritical and that decay heat 
removal is continuing must be available for water flooding or any credible fire 
(see recommendation Essential Core Monitoring). 

For startup, show that spurious operation of the PWS valves will not 
occur fmm a fm or seismic event, including consideration of relay chatter. Fa 
the longer term, show that ECS will not be actuated by fire or a seismic event or 
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thatsplriousoperationisnxoverablewithout threattocorecooling(seerecom- 
mendation Spurious Controls operation). 

B3.4 HUMANINTERFACES 

B3.4.1 Control Room Process Data Display 

me SRP control room  doe^ not have a safety parameter display system. 
However, the Computer~T display system that performs the diagnosis of 
multiple alarms @MA) was designed to reduce, if not eliminate, alarm avalanch- 
ingduringmajurevents. ButtheDMAanalysiscoversodythosealarmsrelated 
to the loss of process D20 or secondary side cooling water. There is no 
centralizedplacefordisplayingthebypassedandinoperablestatusdaai [Nuclear 
Regulatory Guide 1.47 (NRC 1973c)l or for monitoring compliance with 
technidspecifimions. 

B3.4.2 Procedures 

No operatar action outside the strict interpretation of the letter of the 
procedure is tolerated and very little such behavior on the part of the control Mom 
s e n i o r r e a c t c K o p e ~ i s d e e m e d ~  . Asignificantgroupofpeople 
continuallyevaluatesruadrevisestbeprocedures,~pzatlyondiffrcultiesthat 
theoperatingcrewemunterswiththeexisthgsetofprocedures. Itisimpossible 
to anticipate and jnuceduralize all possl%le OpeFating circumsm. However, 
given that modern computer technology has not been applied, this mode of 
opefation pmbably is a safe one. The procedures often do not provide fur 
contingencies, Le., if a result caned for by a procedure does not happen or if a 
process parameter is not available, the procedure often provides no guidance as 
to what should be done. As one retired SRP employee has noted, this heavy 
reliance on procedures has resulted in abnormal events in which the operators 
were phoperly executing the paocedure, but were solving the wrong problem. 
Very few a b n d  events are the result of a crew's incorrectly executing the 
wmct procedure. The SRP is presently engaged in writing a set of symptom- -, 
basedproceduresforKReactm 

B3.43 Crew S t r n c t u r d w G o n  

roles are as follows: 

commander 

me SRP plants 8te typically operated with a five-man crew. The crew 

Equivdent senior reactor operator who acts as the control Toom 

Reactoropemtor 
Fluidsystemsorbalance-of-pIant~ 
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Shift supeavisor who also perfms the functions of the site manap 
on the back shifts 

Fl~goperatorwhofillsinasneeded. 

This structure is consistent with commercial practice. 

B3.4.4 Control Room Layout 

The SRP control zooms contain four primary workstations. 

A desk type of worlrstzLtion for the control room commander. He has 
no controls or instruments. but is located with a good view of the entire control 
room. 

) A seated workstation for the reactor operator. with reactor mtrols 
and a close-up view of a large mimic board showing the X-Y geometry of the 
ccue with control rod locations and various core parameters. 

Asrand-upwolkstationforthefluidsysmsopemtcrinfrontofavery 
largeandcompletemimicof theplant’sfluidsystems. Thismimicboardcontains 
readouts of component states and process variables as well as the controls for 
those compents. The mimic lines m color coded to reflect Merent fluid 
systems and are easily followed. 

Anoffi~w~~~n.calledthefishbowlbeca. 
It is in one comer of the control room, manned by the shift supervisOr, and 
provides a 111 view of the control room and its activities. 

In general. the control room and board layouts seem to be well thought 
out 

B3.45 The Remote Shutdown Room 

At SRP the remote shutdown room is the control room of either of the 
oder two reactors or a Loom in the m o t e  Shutdown Building, all of which 
contain REMACSs. The core of the REh4ACS displays is plant P&IDs with 
p;ocesS data cIistriiuted in the displays. There is also a set of summary displays. 
Several of these can bemade &y into some of the critical safety function 
displays, though not all  of the critical safety functions are addressed. For 
example. REMACS does not include nuclear instnunentation or rod position in 
its database as a means of monitoring subcriticality. C o m l  is effected through 
the use of the REMACS keyboard in connection with the active display on the 
screen. Therefore, the large control board mimics have been reduced to several 
individual displays that can only be viewed one ata time. We were unable to see 
the REMACS in operation so did not assess whether ar not this significant 
reduction in viewability has hampered effectiveness. 
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B3A.6 Safety Systems Configuration Control 

A safety-management system for evaluating, prioritizing, planning, and 
dispositioning safety improvements on an ongoing basis, and for effective 
management of operation, requires that safety equipment be identified as such. 
Also, Operatons. maintenance, and design personnel need to be awm of the 
safety importance of the equipment being qxmted, maintained, or modified. 
This condition is especially true for safety equipment sensitive to single and 
common-mode failutes. The SRP drawings or working documents reviewed by 
our subcommittee do not identify the overall scope (except by title) or b o u n ~ e s  
of the safety circuits. Some of the safety-related system documentation we 
examined did not agree with the actual plant configuration. Some components 
are tagged as 'SCRAM INST' but there appears to be no established method or 
requirement to mark safety instrumentation, control, and electrical components 
or cabling eithex in the plant or in design documents. 

There did not appeiu to be a structured, effective methcxi to ensure that 
appmPriate seismic and environmental qualification criteria are consistently 
applied to all modifications to safety-related systems. Design baseline docu- 
ments should include the environment in which safety-related equipment and 
systemsmustoperatefarpos~~design-basisevents. IhedeSignverification 
process must ensure that the criteria have been applied consistently to any new 
analyses or modifcations. 

B3A.7 Recommendations 

B3.4.7.1 :. 
Identifysafety-relatedeleceical~en~on,andcontrolcircuiaandeq~ 
ment on top-level schematics, PBilDS, instrument loop aiagmmS, control logic 
diagrams, and electrical singleline diagrams for the following: PWS, CWS, 
EcS,cwRSS,saf~rods,controlrods,SSS,~~ti~,shutdownmonitor- 
ing instnunentation, EFS, primary reactor scram, and automatic backup shut- 
down. Work in this direction should be undertaken for startup (see 
recommendation Control Room Information). 

Develop a set of critical safety function status trees to link plant 
instrumentation with existing procedures for the critical safety functions. 
Suggested functions include subcriWty, core cooling, heat sink, confinement, 
and PWS inventory (see recommendation Control Room Information). 

Complete the development of symptom-based procedures for the 
critical safety functions and link with the critical safety function status tqx (see 
recommendation Control Room Information). 

Add to and modify REMACS CRT screen displays to show a sum- 
mary of the state or condition of the suggested critical safety functions and a 
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display for each of the critical safety functions showing the appropriate systems 
and equipment available to the operator to restore the function (see recommen- 
dation REMACS Displays). 

B3.4.73 m. Review the cor@uration control 
system to ensure that critical drawings and design documentation are up to date 
and reflect actual plant configuration. Ensure that the design verification process 
provides for consistent application of appropriate separation, seismic, and 
environmentat qualification criteria for all design changes (see recommendations 
Control Room Information and Configuration Control). 

B3.4.7.4 Safetv Svstem Ide ntifieation. Identify (by tagging or 
marking) safety electrical, instrumentation, and control components, including 
transmittersandsensars, inthereactorplant(seerecommendationContro1Room 
Information). 

B 3 J  SUPMRTSYSTEMS . 

B35.1 Overall Site Electrical Power 

Electrical power is supplied through an SRP area generation, transmis- 
sion, and distribution system. The system receives power from multiple connec- 
tions to 115-kV and 230-kV utility sources. Additionally, multiple generating 
stations in the SRP system provide sufficient power to achieve safe shutdown of 
reactors in the event that the utility sources become mavailable. Since the SRP 
reactors do not supply power to the grid, an upset condition at the reactor does 
not cause a grid permrbation, in contrast to similar circUmstanws at a nuclear 
generating station. There is considerable tedundancy in the capabili~ to supply 
power to the main substations at the teactors. . 

Two concerns qui re  long-tern consideration. First, cables that mpply 
power from the main substation at each reactor site to the transformer rooms in 
the reactor building &e direct buried and over 30 years old. To date, thexe have 
been no in-service failures. However, the unifonn advanced age of the cables 
sndtheirimportanceto~~reacQroperationdictateaperiodictestprogram. 
Second, maintenance of batteries has not included recommended industry prac- 
tices. The recommendations of IEEE Standard 450 (IEEE 1987) should be 
appliedtotheqaintenanwofbatteries supplyingcontrolpowerfortheoperation 
of the substations. 

B3.5.2 Emergency Power 

As defined here, the emergency power system is comprised of the 
1,200-kW GM DGs, their support systems, and the associated elecaical distribu- 
tion equipment. In the case of loss of electrical supply from the grid, the 
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emergency generatom supply power to agreat variety of loads that allow n d  
Operation of plant equipment involved m achieving and maintaining normal safe 
shutdown of the nactmpht. 'Lhere are some circumstanw in which both DGs 

' arerequiredto~lyalltheloadsassumedtobeneeded. Manyloadsnowserved 
from the emergency buses Gourd be and rq.e planned to be moved to a nonema- 
gency bus. The ability to perf'orm recommended tests on the DGs is limited. "he 
DGs, auxiliary systems, and tieceical distribution of the emergency power 
system have not been seismically qualified. 

Two site projects are designed to enhance the a b i i  to test the DGs, 
remove many nonessential loads from emergency buses, and annunciate system 
lineup problems that might otherwise go undetected. The subcommittee agrees 
wiih'SRP'splanstoconrpleteth~projectsonKReactraarthefirstoppomurity 
afterrestart. Furthereffortwillbenecessznytoshowtharthesystem will function 
aftw a seismic event. 

Ability to operate the numerous components and systems served by 
emergencypoweriscrucialtorespondingsuccessfullytodesign-basiseventsand 
to many abnormal plant conditions. The absence of AC electrical power would 
severely hamper the operator's ability to assess plant conditions, would limit his 
options for response, and could lead to e ~ a f i  in execution with further risk to 
maintainhgsafeshutdown. TheSRpsafetyanalysesassumethatmostdesi~- 
basis events wil l  not occur simultaneously with a total loss of offsite power. We 
are concerned, however, over some scenarios that we feel to be credible. 

Specifically, a seismic event could cause Mure of piping systems and 
other unqualified systems coincident with a loss of offsite power. The 
105 Building sump pumps would then have to operate to prevent flooding of the 
PWS pump motors. Seismic qualification and capacity upgrade of these pumps 
is discussed in other subcommittee reports (see Appendices B.l and B.2, and 
recommendation Sump Watex Removal Capability). A seismically q&ed 
emergencypowersourcewithsuitableredundancymustbeprovidedforthesump 
pumps. The existing emetgency power system could be upgmkd to supply this 
power, however, other dternatives may be pfemble. Except for the need to 
provide a seismically qualified power source hr the sump pumps, there is no 
specific requhxnent for qualifying the emergency power system. However, 
because it is ,impartant to fecovery from abnormal plant conditions, seismic 
qudification of the system &odd be considered as part of continuing improve- 
ments after restart as an ingredient in defense in depth. 

B353 Emergency Lighting 

Emergency lights throughout the facility are now supplied fmm the 
125-V DC station batteries and the GM Dcss. It is already a restart pereqkite 
to add seismically gualified lights with an 8-h battery backup at specified 
locations. The lights are intended to allow operator response far actions 
necessary to achieve and maintain safe shutdown. 
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B3.5.4 Batteries and Unhterruptible Power Supply 

Numerous large and small batteries and UPSs, at least 14, provide backup 
power to essential power, control, and monitoring functions. Over 30 incidents 
in SRP reactors in the last 15 years have involved batteries. Maintenance 
perfamed on the lead-acid batteries has not included periodic capacity tests or 
intercell connection resistance checks, which a& strongly recommended by 
Standard450 (IEEE 1987) as important measures of abattery’s ability to perform 
as expected. Load profdes and required capacities are not well documented for 
some of the batteries. These deficiencies are well recognized by the cognizant 
SRP engineers, and proposals have been made to institute the recommended 
maintenance. 

Batteries and associated systems regarded as having a safety function ~ f e  
the 108 Building 125-V DC station battery, 105 Building rod equipment room 
battery, GM DG startbattery,REMACS batteries and the UPS, and the exhaust 
fan emergency DG start and control batteries. These systems have not been 
quatied seismically and would require modification or possibly replacement to 
achieve qualification. However, since the systems served am not req- to 
function after aseismic event, qualification of the batteries is not strictly required. 
For example, the safev computers are not seismically qualified because it is 
assumed that the seismic trip of the SSS accomplishes reactor shutdown. 

B3.5.5 Recommendations 

Batteries and UPS. Prior to restart, we recommend complete perfor- 
knance testsandin~~resiStancechecksperStandard45O(IEEE 1987)for the 
following: 108 Building 125-V station battery; 105 Building rod equipment 
batsery; GM DG start battery; REMACS batteries; and exhaust fan emergency 
DG start andcontrol batteries (see recommendation Batteries andUPS). 

Battery maintenance. Review maintenance practices for all lead-acid 
storage battent% in tern of the recommendations of Standard 450 (IEEE 1987) 
and institute approPaiate changk. Ensure that load profiles for all batteries are 
documented andmmpared against their rating. Ensure that practices for nicad 
or other nonstandard batteries provide a similar level of confidence m required 
perfbnnance (see recommendation Batteries and UPS). 

* Emergency power. hbintenance and testing practices for standby 
diesel generators used for safety fund- such as sump pumps, exhaust fans, 
ECS booster pump, and to CUITent indusay @dance 
andmodifiedas of the EPS should be completed at 
the earliest opportunity. Verify that monitoring for operabiity of the standby 
DGs is adequately covered in technical specificaton SUNeillance (see recom- 
mendation Long-Tern Seismic). - 
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I B3.6 SUECOMMITTEE ACTivITiES 

B3.6.1 Savannah River Project Personnei Contacted 

T. C. Gorrell. Reactor Technology 
R. J. MOOR, Reactor Technology 
R. A. Allen, Reactor Technology 
S. M. Revolinski, Reactor Technology 
M. E. Bacinoglu, Reactor Technology 
R. L. Salizzoni, Reactor Technology 
T. M. Monahon, Reactor Technology 
C. M. Schaumann, Reactor Technology 
J. Falin, Reactor Works Engineering 
W. D. croft, Reactor Technology 
W. H. Heam, Reactor Technology 
J. H. Hinton, Reactor Technology 
C. E. Apperson, Reactor Technology 
R. Murphy, Reactor Works Engineering 
Tony Sealy, Reactor Works Engheexing 
J. v, Power Technology 
G. YyelI, Power Technology 
J. Jan?, Westinghouse Transition Team 
H. Allen, operations 
C. Madmmonico, Reactor Technology 
K. L. Gimmy, Reactor Technology (retired). 

B3.6.2 Subcommittee Meeting Schedule 

December 68,1988, Savannah River, meetings with SRP personnel 
Decem& 20-21,1988, Pittsburgh, PA, support committee meeting 
January 56,1989, Rttsbqh, PA, s-mmim working meeting 

pint meeting with Structure, Seismic, Materials subc~auniaee ~ 

J a n ~  17-20,1989, Savannah River, meetings with SRP 
personnel, K Reactor plant inspection 

January 24-26.1989, Piasbugh, PA, support committee meeting, 
coordination with other subcommittee members, subcommittee 
workingmeeting 

February 7-9.1989, Savannah River, support committee 
meeting, meeting with SRppersonnel 

supporccornmi~ meeting. 

1 

Febnrary 21-23.1989, Pittsburgh, PA, ~~bcommittet Working session, 
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B3.7 BXOCRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

R. M. BOGER 
Mr. Boger, who is a Principal Engineer at the Westinghouse Hanford 

Company, was the subcommittee leader, He has had 18 years of experiace in 
design, operation, and maintenance of nuclear reactor plants. He served in the 
U.S. Navy in the nuclear submarine program for six years and was qualified to 
serve as Engineering officer. Since joining Westinghouse in 1976, he has 
worked as engineer and manager on DOE reactor facilities including the FFl'F, 
N Reactor, and SP-100 Ground Engineering System Test Site. He holds a BS in 
electrical engineering from the University of Notre Dame and an MBA from the 
University of Washington. He is currently a member of lEEE Warking 
Group 3.4 on Nuclear Plant Life Extension. 

P. J. MORRIS 
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electrical systems. He holds a BEE degree h m  the Geurgia Institute of 
Technology and an MSNS&E degree from Camegie-Mellon University. 

D. J. VOCHINSKY 
Mr. Vochinsky is a senior engineer a& the Westinghouse Nuclear and 

Advanced Technology Divisions and has 31 years of experience in the nuclear 
insmrmentation arad conml field. He is presently &vdopins integrated insau- 
mentation and control systems for advanced light water reactor plants. He 
Participates hi the Westinghouse N Reactor safety review. He managed the 
Beaver Valley No. 2 control room design review. At the Westinghouse 
Advanced Energy Systems Division he was the FFI'F reactor and vessel instru- 
mentation system engineer. He was a systems integration engineer and the main 
conml board design engineer on the CRBRP. At the Plant Apparatus Division 
for 14 years, he gained extensive expedience providing instnunentation and 
wnml equipment for submarine and aircraft carrier reactor plants. He holds a 
BS in electrical engineerhg from Pennsylvania Stafe University and iS a reg&- 
tered professional engineer. 
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APPENDIX B.4 FIRE PROTECTION 

John R. Bell, Westinghouse W o r d  Company Site Representative, 

Robert D. Lichfield, Principal Engineer, Westinghouse Hanford 
DOE-HQ/ES&H (lad) 

company 

B.4.1 SCOPE 

We conducted an independent assessment of K Reactor fire prorection 
consistent with the documented charter, scape, and approach e$ablished by and 
for the WISR Committee (see Appendix A.l). Criteria 1,2, and 4 of Section I 
were used in assessing the adequacy of IC Reactor fire protection. 

Compliance with the DOE'S mandated fire protection criteria relative to 
property damage and program inmption limitations was not assessed as part 
of thisreview, since thesecriteriaare notdirectlyassociatedwith safety. M e r ,  
the review of life safety issues was limited in scope to plant and fire department 
emergency response personnel (i.e., actions that need to be taken or locations that 
must be occupied in the event of a fire emergency to ensure and mainrain safe 
shutdown). 

This assessment included review and evaluation of existing facilities, 
Operating procedures, design-basis documentation (e.g., safely ahlysis of SRP 
reactor operation), and safety reviews and assessments performed by others, 
including Factory Mutual, Professid Loss Control, Inc., and DOE. 

The NRC philosophy of protection for essential safety-related equipment, 
including fire ptectionor fire separation of redundant safety systems, was used 
in assessing the plant's kbility to achieve and maintain safe shutdown. The- 
National Fire protection Association philosophy of protecting facility occupants 
from heat and combustion products in the event of a maximum probable fire 
(MPF) was used in assessing personnel safety. 

Fundamental to this entire review is the concept of defense in depth. ?his 
concept, as applied to reactor plant fire protection, has three objectives: to 
prevent fires f h m  starting. to detect rapidly, control, and extinguish promptly 
those fires that do occw and to provide protection for spuctures, systems, a& 
components important to safety so that a fire that is not promptly extinguished 
by the fire suppression activities will not prevent the safe shutdown of the plant. 

BAA GENERALISS 

The S€&' reactors have fiad an excellent fire loss record during their 
aperating history, a record that testifies to the effectiveness of Du Pont's fire 
prevention program. The quantity of combustibles has been kept low by design, 

, 
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and the plant pmcedms regdate the materials that are brought - into the plant 
dmingmainmancepeziods. 

The consensm of the subcommittee is that mure emphasis should be 
placed on the entire defeme-indepth concept descrii  above. Until now, little 
has been done to ensure pmmpt detection and control of fires. Furthermcne, 
studies to show that the reactor can be safely shut down in the event of a fire have 
been rather superficial. However, ef fm are under way now to improve fire 
detection and to provide firefighting capability. 

B.43 SPECIFIC SAFETY ISSUES 

B.43.1 Fire Hazard Analysis 

Fire hazard analyses are incomplete for critical areas, systems, and 
equipment. 

E,h&gs. 
The reactor safety analysis repart does not include a MPF as one of 

the design-basis accidents. 
The consequences of fire in any/& plant locations have not been 

identified in terms of maintaining the ability to shut down the reacto~ safely or 
theabilitytominimizeandcontrolthereleaseofradioacti~~totheenvironment. 
Work has begun, however. 

detection. suppmsion, or separation is required to ensure the continuedopera- 
bility of systems, equipment, and structures that are important to safety has trot 
been completed. For instance, a fire in the ccmtrol room may force its abandon- 
ment. The fh could also make the REMACS inoperable. 'Itmefore, theze may 
be no way to monitor the minimum number of postshutdown insmunents. 

The effect of a fire on the fhl charcaal filters (the AACS) has not 
been assessed adequately. 

The potential for inadvextat valve orpump aperaton in the PWS and 
ECS as a result of fire bas not been addressed adequately. 

A n ~ - b y ~ a n a l y s i s d i r e c t e d ~ ~ ~ y Y t d e ~ i n i n g W h a t f i r e  

priar to stamp, provide redundant methods of monitoring certain 
essential parameters. A suggested list is as fonOws (see also Appendix B.3): 

- Neuaonfluxm~~garalternatemeansofverifyingshutdown - Reactor tank level and PWS pump speed monitoring of alternate 
methods of verifying reactor circularion. 

'Ihese activities must be separated and buffered so that a single fire will 
not result in the inability to monitor them (see recommendation Essential Core 
Monitarirlg). 
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Either show that inadvertent PWS valve actuation does not occur or 
make provisions to p e n t  it. This procedure should be completed prior to 
startup (see recommendation Spurious Conaols operation). 

B.4.33 Emergency Response Procedures 

E&lhgs. I 
I 

Detailed emergency response procedures have not been prepared to 
describe actions necessary to place the reactor in a safeshutdown condition or 
to monim the plant condition in the event of an MPF. 

Detailed prefire plans for use by the Savannah River Fire Department 
have not been prepared to address emergency response to a fire in the reactor 
Plant. 

-. Prior to startup, prep= procedures describing how 
thepostshutdowninsaumentsaretoberead(seerecommendationEssentialC0re 

I t  

Monitoring). 

B.4.3.3. Life Safety Provisions 

&dings. Life safety provisions may be insufficient to accommodate 
required emergency actions. . Major stairways in the K Reactor complex are not enclosed with 

Major stairways in the K Reactor complex do not discharge &tly 

Travel distances to an exit are excessive in many aceas of the plant. 
Emergency lighting has not been provided in the plant, but is planned 

Fioor-to-floor separation (i.e., t6rated consnuction) does not exist 

fue-resistantconstruction asnormally required. 

to the exterior of the facility as normally required. 

prior to startup, I 

in the plant to allow for safe egress from the facility in the event of 8 fire. 

n d y m & e d .  
Not allareas o separate means of egress as 

I i 
I 

rn- i . See Section B.4.3.6 below. 
I 

* 

" j I 
B A ~ A  Water supplies I I 

I m. I 

No fire hydrants exist within the K Reactor perimeter security fence. 
Only one @e hydrant (with a very margi?al s&ly ckpabaty) is 

Bccessible to the reactor plant, and its use re&ires several hundred feet of hose 

l i  
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to be laid by hand through fwo security gates. Additional water supplies will be 
provided within the face as part ofthe KReactor startup program. 

mere are no fire water standpipe systems in the reactor plant (this 
situation will be ccnected by startup). 

OmmendatioQ. See Section BA3.6 below. 

BA3.5 Defense in Depth 

Thweisnomanagementsysteminplaceu>ensureanindependent fire 
protection review of safety issues and docurnentation and to ensure appropriate 
closure of these issues. 

There is no structured system far conducting, on a periodic basis, fire 
protection engineering surveys of the reactor plant. 

See Section B.4.3.6 below. 

BA3k Fire Protection Overview Program 

m. Defense in&pth is lacking. 

Therearem,firepaotecti~surveillance(ofthetechnicalspecification 
type) requirements. 

Automatic rapid detection and suppression systems are lacking 
throughout the plant. 

RecDmmendations (see recommendation Fire Protection Program). 
Establish along-term formal fire protection overview program toensure that the 
following are accomplished: 

. mtaffabazardsanalysesaremade 
mtfireprotectionsurveillancereq~ents8reinplace 
"batfiresuppressionsystemsareh~dwhereappmpriate 
'Ihatlifesaktyprovisionsareconsidered . ntat passive fm protection features are provided where beneficial. 
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BAA MEETINGS AND INTERVIEWS 

Date Subiect 
1/9/89 . K Reactor fire protection for 

- critical safety-relatd systems 
and equipment 

1/10/89 K Reactor walkdown 

1/11/89 professional Loss Control, Inc. 
PLC) reports 

1/12/89 K Reactor walkdown 

~ 

lA3/s9 Exit briefrng 
-, 

Attendees 
Walt Futrell, Nuclear Utilities 
Services corporation (NUS) 

M g e  Rudy (NUS) 
Jaey Aloieri (NUS) 

Walt Futrell (NUS) 
Dario Luna (DOE-SR) 

Bob Wheeler @u Pont) 

MO Luna (DOE-SR) 

Tim Mym (DOE-SR) 

Gary Borba (DOE-SR) 

shiftoperationssupervisor 
@u 
Dario Luna (DOE-SR) 
Walt Futrell (NUS) 

Bob Wheeler @u Pont) 
Ken Keaton @u Pont) 
George Rudy (NUS) 

M;uk Nelson @u Pont) 

GEgg MCXgm (DOE-SR) 

J~eyAloieri(NUS) 

Tim My= (DOE-SR) 
%ary Borba (DOE-SR) 
Dario L ~ n a  (DOE-SR) 
TomHarris(DuP0nt) , 

m&iewswerecondutedwir~~ the following: 
Walt FutreU NUS 
George Rudy NUS 
-I)arioLUna DOESR 

DOESR 
DOESR 

GreggMargan 
Tim Meyers 

DOESR 
Du Pont 

GaryB& 

Dupont 
Bob Wheeler 
Tom Harris 
Ray Jewell 1 DUPoIlt 
D a v e W e r  Du h n t  
Kcn Kcam DuPont 
MarkNelson Du Pont. 
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BAS BIOGRAPHICAL INFOFMATION 

J. R. BELL 
Mr. Bell is currently a Westinghouse Hanfd Company site representa- 

tive at DOE-HQIESBrH. He has 20 years of experience m the fire prowtion 
field. He received his BS in fm promtion engineering from the University of 
Maryland and then joined the AEC as a fire protection engineer. He worked for 
theU.S.NavyandGeneralServicesAdministrationasasafetyandf~pro~tion 
engineer, reviewing the design, construction, and Operaton of government and 
naval shore facilities. With Westinghouse Word Company he has had assign- 
ments 8s senior engineer and as staff manager providing industrial safety, 
industrial hygiene, f5re protection, and emergency planning Services. His most 
recent position was Manager,,Industrial and Fire Protection, Westinghouse 
Word Company. He is a registend professional engineer in fire protection in 
California. 

1 

i 

R D. LICHFIELD 
Mr. Lichfield is a principal engineer at the Westinghouse W o r d  

Company and has IS years of WtperienCe in the fire protection field He has BS 
degrees in occupational safety and health and in aeronautics, both from Utah 
State Univezsity. His current responsibilities include mdependent review of all 
fire proteCtion systems/components of existing facilities and those under con- 
struction/startup to ensure that an h p v e d  risk level of fire protection is 
maintained. AssignmemhaverequiredadirectislterfawwithmajorIVEfirms 
ia the conceptual and defmitive design of major DOE facilities (FFIF, mainte- 
nance and storage facility, fuel cycle plant, and related structures). He has been 
a cognizant system design cngineex responsible for design, construction, and 
teSting of fire prom3bn systems far the FFW. Currently, Mr. L.ic&ld is a 
member of tk National Fite protection Association and the Word Fire 
ProtectiOnEngineerFurum. 

I 

I 
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Ronald D. Coffield, Fellow Engineer, Westinghouse Nuclear and 

Richard A. Doncals, Manager, Nucleat Design, Advanced Energy 

Allan F. McFarlane, Manager, BWR TechnoIogy, Westinghouse 

Hans Toffer, Manager, Thermal Reactor Physics, Westinghouse 

Advanced Technology Division 

Systems, Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division 

Commercial Nuclear Fuel Division 

Hanford company 

B.5.l SCOPE 

The Core Design subcommittee was charged with examining reactor- 
initiated incidents such as inadvertent control rod motion, the FI phase of the 
LQCA, potential fuel-handling accidents, and the calculation of reactor param- 
ekrs for use in safety analyses. We covered methods, validity of input, conser- 
vatism, and organizational process. We focused on the K Reactor and the Mk22 

I 

assembly. I 
I 

I B5.2 FINDINGS 

Table B.5-1 &lays the subcommittee's conclusions that the SRP reac- 
tors meet the NRCs GemrulDesign Criteria (NRC 1988b) for the reactor core 
in almost all cases. Sections B.52.1 and B533 provide furtha detail on 
temperature coefficients and the reactivity effects of fuel redistribution. The 
need for a dropped padength rod analysis bas been addressed by the Safety 
Analysis subcommittee (see mommendation part Length Rod Drop). 

The subcbmmittee found the Du Pont staff to be competent and quipped 
with good analytical procedures. ExoeNons in the area of analysis procedures 
(beyond predicting core perfommce in the ECS phase of the LOCA, which was 
the subject of the Power Limit and Accident Propagation subcommittee) am 
incoqmration of FI methodology in accident analysis generally, and prediction 
of assembIy flow during the FI phase of the LOCA. The whole LOCA issue is 
currently so much' in + limelight at Savannah River that the subcommittee felt 
its attention was better focused elsewhere. Some independent calculations were 
done, however, to assess the impact of the updated safety rod worth and insertion 
rates and to estimate the sensitivity of acceptable power level to the foreased 
assembly flow (see Section B.5.2.3). It would seem reasonable that a 40% 
reduction in flow (following the instantaneous doubleended break of an inlet 
pipe) would be more than compensated by a 50% reduction in initial uprating 
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freactivitv insertion. we ieve that th is 

#lZ.J&sqn to ensure ?hat power oscillations can be reliably and readily 
detec andsupptessed. 

#13..-entari n I be provided...to ensure adequate safety. 
Appmpnateconm&s~beprovided. 
We . . .  . 
W 2 5  Snsurethatfueldes’ limits notexceeddforasingle 

A%... Two pdegndent reactivi con 1 systems should b e . p  W... 

~ c t i o n o f t h e f € ! a c t i ~ m m ~ s m .  

a~mance or ~k mds... capab?k of Bdmg the core sub~n cal. 

w m  position 
associated reactor - ve e. we c- 

#29..,Con@ systems... trqmel high pmbbilityof performing their 
timuons m the event oi%nwwb opembod occmm. 

I 

* 10 CFR 50. App. A (NRC 1988b). 
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power. But the 4096 reduction is a core average and some assemblies will have 
substantially largerflowreductions; msequently,adetailedanalysis isguired. 
The d y s e s  carried out by SRL would provide such information, but were not 
available for the Mk22 core and updated rod warths. 'Ihe effect of the more 
conservative safety rod value is discussed in Section B.5.2.4. 

Section B52.5 discusses the results of our review of refueling operations; 
s e v d  concerns remain but the long history of safe operation (many thousands 
of hours of muble-free operation) provides a basis for putting remedies in the 
lower priority category. 

Section B.5.26 describes theresultsof areview of accidents listedat SRP. 
In general, a higher level of m a t i s m  would be approPriate. These accidents 
are not expected to limit power, but an analysis should be on record confming 
that scram set points have been appropriately set (see recommendation Safety 
Margin Evaluation). 

The input to prior safety analyses showing the results of various accidents 
to be acceptable should be clearly documented so that changes can be properly 
evaluated in subsequent core designs. The subcommittee found that safety 
analyses generally had been done for any safety issue raised, but the analyses 
often dated back 10 years or more, and the important assumptions were not being 
routinely reexamined to ensure continuing validity. Recommendations to 
prepare a checklist of safety parameters and to establish expeditiously an BAR 
close to today's standards have been incorporated by the Safety Analysis 
subcommittee (see recommendation Safety Documentation). 

Fuel and target manufacturing specifications call for certain values of 
grams of% per foot, grams of lithium per foot, ratio of % loadings in inner 
an outer fuel tubes, maximum-to-average and minimum-to-average loadings of 
a$ and lithium along the length of the target and fuel tubes, and fuel tube 

' azimuthal variation in loading, In addidon, the intended core location of a 
particular assembly is known to manufacturing becad different locations 

j facilities, and discussions were held with manufacturing and analytical personnel 
regarding deviations in specfied parameters. A study is under way at SRP to 
determine the appropriate allowance for manufacturing deviations. but the con- 
clusions are not yet in hand. The results of this study can be used for a routine 
allowance: however, the adequacy of the allowance should be reconbed for 
each charge. Moreover, the allowance for deviations from nominal parameters 
must recognize the potential for fuel and targets to be outside their specified limits 
(see recommendation FueUT'arget Manufacturing). 

There has been a long history of good performance with the MK22 
assemblii and the SRP mcturs in general. This fact has been both an objective 
and a subjective factor for the subcommittee in reaching its conclusions. 
Changes in manufacturing (or other parts of the overall safety assurance system) 
should be examined carefully to ensure that the excellent safety record at SRP is 
not compromised. The recent change from 80 wt% %J fuel to 66 wt% % 

require different lithium loadings tour was made of the manufacturing 

- 
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fuel and the plans to alter the use of the nuclear test gauges should be carefully 
examined for their potential impact on cure design paramems (see recommen- 
dation FueWarget Manufacming). 

B.5.2.1 Temperature Coeffiiient Assessment 

Changes in fuel assembly dimensions and heavy water content occurring 
during operation are related to absolute reactivity through temperature coeffi- 
cients. The inherent nuclear characteristics of an Mk22 core are driven by the 
reactivity fexdback from the fuel assembly (called the coolant coefficient) as well 
as the modemor region (moderatoa cuefficient). The moderator t e m p t u r e  
coefficient has been demonstratexi to be always strongly negative and quite large 
when compared to the coolant coefficient. However, at start of fuel life, the 
coolant coefficient is small and could be positive. 

The coolant coefficient consists of reactivity feedbacks from both density 
and dimensional changes of the fuel, target, and coolant regions as well as the 
temperature change of the fuel (Doppler). To provide some insight on 'the 
accuracy of these predictions, SRL provided models and t e m p e m  changes 
that permitted similar evaluations to be performed by the Westinghouse 
Advanced Energy Systems Department and the Westinghouse Hanford 
Company for the coolant density change in the fuel assembly as well as the 
Doppler contribution of the fuel tubes. In addition, a model was supplied that 
permitted the moderator coefficient to be calculated. 

Table B.5-2 shows a comparison of these predictions by the participants 
of this review. Similar cumparisons were made for the. Mk22 coolant tempera- 
ture coeficient (Table B.5-3). Furtherp a coeffiicient experiment performed by 
SRL in 1%2 was analyzed. While the reactor was operating, approximately 
4 cents of positive reactivity was inserted in about 0.075 s. The response was a 
prompt jump in power of approximately 4% followed by a slower increase of 
about 3% over 4 s, followed by a decrease in power as the negative moderator 
coefficient tookfExt The corresponding coolant temperature coefficient was 
+1.7 f 0.5 x 10' A f./T calculated for this rest, while the moderator coefficient 

Thus it is concluded that SRP should use a more positive initial coolant 
temperature coefficient in its transient analysis than that used in past practice. 
Lilrcwise, depending on which is most limiting fma particular transient, positive 
<#negativeuncataintiesshouldbeco~~forboththecoolantandmoderator 
coefficients (see recommendation Safety Margin Evaluation). 

The modet8toT t e m w  coefficient isalways negativeandquite large 
when compared to the coolant mefficiint. At the start of fuel life, the coolant 
coefficient could be slightly positive. However, as exposure progresses, it 
becomes negative after about one fourth of the cycle length. Consequentlyi 
during approximately three fourths of the cycle, compliance with criterion 11 is 

was-llf 20x10' AWC. 

easily demonstrated. 



To demonstrate compliance with this Criterion in the early part of the 
cycle, one must examine the magnitude and W i g  ofthe two coefficients. The 
experiment analyzed above indicated that the coolant coefficient had a time 
consht of about 0.3 s, while the moderator coefficient responded after 
apptoximately 2 8. 

Savannah River 
Plant prediction 
Advanced i 

Energy Systems 

Hanford Com- 

prediction 
Westinghouse 

pany prediction 

Moderator 
density 

-2.9  IO-^ -0.36 4.8 x IO5 

Coolant density Fuel (Doppler) 

-3.3 x 104 -0.20 -5.7 10” 

-3.1 1v5 -0.2 1v5 -6.5 lo5 

Table B.5-3. Mark 22 Temperature Coefficient (BOL*) (A W C  Coolant). 

*BOL - Beginning of Life. 

idents at SRL, it was concluded that the wont 
during power operation would be due to a gang 

rod withdrawa!, which could b r t  approximately +1A mWs. The relatively 
slow rate is much less than the 4 cents in 0.075 s insexed in the 1%2 tests. In 
addition,thetransientresultingfromadroppedpanlengthrodshouldbeassessed 
conservativelyby SRP prior to drawing a f W  conclusion on whether the intent 
of criterion 11 is satisfied (see recommendation Part Length Rod Drop). 
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B.5.2.2 Parametric Reactivity Studies of Degraded 
Heavy-Water-Reactor Core Geometries 

To asses the magnitude of potential kictivity insertion following fuel 
redistribution, parametric criticality calculations were perfonned. In one 
d o .  the entire fuel Content of an Mk22 assembly is assumed to melt and 
condense to a solid m a s  of fuel that blocks the coolant tube and is surrounded 
by the modem.  In the other scenario it is assumed that molten fuel particles 
are swept into the madexator regions by the coolant flow. Other calculations 
showed that an iso€ated molten fuel slug from a single assembly is not a reactivity 
concean, and that lumping one assembly's fuel into the center or bottom of the 
assembly tub-targets intact-reduces reactivity by about 60 cents. 

Calcularions were then performed to evaluate slumping of multiple fuel 
assemblies. In the analysis, both the fuel ring and the associated aluminum 
cladding were assumed to melt and slump to a solid cylinder within the coolant 
Eube,just below the original active core. The model then has 33 in. of solid fuel 
and aluminum insids the assembly tubes. It was assumed that the tubes remain 
intacc therefare DzO SurzOundS each slumped assembly. The target rings remain 
intact but they itre above the molten fuel. not comingled with it. An infinite lattice 
of this geometry yielded an eigenvalue of 1.41 compared to the base (melted) 
eigenvalue of 1.10. This large delta K was confimed using a three-dimensional 
Monte Carlo computer code calculation (MCNP) and a very similar core config- 
uration. Results are tabulated in Table B5-4. 

Fuel melting could cause fuel particles to be swept into the moderator 
region by the coolant flow. If this wexe to occur. fuel could possibly be 
distributed through the modetator region of several fuel assemblies. Figure B.5-1 
illustrates the reactivity of HWR fuel as a function of dilution in IhO. At a fuel 
volume content of 0.1%. the system kff is 1.09. This dilution is equivalent to 
dispersins the Mk22 fuel in four adjacent moderator regions. Clearly. fuel 
particle dispersal represents a potential for positive reactivity insertions (see 
Appendix B.9, however, for a discussion of the likelihood of not achieving 

Savannah River currently has a severeaccident assessment program in 
progress, and sh~dies of niticality increases from fuel redistribution are a neces- 

dispersion). 

S a r Y P a r t O f ~ P r O g r a m .  

B.5.23 Margin to Onset of S i c a n t  Void Criterion 

'Ibis study was performed to help assess the margin to the OSV during 
the FI phase of a large-- UXA. Of particular interest was the sensitivity of 
theresultstokeyparameterssuchaslocalizedsubchannelflowrates, heatfluxes, 
coolant inlet temperature, and coolant pressure. including appriateallowances 
foruncertaintiesinthedataandanalyticalmodels. 

To ensure that signifhint voiding will not occur. the Saha-Zuber com- 
lation method is being applied with appropriate unceminties such that ' 
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Assembly Scenario keff 
Individual Mk22 assembly 
(infinite D20 reflector) 

Full 3D MCNP with 49 slumped 

High Dilution Criticalities 
No. d assembly 

95 .073 0.61 
.12 0.67 

0.72 
97 
98 .I9 

- 3 8  0.83 
1.01 * 

99 
99.5 .75 
99.9 3.8 1.09 
99.99 38.0 0.61 

-100. 430. 0.12 

S L Q Z Q m o d e r a t o r v d r r m e s b  

I 

0.49 

I 
% 

Y 

Wetter----)- 

Figure B.5-1. Reactivity h#ct of Dzo Dilution on a Single Molten Mark 22 
Assembly (Masses=3.2 kg U, 0.92 kg %,and 0.72 kg %. 

Individual slum Mk22 assembly 
(infinite D20 re F ector) 
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hlocat = local coolant enthalpy 

hsat = drrmped m b l y  tube coolant enthalpy 

q" = heat flux <saJh*ft~ 

G = coolant  ma^^ flux (lbbf?). 

To assess how much margin exists relative to this criterion, a series of 
calculations was performed on a quasi-steady-state basis using the power and 
flow conditions shown m Table B.5-5 and assuming that the reactor was operat- 
ing at 50% of full power and 100% flow initially. Results from the analyses 
performed are given in Table B5-6, where it is shown that although some margin 
to the Saha-Zubercriteaion exists using global bestestimate type of conditions, 
this margin can disappear quickly when local power and flow effects and 
uncertainties are considered. Also, relative to the sensitivity of the results to key 
parameters, it was found that the reactor inlet temperature has a very significant 
impact on conclusions relative to the Saba-Zuber margin since it has a direct 
additive influence on local coolant temperatm, and flow unceminties are about 
15 times mcxe detrimental than power uncertainties because of their effect on 
coolant pressure and consequently on coolant saturation temperature. 

This high sensitivity to flow points Out the need for accuracy in predicting 
local assembly flow following the break, currently an area of uncertainty in the 
SRL calculation. 

B52.4 Reactor Power Response Relative to 
Scram Worth md Speed dResponse 

The puxpose of this study was to evaluate the SRP reactor transient for 
the first several seconds of 8 large-txeak Lock A rapid decrease in reactor 
powerisparticularlyimportantconsideringtheabnrptreducti~ inflowresulting 
from this accident Scram worths shown in F i i  BJ-2 were used for the safety 
rod insenion using worstc8se and best-estimate assumptions; step insertion 
worths of 0.2% and 05% (assuming a 0.1s delay) were used for the 3He 
injection. Results are shown m Figure B5-3. Here it Can be noted that about a 
O~alargerperiodisneededtoreach6096powerforthe worstcasescram (Case 
A) versus the bestethate scram (Case B) ofthe safety rods. Put another way, 
atthetimewhenthepwddbavefallenbelow 50%usingthebestestimate 
curve, the power would still be over 80% using the conservative Case A curve. 
Also, the beneficial effect of using the %e injection system during the first 
second of the transient can be seen (note that the %e system is not currently in 
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Table B.5-5. Conditions Assumed for Onset of Significant Voiding 
Calculation (Flow Instability Phase). 

Type of assembly: 

Core outlet temperam 
peak heat flux: 
Axial power shape: 
Coolant pressure at hot coolant position: 

core inlet temperature: 

Outlet plenum pressure: 

Full-flow local mass flux ' 

Mark22 
113°F 
166°F \ 
166,667 Btu/h.f? 
End of cycle (saddle) 
46 (absolute) (normal) 
26 lbf/ii (absolute) (accident) 
28 lbf/iii (absolute) (normal) 
19 lbVi (absolute) (accident) 
5.9 x 106 lbm/h.ft? 

Table B.5-6. Estimates of Margin to O k t  of Significant Voiding During 
Flow Instabdity Phase. ' 

to 6096 to account 
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Iurina Safetv Rod Insertion 4 .  

" 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

Time after Scram signal, seconds 

78904044.5M 

Figure B.5-2. Savannah River Plant Mark 22 Scram Reactivity Curve. 

Best Estimate + 3He 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

Time, seconds 

78904044.8-M 

I Figure B.5-3. Scram Action with and without 3He (Westinghouse). 
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place, nor has the committee concluded that it is necewwy. It is introduced here 
because calculations assuming its presence give illustrative results). 

A conclusion from this study is that reasonable agreement would be 
obtained between the Du h n t  and Westinghouse transient power calculations 
for the first 12 s of a LOCA transient (FI phase) if the same conditions axe 
assumed. The magnitude of the differences in rod worth reinforce the 
subcommittee's conclusion that regular methods confirmation by startup testing 
is essential (see recommendation Startup Core Testing). 

B.S.25 Refueling Considerations 

The SRL has designed special hardware modifications to lessen the 
probability of charging fuel into target positions. In addition, an improved 
system of six inare detectors has been installed to monitor reactor status during 
reloading. A computer system controls operation of the refueling machines. 
This system is able to differentiate between fuel and target assemblies; it can also 
stop the refueling machines if the wrong type of assembly is Wing charged. In 
addition, refueling operations are terminated if vacated positions are not refilled 
as specified. 

The reactor operators must stop operations if the neutron flux increases 
by a factor of 1.5 after charging an assembly or by a factor of five in any 
eight-hour period. In addition, the SSS must be tripped if the flux should double. 
We still have some concerns about this refueling procedure. 

Flux is monitored in the central control mom, not the crane control 
room, with voice communication between the two. This situation introduces a 
potential for human error. 

mere is no interlock between the cranes and the flux detectors to 
provide an automatic halt to operations. 

The SSS trip is manual, and the Ink injection is relatively slow. 
The 3% shutdown margin is smaller than the 5% in 

commercialPWRs. 
during refueling, the speed with which the 

incident can be stopped is dependent on human reaction time 

commercial nuclear industry is 
containment and the main control room is coupled to the source-range channel. 
This alarm automatically a l a  the loading operators to an indication of high 
wunt rate ,and requires an immediate stop of all operations until the situation is 
evaluated by plant personnel and technical advisors. 

The refueling procedures have the potential to challenge the safe-shut- 
downconditionofthereactom. Theprimaxywncem is thatthespeed with which 
an assumed refueling accident can be terminated is dependent on human reaction 
times (involving two people) and the injection speed of the Ink. 
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Ataminimumd~g~e~g,anannunciator(belloralann)shwldbe 
inStalledthat~aCtivatedbythenwEronfIuxlevel(oraperator)andthatindicates 
immediately to the crane operam that the refueling step just performed has 
violated a safety criterion. A report should be issued that documents the proce- 
dures, instrumentation, andcxkh used to ensure that criticality is not achieved 
during refbeling (see mommendation Refueling Operations). 

/ 

BJ.2.6 Assessment of Safety Analysis Report Chapter 15 Events 

forrequiredupdatesbasedoncuxrentSRLanalysis: 
A review of SAR Chapter 15 events was performed to examine the need 

Single and ganged rod withdrawal concems 
- T e m p e m  coefficients have been updated (more conservative) 

recently for the Mk22 lattice, which will adversely affect the rate of power 
ilzmise. - No quantitative documentation of the AA3 computer code evalu- 
ation of shutdown by the SSS is available. - Axial power pmfdes should be calculated for the accident 
sequence. - Inadvertent insertion of a part length rod has not been analyzed for 
the Mk22 charge. 

Full length and part length rod mispositioning--If a control rod is 
slightly mispositioned with respect to the other rods in the gang, the power will 
be slightly tilted. This situation will be detected by the assembly temperature 
monitors and will result in ascram u p  a tanperamre rise of 5°C. This event 
is certainly bounded by the single rod withdrawal accident. 

Loss of coolant 6rom pipe break See Sections B5.23 and B.5.2.4. 
Pump shaftbreak-Based on operating limits set by the E A ,  the 

coolant temperahae is expected tobe3o"c lower than that used in the analysis, 
asituationthatleadsto~econclusionthat~gshouldnotoccur. Themargin 
to temperature dt sa&xatim will be reduced with the updated temperature 
coefficients and safety rod worths. 

Loss of DzO pump power-PreviouS analysis of this transient during 
full~tionin~~onlya50Cmaximumcoolanttemperaturerisefor 
a safety rod scram. This event is clearly bounded by the pump shaft break. 

Rotovalve closure-Maximum temperatures will be significantly 
lower far the aperating power dictated by the Lock This event is bounded by 
theppshaftbreak. 

Flow reduction in a single assembly - Analysis of this event (either loss of target or loss of fuel) in an 

- It is not clear that the most conservative (most reactive) molten 
Mid2 assembly has not been reported and may be more severe. 

fuel configuration has been considered. 



Loss of cooling during or after discharge-Engineered safeguards and 
accident analysis appear to be adequate. 

B J 3  SUBCOMMITTEE PROCESS 

Infomation was gathered from the following sources and refined in active 
subcommittee and committee discussion: 

Presentations to the full committee and subcommittee by Du Pont 
personnel 

Several full-day discussions with various Du Pont personnel, aimed 
at understanding the details of analytical methods and processes in the area of 
reactor physics, chakge design, and E A  modeling 

Facility tours of K Reactor, thermal-hydraulic test laboratory, and 
fuel/target fabrication plants 

Review of numerous safety analysis reports 
Independent calculations (described above). 

The information was assessed using the uiteria in Title 10, CFR Part 50 
(NRC 198th). relevant NRC documents, and the extensive exeence of the 
subcommittee members. Two areas of difficulty encountered were those pre- 
sented by the absence of safety documentation typical of commercial nuclear 
power and by the high rate of change in the status of thennal-hydraulic modeling. 

B5.4 BIOGRAPHICAL INF’ORMATION 

R. D. COFFIELD 
I)r. Coffield is a Fellow Engineer in the Westinghouse Advanced Energy 

Systems Department of NATD with over 24 years of experience in the fields of 
fluid flow and heat transfer. As lead‘engineer in the& and fluid systems 
engineering, he has been responsible for Various transient thermal-hydraulic and 
nuclear kinetic analyses for design and safety evaluations relating to numerous 
reactor concepts including liquid metal reactors (LMRs), PWRs, HWRs, and 
fusion reactors. Dr. Coffield has either authored or coauthored over 75 open 
literatm publkations as well as a textbookin the a m  of thermal hydraulics. He . 
hasaBS,MS,and~inm~ica len~~gandi sareg i s teredprofes s ionaI  
engineer in the state of Pennsylvania. 

* ReADONCALS 
‘Mr. Don& has over 30 years of experience in the design and analysis 

of light water, gas-cooled, and liquid metal reactors. In his current position as 
Manager, Nuclear Design, Advanced Energy Systems, Westinghouse Nuclear 
and Advanced Technology Division, Mr. Doncals has overall responsibility for 
the nuclear analysis and design of defense materials production reactors, 

1 
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lightweight nuclearpOwerplants,advamdLMRs, and otheradvancedreactor 
concepts. Mr. Doncats holds a BS (1955) and an MS (1959) fhnn Camegie- 

significantcontiibutionstothedevelapmentoftheNERVArocketcngineasboth 
an engineer and a manager. Rim to his current position, he was manager of 
nuclear &sign in the CRBRP. In this position, he wntributedsignificantly to the 
acceptance of the heterogeneous cxae in the CRBW as well as to other U.S. 
designs. O l l e f a c e t o f h i s ~ t p o s i t i o n i s t h e l e a d ~ t i ~ ~ b ~ t y  
fortheaiti~experimentsbeingperformedattheArgonneNatio~Laboratory 
in support of the SP-100 project For many years he has been 8 member of the 
U.S. Working Group on LMR Foreign Core Physics Exchanges. Mr. Doncals 
has 38 publications m the field of nuclear engimxhg. 

Mellon Univdty in mechanical argineering. m y  in his career, he made 

A. F. McFARLANE 
Dr. McFarlane bas 20 years of service with Westinghouse, most recently 

as the manager responsiile for the licensing effort far BWR fuel. His experience 
includes three years in the Operator Training Department of the Nuclear Service 
Division and two years at the INFO. As manager of fuel projexts for the Nuclear 
Fuel Division, he was responsible for the nuclear fuel ConpSLcts for a number of 
utilities. For approximately 12 years he was a manager of nuclear engineering, 
supervising nuclear, thermal, and hydraulic design for nuclear fuel for commer- 
cialPWRs. BornandeducatedinScotland, hisfmtemploymentwasasareactor 
physicistfornavalnuclearpropulsionreactors. Dr. IdcFarlane holdsaBS (1955) 
and aPhD (1959) from Glasgow University, Scotland, and an MBA (1980) from 
the University of Pittsburgh. 

LTOFFER 
Dr. Toffet has 25 years of experience at the Hanfd  Site as a manager 

and individual contributor. Rior employment incudes lowenergy experimental 
physics wark at tbe Argonne National Laboratoq and at the Ames Idommy. 
His technical expertise and major accomplishments are in the area of reactor 
physics, production reactor technology, isotope production and application, 
criticalityphysics,reactcrsafety, instnrmentationdevelopment,and new produc- 
tion =tor designs. He has been active in the ANS and the IEEE on both the 
local and the national levels. He was chairman of the writing group for devel- 
oping national standards for criticality control and a lecturer for DOE/Argonne 
National Laboratory safety courses and has received best paper awards in reactor 
physics and remote system techndogy. He has served on special safety review 
teams and national steering committees in the area of criticality control. 
Dr.TofferhddsaPhDmnuclearengineeringfromtheUniversiryofWashington 
(1974). an MS m physics (Iowa State University, 1962). and a BS in physics from 
Muhlenberg College (1959). 
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APPENDIX B.6 CONDUCT OF 
OPERATIONS 

Dan J. Swaim, operations Manager, FlTF, Westinghouse 

Keith D. Bonser, Manager, Technical Training, Westinghouse 

Richard C. Coulthard, Senior Engineer, Zion Training Center, 

Lee S. Legowik, Manager, Engineering Document Control, 

Hanfardcompany 

Hanford company 

Westinghouse Nuclear Training Center 

. Westinghouse W o r d  Company 

B.6.1 SCOPE 

B.6.1.1 Coderation Control 

The subcommittee conducted a review to determine whether the existing 
method of configuration control ensures that the operating configmition of 
K Reactor is accurately repwhted on drawings, in design documents, and in 
opaating documents. 

We reviewed the existing SRP procedures for configuration control and 
interviewed SRP personnel to determine the level of procedure understanding 
and the degree of procedure implementation and to idenw concerns with the 
system. Criterion 4 of Section I was most applicable. 

B.6.1.2 Training/procedures 
I We focused on the present knowledge of personnel assigned to suppart a 
K Reactor $tartup and on the quality of training. We covered the training 
~~sforreactw~~o~,poweroperations,componenthandling,chem- 

tion technician, maintenance, and emergency 

oris in the classoom, in the simulator, and in the 
, 

The performance of the operations and key support staff is fundamental . The operator has a role in each of the four 

plant. We also conducted document reviews and personnel interviews. 

to the safe operation of the 
criteria outlined in Section 1. 
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B.6.13 Plant Operations 

Thesubcommitteereviewedplanttrainingmate~andcourses,operat- 
ing and adminismtive procedures, engineering drawing control, and mainte- 
nance (work control) practices. The subcommittee interviewed a cross section 
of personnel and made workplace observations in addition to document reviews. 
Intewiews were conducted in two ways: one-onae discussions and group 
intemiews in which s e v d  subcommittee members met with operating units 
consisting of a senior shift supervisor, shift supervisor, senior reactor operator, 
and reacm opentor. The gmup discussions allowed anyone to con@?>ute, add 
to, Orcorrect any information presented by any ofthe operating staff. On m e  
occasions the sessions were attended by area supervisors. The review efforts 
focused on the K Reactor. and in-plant walkthroughs were conducted at 
K Reactor. "he subcommittee members believe that the issues identified are 
generic totheP,L,andKreactorsandgermanetoresmrtefforts, butconcur with 
the philosophy of 8 phased restart, concentrating on K Reactor. 

Bd.2 GENERALISSUES 

The subcommittee is well aware that the K Reactor organization is in a 
state of flux and that conditions in existence at this wriring do not reflect the 
degreeoftraining,theorganizarioaal mucture, m the operating methods that will 
exist at the completion of the restart slrategy actions now in progress. However, 
we feel that our obsematim of current conditions will provide useful guidance 
and midcourse carrectim to operatiam management The performance of the 
plant staff is a key element in safe reactac opaticin and encompasses all four 
criteria of Section L We believe that 110 amount of analysis, design, or overview 
can ensure safety in the conduct of operations without knowledgeable operarors 
and effective line management 'ibis statement of philosophy translates into an 
equally con- criterion hr the acceptability of the conduct of operations 
A m n g  andcontinually improving safety-management system mustbe in place 
and evident in the workplace culture. 'Ibe Conduct of Operations subcommittee 
made 8 broad examination of the existing Organization and the restart plans. We 
then applied our collective judgment to the acceptability of testart based on 
current practices and OUT perception of planned improvements. We looked far 
the following evidence of meeting the defined criterh 

Demonstration of consmm ' v e ~ o n s p h i l o s o p h y  
Demonstration that safety is a line-management function 
cLearlinesofautharityand~b~~withtheoperations 

Plant ownership by the Operations Department 
Plant operation conducted by appropriate ' ,approved, well-thought-out 

Constant selfealwion and continual improvement 

Department in charge 

procedures 



e 

0 

Technical inquisitiveness and attention to &tails 
A~co~~contro1,bothmphysi~plantstatUsandin 

A relentless desire for training 
Respect for radiarion 
Emergencypreparedness. 

'Ihesu~mmitteereviewedthecurrentoperationsandtherestartstrategy 
action items and concentrated on areas where it appeared that additional work 
shouldberequiredpriortorestarc, Itshouldbeemphasizedatthispointthatthese 
recommendations are the team's judgment and not absolute statements as to 
safetyorrisk. 

The following sections provide subcommittee fmdings on specific issues, 
divided between short term (prior to restart of K) or long term (decision to 
proceed should be made now, but implementation will continue beyond restart 
of K Redtor). 

eng-m-ig &mentation 

, 

B.63 SPECIFIC ISSUES 

B.63.1. Training and Procedures 

Ehhgs. The Reactor Operations staff consists of reactor operators 
(noncertified), senior reactor operators (certified reactqr operators), shift super- 
visor (certified senior reactor operator), and senior shift supervisor (certified 
senior reactor opemtor). The training required for each level of qualification is 
lessthanthatrequiredbyco~~~nuclearind~~standardsWithre~tto 
time, quantity, and depth. We realize that the SRP re~~ctors  opera^ at lower 
pressures and temperatures and that the reactor suppart systems are not as 
complex as those of commercial nuclear facilities. However, the reactor core is 
complex and the operarims pefionnel must undersmndandusemorethan2,600 
procedures. 

are required to take and pass wrimn, 
walkthrough, and aral examhatby. The written examination practices have 
weaknesses. The examinatioIls could easily be compromised, and the overall 

evidence of personnel knowledge. 

shows similar weakness. 'Ihe large 
number of signatms given in short periods of time were said to be a means of 
grandfathering. In some cases, the signatures were signed off after a period of 
training on the basis of exposure alone. The precise status of each case could not 
bedetenninedfromtherecods. 

Intehiews with five senior control Mom supeMsors (d &greed), two 
shift supewisors (onedegred), and fourreactoroperator/seniorreactor operator 
personnel showed significant weaknesses in emergency response and reactor 

Ibe Center S 
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plant fundamentals. A training representative was present for some of the 
intesviews. He confirmed that several pertinent knowledge areas are not taught 
and that the subject material given in restart training during the week prior to 
these interviews was not retained by the interviewees. The same level of restart 
training is given to all operators and had been given too quickly for adequate 
retention. 

These~orshift~isacknowledgedasthepersoninchargeofthe 
plant. However, this person does not receive training commensurate with these 
responsiiilities in areas outside the control room. Senior supervisors, if they are 
&greed, may enter a fast-track program requiring little experience or training in 
refueling operations, power operations, radiation protection, and laboratory 
section. The presentprogram for such individuals does not allow them to operate 
plant controls. They are mponsi%le for the coordination and execution of all 
plant activities including duties as the 8re8 emeqency coordinator for plant 
emergencies. The restart training as defined by the November 1988  start 
uiteria (DOE 1988) does not adequately address the ovefall weaknesses in the 
long tern. Only two of the eight human performance issues actually address 
upgrading operator knowledge, while three of the issues address placing on shift 
people with tducarional credentials but little SRP operaring experience. In 
general, the restart criteria wil l  adequately upgrade the engineering knowledge 
available on shift, but will not significantly upgrade the knowledge level of 
currently assigned personnel. 

Component Handling Operatons is a separately trained and certified 
group that performs fuel- and target-handling functions. The peaple who nor- 
mally become component handlers come from the Center Section group. The 
evaluation process used by Component Handling Operations contains 
weaknesses dmilar to those found in the Center Section mining. The present 
restart training does not include this group, which may be an oversight. The 
Component Handling Operations personnel control the refueling aperation 
independently of the reactor control room. The two groups must communicate 
effectively with each other and should receive similar training. 

Maintenance training appears to be the best organized and most highly 
k v e - i  training program among those reviewed. It is developed to provide 
initial, specialized, and continuing training for maintenance personnel and is 
nearing the completion of an accreditation process. Each candidate receives 12 
'weeks of structured training befm being allowed to perfonn in the field. Three 
weeks of specialized aaining is required in addition for personnel located in 
reactor areas. The present experience level avmges greater than four years. 

TheHealrhprotectionTechniciantrainingprogrampvides 1Oweeksof 
basic training; however, neithex further specialized site training nor continuing 
aainingisavailable. Exammm * 'onandevaluationprocessesaregenerallyweaker 
than in similar programs at commercial nuclear facilities. 

C h e w  technicians are normally hired without prior experience. 
Recently the entry-level requirements were increased to help compensate for the 
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attrition and dilution of experienced technicians. These technicians perform a 
wide range of functions from laboratory work to operating the separations 
facilities. The training program consists of eight weeks of structured classoom 
and on-the-job training, which prepares personnel for laboratory functions. No 
other formal training is given. 

The Power Operations Group provides electrical distribution and cooling 
water support lo the reactor areas. This group is not part of the Reactor 
Operations Group and does not directly report to the control room senior 
supervisOr. The experience level of this group is very low; approximately 50% 
of the pemnnel have less than one year of experience, The mining program 
consists of nine weeks of basic training and six weeks of area training, half in the 
classmorn and half on the job. The program does not integrate with the Center 
Section lraining even though Power Operations personnel control valves for ECS 
and provide electrical power to safety-related equipment. 

A four-person staff handles the function associated with emergency 
preparedness. Four arills are conducted yearly, one jointly with the Vo@e 
Nuclear Plant. The control mom senior supervisor is the designated area emer- 
gency coordinator and receives some training from the Ep staff. The area 
emergency coordinator also coordinates the conduct of on-plant evacuation 
drills. The management personnel assigned M the emergency operations do not 
receive training. A reactor site may go for several years between drills. One area 
superintendent indicated that there were many new people assigned to his site 
who had not been part of a rraining drill. 

Current nuclear industry standards require a broad base of funhental 
understanding of theoretiad and practical science and engineering principles as 
a well as a detailed knowledge of plant operation and component specifics. This 
broad base of science and plant knowledge is acquired prior to supervised 
on-thejob training in the plant. Not only must personnel follow written proce 
dures, but they are expected to h o w  and understand the m n s  fm their actions 
and the expected consequences of the actions taken. The Du Pont philosophy 
hasbeenthatseniarteactoraperatorsarenontechnicalpersonnelanddonotneed 
to know the basis of reactor core or plant operations. Operators were to respond 
and operate in accordance with written procedures. Knowledge and understand- 
ing of the underlying reasons for the actions required by the procedures were not 
considered important or required for the operator to successfully execute oper- 
ating actions. This methodology is inconsistent with the lessons learned from 
Three Mile Island and other industry experience. 

An extensive job and task analysis effort is nearly complete for certified 
operams. However, htemiews with incumbents are performed under the 
assumption that such personnel are qualified and have the skills necessary to 
worm their jobs. The d t s  of this analysis may substantiate the current level 
of training, but do not provide a basis for future improved training. 

The current definition of an operational anomaly is "any event or condi- 

i 

i 

i 
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1 tion that is different from what is normally expected." All operational anomalies 
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must be reported to DOE within 15 minutes of their occurrence. This broad 
definition and short repodng rime are causing sisnifiwrt concern among oper- 
ations pemnneL lbedefinition of what is to b e e  is so broad that correct 
interpretation, short of a tot& running dialogue, is unlikely. During interviews, 
senior operams stated that they were having a problem “calibrating what DOE 
wants.” The reponability problem has been a major concern in the press and 
between DOE and Du Pont. As a result of the recent incident on the K Reactor 
cWS,DoEnowinsistsonbe~ginformedof~convetsationsbetweenthesenior 
supenrisor on shift and hidher offsite supervision, except for personnel matten, 
Aprocedurehasbeendevelopedtoprovidesomeguidanceon what is reportable, 
but DOE has not concurred \ti& this guidance. 

-. The subcommittee does not consider the 
Operational readiness review process adequate to show that the desired and 
neceSSary standards for performance have been achieved. An assessment team 
of pea line managers with proper standards should assess readiness to resume 
operation based on direct in-the-field obsexvations of the operating and support 
aganizations. Such an assessment should include an integrated emergency drill 
that results in escalation to a general emergency and extensively exercises most 

Several weeks prior to startup, the K Reactor plant management and 
WSRCoperations uppermanagementshouldperfonnaself-assessmenttoensure 
that the personnel, the training, and all the other changes made during the 
prolonged shutdown are indeed effective and beneficiaI and that a new operating 
team has evolved. Demonstration of performance by drills and exercises in 
additimtoobservationshouldbequired. It isimperativethatlinemanagement 
make the decision lhat the opemtom and plant are ready for restart and not 
relinquish this responsibility to an overview agency. The subcommittee advises 
that such an assessment be made in a step-wise fashion (i.e., cold plant, fuel load, 
power ascension, etc.) with sufficient time for corrective actions should 
weaknesses be discovered (see recommendations Operational Assessment and 
Assimilation of Massive Change). 

ommer&hons. Lone-Term. The WSRC should establish defintive 
goals for the level and depth of aperator knowledge requiremeats. The philoso- 
phyof ‘justfollowtheprocedure’mybesafe,butthecommitreedoesnotbelieve 
it can result in excellent operation (see recommendations opetator Knowledge 
Requirements and Striving for Excellence). 

Emergencypqadms training and&& for radiological events should 
be improved (see mmrnendation Operator Knowledge Requirements). 

Useful @dance should be provided to the Operations Department on 
threshold levels for event reporting. The DOE’S concurrence with the criteria 
will be required. The 15-minute criterion for event reporting does not allow 
adequate time for investigation. A new rime limit should be negotiated with 
IXIE. As an example, 10 CFR 50.72 (NRC 1988a) allows commercial facilities 

SRP support groups. 
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up to one hour to review and determine critical events (see recommendation 
Event Reporting Criteria). 

B.633. Procedures Upgrade 

Findings. The Center Section Operations Group has about 2,600 proce- 
dures. Many of these procedures cover administration, nonoperational testing, 
cleaning, QA, charge and discharge, and other operations. We estimate that 
fewer than a third of these procedures actually affect operations in the control 
room during startup, power operation, or shutdown. 

The procedures are formatted in five sections: frequency, references, 
general limitations and cautions, information (narrative discussion and outline), 
and procedure. Initial conditions for the procedure are contained in the proce- 
dural steps and not at the beginning where they would have high visibility. 

Initial conditions aresften missing in procedures or are quite vague. 
Many of the initial conditions in the startup procedure merely require the 
performance of 'applicable sections' of other procedures, but do not specify 
which sections are in either procedure. 

The general limitations and cautions section lists anumber of precautions, 
but these are not placed in the body of a procedure in h n t  of a critical or 
applicable step. Precautions left in a list up front are often forgotten in a long 
procedure. 

Procedures very seldom make reference to technical specificabions or 
technical standards. These limits should be very prominently displayed in the 
procedures for the operatom. 

The alarm control console alarm response procedures contain only a 
statement of the alarm condition, a setpoint, and an action step for the operator. 
A probable-cause or symptoms list is a quite common and useful part of most 
commercial nuclear plant alarm xqonse procedures. 

The procedm for startup, xenon oscillations. and others grant authority 
to 'day supervision' to waive many steps and limits in the procedures. 

The m u r e  for Operation of the emergency cooling pumps does not 
contain any hydraulic conditions (flow and pressures) to determine proper pump 
operations, only nonnal running current. 

Yalves and equipment are referred to by number only and almost never 
by functional name. This practice requires the operator to remember numbers to 
determine which valve or equipment to operate. 

The procedures are being revised and updated continually. It could not 
be determined whether a program is in place to review periodically the prow 

The completion and implementation of 
the new format technical specifications (now scheduled for June 1990) will 
necessitate a significant procedure revision effort to incorporate the new and 
revised requirements. In parallel with this effort, a program should be undertaken 

' dures that have not been revisedor updated. 
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to address human Eactors in the existing procedures as well as some of the 
observations listed above (see recommendation Safety Documentation). 

Mechanisms for procedure waiver, revision, and periodic review should 
be formalized and updated in accardance with the administrative section of the 
new plant technical specifications (see recommendation Safety Documentation). 

B.633. Technical Speeifhtion Upgrade 

EMhgs. The draft technical specificarions now being prepared closely 
follow current commercial standardized technical specifications in content. The 
twocolumn format is more user friendly than NRC-issued technical specifica- 
tions. The technical specificatim document provides signifmtly more bases 
and background information for proposed technical specifications than the NRC 
provides for its stan- technical specifications. 

The SRP technical specifications now in use generally state only the 
equipment required for safe Operation. The length of time for which a piece of 
equipment can be out of service is not stated. Action statements indicating 
required operations when equipment is out of service are not in the technical 
specifications. 

There seems to be some confusion in the training materials about the 
purpose of the linking document. The draft technical specifications contain 
surveillance requirements, but the study materials state that the linking document 
will identify surveillance requirements. 

The current plan is to implement m e  of the new technical specifications 
prior to restart and the remainder when they an! prepared and reviewed. All 
administrative controls, confinement, elecaical power distribution, instrumenta- 
tion, PWS, and plant system technical specifications will not be phased in until 
after restart accarding to the current schedule. Most commercial utilities that 
have converted h m  older technical specifications to the standardized technical 
specifications have done so all at once rathex than use a phased approach This 
practice,inpart,iSmotiv~bythelegalstatusoftechnicalspecificationsaspart 
of the operating license, but it also facilitates the rransition. This transition is 
generally implemented by having both sets of technical specifications in the 
control room for some time period (ca 60 days) prior to making the conversion 
official. A phased-in conversion may result in extra work and training however, 
it does not represent a safety concern for restart. Management, however, may 
choose to review this approach. 

B.63.4. Safety 

m. Du Pont is very conscious of the need for good industrial safety 
practices. Industrial safety is emphasized at nuclear utility power plants, but not 
to the extent that it is at SRP. 
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A lecture on procedure compliance listed four reasons, in airder of impor- 
tance, for procedure compliance. Nuclear safety (referred to as "prevent techni- 
cal standards violations") was less important than the prevention of personnel 
injury or equipment damage. 

During a discussion of ragouts of reactor safety circuits, the question Came 
up as to whether reactor safety or personnel safety would be a primary concern 
for a tagout. The reply was that ragouts were strictly to pvent  personnel injury. 

During discussions of emergency action levels and the,reasons for 
escalating action levels, the concept of potential increased radiation hazards to 
workers at SRP and even potentially to the public outside the boundary of the 
reservation was not understood or appreciated. 

Recommendation.. An effort should be undertaken through- 
out the K Reactor site and supporting organizations to raise the consciousness of 
personnel on the importance of nuclear or reactor safety. The potential for 
radioactive  lease and its effect on workers throughout the Savannah River Site, 
and possibly on the public outside the boundaries of the reservation, should be 
emphasized. Management should emphasize that nuclear safety is as important 
as industrial safety, without diluting the excellent attention to industrial safety 
that exists currently (see recommendations Assimilation of Massive Change and 
Striving for Excellence). 

B.635, Accreditation 

m. An extensive effort will be required far the maintenance, Wth 
protection technician, component handler, power operations, emergency plan- 
ning, and laboratory technician training programs to be prepared for DOE 
acmedkuion (which is intended to be equivalent to INPO accreditation). 

Many of these groups have not established a continuing training or 
recertification program. 

Training programs will have to be expanded si@icantly to cover the 
material that INPO recommends for similar positions in commercial plants. lhis 
expansion will demand a dgnificant effort in course materialS develcpment, 
requiring many man-years of work. 

Not all of these groups have instructor training or quaW1cation 
programs- 

cmntly use the same exams repeatedly. 

to be developed for all groups. 

on-the-job training. On-the-job Oriining is often unshuctured. 

established at SRP for all training programs that will be part of the accreditation 

0 Examination banks will have to be developed, 8s most programs 

Training in familiarization with plant systems and operations needs 

Some groups do not have checklists (or quaM&on cards) for 

B W  _mmendatlon.m , A cenaalized aaining group should be 
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e f f a  The result would be to establish uniform standards for the effort and to 
eliminatenoticeableduplication indevelOpingmaterialsforthevariousprograms 
(see recommendation Operator Knowledge Requirement). 

B.63.6. Configuration Control 

Findings. Operations personnel do not have adequate and sufficient 
information available in the control room to understand and troubleshoot system 
problems. Theycannotbeinquisitiveandquestioningiftheydonothaveas-built 
plant drawings for key systems. Isolating, tagging, and firm plantcondition 
control require up-to-date knowledge of plant configuration. The control and 
followup of plant modificatiam and workcontrol require up-odate drawings. 
Training, maintenance, and other organizations that make plant conf@urah 
changes or train personnel must have access to and use up-to-date information. 

T a .  Controlled-as-codgured P&IIls and 
elechicalsingle-linediagramsshouldbeplacedandusedinthecontrolroomand 
in other key places such as maintenance and training. At least the following 
systems should be covered: process water, cooling water, emergency cooling, 
water removal and storage, safety rods, control rods, supplementary safety, 
leak-detection, shutdown-monitoring instrumentation, emergency power, 
primary reactor shutdown, and automatic backup shutdown. Establish in the 
control room a controlleddrawing print file of PBrIDs, single-line electrical and 
logic diagrams, and design changes necessary for K Reactor restart. Develop a 
system to ensure that these drawings and design changes are updated when a 
revised drawing is issued and that audits are scheduled and conducted on the 
controlled drawing file (see recommendation Control Room Information). 

Recommendations.. (see recommendation Configuration 
control)-Identify rhe temaining essential drawings @e., those not required at 
restart) that are required for the continued safe operation of K Reactor. 

Ensure tbat all design analyses and calculations that support work 
done at the SRP reactors are under configuration control as part of the total 
coplfigurafionsystem. 

Ensure that the originals of the controlled drawings are located to 
support the timely developent and incqoration of design changes. 

and a document control and retrieval system. 
Develop and implement a system that ensures that all  K Reactor 

modifhtions that result in a physical change to the plant operational configura- 
tion are made available to rhe operationSprocedure development group, training, 
and other openuions support pups  fm incorporation into existing procedures 
or for the development of additional ones. 

Develop a work control system within K Reactor that pvides for 
problem identification; problem resolution and evaluation; identification of the 
type of work to be done (Le., maintenance, corrective maintenance, or 

0 coardinate, develop, and implement a configuration control progym 
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modifications); detailed work instruction for the performing organization; train- 
ing; testing and retesting of completed wok, documentation of test results; 
updating of spare parts inventories; turnover to operations of the revision or 
development of o p t i n g  procedures; revision of affected drawings and design 
documents; and approval of the work to be done by engineering, operations, 
quality, and safety. 

Develop a configuration control and computerized document control 
system that links the document and drawing control process with both the works 
management system and the design-change-control process. The configuration 
conmil system should include the following: - Development of an enginedng change/notice system - Development of a system to identify, record, and evaluate 
'as-found' conditions and discrepancies in K Reactor - Development of incaporation criteria for design change 

- Development of 8 system that ensures a review of design and 
modification changes by QA and Safety. 

8.63.7. Work Control 

EMngs. Serializedtagsandamasterlogoftagsin thecontrolroom will 
enhance wok control. Tags on equipment and valves are tied to a job plan 
number. They are not sen'alized and there is no master list of tags on equipment 
in the control mom. It is very difficult for the aperators to detem-he the status 
of equipment during a shutdown. 

The November 1988 Restart Criterion FD-3.1 (DOE 1988) concerning 
work control mandates that the control room release all equipment for mainte- 
nance. Thecontrolroom winalsoberesponsibleforretumingallequipmentand 
systems to seMce. Implementation of this restart criterion includes establish- 
ment of a serialized tagging system with a master log in the control mom. The 
potential lack of control room knowledge of system status should be resolved if 
the restart criterion is met. 

B.638. Plant Management Organization 

m. Economies of scale may allow efficiency to be gained in 
operating similar plants; however, the absolute reTnsibZty to operate each 
plant correctly should not be diluted. The current management lineup at the SRP 
feacu~s has an operations management team, but not an effective plant organi- 
zation. This operations organization draws from a diverse set of support oqani- 
Zations, but does not have total responsibility for plant operations. An example 
is that the control Mom team must negotiate with the Powex Deparpnent for 
operationoftheCWS,asifitwereautilitybeingsupp>liedtotheplanr. TheCWS 
is in fact the secondary coolant system of this reactor and its o m o n  is 
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important to safety. Opemion of this system should be the responsibility of the 

"he current K Area superintendent is an Operations superintendent with 
a small technicaI support staff. The K Reactor does not have a plant manager in 
the commercial nuclear power industry sense who is in charge of operations, 
main-ce, refbeling, reactor engineering, technical support, health physics, 
chemistry, security, etc. Senior supervisors expressed frustration several times 
at not being able to set priorities for support personnel. 

m-hoR-Tm. (see recommendation Plant Site Organi- 
zation)--Aplantmsho~dbeidentified. 'heplant managershouldensure 
that there axe clear lines of responsibility and that the ojmations organization is 
in charge as the 'plant owner.' 'Lhe manager should have adequate reso\nces 
assigned to discharge bislheamponsibilities. These include operations, main@ 
nance, engineering, reactor techuology, and training. The subcommittee does 
not consider the existing operations snanagement to have adequate control of 
theseresources. 

The plant manager should develop and train M e r  staff so that expen- 
enced, qualified personnel with the currect standards of exceUence for plant 
opemion are assigned to the operatons Department. 

The K Reactor plant manager should have control of, and be held 
responsible for, the following functions as a minimum: 

AU maintenance activities 
Operation of all valves, equipment, and breakers in the K Reactor 
The power operatons personnel presently providing outside support 

functions, aIl of whom should be transferred to Center Section openitions 
An engineering support staff to process small modifications, analyze 

and resolve operational problems, and provide other engineering support 
funCtiOIl.5 

Areactorengineeringgroupsufficienttom~~reactorcoreburnup 
andprovideoperationallimitsfortheKReactorcore 

A radiological health physics organization responsible for all radp- 
tion conaol and as-low-as-reasonably-achievable (ALARA) programs 111 
KRe.i3CtOrarea 

Cognizmtengineers 
Work control. 

~ ~ o n s ~ e n t .  

Unless it is determined to be necessary to establish chemistry and/or 
radiochemistry analytical facilities in the K Area, the chemistry function might 
beleftseparate. Becausethecomponent~~moveamongthethreereactors, 
most of this group might also be left sepmte under the reactor operations 
manager. 

Some personnel in the new K Reactor organization could be technically 
malrixedfnxnothersupportgroupstoshow futurecareerpaths. However,these 
support personnel should be accountable to K Reactor supervision. 
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B.639. Plant Staff Knowledge 

Findings. The subcommittee is concerned that the pace of training has 
exceeded the capability of the operators to absorb the material. In addition, 
several indicated that they did not know why they were being trained on a subject 
or what the desired end product was. During a discussion of reactor principles 
with a team of operators, the instructor who had given the training continually 
had to prompt personnel to recall training recently completed. Throughout the 

activities. Similar concerns exist in the area of declaring emergency events. 
Although the training has been completed, the knowledge has not really been 
assimilated through practice and repetition. Concerns also exist as to whether 
the senior supemisor wiU actually utilize the shift engineer and shift advisor who 
will be assigned to him/her. There appears to have been no training on how to 
incorporate these people into the shift team. Similarly, training has been 
conducted on plant modificarions, new operating requirements, technical speci- 
fications, tagout, and log-keeping procedures, which are themselves not yet 
complete. The operators are losing the new knowledge prior to actually operating 
the new equipment. 

The review team found many weaknesses in the existing operator know- 
ledge level. Although such knowledge cannot be learned overnight, the team 
believes that the operating staff should have a solid fundamental understanding 
of how a reactor works, what the reactors are producing, and how. Some 
weaknesses found were little knowledge of the delayed neutron fiaction; under- 
standing reactivity in terms of keff, inability to determine the factors that might 
be in the period equation; lack of understanding of the rod motion required to 
establish a certain period or power level change; lack of understanding of rod 
worths, xenon behavior, effect of process water temperature on modemion, etc. 

In addition to the lack of theoretical knowledge, the operating team also 
has weaknesses in practical knowledge of the plant. Some control m opera- 
torscouldnotsta~allofthescramparametersandhowthetripsignalsarederived 
(e.g., on loss of an AC motor, whether a scram occurs from low flow, low 

' pressure, low voltage, or an auxiliary breaker contact). The subcommittee also 
expected that a senior reactor operator should be able to draw the scram system 
from memory, but such was not the case. The control mom teams had difficulty 
in stating how power level for the reactor was computed. It was evident that 
powerascent/powerleveldeterminatiollwasso~~thattheoperators 
had lost touch with the basic heat-balance equation. Even experienced personnel 
indicated that they c d d  not use electrical schematics; this task is deferred to the 
electrical and instrumentation personnel. Fundamentals of pump operation are 
not understood. The differences between thermocouples and resistance ther- 
mometers are not hown. The subcommittee believes that an operator should be 
inquisitive and should be in a position to lead a troubleshooting effort or 
analyzing a plant malfunction; thus skills with drawings are mandatory. 

j 1 

1 
1 interview session, there were numerous Concerns voiced on the pace of training i 
! 
i 
i 
i 

j 

1 
i 

i 
I 
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i 
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1 
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None of the above examples are meant 
to denigrate the incumbent operatas. Management has not expected such a level 
of knowledge in the past. The exsmples serve to illustrate the need for an ongoing 
program to upgrade the aperating staff's depth of technical knowledge. The 
subcommitteebelievesdrattherestartstrategycriteriaspecifyadequatemeasures 
to restart K Reactor safely; therefore, a short-term recommendation is not 
provided for this issue. 

In a commercia! reactor or research reactor, a license candidate will have 
many reactivity manipulations (either on the plant or on a simulator) prior to 
startup. Draft Regulamy Guide 1.8 (NRC 1984) and A N S  3.1 (ANS 1987) 
requireaminimum numbexof reactivity changes for each hot-license candidate, 
and observing a reactivity change being made does not count as performing a 
reactivity change. The seNor reactor operator certification program at SRP 
shouldbe revised to comply with these standards (see recommendation Operator 
Knowledge Requirement). 

B.63.10. Plant StaFf Morale 

&&ng. This observation is not specifically related to restart of the 
KReactor. The subcommittee foundincumbent personnel tobe honest, saaight- 
forward, and helpful during field interviews. It was evident, however, that the 
staff is suffering firom confusion, distrust, and declining morale. Incumbent 
personnel are proud of their prior OpeFating record, as they should be, and are 
willing to meet new standards. They are, however, uncertain as to what the new 
standards are and why the change is needed. At the working level, there is lack 
ofdirection,vagued&n&on(e.g., "likeacommercialpht"), and noend-pint 
or schedule for completion. As the working level put it, they believe that their 
management (for whom they havegreat respect) is being overwhelmed by DOE 
and has essentially lost control of the operation of the SRP reactors. In addition, 
they believe drat the abundance of committea are punitive in nature and that 
employees are in jeopardy of disciplinary action for any type of error. On 
numerous occ8sions the subcommittee was ref- to, or introduced as 
W~~ousemvestigatars,"~Spiteofmanyassurances tothecunaary. Much 
of the employee concern is due to the sudden influx of DOE overviewers. 
Although the degree of overview is probably not out of line compared to that at 
other Govemment-owned-andantractor-operated facilities, it is a sudden shock 
to the previously 'isolated' SRP employees. Additional concerns arise h m  a 
seflse of loss or abandonment caw by Du Pont's decision to cease SRP 
operarions and from the uncertainty of warking for Westinghouse. Such 
problems may not exist throughout SRP; however, they are evident at the reactor 

Recommendation.. As soon as possible, WSRC should take 
action to demonstrate that the contractor is 'in the driver's seat, and has a firm 
grip on the reins.' Without such actions to restore confidence, the incumbent 

area. 
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employees will flounder and lose the drive and focus necessary for re- The 
WSRCmanagementteamwillbesorelychaIlengedtodemonstratethatcustomer 
responsiveness and respect of overview do not dilute the line management 
authority and responsibility (see recommendations Assimiition of Massive 
Change and Striving for ExcelIence). 

B.63.11. Plant Staff Upgrade 

b&ng. The operator's job does not seem to be held in high esteem at 
SRP. People indicated that it was viewed as less skilled than a craft position. 
Personnel are often upgraded from Traffic and Transportation (Le., light-truck 
driver or lawn care) to operator positions. operators indicated that they often 
folded and stowed clothes, performed cleanup chores, drove to deliver samples 
and daily reports to other sites, etc. These activities indicate that the operators 
in fact m not regarded as the most skilled and responsible employees on the SRP 
site. It is difficult to imagine that any employee could have more respansibility 
than the man or woman actually controlling the production reactor. 

The subcommittee considers that the current training program does not 
result in the shift supervisory team's being qualified at the senior reactor o p t o r  
level as defined in DOE Order 5480.6, Safely of DOE-Owned Nuclear Reactors 
(DOE 1986) or A N S  3.1,Smakdfor the Selection, Qual@cation and Training 
of Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants (ANS 1987). Designation as a senior 
mtor operator requires minimum levels of operating experience at nuclear 
power plants and at the facility where the individual will certify. The ament 
requirements for shift supervisor (Le., senior reactor operator) qualification for 
degreedengineersdonotactuallyrequirehands-onoperationofthefacility. The 
grade 8 personnel designated as senior reactor operam at SFP actually fill the 
reactor aperatar position as opposed to the senior reactor aperarar position as 
defined in DOE orders, A N S  standards, and Title 10, CFR, part 55 (NRC 1988~). 

ommendation. LOnp-Tem. We believe tbat the operator job position 
shouldbeupgradedtorefl~ttheeaining,lmowledge,andresponsibili~~ 
of the position. The WSRC should move promptly to improve the status of the 
operator and thereby enhance the ability to place appropriate * responsibility on 
incumbent personnel. The subcommittee suggests the following actions (see 
recommendation Operator Knowledge Requirements). 

Entry-level r e q k e n t s  should be established that ensure selection 
in accardance with ANS. medical, and psychological screening standards. In 
addition, fuwe operators should possess at least a two-year scientific degree or 
demonstrate success in a rigorous nuclear-reacmeperator training program 
(i.e., navy nuclear or commercial experience). 

Placement pactices should be revised so that on-shift managers 
actualty interview and sefect fume operam as opposed to having candidates 
simply assigned by Human Resources. 7 
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Anentirelyseparatejob~~onshouldbeestablishedthattecog- 
&es the special skills, knowledge, and responsibility assigned to reactor 
operatofs. At this time, reactor opexatordsenior reacm operam are simply 
grade 7/8 and axe theEfoxe really no different from crafts or power operators. 
lhis situation exists in spite of the $2,500 annual bonus paid to senior reactor 
operators. Based on the subconunittee's interviews, we concluded that the bonus 
is not sufficient to keep personnel in the Operations Department. 

Along with the above-mentioned job progression, WSRC should 
carefully review the job titles. The current senior reactor operator does not 
perform the functions specified in Title 10, CFR,Part 50 (NRC 1988a). ANS 3.1 
(ANS 1987), or DOE Order 5480.6 (DOE 1986). The subcommittee believes 
thatonlytheseniorshiftsupervisorandthe controlmom supervisorareperform- 
ing work at the senior wictor operator's leveL As such, the senior reactor 
operam's job title should not be used for the console operator position because 
of the industry-wide application of 'senior mctor operator' as a title for a 
licensed individual &&g plant operations. The senior reactor operators' 
certificationpm~shouldberevisedasappqxiate. 

The WSRC should also recognize that some personnel may be unwilling 
or unable to meet rising standards of adequacy for theoretical knowledge, rigor 
of operating principles, etc. Therefore, consideration should be given to the high 
amition that could occur over the next few years. Some attrition may be healthy 
for the oganhrion; however, plans should be in place for alarger- than-expected 
need for replacement operators. 

The K Reactor staff would benefit by increased exposure to indusay 
principles of Operation. Training should be given on indusay lessons learned and 
the whys behind the many changes the staff are facing and should not consist just 
of 'here's the new way.' 'Ibis training should include exposure to other facilities 
through visits, INPO workshops, ANS meetings, etc. publications such as 
Nuclear News, Nucleonics Week, Nuclear Plant etc., should be routed 
regulsrly through the opemthg crews. Special articles should be required 
reading and should be used for topical haining. 

The W S R C s h o ~ d a l s o ~ ~ ~ t t h e o n - s h i f t ~ g ~ e n t i s i n m a n y  
cases relatively young. The WSRC should invest heavily in management train- 
ing for this supervisary team. A swng management team, consisting of more 
thanjust~~~,willbelleededtosucceedindreKReactorrestarteffort. 

B.6A.1. Training 

ities were conducted concerning operations training. 
B.6.4.l.l 4 . , Thefollowingactiv- 

Observed Cycle 1 restaxt training,week of December 5,1988. 
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Observed two days of Cycle 2 restart training on 
Febauary 1 and 2,1989. 

Reviewed Westinghouse Nuclear Services Division observer reports 
for Cycles 1 and 2 of restart training. 

Reviewed Instructor Quatifications, Initial and Recertification Tests 
and Records, System Qualification and Practical Factor Records, and Test 
Statistics between January 4,1989, and January 6,1989. 

Conductedin~ewswithreactoroperators,seniorreactor~, 
and d i e d  senior reactor operators engineers on February 6 and 
February 7,1989. 

B.6.4.1.2 Ihbhglv K R e a c t o r r t  Groubs . Two-hour 
intexviews were conducted with personnel cognizant of training efforts as noted 
below: 

Maintenance training, C Area, on January 6,1989 
Health ptection technician training, 3nOO Area, on January 9,1989 
Component handler training (fuel cbargin@discharging), C Area, on 

January 9,1989 
Power operations training, K Area, on January 10,1989 
Emergency planning training, 3/700 Area, on January 10.1989 
Laboratory (chemistry) technician training, 'H Area, on 

The following intexviews were 

January 11,1989. 

conducted. 
. .  BdA.13 

Interviewed five current and former senior supervising operabxs. 
Interviewed maintenance personnel on work control practices. 

B.6.4.1.4 ' . The following materials related to 

Draft technical specifications on the reactor 

Current SRP technicat specifications 
Restart rraining mamiah for technical specifications. 

BbA.15 The following center section 

specifications were review& 

procedures concerning m~cal-specific%tion-rek~ activities 

i 

procedures were reviewed: 

The K Reactor master startup procedures 
Selected pmcedms on ECS pumps, 105 Building operations, xenon 

oscillations, and high-level flux monitor adjustments 
The abnormal condition control alarm response procedures for the 

CWS 
The master control procedure for emergency response. 

i- 
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B.6.4.l.6 . ThefoUowingactivities 

DiscussionsduringCyclelrestarttdhg 

B.6A.1.7 

were conducted relative to repartabitity to DOE: 

I n t e r v i e w s w i t h ~ o p e ~ .  

Interviews were held with about 
20 members of the K Reactor staff including supervisors, senior reactor 
operators,reactoroperatars,andmain~nancepemanel. 

B.6.4.U Reactor or The following activities concern- 
ing safety were conducted. 

Observed Cycle 88-1 mmt rraining concerning procedure compli- 

Intemiewed K Reactor personnel during week of Febxuary 6,1989. 
ance. 

B.6.4.13 . Thefollowing 
activities were con&cted. 

February 8.1989. 
Intenriewed Operations andmaintenance personnel on work control, 

Toured K Reactor plant, February 9,1989. 

B.6A.2. S i  Operations 

Partial or full subcommittee meetings were held as follows: 

December 68,1988, SRP, inaoduction and orientation 
January 34.1989. SW, paper review and site visit 
January 20, 1989. H a d d  Site, planning for site visit, interim 

~ m m ~ d a t i i o n s  
February 6-9.1989, SRP, detailed site visit, interviews, and plant 

Wdk-dOWIl. 

The main focus of the subcommittee was to assess the current status of 
operations in compafison with the restart strategy actions (DOE 1988) and 
determine whether the actions were adequate to resolve any observed 
weaknesses. It was made clear that any subcommhee xecommendations would 
beprovidedtothefullwIsRcommiaeefor~l~ion,as~,inthefinal + 

Subcommittee members reviewed a substantial number of documents. 
Personnel interviews were also conducW 'Ibe subamunittee cleansed the 
report so that findings in thereport wouldnot be traceable to specific individuals. 
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B.6.43. Interviews Conducted 

We conducted a group interview of K Reactor personnel on emergency 
actions. Personnel included a shift senior supexvisor, a reactor supeavisor from 
the central control mom, a senior reactor operator, and a reactor openuor. All 
individ&wexeCertified,and atkastonedegreedengineawasincluded. The 
duration of the interview was about three hours. Major topics covemi were 
Operation of ECS, emergency procedum (format, usage, etc.), event recognition, 
and declaration of emergency levels. 

We conducted a group interview of K Reactor personnel on reactor 
principles. Personnel included (as a minimum) a reactor supervisor from the 
centralcontrol~m,aseniorreactor~~,areactoroperatorandamember 
of the fraining staff responsible for a t o r  physicsrpinciples instruction. These 
personnel were different from those listed above. At least one ofthe individ~& 
was a tiegreed engineer (or in trainihg if a certified person were not available). 
The duration of the interview was about three hours. Major topics covered wefe 
reactorprinciples,rodcontrol,rodpositionindication, startupplocedures,reactor, 
anomalies, and procedure usage. 

We Conducted an interview on event recognition and event reponing. 
Personnel included a senior shift supervisor and an area superintendent @fer- 
ably from K Reactor). The duration of the interview was about two hours. 

We interviewed the reactor operations department manager, the K Area 
superintendent, an additional area superintendent, and a senior shift s u w .  
The topic was managing a cultural change in event recognition and reponing. 
The duration of the interview was about two hours. 

We performed an in-depth plant tour with a cenified operam. The tour 
covered all accessible areas of the plant and included the operam’s routine 
duties. Topics that were covered with the operam during the tour included log 
taking. communications,prccedureusage, deficiency identifiiation, watchstand- 
ing principles, shift tunroves practices, etc. It was expected that the tout would 
be conducted in conjunction with the operam’s routine job assignment. The 
duration of the tours was about eight hours. 

Weperfmedanin-depthsurveillanceof theconmlroom. Theduration 
of the interview was at least four hours and overlapped the shift change 
(tunover). It was expected that mml room personnel would perform their 
normally assigned duties as long as they could talk with the team member on a 
not-to-interfere basis. If this wexe not possible, a full-time escort, senior reactor 
aperator-certified, was provided. The topics covered during this period were 
mtrol room murces, control room access control, formality, procedures 
(formal usage, change control), alarm response, and other topics of a similar 

We conducted an interview on work control practices. Personnel 
included a senior shift supervisor, a supplementary shutdown system operator, a 
reactor supervisor h m  the central control room, a senior reactor qxxam, a 
maintenance first-line supervisor, and an instrument craft person. Topics 

- nature. 
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included wofk carol ,  deficiency identifidon. equipment status, and removal 
and reaan of equipment from seMce. The duration of the interview was about 
two hours, with a contingency for a onehour walkdown at the end of the tour. 

B.6.4.4. Configuration Control 

Twenty-one SRP personnel were contacted duriag the course of this 
review. Approximately 16 mandays were spent during this portion of the 
review. 

BAS BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

D. J. SWAIM 
Mr. Swaim is cmntly the Operations Manager for the FFW, an 

advanced liquid metal test reactor operated for the U.S. Department of Energy 
byWest inghouseHCompy.  Hehas 15yearsofexperienceontheFF"F 
project in the areas of construction., testing, and operations. He was one of the 
initialcadreofengineersselectedmsupervisetheperfannanceof the Acceptance 
TestprOgram. He has six years of pvious experience in the nuclear field in the 
navy nuclear submarine pgraxn. He is a member of the American Nuclear 
Society. He has a BS in mechanical engineexing b m  Washington State 
University. 

R e. COULTHARD 
Mr. Coulthard is currently a senior engineer at the Westinghouse Zion 

N u c l e a r ~ ~ C e n m ,  with responsibility for various cansulting, regulatmy, 
and audit activities of the mining center. He has twenty years of commercial 
nuclear power experience and has participated in the startup of many nuclear 
powex plants both domestic and international. He was rnanagex of Nuclear 
Training at Khms Gas & Electric for three years. He has a BES in nuclear 
energyfromtbeUn.iv&tyofTexasandanM!S innuclearengineeringbmthe 
UniversityofMissollri. HeisanNRCcertifiedseniorreactoroperatorinstructor 
on theSlnry NuclearPlaut @ocketNo. 55-7286) andamember ofthe American 
NuclearSOciety. 

K. D. BONSER 
Mr. Bonser brings 19 years of nuclear Operations and training experience 

to the Conduct of Operations subcommittee. He is currently with the 
Westinghouse Hadorti Company as the managex of Technical Training at 
NReacm. Hisexperiencebaseincludesseniohreactorooperatarcertificationon 
8 GE BWR; conml room superviSor/shifl manager, certified at N Reacm, and 
nine years in the navy nuclear program. He has developed operations training 
programs for INPO accreditation and coctdinated the building and program 
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development for a full-scope control-room simulator project. He has been active 
with the NRC Region V Interoperating Utility group and has worked with the 
NRC in redefhg the license examiner standards. Mr. Bonser holds a BS f h m  
Central Washington State University. 

L. S. LEGOWIK 
Mr. Legowik brings 17 years of configuration management and document 

control experience to the Conduct of Operations subcommittee. He is currently 
the manager of Engineering Documentation Control for the Westinghouse 
Hanford Company. His experience includes development of a uniform 
configuration management system and implementation of a standard document 
control system for the consolidated Westinghouse Hanford Company. 
Mr. Legowik is currently a member of the hexican Nuclear Society and the 
Nuclear Infomation and Records Management AssociatiOn. Mr. Legowik holds 
a BA in economics and history from the University of Montana. 
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APPENDIX B.7 PROBABILISTIC RISK 
ASSESSMENT AND SEVERE ACCIDENTS 

Michael J. Hitchler, Manager, Plant Operations and Risk 
Improvement, Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced 
Technology Division 

Gerald R. And& Senior Engineer, Plant Operations and Risk 
Improvement, Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced 
Technology Division 

Beverly Cassidy, Scientist, Plant Operations and Risk Improvement, 
Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division 

Robert J. Lub, Jr., Fellow Engineer, Containment and Operational 
Analysis, Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division 

Michael D. Zenrner, Manager, probabilistic Risk Assessment, 
Westinghouse W o r d  Company 

B.7.1 SCOPE 

We assessed the capabiity of the Savannah River pmduction reactors to 
prevent or mitigate severe accidents. The subcommittee investigated the 
frequency of initiating events that could lead to severe accidents, the reliability 
and availability of systems used toprevent initiating events from Propagating to 
severe accidents, and the action of the plant Operating staff in responding to 
initiating events. The subcommittee also investigated the capability of plant 
systems,confinement,andtheplantoperations stafftomitigate theconsequences 
of a severe accident. 

A comprehensive PRA and severe-accident assessment are in progress at 
SRP. The efforts of this subcommittee are not intended to duplicate or substitute 
for the ongoing effort, but to identify key severe-accident issues and to rendex 
recommendations related to SRP restart and operations based on these issues. 

To carry out this assessment, the subcommittee focused on the following 
major areas: 

Component performance 
systemsreliabiity 
Accident sequence analysis 
Safety goal and confinement assessment 
Title 10, CFR, Part 100 assessment (NRC 1988d). 
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B.7.1.1 Component Performance 

Several kinds of reviews were performed to evaluate current component 
perfommceattheSavannahRiverreactors: 

An aging trend analysis to determine whether component failures 
were increasing 

A brief evaluation of valve failure reports for potential common-mode 
failures 

A graphic and tabular comparison of the SRP component failure-rate 
databasewithNReactaPandtheinterimreliability&tabase(Carlsonetal. 1983) 

An evaluation of similarities and variation in types of failure modes 
in the valve population. 

B.7.1.2 Systems Reliability 

Systemsimportanttoplantsafety wereexaminedtoassesstheiireliiity 
and to provide system unavailability values to the severe-accident core-damage 
assessment (accident sequence analysis). We reviewed system design infom- 
tion. Discussions were held with Du Punt and Westinghouse personnel to obtain 
information on system operability requirements, system response to accidents, 
success criteria (tied directly to the care damage assessment), and test and 
maintenance requirements. Judgments based on qualitative review, previous 
experience, comparisons toreliabiitiesof compamblePWR systems,andimpor- 
tance of the system to accident mitigation determined the key systems with 
respect to plant safety. We performed more detailed assessments on these 
systems. Ifoece~,the&tailedassessmen~calculatedsy~munavailability 
using fault-tree techniques. Both qualitative and quantitative assessments were 
used to identify system vulnerabilities. 

B.7.13 Accident Sequence Analysis 

Several classes of accident-initiating events will be addressed in the 
full-scopeIevellPRAbeing~onnedat SRP. Thescopinganalysisperfunned 
by this subcommittee addressed only those events expected to pose the greatest 
challenge to the mitigation systems. 

Aninitialreviewofacci&ntc~sindicatersthatallaccidents(arpower) 
wouldreqUireteactorsbutdownand~ng-teamdecayheatremoval. Theaccident 
initiatarsincludedinthissoopinganaly~arethelargeandsnallLOCAandthe 
worst-case LOPA. 'Ihese events challenge the ECS and the CWRSS. The 
success criteria for these mitigating systems for each of the accident initiators 
were developed on the basis of discussians with other subcommittees. On the 
basis of available level 1 PRA infarmation, scopingeVent trees were constructed 
to model the accident progressic#. The fiquencies of the LOCA events are 
based on the leak-befurebredc assessments. Only the worst-case cooling water 



break, causing almost immediate flooding of the Singham pumps, is evaluated 
forthe LOPA. It is assumed that this case bounds all other breaks of lesser 
magnitude. Worst cases for these accident initiators were defined in terms of 
break flow, frequency of break, and success criteria. 

B.7.1.4 Safety Goa! and Confrnement Assessment 

The method used to assess the capabilities of the conf i ien t  structure 
and related systems consisted of the following: 

Interviews with Du Pont personnel to identify the available informa- 
tion (physical data, systems descriptions, analyses, etc.) related to the 
confinement 

A walkdown of the K Reactor confinement 
Interaction with other WISR subcommittees (e.g., Mechanical 

An independent assessment, including scoping analyses, of the SRP 
Systems and Safety Analysis) 

confinement and related systems. 

B.7.1.5 Title 10, CFR, Part 100 

The method used to assess the capability of the SRP mctors to meet the 
Title 10, CFR, Part 100 Siting criteria (NRC 1988d) consisted of the following: 

Review of previous SRP analyses related to compliance with Title 10, 

Independent calculations to compare the SRP with Title 10, CFR, 
CFR,Part100 

part 100 siting criteria 

B.73 RESULTS 

The foIlowing describes the results and observations for the component 
performance, systems reliabfity, accident sequence, safety goal and confine- 
ment, and Title 10, CFR, Part 100 assessments. 

B.73.1 Component Performance 

No particular problems were observed in component behavior at SRP. 
However, the mechanical binding failure mode is encountered more fresuently 
at SRP than at other sites. The specific results of the various reviews an! 8s 
follows. 

No significant aging trends were identified in the components evalu- 
ated. However, since the information source was valve-related reactor incident 
reports, minor performance degradations may not have been included in this data 
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base. S h e  early aging i n d i m  may tend to be of this minor type, insufficient 
information is available to make a final judgment, The analysis should be 
expanded to include all available information, including other component types. 

9 Some common-mode failure categories were identifkd. Most are 
human-error related, maintenance and design problems, and some operator 

The SRP specific data base compared satisfactorily with that of 
N Reactop and the requirements of the Interim Reliability Evaluation Program 
(Carbn et aL 1983) data bases. No problems or significant outliers were 
observed in the subset of data that was considered. However. the practice of 
identifying failure rates among components at the building level may tend to 
skew the data. We felt that it would be better to form broader failure groups for 
similar valves at each reactur instead of specific failures per building. Such a 
practice will tend to minimize inadvertent random failures' skewing the data. 
Analyses of the type described below should be performed to ensure that 
information available in data is not lost. 

It is apparent that some failure modes occur primarily in specific 
valves. Itisalso~tthat~evalveshavemarethantheirshareoffailures; 
some have several failure modes, while others have only one. The plant staff 
may find it helpful to perform a more detailed evaluation of this type to identify 
and rank order component and equipment upgrades. 

enom. 

B.7.2.2 Systems Reliability 

The systems reviewed were the ECS, CWRSS, CWS, PWS, CHRS, 
AACS, RSS, and AIAS. 

We reached two general conclusions. (1) The reliability of normally 
operating systems used in accident Illitigation is judged to be acceptable. These 
systems include the PWS, CWS, and AACS. The assessment of the M C S  does 
not include failure of the films, which is addressed in the level 2 PRAs. (2) The 
reliability of most of the standby systems will improve with m a  frequent 
testing. Current testing for the majority of these systems is limited to a semian- 
nualarmailbasis. 

The following discussion addresses the individual system assessments in 
moredetail. Itshouldbenotedthartheaccepulbilityoftheunavailabilityofthe~ 
systems will be based on the core damage 8ssessnent, and not on the unavail- 
ability assessment, since the core damage assessment indicates the relative 
importance of these systems to accident mitigation. 

\ 
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B.733.1 Emxgixp Coo- . System unavailabilities for 
Mour mission times and several success criteria are as follows: 

success criteria 

One pump source through 2 of 3 injec- 
tion lines (large LOCA) 
One pump source through 2 of 4 injec- 
tion lines (large LOCA) 

tion lines (smaU LOCA) 
One sump source through 1 of 3 injec- 

Surveillance frequency 
6 mo 3 mo 

3 E 4 2  1 E42 

2 E42 9 E 4 3  

9 E 4 3  4E-03 

The unavailability is dominated by failure of the injection lines, which is 
related to failure of the motor- and hydraulic-operated valves to open as a result 
of common-mode problems. Each injection line contains two valves in series; 
both are required to open. The relatively high failure probabilities of the valves 
axe directly related to the test frequency. Sufficient pumping sources with 
enough diversity are available to reduce the contributions of loss of pumps as a 
Significant contributor to the system unavailability. The pumping sources consist 
of cooling water 1 header, cooling water 2 header, and the ECS pumps (of which 
one of three is required). The polybor header represents a single failure point, 
and for thisanalysis its reliability is assumed tobe 1.OE-04. Basedon discussions 
with SRP personnel, this value may be too low because of the potential for 
biological fouling for the filters. 

As noted above, significant improvements in system reliability can be 
expected by implementing more frequent surveillance testing. The affected 
valves are those required to open in each injection line and also those required 
toopenfiomthepumpsources. 

Reliability could also be improved by changing the position of one of the 
series valves in each injection line so that it opened normally. If this change were 
~p~mented,thentheAIAresponsetoLOCAs,inadditiontoope~respanse 
andco~spondingre~~~edures ,wouldneedtobemodif ied .  Theimpli- 
cations of potentially increasing spurious injections of light water into the PWS 
would also need to be considered. This type of change is not recommended, 
because it would require significant operator retraining (for LOCA mitigation) 

Values axe not reported for 5oo-hour mission Iimes. Increasing the 
mission rime only affects the rim time of the system, which, in turn, affects only 
the pump sources. Since the pump s o m  are not Sigrihmt contributors to a 
system unavailability (the valves dominate), increasing the mission time has a 
minor effect on unavdabw. 

and might also affect plant performance adversely. , 
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B.7.2.2.2 a . sys- 
tem unavailabilities for %-hour and 5oo-hour mission times for several success 
Criteaia are as follows: 

9,ooO galfmin removal required* 
- %-hmissiontime 4E-02 2E-02 
- 500-hmissiontime 1E-01 6E-02 
5JKlO gal/& removal required** 
- 24-hmissiontime 7E-03 1-3 
- Sohmissiontime 2E-02 9E-03 

Surveillance freauencv 
12mo I 6 m o  I 3 mo 

successcriteria 

6E-03 
4E-02 

3E-M 
6E-03 
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The reliability of the PWS, based on the above assumptions and a qualitative 
assessment, is judged to be adequate with respect to its required function 
foilowing an accident. 

B.7.2.25 System unavailability 
is calculated to be 2 E42 and is dominated by the operator action required for 
system actuation and failure of both pneumatic valves to open. The operator 
action could be changed to an automatic action, as it is in L Reactor, by controls 
on the three monitor pins located in the bottom of the reactor. 

Failure of the system without consideration of the operator actuation is 
calculated to be 9 E-03. It is dominated by the failure of both pneumatic valves 
to open. The failure of these valves to open is directly related to the test frequency 
(yearly test). Increasing the frequency of testing of the system will substantially 
impmve reliabity. Based on quarterly testing, the system unavailability is 
calculated to be 3 E-03. This system is not important to core damage mitigation, 
but it is important to releases. 

ability is calculated to be 3 E43 based on a success criterion of two of three fans 
requiredtorun,assumingthatthefans aredesigned toaperatehtheenviroment 
expected following an accident. This issue is further addressed in the codiie- 
ment 8ssessment. The AACS is a normally operating system with a mission time 
following an accident of 35 days. The mission time is based on film cooling 
requirements. Failure of the film is not included in this assessment. Filter 
failure is dependent on the accident conditions and is assessed in the confinement 
review. This system is not important to core damage mitigation, but it is 
important toreleases. 

B.73.2.7 The reliability of the 
AIAS, based on a qualitative assessment, is judged to be adequate with respect 
to the systems it is required to actuate while it is operable. That is, the AIAS wil l  
not be a limiting factor in accident mitigation; the ECS will be more limiting. 
The judgment is conditioned by the phrase "when it is operable," since the= am 
norestrictionson thenumberofchannelsallowedinbypass;~~f~,thesystem 
could be inoperable if sufficient channels are placed in bypass. However, if 
enough input channels are bypassed to render the AIA system hoperable, an 
alann sounds. 

Reliability would be improved with increased surveillance frequencies 
(currently, signal conditioning &%ration is twice per year, and logic and 
actuation relay tests are once per year). Quarterly testing is recommended for 
components amenable to testing while at power and semiannual testing 
(or between charges at the most) for components not amenable to tesfing at 
power. 

B.7.2.2.8 -. The reliability, based on a 
qualitative assessment, is judged to be adequate. Diverse shutdown means are 

. system unav~l- .. B.733.6 2 
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available (shutdown rods and Ink injection system). The actuation systems have 
a degree of diversity: scram circuits in addition to the safety computers are able 
to actuate the shutdown rods. It is indicated that aIl hip functions have diverse 
backup protection for at-power accidents except for localized core situations. 
Not all the trip functions use multipIe channels to measure a single parameteq 
therefore, thefidureofasinglechannelcouldcause fidmofaprotectivefeature 
if it does not have a backup. A review was made of the protective trip functions 
availabIe for the LOCA and LOPA events, and it was determined that sufficient 
backup is available. Reliability would be impved with incmsed surveillance 
frequencies. 

B.723 Accident Sequence Analysis 

As discussed previously, the large and small LOCA and the maximum 
LOPA events were considered in this assessment because they present the 
greatest challenge to the safety systems. If a ux3A occu~s, ECS must be 
activated to inject cooling water to the reactor tank. Because some of the ECS 
injectionflowwillspilltothe-40-ftlevelofthe105Building.rheCWRSSpumps 
ars activated to remove this flow. If the ECS injection flow is greater than the 
capability of the CWRSS pumps, the Singham DC m o m  would be flooded, 
preventing forced recirculation. 'Ibe procedures instruct the operam to throttle 
ECS flow if the water level at the &ft level increases. If ECS injection is 
successful and CWRSS is capable of removing the excess water from the 
4€Wlevel,long-termdecay heatmustberemovedviatheFWS (Binghampumps 
and their associated heat exchgers). If the leaks cannot be isolated, the ECS 
and CWRSS would be required to function until the core was discharged (about 
500 hours). The adverse radiation environment would preclude repair or 
replacement of any components in these systems. 'Ihis situation presents a 
greater challenge to the mitigation systems than equivalent systems in a PWR. 

The most pbable condition for a large iAXA is that all four ECS 
injection lines B T ~  available. The ECS injection flow then may be greater than 
tbeCWRSSremovalcapability,~~gthe~~tothro#leEcsflow. Core 
damageispostulatedifanyoneofthefollowingfails: theECS,operamactim 
to throttle ECS flow, CWRSS, or long-term heat removal. 

Themostprobableconditionforasmall~Aisthatontythreein~tion 
lines ars available. and the operator will not be required to throttIe flow unIess 
pump failures OCCUT in the CWRSS. In addition, if the leaking pipe can be 
identified and isolated, only long-term decay-heat removal would be required 
aodECSin~nandtbeCWRSSoperationcouldbeterminate& Once-through 
cooling via the ECS is also post&ed if the Bingham pumps Eail either from 
flooding (failure of CWRSS) or from failing to run. Onceduough cooling is 
s u m  if the operator closes the mtovalves and ECS remains in operation 
until the fuel is discharged. 
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Large breaks in the CWS inside the reactor building could lead to an 
almost immediate loss of the Bingham pumps GOPA). In this case, the operator 
could have as few as 2.7 minutes to initiate ECS injection. Decay-heat removal 
could only be accomplished with once-through cooling via the ECS, after the 
closing of appropriate rotovalves. However, ECS injection would be initially 
degraded Zone of the cooling water injection sources contains the broken pipe. 
If the operator isolates the wrong cooling water source, ECS injection could be 
f d e r  degraded, especially if components in the ECS controls are shorted and 
become inoperable. If the operator does not initiate ECS within 2.7 minutes, if 
the ECS fails, or if once-through cooling fails, core damage is postulated. 

Based on available information and the accident scenarios described 
above, scoping event trees were constructed to model the accident progression 
of large and small LOCAs and the maximum LOPA. For those sequences 
resulting in core damage, the state of the confinement is addressed If core 
damage is postulated, the CHRS cools air exhausted from the below-grade areas. 
The operator opens the appropriate valves and the pump room floor is flooded to 
a depth of 8 to 10 inches. To maintain this cooling function, the operator would 
also be required to stop any running CWRSS pumps. If the water is cooled, then 
the AACS maintains the subatmospheric pressure to prevent direct leakage to the 
environment and filters fission products from the exhaust stream. The success 
and failure combinations of the CHRS, operator action to stop the pumps, and 
AACS define the plant damage stages, given core damage. 

The event trees were quanWted for the base conditions (current plant 
conditions), and the following was concluded: al l  three accident initiators are 
highly dependent on operator actions to mitigate the event In particular, the 
conditional probability of COR damage, given either the large LOCA (H large 
LOPA, is a function of the tkiluxe probability of the operator rather than the 
unavailabiity of safety systems. 

The frequency of core damage is the product of the firequency of the event 
and the conditional pbability that the accident cannot be mitigated. Therefore, 
the frequency of Core damage calculated for each of these i n i t i a t~~~  is also highly 
dependent on the expected frequency of the postulated accident. 

The event trees were quanaed again with the following changes and 

S are inspected, and surveillance is main- 
tained on this system to identify potential leaks, such that the initiating event 
frequency of a large LOPA is about 1 E - M/yr. 

. The procedures and operator training are improved to meet industry 
Standards. 

' 9 The times between surveillance intervals for critical components in 
the ECS and CWRSS are deawd, thereby imeasing the reliability of these 
systems. 
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When these assumptions were taken into account, the fiquency of core 
damage from the three events was judged to meet DOE goals. 

The dominant possibilities include the following: 

Failure of the operator to hitiate ECS with a LOPA 
Failureof theopenuor to establishonce-through cooling with aLOPA 
Failure of aCWRSS pump and failure of the operator to throttle flow 

and establish a once-through cooling with a small U X A  
Failure of the ECS to start with a small L E A .  

'be small LOCA contriiutes more than 50% of the total core damage 
fiquency. 'Ihe frequency of a large LOCA is estimated to be more than two 
orders of magnitude less than the frequency of a small LOCA Therefore, even 
with the more d c t i v e  require.ments on the operator during the large LOCA, 
the contribution of the large LOCA is less than two percent of the total core 
damage frequency calculated for the three events. 

B.7.2.4 Safety Goal and Confiiement Assessment 

. The DOE safety goal criteria for 
production reactoIs (DOE 1989) specify that the risk of immediate accidental 
death or of latent cancer deaths to the general public in the vicinity of the plant 
should be increased by less than 0.1% as a result of opemion of the facility. 
Based on experience with commercial LWR risks, this figure translates to a 
sewreddent  risk cnmion. Ibe background accidental fatality risk in the 
U.S. is 0.0005h.r and the background cancer risk is O.O02/yr. In terms of safety 
goals,theacutefatalityriskshouldbelessthan5E-07fixin~~d~withinone 
mile of the site, and the latent fatality risk should be less than 2 E-06 for 
individuals within 10 miles of the site. 

'Ihe PR4 study for &e Savannah River reactors was not sufficiently 
complete to p v i d e  direct input to this evaluation. Several evaluations of the 
progression and consequences of selected severe-accident sequences have been 
completed. These show that the potential releases fmm the SRP Eacility are 
within the range of those predicted fix commercial LWRs. In addition, detailed 
studies have been perfmed to quantify the effectiveness of the Ma. These 
umclude that the M C S  filters can perform their intended function in the event 
o f a s e v e r e a c c ~ ~ p r o v i d e d t h a t o r h a c o n f i n .  

Inchqendent analyses have been performed to verify and extend the work 
presented in the SRP published materials. The results of these analyses or 
evaluations lead to the foltowing conclusions. 

B.73.4.1 

The confinement structure is capable of withstanding the iransient 
cuaditions during a severe accident. Therefore, releases of radioactive materials 
fromthecorewillini~ybecontainedwithintheconfinement. 



No mapr airborne-release pathways have been identified that bypass 
the confinement structure. Continued operation of the CWRSS after a core melt 
could result in significant quantities of highly radioactive liquid being removed 
from the confinement. 

9 Some traditional severe accident phenomena are not applicable to the 
SRP reactors. Included in this nonapplicable category are direct containment 
heating (low system pressures), hydrogen combustion (low hydrogen generation 
for aluminum-uranium fuel and high exhaust flows in the confmement), and 
steam explosions (low fuel/cmlant intermixing rates). 

Hydrogen formation is evaluated for current commercial light water 
reactors where the oxidation rate for the cladding material (Zircaloy) becomes 
significant at a temperature (-1Ux)OC) well below its melting point (-1800°C). 
These rates are in conmt to those for the SRP reactors, where significant 
oxidation rates of aluminum require temperatures (-1400°C) that are well above 
the melting point for the fuel and the cladding material (-630°C). It follows that 
extremely fine particulation would be required to cause any significant 
Hz production near the melting point of the reactor fuel material. However* 
explosive fuel/coolant interactions that result in such fine particulation would be 
self-limiting because of associated vapor production and therefore would result 
in relatively low conversion ratios in terms of Hz or Dz produced. 

Furthermore, mechanistic considerations of the core melt progression 
suggest the absence of elevated temperatures approaching 1400°C. The occur- 
rence of recriticalities with the highly enriched SRP fuel that could produce such 
temperatures would appear very unlikely since the fuel would not separate from 
the target material as the fuel meltdown process' takes place.* Following fuel 
relocation, a recriticality event would therefore require the presence of the 
moderatar dispefied in the molten fuel/target material, a condition that would be 
prevented by the inherent vapor production, which would keep the fuel and the 
moderator apart. At the same time, the fuel would be coolable by conduction as 
a result of its excellent thermal properties as long as an overlying layer of water 
is available. 

In summary, mechanistic considerations suggest that relatively gnaU 
quantities of IIZ or D.r would be produced in case of a postulated severe accident. 
'Ihis conclusion is consistent with the SPERT reactor tests and the S G  1 in6dent, 
which involved meltdown of similar metal fuel and aluminum cladding in the 
presence of water. 

*Considerations of the important role played by fission gas in metal fuel 
dynamics suggest that substantial mixing of the fuel and the target material would 
take place as a result of swelling or foaming of the fuel upon melting. 
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Long-term debris coolability for the aluminum-uranium fuel in the 
confinementareasisexpected. Ifwaterispresentintheseareas,thehighthermal 
conductivity of aluminum-dum fuel will result in adequate heat removal to 
the water. If no water is present, the high thennal conductivity of the aluminum- 
uranium fuel. combmed with natural convection flows in the confnement, is 
expected to result in the capability to remove the decay heat from the fuel and 
prevent significant core/ concrete interactions. 

The critical system for determuun ' ' g the severe-accident airborne 
releases for the SRP reactors is the AACS. In particular* the AACS filters require 
a continued high flow of relatively cool air to prevent the filter heat loads from 
becomingexcessive. ExcesSiveheatlaadsinthefilte~couldres~tindesorption 
of iodines previously trapped on the filters and/or ignition of the filters; in either 
case,theairbomereleasescouldbequitelarge. The filterheatloadscanbeshown 
to be acceptable if the following conditions are met: - Short-term operalion of the RRSS to reduce the filter inlet air 
temperatures. Initiation of the RRSS requires a manual operator action. Opera- 
tion of the RRSS is required between the time of initiation of core overheating 
and the time of failure of the reactcrtank 

- Long-term operation of the CHRS to maintain any core debris in 
the confinement in a coolable state. This condition ensues that the filter inlet 
mpem will be maintained below the saturation tempemure of steam (at or 
near atmospheric pressure). In addition, a coalable debris configuration e n s m  
tbat the aerosol loading on the film is not excessive, thereby preventing partial 
or complete blockage* which can reduce the air flows thrwgh the filters. 
Initiation of the CHRS requires manual operator action: long-term operation 
requires additional actians. The CHRS operation is required for a time period 
beginning prior to reactor lank faiture and continuing far a period in excess of 

- TerminationoftheCWRSStopreventdrainingoftheCHRSinput 
to the confinement. This action ens- that water will be present in the 
confinement for core debris mling as discussed above. Termination of the 
CWRSS is an operator manual action that must be performed coincident with 
initiation of the CHRS - Short-m Operation of at least two exhaust fans and long-term 
operation of at least one fan. These fans ensure that sufficient air will be drawn 
through the film to maintain filter coaling. The survivability of the fans in a 
severeaccident environment is questionable in their original design configura- 
tion; upgrades in the bearing lubricant and the cooling air supply have been 
previously recommended, and the implementation of these upgrades is assumed. 

Independent analysis of the severe-accident progmssion and conse- 
quences has resulted in the definition of expected fission product releases 
(heredm called source terms) for a limited range of possible severeaccident 
sequences. A d o g  of expected source terms is provided. 

35 days. 
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where 
Case 1 = AACS, RRS, and CHRS operarhg; CWRSS terminated. 
Case2- AACS and CHRS operating; CWRSS terminated, RRSS 

failed. 
Case 3 = AACS andRRSS operating; CHRS failed. 
Case4= RRSS and CHRS operating; AACS failed; CWRSS 

Case 5 = CHRS operating; AACS and RRSS failed; CWRSS 

The mean value of offsite consequences, as predicted by the MAACS 
computer code, for the source terms given above were defined for the SRP site. 
The consequence analyses provide a risk value for each of the source terms; 
combining these consequence values with the probability of occunence of each 
of the source terns, as determined from the severe-accident plant analysis, yields 
an overall risk value. Results of the smping analyses show that the mean risk of 
acute fatalities for the public within one mile of the site was found to be several 
orders of magnitude below the DOE safety goal (DOE 1989). and the latent 
fatalitymeanriskwithin30milesofthesitewasfoundtobewellwithintheDOE 
safety goat (DOE 1989). The scoping analyses also show that the DOE safety 
goals (DOE 1989) for protection of offsite popularions can be met for a reason- 
able range of uncemn ' ty in the severe-accident progression and consequences. 

?be subcommittee concluded that upgrading the RRS may be ineffective 
in reducing severe-accident releases. Scaping analyses perfonned as part of the 
SRP review and detailed severe-accident analyses performed as part of the 
SRP severe-accident analysis program indicate that the releases will be 
mmlledby theperformanceofthe MCS. FortheMCStoperf~according 
toitsdesignbasis,theincominggasesmustbemaintainedatornearthesaNration 
temperature of steam at atmospheric pressure. The RRSS is an integral part of 
the performance of the M C S  during the severe accident when the core is 
overheating and melting in the mctor vessel. Analyses show that the present 
RRSS is capable of keeping the air/steam mixture in the inlet to the M C S  at 
acceptable temperatures during rhis time period Upgrading the heat-removal 
capability of the spray system would not signifimtly improve the performance 
of the AACS. 
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During its period of operation, the RRSS could remove radioactive 
materials from the process mom atmosphere. The actual removal capability of 
the RRSS is a function of the assumed chemical composition of the radioactive 
materials. Noble gases are unaffected by spray system performance; elemental 
and methylated iodines are removed through adsorption onto the spray droplets, 
but the adsorption is signXcant only if there is a chemical additive (e.g., sodium 
hydroxide, sodium thiosulfate, hydrazine, etc.). Aerosok require impaction of 
the aerosol by the spray droplets. However, because of the high mover rate of 
the process room air by the AACS, the residence time for radioactive materials 
in the process room is limited. The performance of the RRSS in removing 
radioactivity is therefore compromised by the high turnover rate. 

The subcommittee concludes that releases with an AACS system that 
functions according to specifications will result in an acceptable offsite risk. 
Further, it is the opinion of the subcommittee that other means of mitigating the 
radioactivity releases associated with severe accidents should be considered, in 
addition to improving the RRSS, to d e t e d e  the &-reduction benefits and 
optimal improvements. The subcommiaee believes that improvements to the 
reliability of the AACS, especially long-term operation, may provide a greater 
riskduction benefit than improvements to the RRSS (see recommendation 
ImpvedReactcHRoam Spray). 

B.7.2.4.2 ronsite Sev- . In addition to the 
offsite safety assessment, an independent assessment of the safety of onsite 
personnel was made for severeaxidem sequences. Specifically, the onsite dose 
rates and dose commitments from airborne releases and Erom direct radiation 
from tbe confinement building AACS filters were evaluated. 

'he whole-body dose toaperson standing downwind from the stack under 
adverse meteorological conditions (pasquill 1983) for a 100% core melt might 
exceed the lower bound of the lehl dose range (200 rem) for distances closer 
than one mile (for a 5096-power case, no potentially lethal doses would be 
predicted). Detailed calcularions were not performed for very close distances; it 
is expected that potentially lethal doses would not occur within the first 50 to 
100 m because of the stack elevation releases. We expect that the dose would 
not be near the potentially lethal range in the plant control room. 

The wholebody dose rate to a person standing in direct line of sight of 
the AACS filters was also evaluated for a hll-core-melt severe accident, assum- 
ing that the filters trapped aU mdioactive materials released from the m e .  At 
onehouraftertheaccident,thedoserateatUX)mfromtheNterscouldbenearly 
3,000 re& (controlled by iodine). After one year, the dose rate could decrease 
to approximately 200 rem/h (controlled by cesiums). Because ofthe geanehy 
of tbe SRP plants, the control room is not in direct line of sight with the filter 
units (with the exception of the L Reactor). Taking into account the approxi- 
mately 2 m of concrete between the control room and the film or between the 
control room and the confinement structure, the dose rate in the control room 
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should be less than 50 mrem/h; the integrated dose rate over one month should 
beless than Srem. 

B.7.2.5 Title 10, CFR, Part 100 Assessment 

The NRC's siting criteria for commercial reactors, as contained in 
Title 10, CFR, Part 100 (NRC 1988d). require that offsite doses for a maximum 
hypothetical core melt accident be less than 25 rem whole body and 300 rem 
thyroid at the site boundary in the first two hours following the accident. The 
criteria also specify identical dose limits at the low-population zone in the fmt 
30 days following the accident. For the Savannah River site, the site boundary 
and low population zone coincide at a point 4.5 miles from the center of 
C Reactor. Title 10, CFR, Part 100 (NRC 1988d) requires a conservative and 
nonmechanistic methdology, known as TZD- 14844 (Di Nunno et al. 1962), for 
evaluating compliance with the offsite dose criteria. 

Information on the Savannah River reactors indicates that the 
Title 10, CFR, Part 100 criteria cannot be met for a maximum hypothetical 
reactor accident involving a 100% core meltdown as specified in TID-14844 
@i Nunno et al. 1962). The whole-body dose criterion is exceeded by a factor 
of approximately 9; the thyroid dose criterion is exceeded by a factor of 
approximately 4. The published information further concludes that the AACS 
filtration unit will meet its design basis for a 100% core melt (filter efficiency of 
99.95% for iodine and 0.017% filter desorption) using TID-14844 @i Nunno et 
al. 1962). 

Independent calculations and evaluations, based on currently acceptable 
commercial LWR licensing practice (Le., 1988). allow the conclusion that the 
offbite doses for a 100% ccmemelt accident exceed the Title 10, CFR, Part 100 
(NRC 1988d) criterion by a facta of 5.5 for whole-body doses (controlled by 
noble gas releases); the offskthyroid doses are only 28% of the Part 100 
criterion. Sensitivity analyses perfopmed to investigate design alternatives 
indicatethatnofeasibledesignoptionsexisttopermit *Title lO,CFR,PartlOO 
Criteria (NRC 1988d) to be met Using a lW% core melt. The only design 
modification that would permit meeting tbe Part 100 criterion for noble gases is 
areductionofleakagefromtheconfinmentandtenninationoftheAACS atcore 
melt; this modification would also require modific8tion to the filtration units to 
provide adequate cooling at the r e d u c e d  ventilation air flows. 

Independent evaluations performed on the filtration system indicate that 
itisexpectedto~o~itrintendedfimctionundertheenvironmentat conditions 
specified for the nonmechanistic accident sequence (see €urther discussion under 
safery Goal Assessment). 

\ 
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B.73 REC0IMMEM)ATIONS 

B.73.1 Before Startup 

0 

- Reduce selected surveillance intervals for the following systems: 
ECS, CWRSS, CHFG, AIAS, CWS, RRSS, and rotovalves. Apply testing at 
quarterly intervals where possible and shutdown intervals (between charges) for 
systems not amenable to quarterly testing (see recommendation Procedural 
Guidance). 

- Implement selected technical specification allowable-outage time 
requirements (Le., restrict number of channel/components allowed in bypass or 
allowed D be out of service) (see recommendation procedural Guidance). - Update procedures/training for break isolation, ECS initiation, 
CHRS and RRSS actuation, and CWRSS termination for core-melt scenarios, 
and rotovahe closure on loss of loop flow (see recommendation Improved 
Training and Procedures). - Review the onsite emergency plan for SRP personnel to ensure 
that adequate protection is afforded in the event of a severe accident (see 
recommendation Procedural Guidance). 

O E a u i D m e n t  

Demonstrate that the exhaust fans will continue to aperate in the 
environment expected following an accident (see recommendation Confinement 
Exhaust Fan Design Review). 

O Q h S  - 'Ihe level 1 F%A should be used in the evaluation and prioritization 
of plant changes (see recommendation Procedural Guidance). - Institute an inspection program to ensure the integrity of the CWS 
piping (see recommendation LOPA Event Frequency). 

B.733 LongTerm 

Complete the full-scope PRA and severe-accident analyses in an 
e m  manner (see recommendation Procedural Guidance) 

Demonstrate that the confinement will meet the DOE safety goals 
(DOE 1989), and confirm the subcommittee's findings (see recommendation 
confinement Performance). 

Develop aprogmm of component failure mot cause analysis and feed 
the results back into plant maintenance (see recommendation Root Cause 
Analysis). 

Upgrade capacity of the CWRSS (see recommendation Sump Water 
Removal Capability). 

Reevaluate the improvement to the RRSS in light of the o v d  level 
of~redrmctionafforded(seetecommendationImplovedReactorRoom Spray). 
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B.7.4 SUBCOMMITTEE ACTIVITIES 

Members of the subcommit& made several visits to the SRP site to obtain 
information related to plant layout, system design, and operation, and to discuss 
PRA-relafed information with the PRA group. The primary interactions were as 

1 i 
1 
$ i 
3 folIows: 

December 6,1988 - Meeting with SRP PRA personnel 
December 7,1988 - Simulator tour 
December 8,1988 - Plant walkdown 
January 10- 1 1,1989 - Meeting with SRP PRA personnel 
January 30-Februaty 1,1989 - Meeting with Los Alamos and SEA 

(to discuss the Los Alamos independent risk assessment of SRP) 
Miscellaneous meetings with SRP PRA personnel following WISR 

meetings in Aiken, S.C. 
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APPENDIX B.8 SAFETY 
ANALYSIS REVIEW 

Tobias W. T. Bumett, Advisory Engineer, Nuclear Safely Department, 
Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division 

Timothy S. Andreychek, Engineer, Nuclear Safety' Department, 
Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division 

Donald S. Love, Engineer, Nuclear Safety Department, Westinghouse 
Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division 

Robert W. Steitler, Advisory Engineer, Nuclear Safety Department, 
Westinghouse Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division 

BS.1 SCOPE 

We assessed the adequacy of the safety analyses performed for the SRP 
reactors, including the information derived from such analyses that may be used 
to assess the functionality and operation of reactor protection systems (scram and 
SSS) and engineered safety features; i.e., we reviewed the kinds of analyses 
customarily found in chapter 15 of a S A R  for NRC-licensed facilities. We 
endeavored to answer two questions: Is there an appropriate selection of events 
to be analyzed? Are they appropriately evaluated? 

The set of events we studied is commonly referred to as design-basis 
events. We feel that term can be misleading when applied to sceMuios con- 
structed long after a system was designed. In this appendix, we use the term 
evaluation-basis events for those closely defined events that an5 f d y  evaiu- 
ated in accordance with a prescribed model to make decisions affecting permis- 
sible conditions of aperation. In the body of the WISR report, this interpretation 
should apply wherever the term design-basis events is encountered. 

B.83 OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS 

B.8.2.1 Overview 

'Ihis review has been conducted with the full Cooperation of Du Pont 
personnel. The individuals with whom we spoke were very open and coapeaa- 
tive. Their observations were volunteered freely. 

Compared to those at commercial power plants, the SRP reacm are 
extremely Simple, permitting design and operation that minimhe the fkquency 
andcmsequenca of malfunctions or errors. They are operated at low tempera- 
ture and pressure and are closely coupled with their heat sinks (river water or 
cooling pond). They are thus exempt from transients caused by load perturba- 
tions. By the same token, they neither need nor have control systems for power, 
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pressure, or flow necessary to cope with load changes and are thus exempt from 
malfunctions of such systems. 

Ibe absence of the numemus and complex auxiliary systems found in a 
cammercialpowerplantpermitsgreateremphasison the systems thatdoexistat 
SRP. As an example, the SRP main contro1 board has a complete mimic panel 
for all fluid systems. This feature is not found in commercial nuclear power 
plants. 

Under n o d  conditions or expected malfunctions, bringing an SRP 
reactor to a safe cold shutdown is simple, because of the low- temperam and 
-pressure operation, compared to the process involved at a commercial reactor. 
No change in system alignments is required other than to scram the reactor. Not 
a single valve or motor must change state. Further, loss of AC power poses no 
challenge to decay-heat removal. Emergency AC power is needed, however, for 
insmentation, lighting, and ventilation, and for enginexed safety featms. 
Multiple, diverse safety systems for the reactor m provided. A redundant SSS 
for injection of soluble neutron poison has been added as a backup to scram of 
the safety rods. For all malfunctions and most postulated accidents (with the 
possible exception of large LOCA), either scram or SSS actuation would be 
expected to pvent  any fuel damage. A best estimate suggests that specified 
acceptable fuel design limits could be violated if the scram rods failed and SSS 
worked, but that no fuel damage would be expected. 

Protection is provided for every fuel assembly and is monitored by 
multiple outlet temperature detectars and by flow monitors. Multiple actuation 
devices (safety computers and gang temperature monitors) are also available for 
actuation of SSS as backup to the scram rods. 

The Du Pont individuals we inteMewed were extremely knowledgeable 
and competent in their fields. They were also clearly conscientious and took 
pride in their w e  Their sense of professonalism was evident, and they do not 
appear threatened by the need to wolk under a new set of rules for safety 
oversight. 

Overall, we found that the events analyzed to specifj the safety set points 
(scram and SSS) were well selected, and ?he process for calculating and imple- 
menting them is satisfactory. The few exceptions are noted in the following 
sections. 

A fixed set of evaluation-basis events is analyzed for each charge design 
to determine scram set points. The process used appears satisfactory; 
is., analyses are done in accordance with approved procedures, using, m most 
cases, documented computer codes with independent review and provisions for 
retrievability of results or their duplication at a later time. Formal review and 
approval of all inputs, as well as of the analysis methods, are atso part of the 
process. 

'Ihe safety record at the SRP reactors has been excellent. No radiological 
eventshaveoccdtocauseinjuriesto worke~arexcessivedosestothepublic. 
However, we have reviewed the safety analysis from the perspective of 
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commercial nuclear practice. Facilities under NRC license must provide a very 
visible demonstration of safety in the public record lhat is, it is not enough to 
be safe; one must be able to point to documents of recod that show safety 
margins and must be able to show that the plant is being operated in accordance 
with these formally documented safety analyses. 

The SRP is moving to provide the documented and enforceable safety 
margins that are thepractice in the commercial nuclear field We endorse this 
effort. 

Nowhere is the contrast between SRP and commercial nuclear practice 
more obvious than in the area of licensing documentation. In commercial 
practice, the licensing basis is found in the FSAR and its references. Operation 
is constrained by the plant technical specifications, which enforce the bases of 
the FSAR safety evaluation. The F'SAR and technical specifications are subject 
to extensive adversarial review, approved, available in public records, and used 
as the basis for subsequent safety evaluations. At SRP, routine safety analyses 
are governed by internal technical manuals, and operations are limited by 
procedures written to implement technical specifications. Numerous analyses 
that have formed the basis for the present operating methods exist only in internal 
reports. Auditing of safe operation would be very diffzult for a conventional 
regulator. 

An SAR exists for SRP. It has recently been expanded to a ten-volume 
draft written in conformance with the NRC's regulatory guide for format and 
content. We reviewed it and found it a useful tutorial as an introduction to SRP 
safety analyses. But it does not claim to report the limiting analyses for actual 
operations; nor does this draft S A R  havea  standing in the hienuchy of SRP 
documents, and there is no existing schedule to use it. We consider Chapter 15 
of that draft not very useful as a basis for making safety evaluations or establish- 
ing technical specifications. The information in the technical manuals and the 
mining manuals is far more pertinent, but these documents do not present much 
of the information found in a typical commercial SAR. 

8.833 General Safety Analysis Process (non-LOCA) 

Reactor cure protection limits are maintained by the protection system set 
points. Before 1987, such set points were more restrictive than either the 
transient protection limits (TPLs) or confinement protection limits (CPLs). To 
date, the TPLs have been more restrictive. The TPLs axe catculated for each 
charge. The B L s  are calculated generically and repred only when something 
changes. Theprocessappearssatisfac~;analysesaredoneinaccordancewith 
approved procedures, using documented computer codes, with independent 
review of theroUtinecalculationandprovisionsforreaievability. Formalreview 
and approval of d l  input is also performed. 

Since 1987, E A  limits have been more restrictive than either the TPLs 
or CPLs. Scram set points on assembly outlet temperahue and SSS actuation 
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points are determined by the TPLs, BLS, or LQCA operating limit, whichever 
is most restrictive. The process of implementing these setpoints appears satis- 
factory; the process, checks, and documentation are adequate to avoid errors. 

For each charge, controlled documents indicate the TPL calculation and 
scram setpoints and reference the applicable CPL and LOCA analyses. 

Within the last several years, LQCA analyses with more sophisticated 
models have established more restrictive limits for FI. This FI technology also 
applies to non-LOCA events and is expected to result in more restrictive TPLs 
and CPh than those presently cal- A LQCA is most sensitive to the 
penalty associated with the new FI technology, and setting operating limits based 
on LOCA therefore maintains safe opemtion. There is a long-standing intent at 
SRP to upgrade the non-LQCA analysis methodology and m o v e  known non- 
ConserVatjsmS. 

When non-LOCA analyses are judged by commercial nuclear pctice, 
several weaknesses can be observed. 

Input assumptions are often bestestimate or nominal values and are 
not necessarily used to establish design or aperaring limits. That is, there is no 
assurancetfiatactualoperatingconditionsmeettheassumptionsusedinthesafe~ 
analysis. The SRP is now develqing more f d  technical specifications, 
similar to those used in NRC-Ecensed facilities. Assumptions employed in the 
safety analysis will be re5ected in these technical specifications, and conserva- 
tismsmustbeusedinthesafetyanalysistopermit~~i~tionthatplantoperation 
meets the assumptions. Technical specifications for reactivity control, power 
distribution, and process water leakage are being developed and will be used for 
the next remut. Technical speciticatim for other areas will follow. 

Models and correlatiolls used for present fuel design are not necessar- 
ily conservative. Current LQCA efforts have shown that existing thermal- 
hydraulic analyses are nomnservative. The mare conservative subchannel 
anatysiSnow~g&~lopedforLOCAisalsoexpectedtoreduce theprotection 
limits required far non-LOCA transients. 

In generaI, a wide variety of events is analyzed. However, there has 
been no *%le mechanism to ensure (hat the selection of evaluation-basis events 
covers all events. Drop of a part length rod is not ad- there is no 
justification provided as to why it is not credible, nor is there a claim that it is 
bounded by other events usually analyzed in a SAR chapm 15. . T h e A P O L L O c o d e s e ~ u t o c a l ~ ~ ~ L s , i s c o ~ d ~ o b ~ l e t e  
and has modeling assumptions that are not defensible (e.g., correlations used to 
develop critical effluent tempemures). But there is no existing schedule to 
replace or &fend it. The Reactar Technology Department has official responsi- 
bility for the code itself but some partiom of the code are considered to be a 
‘black box’ that is only addressed by SRL. The SRL personnel primarily utilize 
thenew~AA3codeinsteadtoanalyzethesametransientsandtogenerateCPLs. 
Formalized procedures that would precipitate code change or defense appear to 
be lacking. In general, ownership of analytical methods and their use is scattered 
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too widely to Eacilitate management overview of routine safety analyses. Code 
ownership appears to follow the individual rather than the organization. 

There is no single source that documents the currently applicable 
safety analysis bases or sources. Such documentation would normally be the 
purpose of the S A R  but such a SAR does not exist for SRP. The SRP manage- 
ment recognizes that generation of a SAR meeting theNRC's format and content 
guide is only a first step in establishing a S A R  adequate to serve for safety 

The various evaluation-basis events are not categorized with respect 
to frequency of occurrence. The ANSI-N-18.2 (ANSI 1973) classification 
system describes four "conditions of design," but these conditions are not applied 
in the actual analysis of evaluation-basis events. Lack of such classification 
makes it more difficult to determine the degree of safety margin appropriate for 
each event. 

? 
i evaluations. 

1 
i r 

1 B.833 LOCA Findings 
i 

As noted before, the LOCA analysis methodology and supporting data 
base are in a state of development. The objectives of the development program 
rn to define the acceptance criteria for the analyses; to define and develop 
models and methods that will conservatively predict the core response to a 
hypothetical LOCA; and to use the acceptance criteria, models, and methods to 
establish a defensible power level at which the reactor may be operated. The 
development program being executed by SRP personnel has a high priority in 
terms of program tasks, is reviewed at the highest level of SRP local management, 
and provides for input from technical experts in both industry and academe. In 
the past, there had been insufficient interaction between analysis development 
and the experimental programs, which led to inefficiencies in the test program 
and difficulties in analysis development. The SRP management recognizes the 
communication problem and has taken steps to alleviate it. 

In general, we judge that the experimental programs are beginning to 
address the technical issues associated with the LOCA phenomena for 
SRPreactors (see Appendix 3.9, and Section 9 of Part n). 

Many of the test programs are quite mature, being in the later stages of 
implementing instrumentation and defming test matrices. The pace at which the 
programs are proceeding appears to be adequate to support resttM of K Reactor. 
One possible shortcoming in the current heat-transfer test program is the use of 
fuel assembly simulators (heater assemblies) that have a nonprototypic thermal 
response. Consideration should be given to heat-transfer experiments using 
al~um-heatedsurfacesthatmorecloselysimulatetheacQlalthermalresponse 
of a fuel assembly under possible dryout conditions. 

Previously, there had been little consideration of industry computer codes 
as alternatives to SRP-developed codes (for example, use of COBRA-NC instead 
of FLOWTRAN). The development, verification, documentation, and defense 

i 
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of new codes is generally a costly and timeconsuming process. The SRP 
management maywishtoconsidersomeindustrycodesasalternativestofrrrther 
development of SRP codes. 

Analysis methodology has not yet been established. Codes to be used 
have been identified in draft technical manuals, but these have not yet been 
approved by SRP management. Further, many input assumptions (Table B.8-1) 
have not yet been selected nor has the degree of conservatism to be applied for 
uncehties. Also, the acceptance criteria for the long-term portion of the 
LOCA m not yet defmed. Finally, the methodology and acceptance criteria are 
subject to change in the course of DOE oversight review. Thus, a final LOCA 
analysis is not yet in sight. 

Our subcommittee makes no recommendation as to the degree of conser- 
vatism appmprhte for the large-break LOCA adysis. ConserVatism campa- 
rable with current commercial practice is relatively easy to defme. However, 
themre significant differences between SRPandcommercial reactors, such as 
low ope*iting temperatum and pressures (no high-energy lines). In tenns of 
these differences, LBB considerations could well justify less conservatism (see 
Appendix B.9). In all ~IWS other tban @e-break E A ,  we have no hesitation 
in recommending that consemtisms be comparable to those in commercial 
practice (i.e., to provide a safety margin commensurate with expected kquency 
and to permit the generation of technical specifications to verify operation 
consistent with safety analysis assumptions). 

BS3A Reactivity Insertion Accidents 

A reactivity insertion accident (RIA) is a potential coredisruptive event 
for the SRP reactors if too much reactivity is added too quickly or if the event is 
not promptly terminated. None of the presently analyzed SRP reactivi~~ additim 
events come anywhere close to being a core-disuptive RIA. Further, our review 
has not found any remotely credible RIA scenarios foe the Mk22 core design as 
long 8s scram and SSS actuation are not delayed si@;nificantlr. However, a 
mechanicalEailureofapartlengthroddrivemechanismcancausetherodtodrop 
in less than one second tiom a high-worth to a low-worth region. Although the 
resulting reactivity addition does not lead to prompt criticality, this event is not 
analyzed, nor does it appear to be bounded by existing analyses. The present 
K Reactor restart pgrarn calls far a h Pont and Westinghouse review of 
sraxtup accident analyses including scenarios, likelihood, and comparison with 
uxnmaialpaaice. Thisprogramprovidesagoodoppommy ' tocompletea 
broad review of reactivity accidents. 

Because of the potential far serious consequences from FUAs, we believe 
thatitisimpotuurttomainEainand&~l~SRPexpemsein the phenomenology 
and potential mechanisms forcaredisruptiveRIAs. Therefore, wecommend the 
decision to include RIAS in the sewxwmident program being conducted by 
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Table B.8-1. Analysis Input Assumptions 
to be Reviewed for UnCertainty. 

The list below covers analysis input assumptions (i.e., variables that 
generally are not calculated as part of individual safety analyses. as distinct from 
analysis model uncertainties). These items are plant parameters subject to veri- 
fication by plant surveillance and are commody incorporated in some fashion in 
plant technical specifications in NRC-licensed plants. 

Initial process conditions: reactor inlet temperature, process water pressure, 
assembly power, and flow rate 

q(r,z,t) = Time and spatially depndent power generation 

- Number of s t u W i o p b l e  rods - Initial flux shape (and calculated flux redisrn3ution during 

- Protection system scram delay - Power shift during scram (if not part of scram curve) 

computer code) 

q(r,z) = Steady-state power generation 
dk(t) = Reactivity scram curve: 

scram) 
dk(t), SSS = Reactivity insertion for SSS 

P(t) = Pressure in top andbottom of tank (from TRAC or- 

- Singham pump characteri~tic~, including two-phase air- 
water - Loop geometry (loss coefficients, elevations, momentum) 

- ECS injection head-flow curve - Plenum liquid level (from FLOOD84 computer code) as a 
locaticmandtime 

Manufacturingto1erime-s. 

s The items below are reactor physics constants generally considered as 
analysis input assumptions. These are justified as part of the analysis 
methodology rather than plant surveillance: 

[ Reactivitycoeffi~ents 

Delayedneutron fraction andlifetime 

Decay heat (now per ANSI-5.1 without Uncertainties.) 
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SRL. This expertise and awareness should help ensure that such an event will 
not happen and is a useful addition to defense in depth. 

BS2J Overpressure Protection 

Neither the possibility nor the consequences of overpressurizing the 
vessel gas blanket space has been thmughly explod. There may be significant 
implications of ove- limits on other actual or postulated scenarios, and 
we feel that these implications require consideration (see Appendix B.2 and 
recommendation Gas Plenum Overpressurization). 

Actuation of ECS appears to be the most likely way to pressurize the 
b~tgasspaceandperhapscausetheanc~~to yield. Incommercial practice, 
spurious ECS actuation would be considered an 'event of moderate frequency.' 
However, actuation of ECS at SRPduring normal operation is benign since, with 
PWS pumps driven by their AC motors, plenum pressure is too high to pennit 
dischargefromtheECS intothePWS. TheECSactuationduringshutdown,with 
PWS pump AC motors off, is a costly event; it would drain valuable h0, 
pressurize the system, and discharge radioactive tritium from the PWS. Docu- 
mentation that we reviewed conflicted on whether the plenum roll anchors would 
yield for spurious ECS without the AC Bingham pump motors running. Further, 
other mechanisms could conceivably pressuriZe the gas blanket. These include 
transients with failure to scram (the basii for the confinement protection limits) 
and steam genemion aftex shutdown (e.g., following LOPA with degraded or 
delayed ECS). Progress on operator emergency response procedures and on the 
severeaccident program will be hampered by lack of knowledge as to both the 
actual overpressure limits and the conseQuences of exceeding them. Leaks may 
simplyopenattheto9ofthemoderatortanktorelievethepressure(seeAppendix 
B2 fora more complete discussion of this event). 

BS2.6 Loss-ol-Pumping-Accient Considerations 

One of the major evaluation-basis events is the LOPA. Since the 
SRP reactors will not support natural circulation, loss of forced process water 
circulation requires ECS to provide core cooling. At present, the calculated 
power limit for LOPA is higher than for LOCA. However, ECS acceptance 
criteria propod for LOCA must also be shown to be adequate for LOPA. 

Potential causes of a LOPA include the following: large cooling water 
line ruptm with flooding of the DC motors for the Bingham pumps (this is the 
evaluation-basis event; it places very stringent requirements on operator action); 
freezing of DLO in the heat exchanger (DzO h z e s  at 4OC); common-mode 
Mure of DC motors of their supply, coupled with loss of the AC motors; 
common-mode closure of rotovalves in all loops; and plugging of all  heat 
exchangers (e.g., with debris from another accident). 
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Current LOPA analysis does not consider driving forces @m the natural 
convection of wanner water in the assemblies. At low ECS injection flows, we 
believe that these forces could cause the actual circulation patterns to deviate 
significantly from those predicted in the analysis. We believe that adequate core 
cooling would exist, but information displayed to the operator may not be as 
expected and could lead to confusion during recovery. We understand that SRP 
is reevaluating this incident and will exam4e the effects of thermal driving forces 
for various operator actions. 

B.83 RECOMMENDATIONS 

B.83.1 Prior to Restart 

LOCA The LOCA methodology development now under way 
should be completed. Development should include selection of the analysis 
acceptance criteria, specification of the code sequence to be used, support from 
test programs as needed, justification of break location and size as ‘worst 
appropriate case,’ specification of failures to be assumed, selection of degree of 
conservatism (bestestimate vs ‘two sigma,’ etc), and perturbation analyses to 
support prescribed Operator action, with allowance for operator error. The 
uncertainties listed in Table B.8-1 should be reviewed systematically to define 
the desired degree of conservatism (see recommendation Basis for Power Level). 

Evaluate the effects of possible nonconservatisms and uncertainties 
of the accident analysis methodology to justify a margin to be applied to the 
non-LOCA limits for both TPLs and CPLs. ?his evaluation should include both 
model uncertainties and nonconservatisms (APOLLO or M 3  vs FLOWTRAN 
computer code) and the analysis input assumptions shown on Table B.8-1. 
Justification for the adequacy of this margin for each event should be documented 
and approved by SRP management. We expect analyses of some limiting events 
(such as gang rod withdrawal and Bingham pump shaft shear) to be done as a 
necessary part of justifying the assigned margin. Also, we expect the assigned 
margin to limit power to about 60% to 80% power. The SRP management may 
wish to set this margin equal to the LOCA penalty at the time of restart (see 
recommendation Safety Margin Evaluation). 

As an interim measure, the margins assigned above should be applied 
in such a way that the scram and SSS actuation set points would continue to be 
conservative even if L E A  limits were removed. procedures for establishing 
scram setpoints should be revised to incorporate this margin in calculating the 
non-LOCA limits (both TPLs and CF’Ls) (see recommendation Safety Margin 
Evaluations). . Evaluate the consequences of the rapid drop of a part length rod 
(mechanical failure of drive mechanism), and complete the review of the reac- 
tivity addition events required by K Reactor restart task 3.1 of the DOE criteria 
(DOE 1988) (see recommendation Part Length Rod Drop). 
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Complete K Reactor restart task DB-3.2 (DOE 1988), to establish 
reactivity control technical specifications, and identify a longex term process to 
implement technical specifications in other areas, specifically those in 
Table B.8-1 (see recommendation safety Documentation). 

B.832 LongTerm 

The following should be incorpapated into the reactor safety improvement 

As a long-term measme, the non-LOCA methodology should be 
upgraded to incorporate the new LOCA technology. At the same h e ,  all input 
assumptions (see Table B.8-1) ShOuId be f o d y  reviewed to ensure adequate 
conservatisntocovexuncertaintiesandtopermitverificationthatplantoperation 
is in accardance with analysis assumptions. This review should include all 
relami non-consewatisms (see recommendation Safety Documentation). 

The SAR should be established as the single document to reference 
all current safw analyses for each reactor. It should report current generic 

Safety analysis reports should be prepared in SAR style and format, 
and idenm assumptions, methods of analysis, tabulated and plotted results, and 
C O l l C M W .  

Checklists should be pmpared identifying the range of applicability 
of generic analyses (see recommendation Core Charge Calculations). 

The basis fcx the dryout calculation (BOR) should be documented, 
since it was developed for an older, different fuel design. This process may 
quire dryout tests on current fuel designs. Alternately, eliminate BOR as a core 
safety limit if it can be demonstmedalways to be bounded by the FI limit (see 
recommendation Basis fop Dryout Calculation). 

ProleCtProgram. 

 anal^^^ and ref-= ---IC reports. 
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APPENDIX B.9 POWER LIMIT AND 
ACCIDENT PROPAGATION 

Michael Epstein, Vice President, Fauske & Associates, Inc. 
George H. Clare, Vice President, F a d e  & Associates, Inc. 
Robert E. Henry, Vice President, Fauske & Associates, Inc. 

B9.1 SCOPE 
This subcommittee was formed to review information and programs 

related to the resolution of U X A  issues and other issues that could limit the 
power level. Independent scoping Calculations were perfamed to determine fuel 
performanm following a postulated largebreak LOCA, including consideration 
of both the FI and ECS phases. An approach to establish an acceptable power 
level was identifed. We reviewed the LBB technology and assessed its appli- 
cability to the SRP reactors. We have provided a prognosis fur establishing a 
practical power level. 

We have aIso examined the phenomena following postulated blockage of 
a process assembly and whether such an event would propagate to involve an 
appreciable fraction of the reactor core. 

B92 APPROACH TO ESTABLISH ACCEFTABLE 
POWER LEVEL 

B93.1 Consideration of Candidate Design-Basis Events 

Prior to shutdown in August 1988, the operating power level ofthe SRP 
reactors had been reduced in stages from 10096 to approximately 50% Qs a result 
of concerns about ensuring reactor coolability following a DEGB of a pipe in the 
PWS. 

Historically, the DEGB has been a design-basis accident for the SRP 
reactors. This position was established in the early years of reactor development, 
prior to the development and application of LBB technology. Leak before break 
means that if system components were to develop a crack, crack growth would 
be slow and result in penetration of the coolant boundary and a slow leak rather 
than propagating rapidly to the point of gross tailure. The slow leak is detectable 
because of the tritium and provides adequate warning for an orderly reactor 
shutdown. 

Increasedlolowl~g~ofreactormaterialsandfailuremechanisms and the 
development of sensitive leakdetection and warning systems have made the 
DEGB adecreasingly plausible event, even for high-energy cooling systems such 
as LWRs. The NRC has approved LBB as a basis for eliminating 

, 
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jetimpingement barriers and pipewhip restraints in 39 LwRs. However, the 
NRC sti l l  requires the ECS in those LWRs to be based on the presumption of a 
DEGB. 

In a case much more pertinent to the SRP reactors, the NRC accepted 
LBB as a basii far establishing the design-basis leak for the primary coolant 
system in theCRBRP. Atamaximum systempressureofaboutU)Olbf/in2(gage) 
and a coolant temperature below saturation, the CRBRP primary system was 
classifikd as a moderate energy system. The material of the system was stainless 
steel and a sensitive leakdetection system was available for early identification 
of leaks. The CRBRPpmject satisfied all requirements for aconstruction permit, 
and the NRC had issued a safety evaluation report (NRC 1983) prior to project 
cancellation. Based on piping integrity, fracture mechanics material behavior, 
preserviCe and in-seMce inspections, and a sensitive leakdetection system, 
CRBRP was not required to analyze a DEGB as a design-basis accident. The 
design-basis leak for the primary coolant system transient analyses was 

The SRP conditions pertinent to LBB are very similar to the CRBRP 
conditions. The system is low-to-moderate energy. The material is ductile and 
tough and subject to low stresses and considerably lower temperatures than 
CRBRP. Thermal and mechanical fatigue is low. Highly sensitive leak-moni- 
taring systems are available based on detecting tritium in the heavy water. 
A thorough inspection program is beiig implemented prior to restart and an IS1 
program has been defined. One significant difference from the CRBW is that 
the SRP reactors are subject to IGSCC. However, an evaluation of the impact 
of IGSCC on LBB shows that although IGSCC increases the probability of a 
leak, it does not invalidate the basic principle that a small leak wil l  develop and 
will be detected long before a crack could ppagate to the point of gross failure. 
On the positive side, the SRPreactors have demonstratedLBB during the course 
of their operation, including demonstration of the highly sensitive leakdetection 
Sy-- 

We find the argumentsfor LBB in the SRPreactors to be persuasive. We 
believethatasmallerleakthantheDEGBisappropriateasthedesign-basisleak 
The largest break credible under this analysis is failure of a bellows, resulting in 
a large leak with a 55-in2 Opening, which appears to be a rational choice for the 
design-basis leak in the PWS. This leak should be analyzed using conservative 
assumptions typical of design-basis accident analyses. 

The LBB analyses result in a very low probability of a leak larger than 
thedesign-basisleak. Nevedieless,thespectrumofleaksuptotheDEGB should 
be considered and analyzed in the context of the PRA. Such analyses normally 
employ realistic data and modeling. 

Safety analyses include a spectrum of events other than LOCAS that can 
result in core fransients and possiily limit the power. These include reactivity 
insertion events such as inadvertent control rod withdrawal and flow-reduction 
events such as the mechanical failure of a pump shaft. These events should be 

8 gavinin. 
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analyzed using conservative assumptions typical of design-basis accident 

Leaks larger than the design-basis leak normally would not be considered 
in establishing operating constraints. However, it is important to recognize that 
the LBB position is still under review. Until the LBB position has been accepted, 
it is prudent to establish a power level at which we would expect core coolability 
even for a DEGB, based on analyses using realistic data and modeling. 

Application of such an approach would result in the power level's being 
established based on the most limiting of the following evaluations: 

analyses. 

Events 
Design-basis leak (55-h' opening) 
Leak beyond design basis (up to DEGB) 
Non-LOCA flow and reactivity transients 

Evaluation basis 
Conservative 

Realistic 
Conservative 

B933 Prognosis for Establishing a Practical Power Level 

It was beyond the scope of our subcommittee to define an operating power 
level. Considerable analysis wd testing currently in progress are expected to 
support a power-level determination in the relatively near term. 

Our review of previous and ongoing work, along with some independent 
assessment (described below), leads us to believe that a practical power level is 
achievable. 

Because of the focus to date on the DEGB, not much attention has been 
given to the analysis of the 55-in2 break, associated with failure of a bellows. 
However, based on parametric anaIyses of a spectrum of leak sizes and locations, 
we expect a conservative analysis of the S5-in2 break to show that the break can 
be accommodated for power levels at or near 100%. 

Evaluation of very large leaks, up to and including the DEGB, requires 
consideration of two critical times during the event (Figure B.9-1): 

Power-to-flow mismatch during early depressurization, r e f 4  to as 
themphase 

ECS equilibrium phase. 

These phases are addressed separately below. , 
B9.2.2.1 . The postulated largebreak LOCt 

results in a sudden decrease in the inlet plenum pressure from about 100 lbf/ii 
(absolute) to 55 lbVm2 (absolute) and a corresponding flow reduction in the 
reactor assembly flow of about 40%. The reactor power, however, would remain 
close to nominal for about two seconds before the teactor is shut down by rod 
motion. This delay in shutdown and the resulting power-to-flow mismatch 

.. 
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Figure B.9-'1. Schematic of Power and Flow Decay for a 
LargeBreak hs+f-&oling AccidenL 

wouldresultinconditionsthatsarisfytherequirements for fundamental Ledinegg 
boiling FI ( F i i  B.9-2) if initial power were 10%. 

For a given power kvd, as long as the coolant is subcooled, the flow 
decreases monotonidy with decreasing pressure drop 8ctoss the core (from 
A to B in Figure B 9-2). However, for flows less than that resulting in bulk 
boiling (point B of Figwe B9-2), the large liquid-trtvapor density ratio of the 
water coolant at low pressure would cause a large volume change and corn- 
sponding rapid changes in two-phase momentum and frictional pressure drops. 
If the available pressure drop ~czoss the core remained constant at about 
25 lbfin2, the flow would &crease rapidly to point C. However, as the flow to 
the m is decaying rapidly, the pessure in the idet plenum would have to 
increase quickly to about 130 lbf/ii2 (absolute) to accommodate most of the 
primary flow through the break. This redistn'bution in pressure would lead to a 
flow excursiOn. ending at point D rather than at point C of Figure B.9-2. 

Clearly, at point D, the heat removal is largely by latent heat of vaporiza- 
tion as compared to sensible heat at point A. To estimate the heat-removal 
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Stable Operation: Two-Phase Flow 

Stable Operation 
-Single Phase Flow 

1 
I 2 /- 25 Ibf/in 0 

(60% Core Flow, 40% Break Flow) --- -4- - - - 
0 

78904044AM 

Figure B.9-2. Flow Versus PreSsure-Drop Stability Considerations for 
Savannah River Plant Mark 22 Core Configuration. 

capability coiresponding to point D of Figure B.9-2, we will consider the limiting 
condition of saturated vapor flow leaving the active fuel region. Assuming an 
inlet temperature of about 30°C and an assembly power of 6.5 MW, the flow 
required per assembly would be 2.4 kg/s, which cQcresponds to a mass flow rate 
of 733 kghn2 s in an Mk22 assembly. Considering vapor choking at the exit of 
the fuel region, a vapor flow rate of 733 kg/m2 s would correspond to a critical 
pressure of 40 lQV.i2 (absolute). At this pressure, the vapor-specific volume 
wouldbe0.67m kg. Ihepressuredropacrossthecorecanbeestimated*tbm 

APc=APM+& 

* Because of the reduced liquid flow (<lo% of nominal flow llcross the core), 
inlet losses will be negligible. 
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mc=m+m 
where 

APM = G2 AV = 7332 0.67 - 3.6 lo6 Pa = 52 lbfb2 

1 7332 0.15 3.8 = - (0.00s) 
2 3.4. 

= 2.2 lo6 Pa = 32 Win2. 
, 

The above calculation results in a plenum pressure requirement of about 
120 IbVm* (absolute), which compares to the anticipated available pressure of 
130 Win2 (absolute), which would be sustained as long as single-phase flow is 
pumped from the reactor tank (at least 10 to 15 s). It follows that the onset of FI 
in connection with a postulated large-break LOCA will not lead to overheating 
of the fuel prim to reactor scram (approximately 2 s). However, until experi- 
ments became available to confii these calculations, we recommend a conser- 
vative value of about 50% of nominal power for the purpose of reactor startup. 
For this power level, the required inlet pressure to remove the heat by latent heat 
of vaporization is estimated to be only about 60 lbfri2 (absolute). 

It is important to note that such experiments should emphasize the flow 
excursion and the subsequent two-phase-flow heat-removal capability in addi- 
tiontoobservingtheonsetoftheFX Inotherwords,asuccess criterionthatbases 
a safe power level on the onset of FI rather than on the two-phase cooling mode 
following the flow excursion would appear to be unnecessanl ' y conservative 
cod-g the very low probability of the postulated large-break LOCA and the 
short duration before the reactor scrams. 

BS.2.2.2 - . During the equilibrium- 
ECS phase of the accident, the downward flow in the process assemblies is 
largely dominated by gravity and is complicated by possible gas entrainment. 
Furthermore, flow distribution among assemblies 8s well as among channels and 
subchannels within each assembly can vary substantially. Analyses as well as 
isothermal experiments suggest a lower limit of the assembly flow (20 galbin) 
during the Ecs phase, a flow that is more than sufficient to remove the decay 
heat as sensible heat OR., in the absence of net steam production). As such, the 
isothermal measurements suggesting an essentially even flow split among the 
threeprincipalcoolantchannelsforassembly flowslargerthan 2OgaVmin should 
also apply to reactor or heated conditions. Unfortunately, the same cannot be 
claimed for subchamel flow distribution within a given coolant channel, since 
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gravity-driven downward flow appears to be inherently unstable on a subchannel 
basis. The latter phenomenon can be significantly affected by the "intercon- 
nected channel effect" under ptotypic heating conditions. The presence of 
power tilting for most of the assemblies suggests that diffemt flow regimes can 
persist in adjacent subchannels, with most of the coolant flowing down the lower 
power subchannels 8s long 8s bulk-boiling conditions are not reached in these 
channels. 

As illustrated in Figure B.9-3, basic flooding considerations suggest that 
net steam generation for power levels of interest will lead to water expulsion. 
Process assembly flows in excess of 10 gamin will prevent this phenomenon 
from occurring. It should also be noted that process assembly flows in excess of 
20 gNmin result in essentially even distribution of flow among assembly 
channels. 

78904044.1M 

Figure B.9-3. Minimum Water-Supply Rate versus Process-Tube 
Energy-Input Rate to Maintain Cooling and Avoid Water 
Expulsion (curve based on the Wallis flooding correlation). 
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Fortunately, a technically defensibze power limit of practical interest can 
be established by recognizing that the controlling mechanism and associated 
power limit are closely tied to the highly conductive fuel materiak Le., a detailed 
knowledge of the flow distribution within a coolant annulus is not required. An 
example of an extreme or worst-case coolant distriiution among subchannels 
within a given assembly is shown in Figure B.94. Even for this case, where the 
coolant is largely limited to only one out of the four subchannels within a given 
coolant channel, the maximum temperature in the nonwetted portion is below 
the fuel-melting temperature because ofthe highly conductive nature of the SRP 
fuel (see Figure B.94). At 50% of nominal power, the maximum fuel tempera- 
ture is limited to about 35OOC. which is well below the fuel failure threshold value 
at which fission products migrate (- 4WC) or fuel melts (- 630°C). 

However. the most compelling evidence that SRP reactors can be oper- 
ated safely at pctical power levels can be obtained from past experience related 
to successful discharge cooling of the extremely high-power density Mk18 
assemblies. As can be seen from Table B.9-1. even if these assemblies were 
dischargedfmm thereactor3haftershutdown(i.e.,atadecayheatlevelof0.3%), 
the power conditions are remarkably similar to the Mk22 assemblies for the 
postulated largebreak Lock Furthennore, the discharge machine coolant flow 
of about 8 gal/min results in a very similar power-bflow ratio. Based on these 
similarities, including geometric considexations such as hydraulic radius and 
surface heat flux (see Table B.9-1). we conclude that safe operation can be argued 
at least at the 5096 power level. In fact, the suggested low limit of 5 gamin for 
the discharge machine coolant flow suggests a power-@flow ratio equivalent to 
10046 power operation of the Mk22 assemblies. 

In summary, with a minimum flow of about 20 gaYmin to the process 
assembly during the ECS phase, a power of at least 50% of nominal full power 
is believed to be technically defensible based on the above analysis and available 
experience with postdischarge cooling. In this context, it would appear neceSSary 
to reexamine current as well as future experiments to ensure at least prototypic 
conditions equivalent to those reflected by the postdischarge cooling experience. 
Testing in multiple annulus geometry may demonstrate that the power removal 
capabiities are largely indepndent of the flow distriiution in both the sub- 
channels and the coolant channels. Simply ensuring sufficient overall assembly 
flow to remove the heat by subcwled water may be adequate. 

-. certain mn-KEA flow transients, such as the mechanical failure 
of a pump shaft, could cnwunter an FI phase. However, the condition would 
certainly be less severe than the transient associated with a DEGB. Based on 
analyzing the non-KEA flow and reactivity events conservatively. it is antici- 
pated that a power of at least 60% to 809L of nominal power can be shown to be 
acceptable for these events. 

.. B.9.2.2.3 -w - -  an- 
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,Sleeve Housing 
Coolant Channe 

Coolant 

L 6 0.15 m, Maximum non-wetted perimeter of fuel. 

100% power level (4% decay heat) 

L2 Q 0.152* 3.6 lo7 
a .200 

Tmax P T, F = l O O +  

==fiQQ%? 

50% power level: 
Tmax .i350"c 

Figure B.94. Schematic of a Cross Section of a Mark 22 Assembly Indicating 
Worst-case Subchannel coolant Distribution. Note that with this distn'bution (all 
other subchannels are assumed dry), only 3/8 of the fuel element's perimeter is in 
contact with the coolant. Note also that the concentrated heat flux in the liquid- 
filled subchannels is well below the critical heat-flux limit; Le., dryout in these 
channels is not predicted. Furthermore, flooding or expulsion will not occur as 
long as bulk Wing conditions am not reached. 

, 
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Assembly type 
Hydraulic radius (cm) 
Core length (cm) 
Power 0 
T i e  after shutdown (s) 
Decay fraction (%) 
Assembly specific power (kW/ft) 
Power/flow FW/(gaI/min)l 
Surface heat flux (W/cm2) 

I 

Larger leaks are highly impmbable and should be evaluated using realistic data 
and modeling. Until the LBB review has been completed and the position 
accepted, it is prudent to establish a power level such that core coolability would 
be expected wen far a DEGB, based on analyses using realistic data and 
modeling. Non-LOCA flow and =tivity transients must also be evaluated 
conservatively to assess any limitations on power level (see recommendation 
Basis far Power Level). 

Of all  of these events, our review indicates that the most limiting is likely 
to be the DEGB, which should be evaluated using realistic assumptions. An 
approach to such analyses was presented. We believe that power levels of 50% 
or more can be defended based on current data and analytic capabilities. Forth- 
coming prototypic expe.riments are likely to demonstrate the acceptability of 
higher powers, even approaching 100% (see recommendation LOCA 
Experimental Program). 

Mk18 Mk22 
032 0.34 
183 38 1 
20 325 (50%) 

10,800 30 
0.3 4 
10 10.4 

7.5. 6.5 
3 4 
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B 9 3  ACCIDENT PROPAGATION FROM LOCAL FAULTS 

B93.1 Overview 

The possibility of a local Eault, such 8s an inlet blockage of a process 
assembly and subsequent fuel meltdown leading to a wholecore accident, is of 
fundamental importance to the overall safety assessment of SRP reactors. 

A sudden and relatively large inlet blockage is believed credible only 
during startup of thereactor, while a slowly developing blockage may be possible 
during normal operation. Since both flow and temperature are monitored in each 
process assembly, the occurrence of such events would lead to y t o r  shutdown. 
In the case of a complete inlet blockage, decay heat alone would be capable of 
voiding the assembly; this situation would be followed by overheating, fuel 
melting, and relocation. 

In examining the behavior of the metal fuel mated  within the assembly 
foIIowing the postulated flow blockage in the inlet region of the assembly, the 
important role played by fission gas in metal fuel dynamics must be recognized. 
Fuel overheating would lead to rapid evolution of matrix fission gas once the fuel 
melting point is exceeded, resulting in radial expansion of the fuel melt. The 
concentric-ring design of the MK22 assembly would cause the expanding fuel to 
accumulate on the inside and outside surfaces of the outer and inner target 
material rings, respectively. The fuel would freeze rapidly because of the 
relatively cold target, then remelt, melting the target material and mixing with it 
while draining to the bottom of the assembly. Detailed considerations of these 
processes suggest that the substantial mixing of the fuel and the target material 
will take place as a result of swelling or foaming of the fuel upon melting; i.e., the 
fuel would not separate from the target material as the fuel meltdown process 
takes place. Consequently, any significant reactivity addition or the occurrence 
of recriticality in connection with fuel meltdown and relocation can probably be 
d e d  out. 

The potential for fuel relocation within the incident assembly as well as 
outside the assembly in the moderator space depends largely on the power level. 
At decay power levels, the rekzing of the draining fuel/target mated  would 
prevent this m a t e d  from advancing very far below the melting zone, and since 
refreezing wouldoccur in considerably less time than fuel heatingand subsequent 
fuel melting, frmm fueYtarget buildup would occur. 'Ihat is, the draining rate 
of melted fudhrget mated at decay power would be so slow compated to the 
rate at which it would refreeze that the potential for a completely refrozen 
fuewget blockage of the assembly channels would be high. Moreover, owing 
to the high thennal conductivity of the fUeYtarget material, the dense frozen block 
of fuel/target material subject to decay heating would be coolable inside the' 
process tube by the surrounding D20 moderator. It foIIows that whole-core 
involvement would not occur as a result of the inlet flow blockage and subsequent 
meltdown process. 
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However, if the power level is assumed to remain near full power during 
the meltdown process, sustained fbeI/target draining would seem inevitable and 
would result in the relocation of most of the assembly fuel/target material to the 
bottom of the reactor tank, where it would undergo thermal interactions, breakup, 
and quenching. While the potential would exist fur transfemng the heytarget 
material to the active moderatof region, thereby possiily adding reactivity, the 
time scale for such apostulated scenafio would be well beyond the anticipated 
reactor scram time. Since the negative reactivity associated with reactor shut- 
down would be more than enough to counteract the most pessimistic configura- 
tion lissociated with fuel relacation, wen assuming separation between fuel and 
target during meltdown, we canclude tha! a whole-cure event can be ruled out. 

i 
i 
! 

\ 
1 
1 

B9.32 Initial hemarget Behavior Within a Blocked 
Savannah River Piant Assembly 

In examining the initial behavior of metal fuel material within a process 
tube (assembly) following a hypothetical flow blockage in the inlet region of the . 
assembly, the important role played by fission gas in metal fuel dynamics must 
be recognized. Fuel overheating will lead to rapid precipitation of large quanti- 
ties of matrix fmion gas once the fuel melting point is exceeded, resulting in 
radial expansion of the fuel melt. The concentric-ring design of the assembly 
demands that the expanding fuel accumulate on the inner and outer surfaces of 
the outer and inner target material rings, respectively. Thus there exists a strong 
potentia! for the fuel to melt the target material and mix with it while draining to 
the bottom of the assembly. The neutronic history of the flow blockage accident 
is intimately related to the degree of mixing between fuel and target material. It 
is demonsvated below that substantial mixing of these materials is likely to take 
place as a result of swelling or foaming of the fuel upon melting. 

figure €3.9-5 shows schematically and sequentially the physical nature of 
the fuebget  materials heat-transfer and mixig problem. Under full-power 
canditions the fission gas wil l  evolve in an almost explosive manner. Accord- 
ingly, it is reasonable to assume that the molten fuel will be driven in both the 
positive and negative radial directions such that half the fuel-melt deposits are 
on the inner target and half are on the outer target. It follows from the total 
fuel-volume invenmy that, on average, a 4-mm-thick fuel layer will deposit on 
the inna target while a 2-mm-thick fuel layer will deposit on the outer target, 
The fuel is cooled rapidly by conduction to the cold target structures, temporarily 
forming a frozen fuel layer that clings to the target surface, as shown in 
Figure B.9-5. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Frozen Fuel Fuel Remelts Target Melts, 

Accumulates & & Drains Drains & Mixes 
Freezes on Target with Fuel 

Figure B.9-5. Illustration of events leading to dilution of fuel by 
mixing with target material. 

This preliminary freezing stage of the targdfuel mixing process is 
substantiated by consideration of the solidification rate 

1 -  

6 = 2 A G  

I 
where 

6 = the instantaneous thickness of the frozen fuel deposig 
a = the t h e d  diffusivity of the deposit (- 6.4 x lo-’ m s-’) 
1 = is the -led growth constant (- 0.75 for fuel solidification on 

t = time. 
The time required to bring the frozen fuel back up to its melting temper- 

ature at NI power is about 1.0 s, as compared to the pinod of freezing of about 
0.1 s for the fuel deposited on the inner target and 0.03 s for the fuel deposited 
on the outer target. 

, Ultimately, intema! heat generation will begin to reheat the fuel deposit. 
This heat will also be conducted into the target substrate, causing its temperam 
to rise as well. ?he fuel deposit will melt before the underlying target material 
undergoes substantial melting. Thus the most likely picture at this point is that 

target substrate at IOOOC) 
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of a draining f h  of remelted fuel dong a v d c a !  wall of target material, as 
shown in Figure B.9-5. 

Clearly, the time of target melting cannOt be longer than the time required 
for the tempemure pmfde within the met material to become uniform. From 
heat-conduction theory this time is given approximately by the equation 

2 t =  156,/a 

Where 

6r = thethidmssofthetargetmaterial 
From this expression we estimate that complete melting of the inner target 

ring will follow the melting of its fuel deposit by only 0.47 s. The time lag 
between melting of the outer target ring and its fuel deposit is estimated to be 
only 0.1 s. 

The film drainage equation for turbulent flow is 

u-  (2 g W f P  
where 

u = thedrainagevelocity 
f = thewallfri~faCtor(-O.l) 
6 = thethicknessofthefilm. 

?his txpression reveals that the remelted fuel on the inner target drains, 
at most, a disrance of 13 m before the melting of the target material is complete. 
h k h g  of the outer targa will take place before the fuel film drains 0.2 m. These 
results, when canpared with the 4.0-m length of the active fuel region, suggest 
that both the fuel and target nraterial will become molten before a significant 
fraction of the fuel is removed by gravity from the active core region. 

It is clear from the above arguments that the most likely fuel removal 
(draining) wnfigmtion for most of the fuel inventory within the assembly is one 
in which two parallel vertical streams of fuel and target material flow side by side 
toward the bottom of the assembly, as shown in Figure B.9-5. The two streams 
will mix as a result of an instability mechanism of the Kelvin-Helmholtz type. 
It can be shown that the time it takes to mix the two streams is on the order of 
t - &I, OT about 4 mos. Indeed, rapid mixing of the target and fuel streams is 
anticipated. 

B933 Fuel Motion Within a Blocked Savannah River Piant Assembly 

The previouS Section addresd the incipient fuel motion and the subse- 
quent mixing of the fuel with the target e. This section demonstrates that 
if the power level in the blocked assembly is at decay heat level, the rapid 
solidification of melted fuel is likely to result in the formation of a mlable fuel 
agglomczak ?bat is, the fie1 is not expected to leave the assembly at low power 
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levels. However, at high power levels fuel draining is inevitable and should result 
in the relocation of most of the molten fuel to the bottom of the reactor tank To 
simplify the analyses, only the fuel rings are considered below. However, the 
basic conclusions would not change if the target material were included. 

&. The first consideration is B.93.3.1 Fuel Motion at Low Power Lev 
the drainage process that would OCCUT as the concentric cylindrical shells of fuel 
are melted by intend heating at low power levels. The maximum rate at which 
the fuel melts down may be es by equating the decay energy input xate to 
the latent heat-release rate 

i 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 
i m hfs=Q (9-1) 

where 

m = the rate of fuel melting mi') 
hfs = the latent heat of melting 
Q = the decay heat rate far a sipgle assembl (Jos *'). 

3.2 x Id J0kg-l into Equation 9-1 yields 
Substituting the decay heat rate Q I: 2.6 x 14 Jos -' and the estimate 

Q-2) 

1 
i 

ity, the fuel will drain downward. It is 
reasonable to assume that the fuel will flow as films over the relatively cold fuel 
concentric-cylindrical structure (rings),located below the zone of melting. 
Assumingthat the thicknessesofthefilmsarespatiallyuniformandthatthe films 
fall in laminar flow, the instantanems average length of the films, X, within the 

g = thegravitationalconstant 
p = &he density of the molten fuel material 
p = the viscosity ofthe molten fuel material. 

'Lhe mass rate of draini be equal to the rate of melting, so that 

(94) dx 
dt m= pC6- 
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C = the wetted perimeter of the fuel assembly structure. 
Eliminating 6 between Equations 9-3 and 9-4 and integrating the d t  

gives . 

Now, the total wetted perbetex of the Concentric fuel cylinders within 
the assembly is C = 0.83 m. Using the property tstimates p = 3.6 x Id kpmg ana p = 29 x lo-’ kg.rn-’ s-’, we estimate from Equation 9-6 that the average 
thickness of thedrainageWtilmsisS=0.41 mm. This film is rather thin and 
is not likely to flow very far before it refreezes on the cold-fuei surface just below 
the melting zone. In facs the refreezing process can result in the blockage of the 
assembly channels (see below). 

Ihetamiliarsquare-rootcrustgrowthlawfortheinstantaneousthickness 
of the fmal material, b, namely 

b- adz (9-7) 
caubeusedtopredict,appximately,thefudrefreezingrate. Thequantity Xis 
the growth constant, which is a fimctbn of the physical Properties and initial 
temperaMes dthe draining melt and substrate solid materiats and a is the 
thennaI dif€usivify of the fuel material. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed 
here that the physical Propertiesof these materhhare the same. For the case of 
fuel melt refreezing by conduction of heat into an underlying fuel cylinder 
subcooled not more than about 200°C below the melting point of the fuel, X is 
well represented by the e;xpression 

where 

c = theheatcapacityofthefuelmateriat 
AT = the subcooling of the fuel substrate. 
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The characteristic time far freezing of the draining fuel films is, then, from 
Equations 9-7 and 9-8 and the condition S = 60, 

(9-9) 

Substitutingthepvi~estim~6=0.41 mm- togetherwiththepmprty 
estimates c = 0.753 x I d  J*kg"K' , a = 4.06 x 10J*m*s=L, and a fuel structure 
subcooling of AT = lOK, into Equation 9-9, we f d  that the draining fuel will 
refreeze in 0.012 s. This time should be compared with the time it takes intemal 
heating to raise the he1 tempemme AT = 10°C. namely 0.46 s. Equation 9-5 
reveals that the melt Nm drains a distance of only 7.8 cm at the instant it is frozen 
in place. Of course, molten fuel is supplied continuously to the refreeze zone by 
decay heating. Since the refreezing of the draining fuel prevents the fuel film 
from advancing very far below the melting zone, and since refhzing occurs in 
considerably less time than heating and subsequent fuel melting, radial frozen 
fuel buildup must occur. The final thickness of the refrozen fuel is limited by the 
heat capacity of the intact underlying fuel-ring structure. Therefore the draining 
rateof the melted fuel material is so slow compared to the rate at which it reEreezes 
that the potential fora complete refrozen fuel blockage of the assembly channels 
is high. The presence of water just below the melting zone would aid the 
refreezing process and practically ensure that all the 'void space' left by the 
receding water is filled with refrozen fuel. 

It is necessary to determine whether the dense frozen block of fuel that 
f i b  the entire assembly cross section is codable by the surrounding heavy water 
bath. It can readily be shown that the temperature at the center of an internally 

(9-10) 

where 

k = the thermal conductivity of the cylinder (refrozen fuel). 
A simple energy balance indicates that the heat flux q at the surface of the 

cylinderis ~ 

(9-1 1) 

, the heat flux q cannot ex6& the critical 
nucleate boiling heat flux of water of approximately q = 2 x 10 J*~n*~*s-*. 'Ihe 
uxresponding in* heatin 5 rate is obtained from Equation 9-11 and, since 
R = 0.052 m, is Qv = 7.7 x 10 J*m"*s-'. This result represents about 5.1% of 
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full power. It follows fnnn Eq&n 9-10 (with k = 120 Jm"*s"~K~' and 
To = 1WC) that the temperame at the center of a dense blockage subject to this 
internal heating rate is 534OC, which is about 130°C below the fuel melting point. 
Basedontheestimatesobtainedintheforegoing, wecancuncludethatacomplete 
assembly blockage of refrozen fuel is coolable for power levels below 5.0% of 
full power. 

B.9332 -wm J m& . Repeating the calculations 
of the preceding section for fullpowerconditions, we can predict that the draining 
fuel-melt films are, on average, 1.2 mm thick and traverse a distance of 4.2 m in 
0.74 s before resolidifying. This distance exceeds the 4.0-m length of the active 
fuel region. Moreover, theresolidification rime, again based on the fuel subcool- 
ing AT = 10°C, is much greater than the 0.018 s required for the full-power 
heating rate to 'absorb' AT. Ihus, wNe the axial power variation may result in 
the formation of temporarily h z e n  fuel rivulets that cling to intact fuel rings, at 
full power all refmzen and intact fuel will be quickly melted and moved under 
gmvity toward the bottom of the process tube. 

The draining fuel is likely to follow the normal flow path through the 
bottom fitting of the process tube ( R g w  B.9-6). 'Ihe fuel will first accumulate 
in the plenum located between the bottom of the active fuel zone and the pressure 
plateshowninFigureB.9-6. Thepla~willpresentsomeinitialresistancetothe 
downward flow of fuel, as the fuel must €low through the twenty-four 
0.368-in.dia holes that penetrate the plate. However, the plate will be quickly 
'wiped away' by very rapid ablation by the fuel flow through the holes. 

'Ihe pmposed platemelting process is illustrated in Figure B.9-7 and 
involves the melting of the edges of the holes by immersing the plate in a laminar 
flow of hot liquid having themnophysical properties similar to those of the plate 
metal (aluminum). From boundary-layer theury, the heat flux q to the edge of a 
hole through which molten fuel, superheated above its melting temperature by 
AT degrees, flowing With velocity u is 

q = 0.332 hM k AT (f-r (9- 12) 

where 

k = thermalconductivity 
v = kineticviscosity 
Pr = prandtl number of the flowing melt 
6 = the thickness of the plate through which the hole is 

drilkd. 
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24 holes - 0.368-in. Bia 

Holes - 0250-in. Dm 

12 Holes - 0.250-in. Dia 

Path of Molten Fuel to Reactor Tank Bottom. 
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Boundary I pressure Piate 
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Figure B.9-7. Diagram Illustrating Fuel Flow "lgh 
an Ablating Hole in a Ressure PIate. 

'Ibe mean superheat AT of the fuel-melt pool a b e  the pressure plate can 
be estimated in the following manner. The energy increment dE, contributed to 
thepoolbyanincrementalmassApdxthatfallsadistancexundergravitythrough 
the active core region, is 

dE = c(T(x) - Tmp) Apdx (9-13) 

Where 

A = the aoss-sectional area of the intact fuel rings - 
T(x) = the temperature of the fuel increment, originally located a dis- 

tance x above the bottarn of the active fuel region, upon entering 

Assuming that the fuel increment falls freely @ugh the active region, 
the plenm. 

its temperature rise from M-power volumeeic heating Qy is 
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where 

L = the total length of the active fuel rings. 
The energy E is related to the average fuel superheat by 

Equating 9-15 and 9-16 and solving the result for AT gives 

E= ApcL AT. (9-16) 

AT = 2ih. ("1". (9-17) 
3Pc g 

At full power & = 1.5 x lo9 J=m'3=s-'. The total length of the fuel rings 
isL= 4.0m.Thus from Equation 9-17 we can estimate an effective fuel superheat 
of 

0 

(9-18) 
u through the openings in the presswe plate can 

be estimated from the Bernoulli equation: 

(9-19) M u=(2gH) . 
Taking H to be the vertid distance of 0.15 m between the bottom of the 

(9-20) 

-20 into Equation 9-12 rogether with 
the physical pperty estimates Pr = 0.02, k = 100 J=m"d-k-', v = 8 x lo-' 
m2*s-', and the plate-thickness dimension 6 = 3 x lo-? 

fuel rings and the pressure plate, Equation (9-19) gives 

forthe heat flux that im 

9-18 and 9-21: 

h = A c 2.4 x Id Em-2=s-'*k-'. Q-Z) 

Since theinitial temperatmeof thealuminum pressureplate,T~, is loooc, 
the effect of the fuel melt flowing through the holes does not immediately result 
in melting of the aluminum. The plate-edge t e m p e m  must first rise to the 
alumin~melti~temperahrre,Tmp=~C,befoacthemeltingprocessbegirrs. 
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Tbesolutionfoptheplateslafacetemperaaue,T~,beforemeltingstarts(Carslaw 
and Jaeger 1959) is 

where 

as= thethermaldiffusiviv 
kr = thermal ccmductiviiy of the aluminum plate 
T, = the tempera- of the flowing fuel (T- = AT+ T mp) 

m e  time to plate melting is found by setting Tw = Tmp in Equation 9-23 
and solving the result for t. Using Equations 9-22 and 9-23 and the appropriate 
property values, we estimate that it takes only 0.007 s for the surface of the plate 
to rise to its melting tempemme. 

Once melting begins, the iemperature of the ablating surface (edge of 
hole) remains constant in time and, therefore, the impingement heat flux at the 
edgeisalsotimemvariant, Thetempemtmpmfiiewithintheplate,intheradial 
direction beneath the edge of the hole, will asymptotically approach a simple, 
steady exponential f m  (Carslaw and Jaeger 1959). The relaxation time to 
steady state m the melting plate is leadily seen io be comparable to the time it 
takes the thermal wave thickness (at)  I4 to span one steady-state boundary layer 
thich~ess, adis where i is the steady-siate rate of increase of the hole radius 
because of meliing. Thus the ttansient melting process will die out in about the 
time 

t- time. 

as 
i=- i 2  (9-24) 

~ r ~ m  the resu~ts of the calculations presented below, i = 3 x mas-' 
and, since ck = 4 x I@-' rn2as-', the relaxation time for attainment of steady state 
is less. than 0.045 s, which is small on the time scale'of plate meltout ( > 0.1 s, 
see below). Clearly, the initial transient conduction and melting stages can be 
i g n d  and the melting process can be assumed to occur under steady-state 
conditions. 
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A steady-state energy balance at the melting edge of a plate hole yields 
the following relationship between the hole growth rate i because of melting and 
the heat flux Ci: 

i= m h f s + ~ s  Tmp-To (9-25) 

where 

c8 = the heat capacity of the aluminum plate. 
From Equation 9-21 and the relevant property values, we estimate from 

Equation 9-25 a hole growth rate of 

i = 3 x m-s-'. (9-26) 

From geometrical s, the halfdistance between hole centers 
rin is calculated to be 8.15 x 10'3m. The time it takes fur each hole t o p w  fiom 
the initial hole size (radius) ro = 4.67 x m to rin = 8.15 x 10- m should 
wrrespond approximately to the time it takes to melt away the entire pressure 
plate. This time is, from Equation 9-26, 

m-r0 
r (9-27) 

odd present little 
additional resistance to the downward relocation of the fuel melt. Likewise, the 
superheated fuel melt should readily flow from the main cavity, through the shell, 
to the bottom of the reactor tank (see Figure B.9-5). Without presenting the 
calculations, it can be shown that the holes that penetrate the shell will grow 

ning through which the fuel should 

t = - = 0.12 s. 

Thus the pressure plate is rapidly ablated away 

ncMent h.ocess Assemb 

inside as well as imm 
incident process assembly, inefficient fuel/coolant interactions would take place 
(Fa& and Henry 1982) leading to transfer of energy to the warn and partial 
breakup of the molten fuel. Because of the modetator flow panern, the potential 
exists for the particulate fuel/target material to be carried up into the active 
moderator space. Assuming optimum fuel particulate (in the absence of target 
material) moderator configlltiltions, positive reactivity additions on the order of 
96 AK = 0.5 have been calculated. The rime scale for such reactivity addition 
would be well in excess of the nominal reactor scram rime, and since the worst 
possible reactivity addition is well below the reactor shutdown worth, a whole- 
core event would indeed appear to be an incredible event. Note that only a small 
fraction of the incident assembly fuel (which would include target material) 
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would reach the active moderator space. with the majority of the fuel remaining 
inafroztn~dcoolablegecmeayeith~withinthelowerponionof theassembly 
or on rhe reactor rank floor. 
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